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Abstract

The work involved an in-depth evaluation of the design and use of a sophisticated educational software package in an area known to be conceptually difficult. The software (Bioview) allows the exploration of the relationship between three interacting variables by the direct manipulation of a pictorial representation of these variables. Limiting factors in photosynthesis was chosen as a exemplar task domain. An extensive model (the Jigsaw Model) for the assessment of cognitive aspects of educational software was developed as a basis for the evaluation.

The focus of the research was on the use of Bioview by three pairs of 6th form students to answer set questions about limiting factors in photosynthesis. In each pair a student was asked to teach the other student to use Bioview to answer the set questions. These teaching sessions were video-taped and the audio component of each video recording was transcribed. In addition audio recordings were made of (i) a teaching session in which the "teacher-students" were introduced to Bioview, and (ii) group interviews with the teacher-students and the paired students. Other data sources included package documentation and reports of preliminary studies conducted with Masters students.

The video records form the prime data source. The "Goals, Operators, Methods, and Selection" (GOMS) model was used as an initial basis to analyse the human-computer interaction in these sessions. The Jigsaw Model was used to complete a critique of the design of Bioview. This critique has been used as a basis for a consideration of learner and designer models in the use of direct manipulation educational software, leading to the identification of four design paradoxes in this context: a black box paradox, a control paradox, a display paradox, and an interaction paradox; all of which need to be considered in the design of direct manipulation educational software.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis is concerned with a comparison of designer and learner models of educational software, with particular respect to the use of software based on the direct manipulation interface paradigm. Bioview (Squires, 1991), a direct manipulation educational software application specifically designed for use in education, provides a software context for this comparison. Interacting variables in photosynthesis, an area which is acknowledged to be conceptually difficult, provides a task context. The comparison of learner and designer models is used to develop a comprehensive framework for the evaluation of direct manipulation educational software.

The notion of using mental models to represent human-computer interaction is relatively new, and there is still debate about what aspects of human-computer interaction should be modelled, what form the model should take, and what purpose the model should fulfil. The scope of the application of human-computer interaction models raises the question of whom the model purports to represent; most significantly, the designer or the learner. Allied to this is the question of what aspects of the software environment the model represents - the task itself, the interface to the user presented by the system, or the basic system architecture? Models of human-computer interaction can take various forms, for example a surrogate representation (Young, 1981), a metaphor (Carroll & Thomas, 1982), a "glass box machine" (duBoulay, O'Shea & Monk, 1981), or a combination of approaches such as general transition networks (Kieras & Polson, 1985). Each type of model has its strengths and weaknesses and the choice of a model will depend on the purpose envisaged for its use. This purpose can be broadly described as descriptive or prescriptive (Carroll & Olson, 1988). Descriptive models attempt to represent what users actually know, and as such their primary function is to provide a framework to explain the observed use of software. Prescriptive or competence models are concerned with what users should know, and they are used to provide representations of how the designer intends software to be used.

The eclectic nature of human-computer interaction models makes it difficult to clarify a basic framework for the evaluation of software. A good evaluation model should incorporate models which take account of the learner and the designer, the task and the system, and be both descriptive and prescriptive. A comparison of learner and designer models is used in this thesis to put together the different pieces of such a comprehensive
framework to propose a "Jigsaw Model" for the evaluation of direct manipulation educational software.

1.1 The Jigsaw Model for the evaluation of educational software

The models that have been advocated in the literature for human-computer interaction are broadly reviewed in Chapter 2. This is a wide ranging area of development in human-computer interaction studies, and this review does not claim to be exhaustive. However, it is intended that the review will indicate the major forms that human-computer interaction models can take.

Many existing models were developed on the basis of research into the use of command driven interfaces in which the user input and program output are separately conceived. Direct manipulation has now replaced command execution as the dominant form of human-computer interaction in state of the art interfaces. As an essential feature of direct manipulation is the use of the same object as both an input and output device, these models having limited application to the use of direct manipulation software. The defining aspects of the direct manipulation paradigm are considered in Chapter 2 in terms of the user-system interaction cycles described by Norman (1986) and Abowd & Beale (1991) as a prelude to identifying the specific weaknesses of existing models in a direct manipulation context. This analysis is used to identify an existing model as the basis for the development of a comprehensive evaluation framework as described above.

The model chosen as a basis for expansion is the Goals, Operators, Methods and Selection model (GOMS) developed by Card, Moran & Newell (1983). This is a well established competence model, with many reports in the research literature of its use and modification. The major extension of the GOMS model required for the development of a comprehensive evaluation framework is the linking of a compatible descriptive model. The development of such a model and its linking to the GOMS model to form the Jigsaw model is described in Chapter 2.

1.2 A context for applying the Jigsaw Model

The non-routine cognitive nature of educational tasks indicates that models for the evaluation of educational software should take account of exploratory open-ended cognitive activity. However, most of the research in human-computer interaction that has considered user models has been concerned with the routine use of well known systems such as word-processors and spreadsheets to complete well defined tasks. The cognition involved in the completion of these routine tasks is based on the use of internalised and well understood procedures, for example moving a block of text in a document. Experienced users will
complete these tasks in well ordered concise ways without the need for exploratory problem solving use of the system. This contrasts with the use of educational software when the user typically has an incomplete or misconceived understanding of the task in question. Educational software is designed to assist students in the development of understanding and the correction of misconceptions - a non-routine cognitive task.

A non-routine cognitive dimension to the evaluation has been introduced by including a consideration of the typical misconceptions reported in the research literature in understanding how the rate of photosynthesis is limited by interacting variables. Specifically, the research subjects were asked to explore the relationships between the principal variables which interact to determine the rate of photosynthesis of a green plant. Research into students' understanding of interacting variables in general, and how environmental factors interact to limit the rate of photosynthesis in particular, is well documented as described in Chapter 3. The research literature shows that most students have a very limited appreciation of the notion of interacting variables. Typically they use a "change one variable at a time while all other variables are fixed" paradigm. While this may be appropriate in the physical sciences, it is very often inappropriate in biology when the interaction between variables is often critical. The way in which the light intensity, level of carbon dioxide and atmospheric temperature interact to limit the rate of photosynthesis provides a classic example of the importance of considering the interaction between variables.

*Bioview* provides a way of exploring the relationships between three interacting variables through the direct manipulation of a pictorial representation of the variables, as described in Chapter 4. The results of this direct manipulation can be represented by instances of graphs of the rate of photosynthesis plotted against each of these variables. It is possible to display multiple instances and animated sequences of these graphs, enabling comparisons of the rate for different sets of values of the variables. The software runs in Microsoft *Windows*, enabling the display of multiple windows on the screen and links to other software applications.

### 1.3 Observation of the use of *Bioview*

As there is very little reported research concerned with human-computer interaction and the use of educational software, it follows that focal research issues in this area are not evident, and that there are no established research methodologies which are obviously applicable in this context. Therefore, it was impossible to make a priori decisions about appropriate research questions and an appropriate research methodology. Consequently, a preliminary phase of research was completed in order to clarify an initial research agenda and a broadly defined methodology (see Chapter 6). The initial research agenda and methodology were
refined as new research questions and data analysis techniques were suggested by the results of data analysis. The finally established methodology is described in Chapter 5.

The preliminary phase of research was centred on a questionnaire based heuristic evaluation of Bioview by a group of experienced teachers. The questionnaire items only suggested areas of concern and the teachers were expected to evaluate Bioview simply on the basis of their general experience of using educational software (see Appendix 4). After the evaluation the group met to discuss the results of their evaluations. Analysis of the questionnaire returns and the transcript of this group discussion indicated that the successful use of direct manipulation techniques in a Windows environment was considered to be problematic for inexperienced users. In particular, a number of comments were made about the potential problems associated with the interpretation and use of the "datacube" object as the focus for direct manipulation.

Two of the participating teachers also completed small empirical studies based on their practical use of Bioview. These reports were analysed with particular reference to the issues raised by an analysis of the questionnaire returns and the group discussion transcript. This analysis confirmed the perception that direct manipulation in a Windows environment should be a prominent feature of the research agenda. One of these reports described the problems encountered in recording the observations of the use of Bioview. The teacher reported that it was difficult to record the operations that the students executed and it was difficult to link these operations to the student's intentions. The identification of these problems was instrumental in establishing a data collection technique for the second phase of the research. It was decided to base the data collection on making a video record of the observed use of Bioview. This ensured that a faithful and complete record of the human-computer interaction was made. In order to prompt the articulation of user intentions, observations were made of the use of Bioview by pairs of students, with one of the students given the responsibility of teaching the other student to use Bioview to answer a number of set questions. It was anticipated that this would encourage the teacher-students to articulate their understanding of the use of Bioview and the other students to express their conceptual problems.

In preparation, for the conduct of the observation programme planned for the second phase of the research, relevant sections of the Users' and Teachers Guides for Bioview were inspected. In particular, a definition of the task domain was determined by an analysis of the set questions, which consisted of an adapted version of the set of questions appearing in the Teachers' Guide. This analysis allowed "successful" methods corresponding to the designer's model to be identified.

During the second phase, the use of Bioview by three pairs of 6th form students to answer five set questions about limiting factors in photosynthesis was observed. As explained above, in each pair a student was asked to teach the other student to use Bioview
to answer the set questions. These teaching sessions were video-taped as planned and the audio component of each video recording was transcribed. Group interviews with the "teacher-students" and the paired students were conducted after the observed sessions had all been completed.

Data analysis techniques for the data collected during this phase were developed for an analysis in terms of the designer's and learner's models from a task perspective and a system perspective. An analysis of the application of the GOMS model was also completed. An inspection of the laboratory session descriptions (Appendix 6) suggested appropriate forms of data reduction from both a task and system perspective. As the data analysis was completed the analysis techniques were refined to take account of emerging results. The data analysis completed in the second phase is described in Chapter 7.

The analysis from a system perspective resulted in three findings. Firstly, the state of the system, as represented by the state of the display, was very influential in the selection of methods. Secondly, the users needed informative confirmation of the effects of their actions for a smooth flow of activity between the task and software domains. Thirdly, users misunderstood the relationship between the current state of the system and the representation of this state by the display. This last finding contrasts with the superficial impression of a close match between learner and designer models implied by the users' extensive selection of successful methods. The analysis from a task perspective provided little evidence that the interaction between variables was considered by the users. In particular it appeared the learners did not possess, or were incapable of applying, an understanding of the concept of limiting factors in photosynthesis. There was some evidence of preferential application of direct manipulation techniques with respect to the use of this technique for fixing the value of a variable, or exploring the effect of varying the value of a variable. The application of the GOMS approach to describe the human-computer interaction in the laboratory sessions was effective as a method for describing the interaction at a superficial level.

1.4 A comparison of learner and designer models

In Chapter 8 the use of the Jigsaw Model to identify and explain likely design issues concerned with the use of Bioview to explore limiting factors in photosynthesis is discussed. The model is applied to specifically address the findings reported in Chapter 7 to complete a critique of Bioview, which is used to make some specific design recommendations. In addition, the critique is used to comment generally on the comparison between learner and designer models that may be employed during the use of direct manipulation educational software, leading to the identification of four design paradoxes which need to be addressed in this design context.
Chapter 2

Evaluation of direct manipulation educational software

Many attempts have been made to devise descriptive frameworks which can be used as a basis for the evaluation of educational software. These frameworks can be classified as (i) classification systems based on categories to which educational software applications might be assigned, (ii) schemes which emphasise the roles that software is intended to play, and (iii) schemes which relate software to commonly accepted educational rationales (Squires & McDougall, 1994). A consideration of each type of framework shows that none of them attempt to consider the significance of the nature of human-computer interaction in the learning process; an area of increasing importance, given recent developments in interface design, such as the advent of direct manipulation interfaces.

The literature provides examples of frameworks based on classification by application type (see for example Beech, 1983; Hofmeister, 1984; Salvas & Thomas, 1984; Wellington, 1985; Newman, 1988; Bitter & Camuse, 1988; USA Office of Technology Assessment, 1988; Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 1989; Simpson & Thompson, 1990; Pelgrum & Plomp, 1991). For example, Pelgrum & Plomp include the following in their list: drill and practice, tutorial programs, word processing, painting and drawing, music composition, simulation, recreational games, educational games, programming languages, spreadsheet, mathematics graphing, statistics, database, lab interfaces, programs to control devices, programs to control interactive video, CAD/CAM, CAI authoring language, item banks, record/score tests, grade book, computer communication, and tools/utilities. It is clear that this approach is simply classificatory with little or no scope for including a consideration of human-computer interaction.

A classic example of classification by educational role is provided by Taylor (1980), who described three roles for educational software: tutor, tool, and tutee. According to Taylor software operates as a tutor when the "computer presents some subject material, the student responds, the computer evaluates the response, and, from the results of the evaluation, determines what to present next" (Taylor, 1980, p.3). Drill and practice exercises and adaptive tutorial programs are typical of this software role. The tool mode is characterised by the computer's performance of tedious labour intensive activities, enabling the learner to concentrate on essential concepts without being distracted by the demands of "inauthentic" labour. As Taylor remarks, "to function as a tool, the classroom computer need only have some useful capability programmed into it such as statistical analysis, super
calculation, or word processing" (Taylor, 1980, p. 4). The tutee mode refers to provision by the computer of environments in which learners can "teach" the computer through expressing their own ideas and solutions to problems. O'Shea & Self (1983) also describe a framework based on classification by educational role. They classify software as either acting as a surrogate teacher or as a learning resource. Software acting as a surrogate teacher prescribes tasks and presents a body of knowledge. Software acting as a resource places a far greater emphasis on learning by involvement. Self (1985) develops this framework further by considering educational software in terms of the analysis by Rowntree (1982) of the functions of educational media. It is clear from these examples that human-computer interaction does not feature as an evaluation issue.

Kemmis, Atkin, & Wright (1977) and Chandler (1984) provide examples of frameworks based on classification by educational rationale. Despite its age the framework proposed by Kemmis et al. is still popular. It is based on the proposition of three paradigms of education "through which we may grasp the major ways in which the developers of computer assisted learning conceive the curriculum task" (Kemmis et al., 1977, p. 24). These paradigms are labelled as (i) instructional, which aims explicitly to teach material, usually by breaking it up into small parts and presenting these to students; (ii) revelatory, which emphasises learning by discovery, with software used to provide environments for exploration and discovery, and (iii) conjectural, which includes the articulation and manipulation of ideas and hypothesis testing. Kemmis et al. suggest a fourth paradigm - the emancipatory paradigm - which originates from the notion of the computer as a labour saving tool, and which only exists in conjunction with one of the other three. The example provided by Kemmis et al. indicates that these frameworks are primarily concerned with the features of the educational task in question, not the details of the associated human-computer interaction.

It is clear that existing frameworks do not address human-computer interaction issues. This needs to be rectified. Modern user interfaces are commonly used in schools, and a credible evaluation model for the cognition associated with the use of educational software needs to take due account of both educational and interaction design issues.

In this chapter the evaluation of direct manipulation, possibly the most popular current design paradigm, is considered as a prelude to research into its use in an educational context. Section 2.1 describes a general framework for human-computer interaction, which is applied in Section 2.2 to the particular case of direct manipulation. Section 2.3 reviews common models of human-computer interaction. In Section 2.4 the problems associated with applying existing models to human computer interaction are considered. An existing model is identified to represent direct manipulation, prior to the development in Section 2.5 of a more comprehensive model geared to the features of direct manipulation.
2.1 Elements of human-computer interaction

Human-computer interaction consists of a cycle of the user executing actions followed by an evaluation of the effects of those actions. According to Norman (1986) gulls of execution and evaluation arise due to differences between a user's psychological representation of task related goals and the system's physical representations corresponding to these goals:

[ ... ] the person's goals are expressed in terms relevant to the person - in psychological terms - and the system's mechanisms and states are expressed in terms relative to it - in physical terms. The discrepancy between the psychological and physical variables creates the major issues that must be addressed in the design, analysis, and use of systems. I represent the discrepancies as two gulfs that must be bridged: the Gulf of Execution and the Gulf of Evaluation. (Norman, 1986, p. 39)

If the gulf of execution and the gulf of evaluation are easily overcome the interaction cycle will be characterised by what Bodker (1991) describes as smooth activity flow. This implies, to some extent, automatisation of the task in hand. Interruptions or unexpected results will break the activity flow, disrupting cognitive performance. As Norman (1991) states:

The problem with disrupting activity flow is that the disruption brings to conscious awareness the disrupting activity, even when this is not the main focus of attention. This is usually undesirable, for it can have a negative impact on the task being performed. In fact, disruptions of this sort can lead to errors when the interrupting activity interferes with the maintenance of working memory for the task. The resulting memory difficulties may mean that the interrupted task is not resumed properly, either by being delayed beyond its proper execution time, by returning to the wrong point in the task, or by being forgotten altogether and never resumed: three classic forms of execution errors. (Norman, 1991, p. 24)

Norman refers to bridging the gulf of execution as a four segment process: intention formation, action specification, action execution, and making contact with the input mechanisms of the interface. Forming an intention will go some way to bridging the gulf of execution through the requirement to use an interaction language. As Norman (1986) puts it "the interaction language demanded by the physical system comes to colour the thoughts of the person" (Norman, 1986, p. 39). He describes action specification in the following way:

[ ... ] specifying the action requires translating the psychological goals of the intention into the changes to be made to the physical variables actually under control of the system. This, in turn, requires following the mapping between the psychological intentions and the physical actions permitted on the mechanisms of the system, as well as mapping between the physical
mechanisms and the physical state variables, and between the physical state of the system and the psychological goals and intentions. (Norman, 1986, p. 39)

The step of executing a specified intention is the first physical action required to bridge the gulf of execution. The gulf of evaluation is also bridged in four segments, a process which Norman describes as "starting with the output displays of the interface, moving to the perceptual processing of those displays, to its interpretation, and finally, to the evaluation - the comparison of the interpretation of system state with the original goals and intention" (Norman, 1986, p. 40-41). Considering the gulfs of execution and evaluation led Norman to propose seven stages in the execution-evaluation cycle as shown in Figure 2.1.

![Figure 2.1: States in the execution-evaluation cycle as proposed by Norman (1986)](image-url)
These stages are establishing the goal, forming the intention, specifying the action sequence, executing the action, perceiving the system state, interpreting the state, and evaluating the system state with respect to the goals and intentions.

Figure 2.1 illustrates that Norman considers that the stages of execution and perception mediate between psychological and physical representations. Likewise the input mechanism and the output displays also mediate between psychological and physical representations. This leads to the notion of a system image, that is the physical image of the system that users employ to develop their conceptual models. The user's interpretation of the system image is crucial in the development of a mental model of the system. A good system image will assist the user to develop mental models that are compatible with the design model of the system.

Abowd & Beale (1991) have extended the framework proposed by Norman. The execution/evaluation cycle as represented by Norman considers the system only as it is physically represented, that is by its system image. Abowd & Beale include explicit consideration of the system state, leading to a framework as shown in Figure 2.2. The framework is defined by Abowd & Beale as follows:

The nodes represent the four major components in an interactive system - the System, the User, the Input and the Output. Each component has its own language which is used to express its purpose in the interaction. In addition to the User's task language and the System's core language [...], there are languages for both the Input and Output components to represent those separate, though possibly overlapping components. Input and Output together form the system interface. Note that we distinguish between the system image and the physical interface. The physical interface is that part of the system which, as its name suggests, is in direct contact with the user in the physical world. Therefore, the physical interface is viewed as a subset of the interface in our framework. The input and output languages do not in most cases map very directly onto the concepts in the domain. Yet, the interface's position between the System and the User mandates that it be an effective mediator for the tasks in the domain of application. (Abowd and Beale, 1991, p. 75)

Four steps constitute the interactive cycle between a user and the interface. Firstly, a goal and associated task are formed and articulated through the input language. Secondly, the input language is translated into the system or core language to define actions to be executed by the system. This results in a change in the system state corresponding to the input specification. The execution part of the cycle is now complete. Thirdly, the state of the system as represented by the core language is expressed in terms of the output language. Finally, the user observes the output to assess the results of the output relative to the original goal.
Abowd & Beale invoke the notion of "distance", first used by Hutchins, Hollins & Norman (1985), as a qualitative measure of the way that the translation from each node effects the human-computer interaction. A reduction in the distance between any two nodes is seen as an improvement in design. For a perfectly designed system the distances would be zero. A consideration of their framework suggests that four types of distance are important: articulatory distance, functional distance, expressive distance, and observational distance. In addition, the notion of semantic distance is introduced as an aid to considering how easy it is to match the results of an interaction and the original goal.

Semantic distance is described by Abowd & Beale as the most important measure that can be applied to an interactive system. It is essential that the user is able to compare the results of an interaction with the original goal, implying a comparison between the semantics of intention and the semantics of evaluation. The difference between these two semantic descriptions is defined by Abowd & Beale as the semantic distance. A small semantic distance implies a close match between the goal structure of the user and the representation of this structure by the system. Payne (1987) expressed this as the yoked state space hypothesis: "The user of any device must construct and maintain two separate state spaces: the goal space, and the device space, and a mapping between the two" (Payne, 1987, p. 204). Thus for a small semantic distance the goal and device spaces must be
"yoked", that is there should be a well defined relationship between these spaces so that tasks can be translated into device space transformations, and device states can be compared with the user's goals.

The notion of an "assimilation paradox" (Carroll & Rosson, 1987) is relevant to the semantic distance. This paradox refers to the way in which prior experience and learning can both facilitate new learning and hamper it; previous ideas and concepts may provide a basis for new learning, but they may also encourage erroneous or irrelevant assumptions about the new learning task. The approaches that Carroll & Rosson propose for coping with the assimilation paradox illustrate in a more general sense how the semantic distance can be reduced. Their first approach consists of attacking the paradox by providing the user with alternate mental models to the models based on previous experience which they possess. Halasz & Moran (1982) propose that this approach implies that users should be given accurate and complete explicit models of the system; an approach illustrated by du Boulay, O'Shea & Monk (1981), Moran (1981), and Young (1981). The second approach attempts to mitigate the effects of the paradox by making the system as similar to the user's prior experience as possible. Direct manipulation is a classic example of the approach. Another approach is to include naive expectations about performance in system design. The final approach is to design for the paradox and exploit the accommodation that users make when assimilation fails.

Articulatory distance refers to how easy it is for users to formulate their goals in the input language. A small articulatory distance implies a mapping between psychological entities in the task language and the input language. Observational distance is concerned with the ease and accuracy with which it is possible to translate the output language back into the task language. Possible approaches to minimising both the articulatory and observational distances are illustrated by a consideration of the "production paradox" (Carroll & Rosson, 1987). For novices the production paradox manifests itself in the way new users dismiss the use of manuals and on-line tutorials, preferring an exploratory approach, and for experienced users it is evident in the way they resist replacing new methods with tried and tested methods that they are happy with. As with the assimilation paradox Carroll & Rosson suggest attack, mitigation, and design as approaches to the production paradox. Attack involves making the use of the interface intrinsically rewarding; rather like playing a game and thus epitomising the positive motivational features of curiosity, motivation and challenge identified by Malone (1981). Mitigation can be effected by controlling the consequences of an operation (for example, the provision of undo operations or the use of reversible direct manipulation procedures) or by controlling the options available to the user (hiding, dimming, and blocking options). The design approach is based on the notion of making the design of the systems and documentation more task orientated.
Functional distance is concerned with the extent to which the core language representation of the input language can reach as many states of the system as possible. The more states of the system that can be reached the smaller the functional distance. Expressive distance refers to the extent to which it is possible to translate the core language into the output language while preserving the system attributes relevant to the task in hand. It is critical that the differences in the system state at the start and finish of the execution phase of the interaction cycle are adequately represented in the output language.

In an easy to use system the interface will be close to the user, that is the articulatory and observational distances will be small. Abowd & Beale (1991) define the distance between the user and the interface as the user perceived difficulty. Hutchins et al. (1985, 1986) use the term semantic distance in a different way from Abowd and Beale to describe this measure. The complementary distance is the system perceived difficulty. This is different from the functional and expressive distances. These two distances refer to the possible states that the system can be in, while the system perceived difficulty refers to the ease with which state changes can take place. Interface design involves a compromise between coping with the demands of reducing the user perceived difficulty and the system perceived difficulty. Typically as the user perceived difficulty is reduced the system perceived difficulty is increased, placing greater demands on the designer.

The most commonly advocated way to reduce user perceived difficulty is to adopt a consistent design approach (see, for example Reisner, 1981; Rubinstein & Hersh, 1984; Payne & Green, 1986; Shneiderman, 1987; Kellogg, 1987). Dix, Finlay, Abowd & Beale (1993) aptly describe the high status afforded to consistency:

"Consistency is probably the most widely mentioned principle in the literature on user interface design. "Be consistent!" we are constantly urged. The user relies on a consistent interface. However, the difficulty of dealing with consistency is that it takes many forms. Consistency is not a single property of an interactive system that is either satisfied or not satisfied. Instead, consistency must be applied relative to something. (Dix et al., 1993, p. 135-136)"

However, although consistency is a much prized attribute, there is considerable debate to exactly what constitutes a consistent interface. Reisner (1993) summarised the lack of a clear definition as follows:

"[ ... ] precisely what is meant by this term [consistency] remains illusive. Loosely, consistency has been described as "doing similar things in similar ways", but throughout the years a number of authors have lamented our lack of a clear understanding of the term [ ... ]" (Reisner, 1993, p. 215)

As Dix et al. (1993) point, out consistency must be applied relative to something, and this requirement seems to be at the root of the confusion over the meaning of consistency. Grudin (1989) provides a three-fold categorisation of consistency in an attempt to clarify the
situation: (i) internal consistency of the design with itself, (ii) external consistency with other interface designs, and (iii) external analogic or metaphorlic correspondence of the design to the world beyond the computer domain. A very common analogy that is used as a basis for consistency is the system itself; an approach which Grudin (1989) sees as being problematical:

A special case of designing by analogy is that of designing the user interface to correspond to the underlying system architecture [...]. The system architecture is external to the user interface and will not be familiar to many users, but is typically very familiar to the designers. Although it may work against the user, mapping the system architecture onto the user's interface is very seductive, appealing to the designer's sense of consistency and simplicity. [... ] But as our designs adapt to the way that communities actually use systems, it is more likely that the user interface and system design will diverge, reducing the appropriateness of burdening the user with both descriptions. (Grudin, 1989, p. 1171)

System based consistency may reduce the system perceived difficulty, but it will probably increase the semantic distance and user perceived difficulty. As Grudin point out, a task based consistency may be a more appropriate design principle.

2.2 The direct manipulation paradigm

Hutchins et al. (1985) state that "[...]"direct manipulation" is not a unitary concept, nor even something that can be quantified in itself. It is an orienting notion. "Directness" is an impression or feeling about an interface" (Hutchins et al., 1985, p. 317). This rather intuitive interpretation of the direct manipulation is evident in the descriptions offered by other writers. Rutkowski (1982) claims that the user is able to apply intellect directly to the task, with the tool itself seeming to disappear. Nelson (1980) invokes the "principle of virtuality", that is the use of a representation of reality that can be manipulated, as an explanation. In Section 2.2.1 a more rigorous interpretation of the notion of direct manipulation is attempted with reference to the Abowd & Beale framework.

There are many reports of positive feelings about direct manipulation interfaces such as spreadsheets, display based editors, video games, and desk-top interfaces. Users claim mastery of the system, competence in performance of the task, ease in learning the system originally and in assimilating advanced features, confidence in the capacity to retain mastery over time, enjoyment in using the system, eagerness to show the system to novices, and desire to explore more powerful aspects of the system. Section 2.2.2 provides a review of empirical studies concerned with the efficacy of direct manipulation interfaces.
2.2.1 Human-computer interaction in direct manipulation interfaces

"Directness" provides the basic rationale for the design of direct manipulation interfaces. It is assumed that directly manipulating representations of objects relevant to the task in hand will provide an input language which is intuitive and easy to understand. The output language should also be direct, as emphasised by Hutchins et al. (1985):

"[... ] the output language must represent its subject of discourse in a way that natural language does not normally do. The expressions of a direct manipulation output language must behave in such a way that the user can assume that they, in some sense, are the things they refer to. (Hutchins et al., 1985, p. 319)

Hutchins et al. (1985, 1986) introduce the idea of the model world metaphor to discuss the notion of directness. In the model world metaphor the interface actually provides the environment for interaction; an environment in which the user can act and the effects of the user's actions are explicitly represented by changes in the state of the interface. The user has a sense of direct engagement and there is no intermediary between the user and the system. The user is encouraged to think of the interface as the "universe" of their interaction, a feeling that diSessa (1985) refers to as "naive realism". This contrasts strongly with the conversation metaphor for interfaces, typified by command driven programs. Interfaces based on this metaphor support interaction through the intermediary of an interface, consisting of a language medium, which translates user intentions into system instructions. The user and the system have a conversation about an assumed but not explicitly stated world.

The directness of an interface will depend not only on the design of the system but also on the characteristics of the task and the user, that is the user perceived difficulty. This in turn implies that both the articulatory and the observational distances should be small. As with all well designed software the semantic distance should also be small. These criteria are discussed with reference to three types of types of directness - semantic, operational and formal directness (Ziegler & Fahnrich, 1988).

Semantic directness depends on the ease with which the user can (i) execute and observe the effects of actions, that is the sizes of the articulatory and observational distances, and (ii) compare the expression in the task language of the original goal with the expression in the output language of the result of an interaction, that is, the magnitude of the semantic distance.

The articulatory and observational distances will be reduced by matching the nature of the interface objects to the nature of the task. For example, the objects in the Macintosh interface mimic the tasks which the user is expected to perform - a waste paper basket icon is used to delete files, multiple documents are represented as overlapping sheets of paper,
and so on. The visual objects used in the interface should afford the user a visualisation of
the task which is compatible with the mental model of the task held by the user. As
Shneiderman points out this is not a trivial task:

Choosing the right objects and actions is not an easy task. Simple metaphors,
analogies, or models with a minimal set of concepts seem most appropriate to
start. Mixing metaphors from two sources may add complexity which
contributes to confusion" (Shneiderman 1987 p. 201)

The articulatory distance also depends on the number of operations that a user needs to
execute in order to complete a task. As Ziegler & Fahnrich (1988) point out the need to
directly manipulate multiple objects or to execute a sequence of operations is undesirable:

Semantic directness is low if in order to work with one conceptually-coherent
object of a task domain several different objects have to be manipulated or
composed. Semantic directness is also low if a certain intended operation can
be achieved only by a sequence of system operations. (Ziegler & Fahnrich,
1988, p. 127)

Direct manipulation is intended to make the semantic distance small by making the
interface objects both input and output devices, a property of interfaces that Draper (1986)
terms inter-referential input and output. In this way the semantics of goal expression
expressed through the input language and the semantics of evaluation expressed through
the output language will refer to the same medium, increasing the chance of a match
between the two semantic expressions. Hutchins et al. emphasise this point:

[... ] the output language must present representations of objects in forms that
behave in the way that the user thinks of the objects behaving. Whatever
changes are caused in the objects by the set of operations must be depicted in
the representation of the objects. This use of the same object as both an input
and an output entity is essential to providing objects that behave as if they are
the real thing. It is because an input expression can contain a previous output
expression that the user feels the output expression is the thing itself and that the
operation is applied to the thing itself. (Hutchins et al., 1985, p. 333)

Operational directness also relates to articulatory distance and observational distance.
Users should be able to execute the actions that they feel are necessary; if users are
excessively constrained in their choice of actions by the system design the articulatory
distance will be large. If they do not receive prompt and accurate feedback the
observational distance will be large. The need for operational directness leads to commonly
accepted design guidelines, as Ziegler & Fahnrich point out:

It is usually difficult to make valid assumptions about the user's intended action
sequences. Most DM systems therefore try to make all visible objects
accessible in a user-initiated manner and to support the evaluation of a sequence
of actions by immediate feedback after each step. (Ziegler & Fahnrich, 1988, p. 127)

Formal directness refers to "the immediate comprehensibility of the system's output and an easy and efficient handling of the input elements and devices (commands, buttons, mouse handling etc.)" (Ziegler & Fahnrich, 1988, p. 127). As such formal directness affects both the articulatory and the observational distances. The use of icons, object and function selections instead of command names, well designed screen layout, and the comprehensible naming of function keys all contribute to formal directness. Typically these objects are represented pictorially, rather than textually or numerically. As Shneiderman (1987) points out physical, spatial, or visual representations appear to be easier to retain and manipulate than do textual or numeric representations. The classic approach to achieving formal directness is "what you see is what you get" (WYSIWYG), in which documents are shown on the screen in exactly the same form as they will appear in print-out.

It is clear that the implications of directness are consistent with the three original design principles stated by Shneiderman (1982, 1983) for direct manipulation: (i) continuous representation of the objects and actions of interest, (ii) physical actions or labelled button presses instead of complex syntax, and (iii) rapid incremental reversible operations whose impact on the object of interest is immediately visible. Hutchins et al. (1985) provide a more detailed set of requirements:

- Execution and evaluation should exhibit both semantic and articulatory directness.
- Input and output languages should be inter-referential, allowing an input expression to incorporate or make use of a previous output expression. This is crucial for creating the illusion that one is directly manipulating the objects of concern.
- The system should be responsive, with no delays between execution and the results, except where those delays are appropriate for the knowledge domain itself.
- The interface should be unobtrusive, not interfering or intruding. If the interface itself is noticed, then it stands in a third-person relationship to the objects of interest, and detracts from the directness of the engagement.

(Hutchins et al., 1985, p. 333)

While it appears that direct manipulation may make some tasks easier there are some tasks which are probably best done by using other methods, for example repetitive operations are probably best described in terms of a script. Other problematic applications of direct manipulation include handling variables, distinguishing depiction of an individual element from a representation of a class of elements, and precision in specification by the user.
A more fundamental problem relates to the fact that as the user adapts to the system representation they may change their own conceptualisation of the problem so that they come to think of it in the same terms as the system. Hutchins et al. make this point:

"While moving the interface closer to the users' intentions may make it difficult to realise some intentions, changing the users' conception of the domain may prevent some intentions from arising at all. So while a well-designed special purpose language may give the users a powerful way of thinking about the domain, it may restrict the users' flexibility to think about the domain in different ways." (Hutchins et al. 1985, p. 328)

As direct manipulation interfaces are built on ideas and concepts that users already possess, this may restrict users in using computational environments to think about things in new ways.

2.2.2 Empirical studies of the use of direct manipulation interfaces

Despite the extensive claims made for use of direct manipulation there have been remarkably few empirical studies of the use of direct manipulation.

Whiteside, Jones, Levy & Wixon (1985) conducted a comparison of the usability of seven interfaces, two of which involved direct manipulation. This study found no general advantages associated with the use of direct manipulation. However, the scope of the tasks (standardised filing tasks) and the short time span of this study indicate that this experiment should not be regarded as a complete evaluation of direct manipulation.

More recent studies have demonstrated positive advantages linked to the use of direct manipulation. Ziegler & Fahnrich (1988) report that Frese, Schulte-Gocking & Altmann (1987) compared learning and performance with a direct manipulation word-processor (MacWrite) and a command driven word-processor (Wordstar). Little difference in user performance during the initial introductory sessions was found, but that the direct manipulation system was superior in succeeding sessions. It was also better for more complex tasks. They also report that Shneiderman & Margono (1987) compared simple file manipulation tasks completed in direct manipulation and command driven interfaces. The results of this study indicated that direct manipulation was better with respect to task completion times, subjective rating by the user, and ease of learning. A comparison by Eberts & Bittianda (1993) of complex file manipulation tasks completed in direct manipulation and command driven interfaces led to less conclusive results. They found a preference for direct manipulation if a task could be conceived in concrete spatial terms, but no clear preference when the task was abstract.
2.3 Models for human-computer interaction

Human-computer interaction is typically complex, involving a consideration of the interaction between system design, task requirements and users' physical and mental capabilities. This inherent complexity implies that models of human-computer interaction will also be complex. To cope with this potential complexity, decisions about what features of human-computer interaction to attend to, and what features by default not to consider, are typically made in the design of interaction models. This has led to the development of a large number of models of different types, with strengths and weaknesses associated with each type of model. As Simon (1988) states:

Once one introduces the complexity of the human and cognitive and physical systems and then tries to estimate the effect of their interaction with some (more or less) pragmatically designed device, the resulting predictions will necessarily be of limited breadth and depth in coverage. [...] since any [user] model can only ever hope to account for a part of the massive complexity of human behaviour in any context, the diverse approaches which exist are the result of pragmatic decisions about what function any model which is developed will serve [...] The resulting state is that any would-be user of cognitive models faces a confusing array of partial tools when considering which approach to adopt. (Simon, 1988, p. 80)

A common distinction is made between competence and performance models (for example Green, Schiele & Payne, 1987). Simon (1987) describes the difference between these types of model as follows:

Competence models tend to be ones that can predict legal behaviour sequences but generally do this without reference to whether they could actually be executed by users. In contrast, performance models not only describe what the necessary behaviour sequences are but usually describe both what the user needs to know and how this is employed in actual task execution. (Simon, 1987, p. 81)

Dix et al. (1993) have categorised models in a different way as (i) goal and task hierarchies, (ii) linguistic models, (iii) physical and device models, and (iv) cognitive architectures. This categorisation will be used to review established models.

2.3.1 Goal and task hierarchies

Goal and task hierarchies assume that human behaviour can be described in terms of hierarchically related goals which are attempted by the user in a sequential fashion. This assumption has been criticised by some writers. For example, Whiteside & Wixon (1987) do not think that users start with goals at all, "rather they are always already acting in a situation, thrown to it as it were, unreflectively and unanalytically" (Whiteside & Wixon,
1987, p. 360), and Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth (1979) advocate that planning is often an opportunistic affair. However, the following claim by Black, Kay & Soloway (1987) indicates the conviction of some writers in the validity of goal based behaviour:

Almost all of human behaviour can be characterised in terms of goals and plans. In particular, most of what people do is devise plans of action and perform them in order to bring about some desired state of the world - that is, to accomplish a goal. Consequently, much of human knowledge about how to operate in the world is stored in memory in the form of plan and goal knowledge representations. (Black, Kay & Soloway, 1987, p. 36).

A belief in goal based behaviour is also evident in the development of the well known ACT* theory of skill acquisition (Anderson, 1982, 1983, 1987). Anderson described the critical role of a hierarchical goal structure in ACT as follows:

The ACT* production system specifies a hierarchical goal structure that organises the problem solving. [...] It has proven impossible to develop satisfactory cognitive models that do not have some overall sense of direction in their behaviour. As can be seen with respect to this example [writing the FIRST function in Lisp], the hierarchical goal structure closely reflects the hierarchical structure of the problem. (Anderson, 1987, p. 196)

In a goal and task hierarchy the user's model is represented in terms of a set of "top-level" goals, each of which can be represented by hierarchically arranged sub-goals. Top-level goals consist of relatively modest well-defined tasks. The lowest level goals are associated with "unit-tasks" that do not need the user to exercise any problem solving skills. The underlying assumptions of these models make them most applicable in "routine" contexts, that is contexts in which human-computer interaction can be described in terms of simple well defined-and clearly related goals, that can be achieved by the serial execution of limited tasks. Their application in contexts involving parallel processing, extensive problem solving and frequent user errors is problematical.

The best known examples of goal and task hierarchies belong to the Goals Operators Methods Selection (GOMS) family of models. The original GOMS model is described by Card, Moran & Newell (1980a) and Card, Moran & Newell (1983). In this model a goal is described by Card et al. as "a symbolic structure which defines a state of affairs to be achieved and determines a set of possible methods by which it may be accomplished" (Card et al., 1983, p. 144). Operators are defined as "elementary perceptual, motor, or cognitive acts, whose execution is necessary to change any aspect of the users mental state or to affect the task environment". (Card et al., 1983, p. 144). A method gives a procedure for accomplishing a goal, and is described as a sequence of goals and operators, with conditional tests on the contents of the user's immediate memory and on the state of the task environment. Selection is the decision by the user on which method to use.
Cognitive Complexity Theory (CCT) has been developed as an extension of the GOMS model (Kieras & Polson 1985; Bovair, Kieras & Polson 1990), which incorporates parallel descriptions of the user and the system. The user's knowledge of the system is represented by an extended version of GOMS, with production rules included to represent the cognitive behaviour of the user:

The relationship between the GOMS model and the production system formalism is direct. Goals are directly represented in the production system for job-task knowledge. They appear in the conditions of almost all production rules, and are manipulated in the many production actions. Methods appear in the form of sequences of production rules whose first member is triggered by the assertion of the goal of the method. The structure of sub-goals incorporated in a method appears in the form of actions in the method productions that assert and delete goals. Selection rules are simply the production rules that control the execution of methods. Thus, a selection rule can be a single production rule that asserts the goal that triggers the execution of a method, or it can be a collection of productions evaluating the current context in order to select the best method for that context. Operations are also scattered through the whole system, and consist of elementary actions, as well as environment-testing conditions. (Kieras & Polson, 1985, p. 369-370).

The device/system representation is given in terms of Generalised Transition Networks (GTN), a method description developed by Kieras & Polson which they describe as follows:

[ ... ] a GTN consists of nodes, which represent states, interconnected by arcs, which represent possible transitions between states. In diagram form, the nodes are represented by circles, and the arcs are represented by arrows between the circles. An arc consists of a condition, an action, and a specified next state. The arcs appear in a specified order; in the diagrams, this order is clockwise round the circle that represents the state, beginning at the top. The condition is written above the arc, the action is written below the arc. The next state is simply the circle to which the arrowhead points. (Kieras & Polson, 1985, p. 381-382)

As with the original GOMS model only routine cognitive performance is modelled; problem solving, for example, comprehending a manuscript, is not modelled by CCT, as made clear by Bovair et al. (1990):

In the cognitive complexity approach, the production system model of the user makes no attempt to represent fundamental cognitive processes [ ... ]. Such complex unanalysed processes are represented by the appearance of special operators in the rule actions [ ... ] (Bovair et al., 1990, p. 8).

However, there are two significant differences between the GOMS and CCT approaches. Firstly, in CCT the structure, extent, and complexity of task related knowledge can be computed by calculating the number of production rules in a method and the level to which
goals/sub-goals are nested. In the GOMS formalism only the content and structure of knowledge associated with a task is represented. Secondly, the inclusion of GTNs in CCT allows a comparison between the user's knowledge of a system and a formal representation of the system, as illustrated by Kieras & Polson (1985) in their comparison of "goal tree" diagrams to represent the mapping between device hierarchies and users' goal hierarchies. GOMS does not include a principled consideration of system characteristics.

The strength of goal and task hierarchies is in the articulation phase in the Abowd & Beale interaction framework. The set of top-level goals and sub-goals provides a description of the user's cognitive model of the task involved and provides a basis for interpreting the actions that they perform to achieve these goals. These models are less successful in representing the observation phase, although there is some scope for the consideration and interpretation of output in terms of the user's goal structure. The GOMS formalism does not address the performance and presentation phases. However, the performance phase is considered in the CCT approach through the comparison of user goal hierarchies and the device goal hierarchies obtained from an inspection of GTNs.

2.3.2 Linguistic models

According to Simon (1988) linguistic models utilise the idea of generative grammars, an idea borrowed from linguistics, in which it is possible to generate all and only the legal sentences in a language. In human-computer interaction terms "sentences" correspond to sequences of actions, and the language corresponds to the interaction language between the user and the interface. An application of a linguistic model would consist of the use of grammar rules to express the set of possible user-executable actions. Green, Schiele & Payne (1988) provide a review of linguistic models of human computer interaction, ranging from the use of Backus-Naur Form (BNF) grammar to describe user actions at an interface reported by Reisner (1981) to the development of a task action grammar (TAG) described by Payne & Green (1983, 1986). Tauber (1988) and Howes & Payne (1990) report extended versions of TAG.

BNF grammar was developed to describe programming languages with the grammar taking the form of rules which will provide correct statements in the programming language. As such the grammar is purely syntactic, and its application to human-computer interaction takes no account of any semantic representation of the dialogue between the user and a computer. In this sense the BNF grammar model lacks a cognitive dimension; it only provides a description of what actions it is legally possible for the user to execute, without considering what leads to the decisions to take specific actions.

TAG attempts in two ways to provide a cognitive dimension to a linguistic interpretation of the user interface. Firstly, instead of rewriting actual machine commands
an attempt is made to use grammar rules to express simple tasks that are assumed to be perceived by the user. Secondly, a TAG analysis aims to consider the consistency of an interface in terms of the alignment between syntactic and semantic aspects of the interface language:

In the ideally consistent [interface] language, semantic relations will not only be mirrored in the lexical or symbolic relations, but also in the structure of the commands. [ ... ] The task semantics should map onto the the language syntax in a consistent way. (Payne & Green, 1986, p. 96)

An approach including consistency as one foci is justified by Payne & Green (1986) as follows:

Consistency [ ... ] is informally recognised to be a major determinant of learnability. The advantages of consistency lie in facilitating generalisations by the user, who having learned some parts of the system can then infer others. (Payne & Green, 1986, p. 95)

In order to effect a measure of consistency simple complexity metrics are computed, with the supposition that the more complex an interface language is, the less consistent it is.

The extended task action grammar described by Tauber (1988) aims to increase the cognitive dimension of the TAG model further. Tauber (1986a, 1986b) has introduced the notion of the "user's virtual machine" (UVM) to describe the user's perception of the structure of knowledge needed to understand the task related work of a system. The UVM thus provides a framework for linking a user's mental model of the interface with the ideal representation of competent performance predicted by formal grammars. The extension of TAG to represent display based systems has been attempted by Howes & Payne (1990) through the development of D-TAG.

2.3.3 Physical and device models

Physical and device models are designed to provide reasonably accurate, detailed descriptions of the performance of well defined unit tasks (for example, insertion of a character in a document using a word processor) at the sensory motor level. A well known example is the Keystroke Level Model (KLM) described by Card, Moran and Newell (1980b, 1983). A more contemporary example concerned with current input devices is the three state model for input devices (Buxton 1990).

The KLM is an application of the GOMS model at a the lowest level of analysis; the keystroke level. Card et al. (1983) give four levels of analysis for the GOMS model - analysis at the unit-task, functional, argument, and keystroke level. They describe each of these levels with respect to text editing. At the unit-task level the task goal is achieved by
the repetition of an edit unit-task operator. In functional level models tasks are decomposed into the cycle of (i) get the next unit-task, (ii) locate the cursor at the edit site, (iii) make the required modification, and (iv) verify that the edit has been completed successfully. At the argument level the individual steps at the functional level are decomposed into the individual steps and specifying actions and their arguments. The operators used at the keystroke level are different than those used at the other levels. The concern is no longer with the functional role of the interface language, but rather the basic physical and mental actions of the user, such as typing, clicking a mouse button, looking, moving a hand, and various mental operations.

The strength of the KLM is in the prediction of times required to execute unit-tasks. This is done by describing the execution of a unit-task in terms of four different physical-motor operations: keystroking, pointing, homing and drawing; one mental operator, taken as pauses between the execution of physical operations; and a system response operator. Most operators are assumed to take a constant time for each occurrence. Actual execution times are obtained from empirical data. For example, the time to point with a mouse can be determined by applying Fitt's Law (Fitts & Posner, 1967) and thus depends on the size and position of the target. A representative value would be 1.10 seconds. The execution time for a unit-task is simply calculated by summing the individual execution times.

The KLM is a very basic "engineering" model which takes no account of cognitive factors. However, within these constraints it has proved to be very successful. Card et al. (1983) empirically validated the prediction times derived from an application of the KLM to the analysis of a wide range of tasks, finding an error of about 20%. However, these results should be viewed with caution, as the accuracy of the predictions will critically depend on the representative individual operator execution times that are used to calculate the total execution time.

The three state model has been specifically designed to address the use of modern input devices by looking at different pointing tasks, such as icon selection and line drawing, in order to assess the performances of various pointing devices in these contexts. It is designed to capture the differences between using commonly available input devices, such as a mouse, a light pen and a tracker ball. As the name of the model implies the state of a pointing device is defined in terms of three values. For example, consider a light pen with a button. State 1 corresponds to the light pen touching the screen without the button depressed, State 2 corresponds to the pen touching the screen with the button depressed, and State 0 occurs when the pen is not touching the screen. A mouse has two states - State 1 when it is being moved across the screen and State 2 when it is being dragged across the screen. The application of a device to a specific task is described in terms of the required 0-1-2 state changes.
2.3.4 Cognitive architectures

The models previously considered have implicit or explicit representations of cognitive processing, even if these representations are at a superficial level. For example, the GOMS model uses a hierarchical goal directed description of behaviour, CCT assumes a distinction between short and long term memory, with production rules stored in long term memory which are invoked when they match the contents of short term memory, and the KLM is based on the Model Human Processor cognitive architecture (Card et al. 1983). In this section the problem space model and the interacting cognitive sub-systems (ICS) models are described a examples of models in which the associated cognitive architecture is central to the model.

The problem space model, originating from the work of Newell & Simon (1972), defines a problem space which is traversed by making plans to reach a goal from a given state. A problem space consists of a set of states and operations which can be executed to change from one state to another state. The desired goal is represented by a sub-set of the possible states. To achieve this goal operations are executed to change the existing state of the problem space so as to correspond to this sub-set. This model is interesting in that it can be used to model exploratory non-routine cognitive behaviour, in contrast to the previously described models.

The problem spaces model is not directly implementable. However, it has given rise to executable cognitive architectures such as Soar (Laird, Newell & Rosenbloom 1987). Soar has in turn been used to develop programmable user models (PUMs) as described by Young & Green (1989). PUMs aim to provide a programmable cognitive architecture which can be used to simulate the use of an interface design specified in terms of knowledge analysis of the task in hand. The simulation is intended to represent user behaviour itself, and as the description of the interfaces is not given in parametric or idealised terms, it will not provide predictions of task completion times or estimates of system complexity.

Interacting cognitive sub-systems (Barnard, 1985; Barnard, 1987; Barnard, Wilson & Maclean, 1988; Barnard & Teasdale, 1991; Teasdale & Barnard, 1993; Barnard & May, 1993) is a model which provides a model of perception, cognition and action. Barnard (1987) explains the basic assumptions of ICS as follows:

It assumes that perception, cognition, and action can usefully be analysed in terms of well defined and discrete information processing modules; it assumes a separation of mental representations stored in episodic memory records from the content-specific processes that construct and utilise them; and it assumes a significant capability on the part of the human cognitive system for parallel processing of information. (Barnard, 1987, p. 20)
Thus ICS is built up by the coordinated activity of nine sub-systems - five peripheral; systems in contact with the world, and four concerned with mental processes. The model is not intended to provide a description of the user in terms of sequences of actions, rather it is intended to provide a holistic view of the user as an information processing machine. As Simon (1987) remarks when comparing ICS to the MHP model of Card et al.:

In contrast, ICS represents the nature of processing more strongly and in a less parameterised fashion. It is able, therefore, to capture wider variations in the behaviour due to performative factors, including some classes of errors. As a result the interaction between cognitive resources available to the user and those required by the task should be more adequately covered by ICS than MHP, for example. (Simon, 1987, p. 89)

2.4 Problems with applying existing models to direct manipulation interfaces

Most established usable models of human computer interaction were developed before the use of direct manipulation interfaces became common. Thus most of the models have been framed in terms of command driven interfaces, or at best keyboard and cursor based interfaces.

The major problem that both goal hierarchy and grammar methods have in representing direct manipulation is their concentration on input aspects with a failure to deal adequately with the output features. There is an implicit assumption that the users know what they want to do and that feedback from the output is used simply to display the results of their actions rather than provide a clue for future interaction with the system. This almost amounts to heresy in a direct manipulation context, where a fundamental principle is an inter-referential relationship between input and output. Grammars also face a problem in determining the appropriate resolution of analysis that should be adopted. Dix et al. (1993) illustrate this point when they state that pressing a cursor key is a reasonable lexeme, while moving a mouse pointer one pixel makes less sense. In addition, the meaning associated with clicking a mouse pointer at a given screen position depends on the current state of the display. The application of structured methods as a basis of goal hierarchies also presents problems. In direct manipulation systems actions are easy to execute and undo, leading to a sense of security which encourages an exploratory approach to task completion. There is obvious scope for a mismatch between the open style of interaction sponsored by direct manipulation and closed representation afforded by GOMS type models.

From the above it is clear that an ideally applicable established model to represent direct manipulation does not exist. Consequently it has been decided to select one of these models as a basis for an initial representation of the direct manipulation observed during the laboratory sessions featured in this research programme, with view to expanding this model in light of the research findings. The choice of an initial model has been made with
respect to four criteria. Firstly, there should be evidence that the method has not atrophied, but that it is capable of being developed and expanded. Secondly, reasonably successful attempts should have been made to apply the model in diverse contexts. Thirdly, it should be possible to apply the method in a relatively straightforward and realistic fashion. Fourthly, the representation afforded by the model should at least in some senses match the form of interaction envisaged during the research programme.

The GOMS approach has provided a basis for a number of extensions. The development of CCT was an expansion of the GOMS model to incorporate a description of the system and an enhanced representation of the user. The credibility of the CCT extension is demonstrated by the capability of the extension to predict the transfer of training from one system to another (Bovair et al., 1990; Kieras, 1988; Kieras & Bovair, 1986; Kieras & Polson, 1985; Polson & Kieras, 1985; Polson, Muncher & Englebeck 1986). John (1988) and John & Newell (1989) have also expanded the GOMS model by adding techniques borrowed from critical path analysis to include a consideration of parallel processing. Olson & Olson (1990) review research by Lerch (1988), Lerch, Mantei & Olson (1989), and Smelcer (1988) on the analysis of errors in a GOMS representation to argue that the analyses presented in these research studies "only open the door on the treatment of errors within the GOMS framework, but the work described offers a significant beginning toward addressing one of the major shortcomings of the GOMS model" (Olson & Olson, 1990, p. 250-251).

The original and best known application of GOMS is in the text editing domain (see for example Card et al., 1983; Polson, 1987; Singly & Anderson, 1988). However, Gugerty (1993) states that the GOMS approach has been adopted in a number of other task domains, including editors for tables and graphics (Bennett, Lorch, Kieras & Polson, 1987; Vossen, Sitter & Ziegler, 1987), telephone operator workstations (John, 1990), microprocessor-based oscilloscopes (Lee, Polson & Bailey, 1989), operating system commands (Karat, Fowler & Gravelle, 1987; Karat & Bennett, 1989), help systems (Elkerton & Palmiter, 1991), spreadsheets (Olson & Nilsen, 1988; Lerch, Mantei & Olson, 1989), and databases (Smelcer, 1988). It is interesting to note that this list of applications includes two research studies of the application of the GOMS model to the use of spreadsheet, a software application based on the direct manipulation paradigm.

Kieras (1988) acknowledges that there are problems in the application of the CCT extension of the GOMS approach. He identifies these problems as (i) difficulty in constructing production rule simulation models, and (ii) difficulty of doing, in a standardised reliable way, the detailed task analysis required to construct the representation of the user's procedural knowledge of how to operate the system. In response to these difficulties Kieras developed a language called Natural GOMS Language (NGOMSL). He reports that it is possible to use this language to conduct and use GOMS task analyses in a
standard way which could be taught to people who were not specialists in human-computer interaction or cognitive psychology.

As reported in Chapter 6 an inspection of the specific tasks that research subjects were to be asked to complete indicated that these tasks could be expressed in terms of a hierarchical goal based structure. In turn these goals could be related to the execution of methods consisting of the completion of unit-tasks through the execution of a limited set of well defined operators.

The GOMS approach appears to fit the four criteria outlined above. Consequently the GOMS model has been adopted as the basis for developing a more comprehensive evaluation model for educational software.

### 2.5 A comprehensive model for educational software evaluation

The basic GOMS model provides a prescriptive competence model of the user, that is it can be used to predict legal methods without reference to whether users will adopt these methods. Thus the GOMS approach can be used to match observed behaviour with predicted behaviour, providing a way of comparing learner and designer models. However, it will not provide an explanation for observed behaviour, and thus it will not provide a description of the differences between learners' models and the designer's model. Hence, GOMS is good at pointing out the existence of design problems, not in providing an explanation of them.

The GOMS approach is also limited primarily to the input phase of the interaction cycle. It provides a representation of how users articulate task related actions, but very little attention is paid to how users interpret the results of their actions, and no consideration is given to the users' perceptions of the system.

The limited scope of the GOMS approach is consistent with the distinction drawn by Lewis (1991) between the application of "inner" and "outer" psychological theory:

> The kind of psychological theory stressed by Card et al. (1983) can be called outer theory: It describes what mental processes do, and how they are influenced by external factors, but does not describe how the processes are accomplished. By contrast, an inner theory, describes the mechanisms underlying the processes, ideally in such a way that an outer theory could be deduced from the description. (Lewis, 1991, p. 154)

This suggests that in order to develop an explanatory evaluation model for educational software the model must incorporate an inner theory of learning. In addition, the theories of user interaction developed by Norman (1986) and Abowd & Beale (1991) stress the importance of the user's perception of the system, suggesting that a system representation should be included.
A combination of an outer psychological theory, an inner psychological theory and a system representation implies a complex model. This is not surprising as it is a truism that learning is complex, and adding a cognitive artifact, such as an educational software package, to the learning environment will necessarily add to this complexity. The identification by Norman (1991) of two views of the use of a cognitive artifact - the system view and the personal view - illuminates this notion of increased complexity. From the system view the artifact, in this case the educational software package, enhances cognitive performance in some identifiable ways. In this sense the cognition is shared between the user and the artifact, theoretically making completion of the task by the user easier. From the personal view the artifact changes the nature of the task, and new skills and concepts may need to be acquired. The delegation of some tasks to the artifact and the associated need to learn new skills and concepts makes human-computer interaction a very complex process.

2.5.1 Cognitive complexity in educational software environments

When software is used to support learning, in addition to understanding the concepts and ideas in the area being studied, students also need to learn to manage software effectively. This may involve learning which is essentially irrelevant to the learning task in hand. However, for the effective use of the software to assist learning, students need to learn how to apply the software to the current learning task; a high level process which demands both an appreciation of the learning task and how to operate the software. Birnbaum (1990) provides a succinct distinction between the three types of activities associated with the use of information technology (IT) in an educational context: task-intrinsic activities, computer-intrinsic activities, and IT-applicational activities. These types of activities can be thought of as constituting three separate but related domains.

The task-intrinsic domain relates to activities which are directly linked to the learning task. For learning to take place these tasks need to be successfully completed, irrespective of whether or not educational software is used to assist their completion. Within this domain there may be two distinct task areas; (i) an area relating to concepts concerned with the specific topic being studied, and (ii) an area concerned with subsumed and prerequisite concepts related to the general area of study. Successful learning will typically involve students using and relating concepts from both of these task areas.

Tasks in the computer-intrinsic domain are concerned with the efficient and effective management of software. It is clear that students must be able to operate software effectively in order to use it, but the competent use of the features of a software package does not guarantee that learning will take place. Thus the ability of students to complete tasks in this domain is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for the use of the software
to support learning. Two areas can be distinguished in this domain; (i) an area concerned with interaction with the interface, ranging from basic system features such as printing and saving files, through the full use of operating systems such as MS-DOS and Microsoft Windows, to the use of application specific features, and (ii) an area concerned with the perception of the system.

The IT-applicational domain relates to activities which are required for the application of the software to complete the learning task in hand. The extent to which the successful completion of these tasks facilitates learning determines how effective the software is in supporting learning. The functions that the software provides must be relevant to concepts related to the learning task. This implies two areas of relevance. The functions obviously need to be relevant to the specific topic being studied, but they may also need to be relevant to subsumed and prerequisite concepts in the general area of study.

The characteristics of the task-intrinsic, computer-intrinsic, and IT-applicational domains are illustrated by Birnbaum (1990) with reference to the use by students of a desktop publishing package to produce a poster:

[... ] it is important to understand that any IT-related task consists of three types of problem-solving activities: type one is intrinsic to the context and the task (e.g., how best to design a poster and leaflets for the school dance) - we might call this the task-intrinsic activity; type two belongs to the software itself (e.g., how do I use this desktop publishing package) - we might call this the computer-intrinsic activity; and type three combines the two (e.g., how do I apply this desktop publishing package to the poster design task) - we might call this the IT-applicational activity. (Birnbaum, 1990, p. 92)

The discussion of the task-intrinsic, computer-intrinsic, and IT-applicational domains highlights the potentially complex mix of skills and concepts involved in the use of educational software to support learning. Within this environment it is possible to identify three levels of cognitive complexity that are defined in terms of an identification of domains and the relationships between areas in each of these domains. These levels are shown by the "jigsaw" representation shown in in Figure 2.3. Level 1 issues fit with Level 2 issues through the relationships between the two computer intrinsic and the two task intrinsic areas, and Level 2 issues fit with Level 3 issues through the relationship between the two Level 2 issues.

Level 1 tasks are restricted to the task-intrinsic and the computer-intrinsic domains. At this level no deliberate attempt is made to link learning in task areas within the same domain. Thus within the task-intrinsic domain, Level 1 tasks are simply concerned with learning concepts which are either specific to a given topic or which are related to a general area of study, without any attempt to link learning in each of these two task areas. Similarly within the computer-intrinsic domain no attempt is made to consider deliberately the links between system features and the functionality of software applications. This
analysis leads to the identification of four evaluation issues at this level as shown in Figure 2.3: (i) concepts specific to a given topic within a general area of study, (ii) subsumed and prerequisite concepts from the general area of study, (iii) system features, and (iv) application features.

Figure 2.3: Levels of cognitive complexity in educational software environments

Level 2 tasks are also restricted to the task-intrinsic and the computer-intrinsic domains. However, at this level the relationships between task areas in the same domain are considered. In the task-intrinsic domain this involves a consideration of relationships between concepts specific to a given topic and subsumed and prerequisite concepts from the general area of study. In the computer-intrinsic domain this involves a consideration of the relationship between system features and functions of the educational software application. Considering the relationships between the task areas within each of these task domains results in two evaluation issues at this level as shown in Figure 2.3: (i) relationships between specific and general concepts, and (ii) the relationship between the system and application.

Level 3 tasks are only found in the IT-applicational task domain. At this level the use of the application to complete the current learning task is considered. This leads to the critical evaluation issue of how the functions afforded by the software relate to the cognitive demands of the learning task. Considering this issue typically requires the designer to
make complex decisions as to how the software will be matched to specific learning requirements. This level subsumes both the inherent complexity of the separate task areas in the task-intrinsic and computer-intrinsic domains (Level 1), and the complexity due to the relationships between task areas in each of these domains (Level 2). Thus if the Level 1 and Level 2 concepts associated with the task-intrinsic and computer-intrinsic domains are easy to grasp it is likely that the application of the software to facilitate learning will be relatively straightforward. In contrast, if Level 1 and Level 2 concepts in both of these domains are hard to grasp, it is likely that the effective application of the software to support learning will be problematical. If the Level 1 and Level 2 concepts associated with the task-intrinsic domain are relatively simple it is debatable whether it is necessary to use educational software to support learning. If, in addition, concepts at these levels in the computer-intrinsic domain are difficult, it implies that the use of educational software is inappropriate. In contrast, the reverse situation, with complex Level 1 and Level 2 concepts within the task-intrinsic domain and relatively simple Level 1 and Level 2 concepts within the computer-intrinsic domain, implies that the use of educational software is beneficial. In this case easily understandable computer-based activities are available to tackle difficult learning problems.

2.5.2 Designer and learner models of software complexity

diSessa (1986) identifies three types of model that are employed by users to understand the way software works, and by implication the way that the system operates. The first type of model he termed a structural model, which he noted as being identical to the idea of a surrogate model introduced by Young (1981, 1983). Such models "conjure up the image of a sort of replacement machine located in the mind on which one can run experiments and envision results without touching the actual machine" (diSessa, 1986, p. 202). This idea is illustrated by Young (1981) in his description of the implied register models held by users of calculators:

Implied register models [... ] are, roughly, "cover stories". i.e. simple descriptions of hypothetical machines whose behaviour matches that of the calculators themselves. [...] these models provide an account of how the calculator works rather than saying directly how it can be used to achieve a desired result. (Young, 1981, p.52)

Thus a surrogate model mimics the structure of the system at a level which is understandable to the user. Of course, a surrogate model does not provide a complete description of the structure of a system. However, a good surrogate model must provide a model which is both comprehensive and accurate at the level at which the user perceives the system. The choice of the level at which to pitch a surrogate model is critical. If the level
is too low, that is too close to the core language, the user perceived difficulty will be too high and the model will be too difficult for the user. If the level is pitched too high, the description offered by the model will be too superficial to be of genuine use to the user.

The second type of model diSessa terms a functional model, that is a model which is only concerned with how to achieve results without a concern for how these results are effected by the operation of the system. He describes such models in the following terms:

The general schematic of functional models is that one has a descriptive frame [ ... ] that includes recognisable objects and actions [ ... ]. Then the user can understand computational constructs and actions as they function in this frame. Functional models might be described simply as rules, [ ... ] but to think of them in this way ignores the fact that such a rule is memorable precisely because it fits into the previously understood scheme of goals and means [ ... ]. (diSessa, 1996, p. 208)

Young (1981) gives the example of an algebraic calculator, that is one that permits entry in an algebraic form using parentheses, as a classic functional model. He makes the point that it is very difficult to develop structural models of such calculators and that users inevitably have recourse to the use of functional models.

A functional model only provides a model for the task in hand, and a different functional model may be required for a different task. Thus users typically hold a number of functional models. This contrasts with a structural model which is designed to provide a comprehensive representation.

The third type of model is described by diSessa as a distributed model. Such a model is described by diSessa as follows:

I refer to models accumulated from multiple, partial explanations as distributed models. [ ... ] These models represent a patchwork collection of pre-existing ideas in the learner, "corrupted to new ends. They don't appear nearly as "model-like" as structural or functional models. But if "model" is too strong a word to describe them "understanding" is not. (diSessa, 1986, p. 209)

Both the designer and the learner will hold models of the system and how it can be manipulated to complete the task in hand. Norman (1983) acknowledged the existence of the designer's model as a conceptual model of the system, and the learner's model as the user's mental model of the target system. He also introduced the notion of a designer's model of the learner's model:

[ ... ] we need a conceptual model of the system: call the conceptual model of $t,C(t)$. And now let the the user's mental model of that target system be called $M(t)$. We must distinguish between our conceptualisation of a mental model, $C(M(t))$, and the actual mental model that we think a person might have, $M(t)$. (Norman, 1983, p.11)
In terms of diSessa's analysis the learner's model will typically be distributed, incorporating a repertoire of functional models, with the possible addition of a surrogate model of the structure of the system. The designer's model will also typically include a set of functional models, but it will also certainly incorporate a model of the system at some level. Some designers (for example, those intimately connected with the coding of a software application) may have a number of structural models, ranging from a representation of the system in the core language through to surrogate representations at different levels. Other designers, may simply possess a surrogate model of the system. The designer's model of the learner's model needs to take account of the differences between both structural and functional learner and designer models. Notably it is important to establish what, if any, surrogate model the learner holds, and the relationship of this model to the structural models held by the designer.

Norman's analysis leads to the idea of three versions of the jigsaw representation of software complexity; a user's model, a designer's model, and a designer's model of the user's model. In this section each of the seven design issues identified in this Section 2.6.2 will be considered in terms of each version of the model, leading to a framework which will provide the basis for the explanatory component of an evaluation model. A summary of the framework is provided in Table 2.1

### 2.5.2.1 Evaluation issue 1: concepts associated with a specific topic

A designer will use accepted ideas and concepts about a specific topic in the design of an application. For example, in developing a simulation of a nuclear reactor a designer would develop a mathematical model based on the laws of physics and established engineering practice. It is not always the case that users of educational software will share the same concepts and ideas; in fact the norm is for learners to be unaware of critical ideas and concepts in the topic area and not to fully understand concepts they are aware of. The potential conflict between a designer's model, based on accepted ideas and concepts, and a learner's model based on misunderstood or incomplete concepts needs to addressed through the designer's model of the learner's model.

**Designer's model**
- What accepted specific and general concepts about a given topic is the design of the software based on?

**Learner's model**
- What are the typical misunderstandings and gaps in knowledge in this area?
### Table 2.1: Evaluation issues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Designer's model</th>
<th>Learner's model</th>
<th>Designer's model of the learner's model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Accepted concepts in a given topic</td>
<td>Misunderstandings or incomplete knowledge in a given topic</td>
<td>Approach to dealing with misunderstandings and incomplete knowledge in a given topic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Accepted prerequisite concepts and skills</td>
<td>Awareness of prerequisite concepts and skills</td>
<td>Significance of prerequisite concepts and skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Representation of the system that is used in the design</td>
<td>Understanding of the state of the system</td>
<td>Approach to representing the state of the system to the learner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Definition of application functionality</td>
<td>Perception of application functionality</td>
<td>Sub-set of application functionality required to complete a given task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Assumed links between specific and general concepts</td>
<td>Perceived links between specific and general concepts</td>
<td>Recognition of weak or non-existent links between specific and general concepts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Definition of the yoking between system space and task space</td>
<td>Perceived links between the system and the task</td>
<td>Awareness of mismatches between defined and perceived links between the system and task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Intended application of the software to support learning</td>
<td>Actual application of the software to support learning</td>
<td>Mismatches between intended and actual use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.5.2.2 Evaluation issue 2: subsumed and prerequisite concepts

Understanding a given topic typically involves understanding other concepts within the general area of study and using generally applicable problem solving and process skills. As with concepts specific to the area of study, learners will often misunderstand these general concepts while the designer will adopt the accepted view of these concepts. The designer will also usually take for granted that learners possess appropriate problem solving and process skills.

**Designer's model**

- What prerequisite concepts are assumed to be understood by learners?
- What problem solving approaches does the design of the software support?
- What process skills does the design of the software assume that learners possess?

**Learner's model**

- Are learners aware of prerequisite concepts and do they understand them?
- Do learners employ idiosyncratic problem solving techniques when using the software?
- Do learners possess the assumed process skills?

**Designer's model of the learner's model**

- Are attempts made to highlight the importance of prerequisite concepts?
- Is an attempt made to provide remedial assistance to cope with problems in understanding prerequisite and subsumed concepts?
- Does the design of the software take account of learners using idiosyncratic problem solving approaches?
- Is allowance made for learners not having a full range of appropriate process skills?

2.5.2.3 Evaluation issue 3: system features

In implementing the design of a software package the designer will define the relationship between the system and the application, that is the relationship of the core language with the
input and output languages. This definition will control the effects of operations executed while the application is being used. For example, diSessa (1985, 1991) discusses the merits of adopting dynamic as opposed to lexical scoping of variables in the design of Boxer. Typically, the user is expected to be either unaware of the relationship between system and application, or cognisant of the relationship in a contrived or limited fashion.

**Designer's model**
- What structural model of the system did the designer use when developing the application?

**Learner's model**
- What surrogate models of the system do learners hold and at what levels are they?

**Designer's model of the learner's model**
- Are users expected to have a structural model of the system, and, if so, in what form are they expected to hold this model?
- Is any attempt made to represent a surrogate system model to the user?

### 2.5.2.4 Evaluation issue 4: the functionality of educational software

The designer will decide on the range of operations by defining the input language and the range of representations by defining the output language. These decisions define the functionality of an application. Often there is a sub-set of essential operations which define the core functionality of the software. For example, the basic editing operations provide the core functionality in a word processing package, while more elaborate formatting commands extend this core functionality. Thus the functional models implied by the design of a system can be regarded as core and optional.

**Designer's model**
- What core and optional functional models is the design of the system predicated on?

**Learner's model**
- What functional models of the system do learners typically hold?
- How comprehensive is the set of functional models that a learner holds? Does the learner understand the full set of core functional models? What functional models in addition to the core set are they aware of?
**Designer's model of the learner's model**
- What are the differences in terms of extent and character between learner and designer functional models?

**2.5.2.5 Evaluation issue 5: the relationship between specific and general concepts**

The designer's model will typically assume that learners are capable of seeing the links between topic specific and general aspects of learning. However, the learner's model may not take account of these links. In some cases a learner's appreciation of the links between specific and general concepts may be tacit. The designer's model of the learner's model needs to take account of the possibility of weak, and possibly non-existent, links between learner's understanding of topic specific and general concepts.

**Designer's model**
- What links between specific and general concepts are assumed in the software design?

**Learner's model**
- Are learners aware of links between topic specific and general concepts, and do they understand the significance of these links?

**Designer's model of the learner's model**
- Is any account taken of the possibility of weak, and possibly non-existent, links between a learner's understanding of topic specific and general concepts?

**2.5.2.6 Evaluation issue 6: the relationship between system features and application functionality**

The designer's model is based on a knowledge of the relationship between the system structure and the software functionality. Learner's will not in most cases have this knowledge. Usually they will be unaware of a relationship. However, in some cases the designer will incorporate a surrogate model of the system, which will typically be at a more superficial level or in a different form than the defining model.

**Designer's model**
- What decisions have been made in defining the relationship between the system and the interface?
• At what level is it possible to represent the relationship between the system and the interface?

Learner's model
• Are learners aware of a relationship between the system and the interface?
• If learners are aware of a relationship between system and application what surrogate model do they employ? What is the semantic distance between these representations?
• Does a lack of understanding, or a partial understanding, of the relationship between system and application cause problems for learners?

Designer's model of the learner's model
• Is an attempt made to use a surrogate model to represent the relationship between system and application, that is, to minimise the semantic distance?
• If a surrogate model is used how does this representation correspond to the basic defining relationship?

2.5.2.7 Evaluation issue 7: the use of a software application for a specific learning task

The designer's model is based on the assumption that the representations and functions in a software application are a legitimate and useful representation of the specific and general concepts associated with a given topic. The learner's model is defined in terms of those features of the application which they find useful in learning the topic in question. The designer's model of the learner's model needs to assess whether the functions and representations are meaningful to learners, that is, to assess the user perceived difficulty.

Designer's model
• In what ways is it envisaged that the software application will be used?
• Does the design of the software application assume that learners are aware of, and understand, the full range of specific and general concepts?
• If it is not assumed that learners understand a full range of specific and general concepts, does the software design specifically address this lack of knowledge?

Learner's model
• How close is the match between the designer's anticipated use of the software application and the actual use by learners? More specifically do the learners use the assumed functions and interpret the representations in the expected way?
• Does the design make learners aware of specific and general concepts and skills?
What assistance is provided to learners to understand specific and general concepts?

**Designer's model of the learner's model**
- Are unexpected uses or unforeseen interpretations of representations catered for?
- Do the functions and representations in the software highlight the significance of relevant concepts and provide assistance in mastering these concepts?

### 2.5.3 Combining explanation and prediction

As shown in Figure 2.4, the complexity framework developed in Section 2.5.2 provides a basis for combining an explanatory component, based on an inner psychological theory and a consideration of the system, with a prescriptive component provided by the GOMS model, to provide a comprehensive evaluation framework for educational software.

*Figure 2.4: The jigsaw software complexity framework applied to the evaluation of educational software.*
The predictive and explanatory components of the model interact as shown in Figure 2.4; GOMS identifies design problems and the explanatory component provides an explanation. Although the identification of the design problem will be at Level 3, the interlocking nature of the levels enables an explanation of the problem to be made at Level 3, 2 or 1.

The three versions of the application of the jigsaw complexity framework introduced by a consideration of the designer's model, the learner's model, and the designer's model of the learner's model allow the development of a comprehensive model, as shown in Figure 2.5.

![Diagram of the Jigsaw Model for the evaluation of educational software](image)

*Figure 2.5: The Jigsaw Model for the evaluation of educational software*

In essence this development indicates that the explanation of a design problem identified by the predictive GOMS component of the model should be made from three perspectives in order to achieve a truly comprehensive evaluation. Thus the resulting Jigsaw Model aims to provide a comprehensive predictive and explanatory account of the relationship between
learners' and the designer's mental models. In this sense it provides an in-depth consideration of what Squires & McDougall (1994) term the interaction between the perspectives of the student and the designer.

Squires & McDougall also describe two other interactions which are relevant to the evaluation of educational software; the interaction between the perspectives of the teacher and the student, and the interaction between the teacher and the designer. The former of these two interactions is primarily concerned with effect that the use of educational software has on the pedagogic and social environment of the classroom, and latter is primarily concerned with the relevance of educational software to the curriculum. The Jigsaw Model does not address either of these interactions.

2.6 Summary

Existing evaluation frameworks for educational software do not take due account of human-computer interaction issues. This omission is becoming more important as the sophistication of the software typically used in schools increases. In particular the widespread use of direct manipulation software in education needs to be considered. Established usable models for human-computer interaction are inadequate for representing interaction in a direct manipulation context. The GOMS model has been identified on the basis of four criteria - possibility of extension, application in diverse task areas, simplicity, and compatibility with the target task domain - as a suitable model to act as basis for the development of a comprehensive evaluation framework for the cognition associated with the use of direct manipulation educational software. Such a model has been developed with two components; a predictive component provided by the application of the GOMS approach, and an explanatory component based on a consideration of software complexity.
Chapter 3

An educational task domain: limiting factors in photosynthesis

*Bioview*, the direct manipulation software tool which is the focus of this research, provided an environment to explore the relationships between interacting variables. Limiting factors in photosynthesis, an example of interacting variables which is featured in A-level biology syllabuses, provided a task domain for the use of *Bioview*.

Photosynthesis in general is regarded as a difficult topic (Simpson & Arnold, 1982a; Johnstone & Mahmoud, 1980; Finley, Stewart & Yarroch, 1982). The research into students understanding of photosynthesis indicates that students experience three areas of difficulty; (i) the concepts which are used to explain photosynthesis are in themselves complex, giving rise to diverse and fundamental learning difficulties, (ii) photosynthesis concepts require a prior grasp of more basic concepts, such as food, energy, energy conversions, living things, chemical change, and cells, which students also find difficult (Simpson & Arnold, 1982b; Stavy, Eisen & Yaakobi, 1987), and (iii) photosynthesis is a very broad area of study involving concepts from diverse areas, with the relationships between these areas typically poorly understood by students (Waheed & Lucas 1992). These difficulties lead to common misconceptions which are extensively documented in the research literature (see Bell (1985) and Wood-Robinson (1991) for reviews of this literature). These misconceptions are briefly described in Section 3.1.

Students' understanding of interacting variables is considered in Section 3.2, and the specific research into students understanding of limiting factors in photosynthesis is discussed in detail in Section 3.3.3.

### 3.1 Students' understanding of photosynthesis

Research into students' understanding of photosynthesis is extensive, with a considerable amount of data now collected which allows the formation of a comprehensive view of misconceptions in this area. The classification of concepts associated with photosynthesis into ecological, biochemical, anatomical-physiological, and energy change concepts (Waheed & Lucas, 1992) is adopted as a framework for briefly reviewing the findings of this research.
3.1.1 Ecological concepts

An understanding of photosynthesis from an ecological perspective involves an appreciation of the role of photosynthesis as a mechanism for enabling the transfer of energy from the sun to plant and animal life, the recycling of carbon dioxide and oxygen, the role of soil, and the role of light.

A study reported by Eisen & Stavy (1988) found a marked difference between the understanding of autotrophic feeding by biology majors and biology non-majors; 90% of a sample of biology majors mentioned the sun's role in autotrophic feeding, while the non-biology majors did not mention the sun's role in the carbon cycle or the food chain. Stavy et al. (1987) found that students had incomplete and superficial conceptions of the sun's role in the food chain. Soyibo (1983) reports the widespread belief that oxygen passes into plant leaves and carbon dioxide passes out. Wandersee (1983) in a large cross-age study (1405 students in the age range 10 to 18) of students' understanding of photosynthesis found that students believe that during photosynthesis plants give off mainly carbon dioxide, water vapour moves into the leaf, and plants take oxygen out of the air. The studies by Eisen & Stavy (1988) and Stavy et al. (1987) report that students do not appreciate the role of plants in recycling oxygen. A large number of studies report that significant numbers of students consider soil to be the source of food for plants (Arnold & Simpson, 1980; Simpson & Arnold, 1982a; Roth, Smith & Anderson, 1983; Wandersee 1983; Bell & Brook, 1984; Smith & Anderson, 1984; Driver, Child, Gott, Head, Johnson, Worsley, & Wylie, 1984; Bell 1985; Stavy et al., 1987). The role of light in photosynthesis has been considered by a number of studies (Roth et al., 1983; Wandersee, 1983; Bell & Brook, 1984; Smith & Anderson, 1984; Stavy et al., 1987; Eisen and Stavy, 1988). The results indicate that students are aware at a superficial level of the importance of light to plant growth.

3.1.2 Biochemical aspects of photosynthesis

Understanding the biochemical aspect of photosynthesis involves an appreciation of (i) the role of environmental factors such as temperature, light intensity, carbon dioxide concentration, and water, (ii) the role of chlorophyll, and (iii) the way in which various factors can limit the rate of photosynthesis.

Students generally consider light to be important without fully understanding the role that light plays in the chemistry of photosynthesis. This lack of understanding is evident in the results of research conducted by Amir & Tamir (1993) into the effects of the use of the terms "light" and "dark" reaction for respectively the light dependent and the light independent chemical reactions in photosynthesis. They identified a common
misconception that the "dark" reaction is temporally separated from the "light" reaction and occurs only at night or in the dark. Many students do not know that carbon dioxide from the atmosphere is the source of carbon which is reduced by plants during photosynthesis to produce sugar which is the plant's food. Given this fact, it is not surprising that there are widespread misconceptions as to what constitutes a plant's food (see for example Simpson & Arnold 1982a, 1982b; Roth et al. 1983; Soyibo 1983; Wandersee 1983; Bell & Brook 1984; Driver et al. 1984; Smith & Anderson 1984; Eisen & Stavy 1987, Stavy et al. 1988; and Barker & Carr 1989). In general few students appear to understand the photochemical origin of plant food, preferring an "everyday" view of the origin of food as materials which are eaten, rather than the biologist's view of food as the material which is used in respiration. Misconceptions about the role of chlorophyll are common (Simpson & Arnold 1982a, Wandersee 1983, and Soyibo 1983). Wandersee (1983) found that these misconceptions were amongst the most tenacious, with students' understanding in this area showing the least improvement with time compared with most other concepts.

3.1.3 Anatomical-physiological concepts

Understanding the anatomical aspects of photosynthesis involves a consideration of the significance of leaf structure on photosynthesis, and understanding of the physiological aspects involves a consideration of respiration in plants.

The results of research into students understanding of respiration in plants (Simpson & Arnold, 1982a; Wandersee, 1983; Stavy et al., 1987; Eisen & Stavy, 1988; Haslam & Treagust, 1987; Amir & Tamir, 1990) reveals that there is widespread confusion as to whether plants respire or not and about nature of respiration. There also appears to be widespread confusion between the processes of respiration and photosynthesis, with associated misconceptions about the time at which respiration occurs.

Limited research on leaf structure and students' understanding of photosynthesis is reported in the literature. In their study of how students aged 13-15 understand photosynthesis, Stavy et al. (1987) deliberately decided not to deal with students' understanding of plant structure because "its concrete nature makes the subject easy to grasp" (Stavy et al., p. 106). However, Wandersee (1983) did detect some misconceptions that students hold about the relationship of leaf structure to photosynthesis, for example the leaf's main job is to capture the rain and water vapour in the air.

3.1.4 Energy conversions

A full understanding of photosynthesis requires an understanding of the concept of energy and how energy can change from one form to another. Given the difficulties that students
experience in understanding energy (see Brook (1985) for a review of the literature) it would seem reasonable to assume that this aspect of photosynthesis would present significant learning difficulties.

The results of the study by Simpson & Arnold (1982b) confirmed that problems with understanding energy can hinder an understanding of photosynthesis. They found that primary school students were happy to use the term energy, and that secondary school students could name different forms of energy. However quite poor performances were found in the classification of forms of energy. The findings of a number of studies confirm that students experience difficulties in understanding the energy conversions that take place during photosynthesis. Wandersee (1983) discovered a belief that plants convert energy from the sun directly into matter. Haslam & Treagust (1987) found that a high proportion of students did not comprehend photosynthesis as an energy conversion process, viewing it as an energy providing process. In the study conducted by Eisen & Stavy (1988) a question related directly to harnessing the sun's energy was posed - "Describe the energy transfer in the photosynthetic process". In answer to this question only 2.5% of non-biology majors described the energy transfer process in photosynthesis, and 68% of biology majors provided a correct explanation of the process.

3.2 Interaction between variables

Students are typically taught to conduct investigations by adopting a simplistic strategy which has been described as "change one thing at a time and keep all else constant" (Lucas & Tobin 1987) or "isolation of variables" (Dawson and Rowell 1986). In this strategy instances of the state of the system or environment being investigated are defined that only differ in the value of one variable. The behaviour of the two instances is then compared. The interaction between variables is not considered.

It is possible to criticise the isolation of variables strategy on two major grounds. Firstly, it is not possible to guarantee that all the variables are kept constant. Lucas & Tobin (1987) illustrated this point with respect to an experiment to determine how the diameter of a tube affects its strength when it is used as a girder and as a column. If the isolation of variables strategy is adopted all variables, such as the length of the tube, should be kept constant as the diameter is varied. How should the thickness of the tube wall be kept constant? Should the thickness be kept at the same absolute value or the same value to relative to the diameter? Again, if the mass is kept constant how should the thickness be varied? The common investigation of the variables that control the period of a pendulum illustrates this point further. It is conventionally assumed that the variables of interest are the length of the pendulum and the mass of the bob, but should the angle of the oscillation and the mass of the string be considered as well? As Lucas & Tobin point out,
experimentally it is as justifiable to conclude that it is the mass of the string, rather than the length of the string, that affects the period of the pendulum. They conclude that it is impossible to control all variables, and that in reality it is only possible to control variables which are perceived as relevant; a perception which will depend on the general ideas that the experimenter has of the phenomenon being investigated. This leads Lucas & Tobin to suggest a revised statement of the isolation of variables strategy:

We cannot keep all else constant, but it might be possible to use essentially similar procedures if we modify our paradigm and say that what we really mean is "that if we can think of a number of variables that might affect the dependent variable, then we should keep all but of these relevant variables constant while we systematically vary the remaining one. (Lucas & Tobin, 1987, p. 686)

Thus experimental investigations necessarily involve the identification of principal variables which are perceived as relevant to the experiment in hand.

Secondly, a failure to consider the interaction between variables leads students to consider simply the effect of one variable rather than investigate the optimum conditions. Shayer (1986) observed that although students at Piaget's concrete stage may have some appreciation of how to make a "fair test", that is control variables, they tend to believe that the best results from an experiment can be obtained by varying all the variables about which they have a preconception. This leads to a probable confounding of variables in an investigation. At the formal stage, he states that students understand that randomly changing variables will lead to ambiguous results, but that they may commit a more subtle, but equally significant, error by controlling everything in sight - an approach which can lead to misleading or incorrect conclusions. Lucas & Tobin (1987) provide two examples to illustrate this point - the investigation of the digestion of starch by saliva, and lung damage caused by polluted air. Variables that are typically considered as relevant to an investigation of the digestion of starch include temperature, pH, substrate concentration, and amount of enzyme. How should the pH be kept constant? For example, should it be kept at a neutral value of 7, a high acid value, or the pH of the mouth? This is a critical decision as the effect observed for temperature depends on the pH value. In a similar fashion they discuss how there is an interaction between the effect of the size of dust particles in the atmosphere and the concentration of sulphur dioxide which leads to lung damage being observed at lower concentration values that would be predicted by investigating the effects of these two variables independently. They also discuss an investigation into the conditions required for rusting to take place - an investigation which is a common feature of most elementary chemistry courses - as an example the interaction of variables.

The essential problem with the isolation of variables strategy is that it does not recognise the interaction between variables, as stated by Fisher (1960):
In expositions of the scientific use of experimentation it is frequent to find an excessive stress laid on the importance of varying the essential conditions only one at a time [Fisher's emphasis]. The experimenter interested in the causes which contribute to a certain effect is supposed to, by a process of abstraction, to isolate those causes into a number of elementary ingredients, or factors, and it is often supposed [...] that to establish controlled conditions in which all of these factors except one can be held constant, and then to study the effects of this single factor, is the essentially scientific approach to an experimental investigation. This ideal doctrine seems to be more nearly related to expositions of elementary physical theory than to laboratory practice in any branch of research.

[In the state of knowledge or ignorance in which genuine research, intended to advance knowledge, has to be carried out, this simple formula is not very helpful [...]. We have usually no knowledge that any one factor will exert its effects independently of all others that can be varied, or that its effects are particularly simply related to variations in these other factors [...] If the investigator [...] confines his attention to any single factor, we may infer that he is the unfortunate victim of a doctrinaire theory as to how experimentation should proceed, or that the time, material or equipment at his disposal is too limited to allow him to give attention to more than one narrow aspect of the problem" (Fisher, 1960, pp. 93-94)

Factors which affect the rate of photosynthesis in green plants provide a graphic illustration of the interaction between variables. As in all situations decisions need to be made as to what the principal variables should be. In this case they are usually considered to be temperature, light intensity, and the level of carbon dioxide (see Section 3.3.1 for a discussion of this issue). These three variables interact to determine the optimum conditions for photosynthesis. In particular, at the optimum temperature it is possible for one of both the light intensity and the level of carbon dioxide to limit the rate of photosynthesis. Students experience significant problems in understanding the concept of limiting factors in photosynthesis (Amir & Tamir 1989, 1990), making this an appropriate topic for evaluating the educational use of Bioview.

In Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 the concept of limiting factors in photosynthesis is considered in detail, and the findings of research into students' understanding in this area are discussed in detail in Section 3.3.3.

3.3 Limiting factors in photosynthesis

The concept of a "limiting factor" is important in understanding a range of biological processes. This concept is dealt with almost exclusively in the school curriculum in connection with photosynthesis, as reflected in the way this topic features in sections on photosynthesis in school textbooks (see for example, Roberts, 1981; Nuffield Advanced Science, 1985; Phillips & Chilton, 1989; Green, Stout & Taylor, 1990; Toole & Toole,
However, students appear to have some problems with understanding the concept in this context, as highlighted by Amir & Tamir (1989):

Despite the intensive treatment of the concept in textbooks and the classroom, students' achievements in test items dealing with the concept has been found to be quite low. In the 1986 Matriculation examination, taken by 5000 Israeli students, the average achievement on an item dealing with the concept was 66 per cent and was the lowest of 6 items of similar level of difficulty. (Amir & Tamir, 1989, p. 129)

3.3.1 Principal limiting factors

Typically the concept of limiting factors is considered with respect to the effects on the rate of photosynthesis of light intensity, temperature, and carbon dioxide concentration. For example Nuffield Advanced Biology (1985) presents the topic by considering changes in the rate of photosynthesis at different temperatures, whilst Roberts (1981) deals with the topic by considering the changes in the rate with light intensity at different concentrations of carbon dioxide. However, light intensity, carbon dioxide concentration, and temperature are not the only possible limiting factors. Heath (1969) describes the variety of factors which can affect the rate of change of photosynthesis:

The rate of photosynthesis is controlled by a large number of (i) external and (ii) internal factors, of which the more important are: (i) light intensity (and quality), temperature, carbon dioxide concentration, wind velocity, water supply, nutrient supply; (ii) age, chlorophyll content, enzyme factors, leaf water content, leaf structure, stomatal aperture. (Heath, 1969, p. 113)

In this context Jungwirth (1988) criticises the discussion by Wandersee (1985) of one of the items in the photosynthesis concept test developed by Wandersee (1983). Jungwirth quotes this item as:

If you were asked where most of the food of plants comes from, which of the following choices would you consider the best answer? Mark one.
(a) the food of plants comes from water
(b) the food of plants comes from carbon dioxide
(c) the food of plants comes from the soil
(d) the food of plants comes from water and air
(Jungwirth, 1988, p. 161)

In an analysis of students responses to this question Wandersee (1985) states:

The fourth option was chose by a sizeable number of students who apparently believe both water and air (carbon dioxide) are equally important sources of raw materials plants use to make food molecules. The percentage for this choice increased as grade levels did. (Wandersee, 1985, p. 592)
Jungwirth does not find this surprising, pointing out that both water and carbon dioxide are limiting factors (even though water is only required in small quantities). He criticises Wandersee for confusing quantity with importance. Wandersee replies to Jungwirth by asserting that there are "principal" limiting factors which are more important to consider (particularly from an educational point of view) than others. Whilst acknowledging the importance of "The Law of Limiting Factors" he asserts:

Yet to teach a student that everything is important is to teach him or her nothing. It is educationally defensible to select principal limiting factors for teaching and testing. (Wandersee, 1988, p. 163)

Wandersee's view is supported by the typical approach taken to experimental design in this area, with studies typically assuming that materials such as water and minerals are in adequate supply, and that the principal limiting factors are light intensity, carbon dioxide concentration and temperature (see Rabinowitch 1951, 1956). The experimental results contained in the PSYNTH datacube (see Section 4.1) are representative of this approach; water and mineral salts are assumed to be in abundant supply with light intensity, carbon dioxide concentration and temperature operating as the only limiting factors.

3.3.2 Representations of the effects of limiting factors

Most textbooks represent the dependence of the rate of photosynthesis on environmental factors graphically as shown in Figure 3.1. The variation of the rate of photosynthesis with light intensity is shown as a family of curves, with each curve corresponding to a fixed value of another limiting factor; either carbon dioxide concentration (see for example Roberts, 1981; Green et al., 1990; Toole & Toole, 1991) or temperature (see for example Nuffield Advanced Science, 1985; Phillips & Chilton, 1989). Each curve consists of three sections: (i) an initial linear part, common to the family of curves, which shows the rate of photosynthesis increasing with light intensity (represented by AB), (ii) an intermediate non-linear section in which the rate of photosynthesis does not increase as rapidly (represented as BC), and a final section in which the rate of photosynthesis remains constant at a maximum value as light intensity is increased (represented as CD).

The shape of these curves corresponds to a common stereotype for graphs representing the variation of rate of photosynthesis with environmental factors. Rabinowitch (1951) characterised these as "Blackman" type curves, after Blackman who postulated a "principle of limiting factors" in connection with photosynthesis. Heath (1969) cites this principle as:

When a process is conditioned as to its rapidity by a number of separate factors, the rate of the process is limited by the pace of the slowest factor. (Heath, 1969, p. 116)
This implies that when the rate of photosynthesis is subject to the effects of a limiting factor, only an increase in the value of this factor (and no other potentially limiting factors) will result in an increase in the rate of photosynthesis. A strict application of Blackman's principle indicates a family of rate curves of the type shown in Figure 3.2, in which the rate of photosynthesis at a constant temperature is plotted against light intensity for different fixed values of carbon dioxide.

The curves shown in Figure 3.2 only consist of two distinct sections, in contrast to the three sections typically identified in experimental work and shown in school textbooks. The first section consists of a common linear slope with light intensity as the limiting factor (represented by AB). For light intensities corresponding to this section an increase in intensity results in an increase in the rate of photosynthesis, while an increase in the concentration of carbon dioxide does not affect the rate. The second section consists of a straight horizontal line with carbon dioxide as the limiting factor (represented by BC). For light intensities corresponding to this section an increase in light intensity does not result in an increase in the rate of photosynthesis above a maximum value, while an increase in
carbon dioxide concentration results in an elevation of the maximum value of the rate of photosynthesis.

![Diagram of photosynthesis curves](image)

**Figure 3.2 Characteristic rate of photosynthesis curves predicted by Blackman's principle of limiting factors**

The difference between the form of the curves predicted by a strict application of Blackman's principle of limiting factors, and the shape of the stereotypical "Blackman" curves obtained from experimental results (and depicted in school textbooks) can be explained by an insistence that only one factor can limit the rate of photosynthesis at any one time. It is clear from the stereotypical curves shown in Figure 3.1 that at low light intensities, only light intensity is represented as a limiting factor (section AB), and that only carbon dioxide intensity is represented as a limiting factor at high light intensities (section CD). However, in the intermediate section BC, both factors are limiting the rate of photosynthesis.

An understanding of the typical curves used in textbook explanations of limiting factors is important, as the characteristics of these curves can be used to infer that photosynthesis consists of a sequence of related chemical reactions. The general shape of these curves implies that there are at least two different processes in photosynthesis as the effects of two limiting factors are evident. In fact it is possible to relate the three main processes of photosynthesis (light harvesting, energy transduction, and carbon reduction) to the effects of the principal limiting factors (Gaastra, 1969). Light harvesting and energy transduction, are affected by light intensity, but not by carbon dioxide concentration or temperature.
However, carbon reduction is strongly affected by the concentration of carbon dioxide, and only weakly by temperature. Any dependence of this process on light intensity is only indirect; light intensity may affect stomatal diffusion resistance. The biochemical processes which precede and succeed the reduction of carbon dioxide are strongly affected by temperature, but not by light or, in most cases, carbon dioxide concentration.

3.3.3 Misconceptions about limiting factors in photosynthesis

Students' conceptual difficulties in this area have been researched by Amir & Tamir (1989, 1990). Both studies involved the application of diagnostic tests designed to identify the misconceptions and alternative ideas held by 11th and 12th grade students. The results of these studies confirm the existence of commonly held misconceptions about the concept of limiting factors.

The first study (Amir & Tamir, 1989) was based on students' interpretation of the results of an experiment in which the rate of photosynthesis of two species of clover were measured as a function of light intensity. These results are shown in tabular and graphical form in Figure 3.3.

The study consisted of two phases. In the first phase 147 students randomly chosen from 16 randomly selected schools (which participated in the 1986 biology matriculation examination in Israel) were presented the results in tabular form only and asked to provide written responses to the following questions:

A Describe the findings presented in the table.
B At a light intensity of 70 lux, is light the "limiting factor"? - give your reasons.
C Which species, A or B, will be more suitable for growing in a shaded area? - explain.

The experience gained in the first phase was used to revise these questions for use in the second phase. In the second phase 210 11th and 12th grade students were presented with the results in graphical form instead of the tabular form used in the first phase, and the wording of question B was changed to include specific references to species A and species B. In addition to the administration of the written questions to the second sample, eight students from this sample, who had demonstrated a misunderstanding of the concept of limiting factors, were interviewed to probe the origins of their misunderstanding.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Light intensity (lux)</th>
<th>Rate of photosynthesis*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Species A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 33: Experimental results presented to students as a basis for diagnostic tests by Amir & Tamir (1989)

Question A was intended to explore the significance of the format of data presentation. The relationships between rate of photosynthesis and such factors as light intensity and
carbon dioxide concentration are usually shown in the form of a graph. In the first phase students were asked to describe this relationship with reference to tabular data, with the aim of gaining some insight into whether this form of presentation presented obstacles to understanding. Only 35% of the students successfully identified the features of the data and most students did not show that they understood the changes in the rate of photosynthesis occurring in the two species of clover. It seems reasonable to conclude that a tabular representation presents obstacles to understanding. This conclusion is supported by the findings of the second phase. Presenting the data in a graphical format appeared to help students' understanding, with more of the students giving responses which indicated an overall appreciation of the way that the rate of photosynthesis was changing with light intensity.

Question B was intended to specifically probe students' understanding of the concept of limiting factors. The responses to this question in the first phase were analysed in terms of (i) the students' identification of which species of clover is limited by a light intensity of 70 lux, and (ii) the reasons advanced for the identification of this species.

Students' identification of the species limited by a light intensity greater than 70 lux indicated the existence of widespread misunderstanding about the concept of limiting factors; only 21% of the students answered correctly that species A is limited by a light intensity of 70 lux, with 52% wrongly identifying species B, 25% providing a doubtful identification which either did not mention a species specifically or which mentioned both species, and 2% providing no identification.

The reasons given for the identification of the species limited by light intensities above 70 lux revealed the existence of a common misconception. 84% of the students gave a correct answer of one form or another; 16% answered that the rate for species B is constant between 70 lux and 80 lux, 7% answered that the rate for species A increases between 70 and 80 lux, and 61% answered with a combination of these two reasons. Given that only 21% of the students correctly identified species A, it would appear that a significant number of students are using correct reasons to justify an incorrect identification. In fact further analysis showed that 71% of the students who incorrectly identified species B used the combination of correct reasons as a justification. Amir and Tamir (1989) quote two sample answers to illustrate this point:

**Correct answer**

Light intensity of 70 lux is limiting the rate of photosynthesis for the species A because the species has produced more sugar when the light intensity was increased. Light intensity of 70 lux is not limiting species B because no increase in production occurred.
Incorrect answer
Light intensity of 70 lux is limiting the rate of photosynthesis for species B since it can be seen that the photosynthetic rate did not change when the light intensity was changed to 80 lux. On the other hand, for species A the rate increased when the light intensity was increased to 80 lux. This shows that for species A 70 lux was not limiting.

(Amir & Tamir, 1989, p. 131)

Students who used a correct explanation to justify an incorrect response indicate the existence of a misconception; a limiting factor operates when the rate of the process in question does not increase despite increasing the intensity of the factor.

In the second phase, the wording of question B was changed to ascertain whether distinct reference to species A and species B would help to clarify students' ideas. The revised form of question B was as follows:

B Does light of 70 lux constitute a "limiting factor" -
for species A? - Explain
for species B? - Explain

Specific mention of species A and species B appeared to help. The percentage of students giving a correct answer in the second phase (49%) was much higher than in the first phase (21%), with the percentage of students giving partially correct or doubtful answers decreasing significantly. However, the percentage of students giving a wrong answer remained about the same in both phases - 52% in the first phase and 45% in the second phase. It would appear that the rephrasing did not make any difference for students holding misconceptions about limiting factors. This view is supported by the similarity in the content of incorrect answers given in the first phase and the second phase.

The results of the second phase corroborated the findings in the first phase; about 50% of the students hold an alternative meaning for the concept of limiting factor, which Amir and Tamir (1989) express as:

[ ... ] a limiting factor exhibits itself in a situation where the rate of the process does not increase despite increasing the intensity (or amount) of that factor.

(Amir & Tamir, 1989, p. 131)

Question C was intended to test students' ability to apply the concept of limiting factors to solve a simple problem. However, the responses to question C in the first phase did not give any insights into students' understanding of limiting factors. Although 95% of the students correctly identified species B as the most suitable for growing in a shaded area,
most (83%) supported their answer by stating that species B had a higher photosynthetic rate at lower light intensities. Only 3% of the students used the concept of limiting factors to support their answer. The results for Question C in the second phase were almost identical.

During the interview sessions in the second phase the eight selected students were shown the graph of the experimental results for species A and B, and asked the following questions: (i) What is a limiting factor? (ii) When can light be a "limiting factor"? and (iii) Why do you think your answer to question B was wrong? The answers to the first of these questions demonstrated partial understanding with the frequent use of analogies. Whilst the analogies were not in themselves incorrect, the answers to the second question revealed that the students held the misconception previously revealed by an analysis of the written answers. In addition, a different misunderstanding was shown by some interviewees; changes in the rate of photosynthesis were ignored and the concept of limiting factor was viewed in terms of the light intensity, with some interviewees stating that as the light intensity is increasing it cannot be a limiting factor. The answers to the third question provided some insights into the sources of students' misunderstanding, and Amir and Tamir (1989) list illustrative examples of statements from interviewees such as "I thought light was not limiting because the graph continues to rise", and "Limit means "stop", that's why I gave a wrong answer". The results of the interview sessions confirm the findings from the written responses, and Amir and Tamir (1989) conclude:

A 'limiting factor' is grasped by the students as something which when abundant prevents an increase in the rate of the process. The levelling off of the graph, the decrease in rate (at high light intensities) is wrongly interpreted to mean that a limiting factor is affecting the process. (Amir & Tamir, 1989, p. 133)

The second study (Amir & Tamir, 1990) involved the use of two diagnostic items with a sample of 285 11th and 12th grade students. The first diagnostic item consisted of a multiple choice question which required comprehension and analysis. This item showed a graph of the results of an experiment in which the rate of photosynthesis was measured at different light intensities, as shown in Figure 3.4. The students were asked to choose one of the options in the following question and to give a brief justification of their choice:

By examining the rate of photosynthesis (shown in the graph) it may be inferred that at light intensities higher than 3000 foot-candles:

- a photosynthesis has ceased
- b the rate continues to rise with the increase in light intensity
- c light has become the limiting factor
- d another factor acts as the limiting factor
The answer to this question appeared to indicate that most students understood the concept of limiting factors. 81% of the students gave the correct response of "d". 17% gave "c" as their response, indicating that 98% of the sample realised that the question concerned the concept of limiting factor. However, as Amir & Tamir point out, this is not surprising as most textbooks introduce the concept of limiting factors with reference to graphs very similar to that used in the multiple choice question. The 17% who chose the distractor "c" showed clear evidence of holding the same misconception identified by Amir & Tamir (1989); namely, that a limiting factor operates when the rate of the process in question does not increase despite increasing the intensity of the factor.

An analysis of the justifications provided by students revealed a less impressive level of understanding. Justifications were judged to be correct if they included one or both of the following: (i) which factor might be the limiting factor, and (ii) adding to (or increasing) the limiting factor will bring about an increase in the rate. On this basis only 55% of the students provided a correct answer, with 27% providing a partial answer based on the observation that the graph levels off at high light intensities, and 18% giving an incorrect answer that light is limiting at high light intensities.

The second item was the revised form of question B used in the second phase of the study conducted by Amir & Tamir (1989). The results obtained from an analysis of the responses to this item were in broad agreement with the results of the use of this item in the
first study (Amir & Tamir 1989). In this second study 42% of the students correctly identified species A as being limited by a light intensity of 70 lux, compared to 49% in the first study; and 56% incorrectly identified species B in the second study, as compared to 45% in the first study. Amir & Tamir conclude from the results of their second study:

[ ... ] although many students can identify a correct statement about a limiting factor, about half of them do not fully understand the concept. Many students believe that a limiting factor is inhibiting or slowing down the process when its amount or intensity is high rather than at a minimum. (Amir & Tamir, 1990, p.9)

The results of the two studies by Amir & Tamir provide evidence of students' misunderstanding of the concept of limiting factors, with a clear indication of a common misconception that a limiting factor limits the rate of photosynthesis when the saturation rate for a factor has been reached, rather than when an increase in the factor results in an increase in the rate. The results of the interviews conducted in the second phase of the first study also indicate the existence of another misconception; namely, that a factor cannot be limiting if it is clear (in this case from observation of a graph) that the value of the factor is increasing. Students' responses to the data presentation format diagnostic item administered in both phases of the first study indicate that the form of data presentation is important; greater understanding was shown when data were presented in a graphical form, as opposed to a tabular form.

3.4 Summary

The literature shows that students have significant conceptual problems in understanding photosynthesis, including misconceptions and alternative conceptions associated with the biochemical processes of photosynthesis. One aspect of these biochemical processes, the interaction between the principal environmental factors that affect the rate of photosynthesis, provides an appropriate task domain for the study of the educational design of Bioview. The three interacting variables of light intensity, carbon dioxide concentration, and temperature, which are typically considered to be the principal limiting factors, can be represented by the datacube metaphor, as in the PSYNTH datacube provided with the Bioview package (see Section 4.1). The interactions between the factors can be explored by manipulating the datacube and inspecting the resulting graphical representations.

The topic of limiting factors is particularly suited to research into the educational benefits of using Bioview. There is clear evidence that students have difficulties in understanding this concept; a fact which is emphasised by Wandersee (1988):
In general, students' responses [...] gave little evidence of a sound understanding of the law formulated by Liebig, Mitscherlich, and Blackman. Perhaps science educators should consider the implications of such a finding in teaching the concept of photosynthesis. (Wandersee, 1988, p. 164)

As Wandersee points out there is a need to consider the implications of these difficulties. Educational software which has been designed to take account of (i) research into students' understanding and (ii) experience of teaching this concept, may be worth considering in this context. Specifically the use of Bioview may help in both of these respects. The findings of Amir and Tamir (1989) indicate that the concept of limiting factors is best understood through the use of graphs, which is a prominent feature of design of Bioview. Most textbooks provide explanations of photosynthesis which use two dimensional graphs. The three dimensional representation of the datacube and the animation of conventional two-variable graphs with respect to a third interacting variable described in Chapter 4 may afford an effective three dimensional representation.
Chapter 4

Bioview: a direct manipulation software tool

Bioview is a direct manipulation educational software package designed to allow the exploration of the relationships between three interacting variables. The program runs in the Microsoft Windows operating system. Direct manipulation is based on the use of a "datacube"; a three dimensional pictorial representation of the values associated with the three interacting variables. It is possible to use different datacubes, which have either been created by the user or supplied with the package. This research features the use of the PSYNTH datacube; a datacube supplied with the package which represents the rate of photosynthesis for three principal factors which interact to limit this rate. In this chapter the direct manipulation features of Bioview and relevant aspects of Windows are described. A full description of the package is given in Appendix 1.

4.1 Bioview as a direct manipulation tool

The three principal interacting factors represented in the PSYNTH datacube are the atmospheric temperature, the carbon dioxide concentration, and the light intensity. It is straightforward to envisage how the relationship between any two of these factors could be represented by a datasheet in which the rate of photosynthesis values corresponding to specific values of one variable are shown as rows and values corresponding to the other variable are shown as columns. For example, a datasheet for values of the rate of photosynthesis for light intensity and carbon dioxide is shown in Figure 4.1. In this datasheet, rate values for a specific value of carbon dioxide (C-value) are shown as a row, and rate values for a specific value of the light intensity (L-value) are shown as a column. These C- and L-values correspond to a fixed value for the temperature (T-value). The intersection between a row and a column corresponds to the value for a specific C-value and a specific L-value.

The datasheet representation suggests possibilities for the direct manipulation of the values associated with the two variables. By "moving" the position of the row on the datasheet the C-value will be changed. Similarly, by moving the position of the column the L-value will be changed. In a computer-based datasheet it would be possible to provide an operation which could be executed to move a row (m_row operation) and and a operation which could be executed to move a column (m_col operation).
If the temperature is changed, another datasheet corresponding to a new T-value will be produced. If the temperature is changed for a second time, a third datasheet will be produced. In fact it is possible to imagine a series of datasheets, with each sheet corresponding to a fixed T-value. This series of sheets could be represented as shown in Figure 4.2.

The series of sheets shown in Figure 4.2 can be thought of as a "datacube" as shown in Figure 4.3. In this representation temperature is now a third variable and selecting a T-
value results in the selection of a datasheet representing values for the rate of photosynthesis corresponding to various C- and L-values at this T-value.

Figure 4.3: *The PSYNTT datacube for factors affecting the rate of photosynthesis*

The datacube can also be thought of as a series of L-sheets and C-sheets as shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.4: *The PSYNTT datacube viewed as a series of L-sheets*
Thus the datacube consists of three sets of commonly orthogonal datasheets, with each set corresponding to a fixed sheet value for one of the three interacting variables.

In a datacube, the value of the rate of photosynthesis corresponds to the value of three variables; not two other variables as in a datasheet. This is illustrated in Figure 4.6.

The variable values associated with the rate corresponding to the marked position can be defined in terms of the variable value associated with one of the three orthogonal datasheets and the row and column values associated with the row and column for this sheet that pass through the marked position. For the PSYNTH datacube the variable values for a rate
value are defined in terms of the values associated with (i) a L-sheet, C-row, and T-column, (ii) a C-sheet, T-row, and L-column, or (iii) a T-sheet, C-row, and a L-column.

The value of the sheet variable can be changed by executing an \texttt{m_sheet} operation, and the values of the variables on a selected sheet can be changed by executing \texttt{m_row} or \texttt{m_col} operations. Hence the direct manipulation operators which can be applied to the datacube are the three \texttt{m_sheet} operators. For the PSYNTH datacube these operators will be:

- \texttt{m_sheet(L)} which can be executed to change the position of the L-sheet, resulting in a change in the L-value associated with the L-sheet
- \texttt{m_sheet(C)} which can be executed to change the position of the C-sheet, resulting in a change in the C-value associated with the C-sheet
- \texttt{m_sheet(T)} which can be executed to change the position of the T-sheet, resulting in a change in the T-value associated with the T-sheet

The direct manipulation operators which can be applied to a datasheet are an \texttt{m_row} operation and an \texttt{m_col} operation. These operators for each of the datasheets in the PSYNTH datacube are:

- \texttt{m_row(C)} and \texttt{m_col(T)} for the L-sheet, which can be executed respectively to change the C-value and the T-value for the L-sheet
- \texttt{m_row(T)} and \texttt{m_col(L)} for the C-sheet, which can be executed respectively to change the T-value and the L-value for the C-sheet
- \texttt{m_row(C)} and \texttt{m_col(L)} for the T-sheet, which can be executed respectively to change the C-value and the L-value for the T-sheet

In \textit{Bioview} the values for each datasheet are lexically scoped, that is, a change in the values associated with a given sheet does not result in a change in the values associated with the other two sheets. For example, an \texttt{m_sheet(C)} operation will only change the C-value associated with the C-sheet, leaving the C-values for the T- and L-sheet unchanged.

Any two of the three "move" operators associated with a datasheet can be executed in sequence to change the value of two variables while the value of the third variable remains fixed, giving nine pairs of operators that can be applied to change the values of two of the variables. For the PSYNTH datacube the six pairs of \texttt{m_sheet} and \texttt{m_row/col} operators are (i) an \texttt{m_sheet(L)} with a \texttt{m-col((T))} operator, (ii) an \texttt{m_sheet(L)} operator with
m_row(C) operator, (iii) an m_sheet(C) operator with m-col(L) (iv) an m_sheet(C) operator with an m_row(T) operator, (v) an m_sheet(T) operator with an m_col(L) operator, and (vi) an m_sheet(T) operator with m-row(C) operator. These pairs are shown in Figure 4.7. In addition there are three pairs of m_row(C/T) and m_col(L/T) operators; one pair for each datasheet.

Figure 4.7: Sets of direct manipulation operators for the PSYNTH datacube.

In Bioview the datacube and datasheet are provided as Windows direct manipulation widgets, with the datacube shown in a window and the currently selected datasheet shown
in another window. The value of the variable associated with a chosen datasheet can be changed by directly manipulating the datacube widget. It is possible to select any of the three datasheets by clicking on the appropriate datacube face or value scroll-box, and to change the position of this sheet by clicking or dragging the slider associated with the selected sheet. The variable associated with a row or column in the selected datasheet can be selected by clicking on the appropriate row or column displayed in the datasheet widget. The selected row or column becomes "highlighted", that is displayed in reverse video, and the variable associated with the selected row or column can be changed by clicking on a new row or column or dragging the position of the row or column across the datasheet.

From the discussion in this chapter it is clear that the design rationale of Bioview is based on the direct manipulation paradigm. However, the design has made allowance for the users who do not wish to use the datacube representation to select a datasheet. The "View" pull-down menu item in the datasheet window allows users to select a datasheet by selecting from a menu which lists each of the datasheets. However, once a datasheet has been selected in this way the sheet, row and column variable values can only by changed by executing the direct manipulation m_sheet, m_row and m_col operations.

The novel form of exploration that direct manipulation of the datacube affords can be illustrated by directly manipulating the PSYNTH datacube. This datacube contains results which produce Blackman type curves for the rate of photosynthesis. When light levels are high a low level of carbon dioxide limits the rate of photosynthesis until a 0.5% of carbon dioxide concentration is reached. The rate of photosynthesis increases with temperature to 30 °C and then decreases towards 40 °C. When light levels are high and the carbon dioxide concentration is normal, the rate is only slightly affected by temperatures between 15 °C and 30 °C.

The opportunity to manipulate the PSYNTH datacube with Bioview enables stereotypical Blackman type curves to be studied in a far more flexible way than is possible with conventional graphical representations. The variations of rate of photosynthesis with principal limiting factors can be represented by various types of rate/variable graphs (see Section 3.3.2); an approach which is supported by the findings of Amir and Tamir (1989). However, these graphs can also be linked in animated sequences by manipulating the datacube, offering novel ways of exploring the effects of limiting factors on photosynthesis.

A specific example of a novel use of Bioview in understanding the effects of limiting factors is given by considering the suggestion by Heath (1969) that a full understanding of the interactions between the principal limiting factors in photosynthesis is assisted by close inspection and study of a three dimensional isometric representation of the simultaneous effects of changing light intensity and carbon dioxide concentration on the rate of photosynthesis, as shown in Figure 4.8.
Bioview offers an alternative approach to exploring the interaction between these factors. For example, moving a selected row and a selected column through a datasheet corresponding to a fixed temperature, and viewing the resulting animated sequence of graphs of rate against light intensity and carbon dioxide concentration provides an alternative dynamic representation to the static representation suggested by Heath.

Figure 4.8: Three dimensional isometric representation of the simultaneous effects of light intensity and carbon dioxide concentration on the rate of photosynthesis
4.2 **Bioview as a Windows application**

The implementation of Bioview in Microsoft Windows has a number of consequences for the user. Firstly, in line with the Windows rationale, the interface for Bioview consists of multiple interacting windows which can be positioned, sized, minimised, and maximised at the discretion of the user. Secondly, the multi-tasking nature of Windows has been utilised to link the windows in such a way that actions executed in one window automatically affect the other windows as well as the action target window. Thirdly, it is possible to have other applications in addition to Bioview running in windows shown on the screen. These Windows related consequences will be considered in this section.

4.2.1 **Multiple windows**

A Bioview user can display the following types of window: a datacube window that provides a pictorial display of the datacube; a datasheet window that displays all or part of the datasheet, depending on the relative size of the datasheet; an analysis window that provides a simple statistical analysis of the data currently highlighted in a row or column; and multiple graph_windows that can be used to display graphs of the rate of photosynthesis plotted against the variable corresponding to the currently highlighted row or column. Only one graph_window at a time can be "connected" to the datacube and datasheet windows. There is clearly scope for the user to produce potentially confusing screen displays. Parts of a window which shows vital information or which is required to directly execute an operation could inadvertently be obscured by overlapping windows. Also some windows may be minimised at inappropriate times, making some direct manipulation operations impossible or leading to the non-display of important information. The possibility of developing confusing screen displays is recognised through the provision of a Tidy option which returns the position of the datacube, datasheet, analysis, and first graph window to their initial default positions.

The datacube window is central to the design of Bioview. The display of the datacube in this window provides a navigational framework for using the package to explore the relationships between interacting variables. In addition, it is through the direct manipulation of the datacube that datasheets are selected and the variable value associated with a datasheet is changed. If this window is obscured by other windows, or minimised to an icon, there are obvious implications for the effective use of the program.

Constraints imposed by the size of the screen display mean that in most cases only a part of the datasheet will be displayed in the datasheet window. Maximising the datasheet window will result in the display of the whole sheet, unless the datasheet is exceptionally
large. However, a maximised sheet will take up the whole screen, making it impossible to see the effect on the graph in the connected graph_window of directly manipulating the sheet through the execution of \texttt{m\_row} and \texttt{m\_col} operations. When only a part of the datasheet is displayed it will be necessary to change the part displayed to explore the full range of the effects of \texttt{m\_row} and \texttt{m\_col} operations. This can be done by executing \textit{Windows} \texttt{scope\_win} operations by clicking on the appropriate window scroll box located in one of the four corners of the datasheet window. For large datasheets this can adversely affect the smooth direct manipulation of the datasheet.

The analysis window is probably the least important window in the effective use of \textit{Bioview}. Whilst the information displayed in the window may be useful, it is probable that the effect of directly manipulating either the datacube or the datasheet will be explored by observing the changes in a connected graph window. The statistical analysis will typically be used to confirm the results of conclusions reached by inspecting the changes in the rate/variable graphs. In addition, it is not possible to execute any direct manipulation operation in this window. If this window is obscured or minimised, the consequences are not likely to be serious.

When \textit{Bioview} is loaded one graph-window is displayed on the screen. However, consistent with memory constraints, it is possible to have multiple graph_windows displayed. A new graph is started by executing a \texttt{start\_graph} operation. By executing a \texttt{con\_graph} operation one of the displayed graph windows will be connected to the datasheet and datacube windows and become sensitive to changes in the state of the datacube. The other graph windows displayed on the screen will be "frozen", and will not be affected by the execution of operations in the datacube and datasheet windows until a \texttt{con\_graph} operation is executed to connect one of them. If this is done, the previously connected graph_window will be frozen.

4.2.2 Multi-tasking

The \textit{Windows} clipboard can be used to copy output in a \textit{Bioview} window to a window on the screen that is supporting the use of another application. For example, instances of graphs displayed in a graph_window can be copied into a word-processor. However, \textit{Windows} also allows dynamic data exchange (DDE) between the applications running in the various windows displayed on the screen. This means that the data generated by user actions targeted on one of the displayed windows can be automatically passed to applications running in other windows as the actions are completed by the user. After data has been passed to other windows they can be used by the applications in the other windows. The delay between receipt of data and its use will be imperceptible and the
system will appear to be multi-tasking, that is it will seem that the applications are running at the same time with the same inputs.

The multi-tasking nature of Windows is utilised in the design of Bioview. The dynamic data exchange between Bioview windows is represented in Figure 4.9.

![Figure 4.9: Multi-tasking features of Bioview](image)

Data pass to and from the datacube and datasheet windows. Thus direct manipulation of one of these windows results in a corresponding effect in the other window. For example, if an m_sheet(T) operation is executed to move the position of the datasheet shown in the datacube window the datasheet shown in the datasheet window will change to the sheet corresponding to the new T-value position shown in the datacube window. Similarly if an s_sheet(C) operation is executed the datasheet shown in the datasheet window will change to a C-sheet. Changes in the position of a row or column effected by executing m_row or m_col operations will be shown in the datacube window by changes in the position of the line on the datacube which represents the current row or column position.

Data only pass from the datacube or datasheet window to the analysis window and the connected graph window. Operations executed in the analysis window or the connected graph window have no effect on the state of the datacube or datasheet window. Direct manipulation of the datacube or datasheet will result in the display of a different set of statistics in the analysis window and a change in the instance of the graph shown in the connected graph window. For example if a C-row on a T-sheet is currently selected and an s_col(L) operation is executed the displayed instance of the graph of rate of photosynthesis plotted against light intensity (rate/L graph) will be changed to a rate/C graph.
The link between the connected graph window and either the datacube window or the datasheet window can be used to generate sequences of instances of graphs. For example, the execution of a series of m_sheet(T) operations with a C-row selected will result in the display of a sequence of rate/L graphs, with each graph corresponding to a different T-value. Executing the m_sheet operations by successively clicking on the scroll box for the sheet variable value will result in a series of "snapshots" of instances of the graph. Dragging the sheet value slider will result in a rapid succession of snapshots creating an animated display of changes in the form of the graph. Similar effects can be achieved by clicking in succession on row or column positions or dragging the position of a row or column.

4.3 Representing direct manipulation in Bioview

As discussed in Chapter 2 an enhanced version of the GOMS model will be used to represent the human-computer interaction when Bioview is being used. Given this decision it should be possible to (i) identify a set of operators which can be used to manipulate each of the Bioview windows, (ii) describe the interaction in terms of methods designed to achieve given tasks, and (iii) identify rules which can be applied to select an appropriate method.

4.3.1 Bioview operators

As the datacube and datasheet widgets can be directly manipulated they have direct manipulation operators associated with them. The graph widget cannot be directly manipulated but the graph_windows have a number of configuration operators associated with them. The analysis window does not have any direct manipulation or configuration operators associated with it. The operators associated with each widget are shown in Table 4.1. The sheet that an operator is applied to is indicated in brackets as a L, C, or T. Graph types are indicated as l (line graph), b (bar graph) or p (pie chart). Some of these operators have not been described in this chapter. Descriptions of these operators are given in Appendix 1.

The "desk-top" can also be directly manipulated in the usual way by using Windows operators. A window can be iconised by executing a minimise operation or expanded to fill the whole screen by executing a maximise operation. The position of a window can be changed by dragging it to a new position by executing a move_window operation. A window's size can be altered by dragging the edge or corner of a window to execute a size_window operation. The scope of a window can be changed by executing a scope_win operation. This can be done by clicking on one of the four window scroll boxes located at
each of the four corners of the window or by dragging the horizontal or vertical sliders. The use of `scope_win` operators can be critical to the effective direct manipulation of the datasheet as explained in Section 4.2.1.

**Table 4.1: Bioview operators**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Datacube</th>
<th>Datasheet</th>
<th>Graph_window(x)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>select a L-sheet</td>
<td>s_sheet(L)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>select a C-sheet</td>
<td>s_sheet(C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>select a T-sheet</td>
<td>s_sheet(T)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>move a L-sheet</td>
<td>m_sheet(L)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>move a C-sheet</td>
<td>m_sheet(C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>move a T-sheet</td>
<td>m_sheet(T)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>select a L-row</td>
<td>s_row(L)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>select a C-row</td>
<td>s_row(C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>select a T-row</td>
<td>s_row(T)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>move a L-row</td>
<td>m_row(L)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>move a C-row</td>
<td>m_row(C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>move a T-row</td>
<td>m_row(T)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>select a L-column</td>
<td>s_col(L)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>select a C-column</td>
<td>s_col(C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>select a T-column</td>
<td>s_col(T)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>move a L-column</td>
<td>m_col(L)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>move a C-column</td>
<td>m_col(C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>move a T-column</td>
<td>m_col(T)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>connect a graph_window</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>con_graph(x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>launch a graph_window</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>start_graph(x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>select a line graph</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>s_graph(l)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>select a bar graph</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>s_graph(b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>select a pie chart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>s_graph(p)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scale a graph</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>scale_graph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inspect a rate/L graph</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inspect a rate/C graph</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inspect a rate/T graph</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>inspect_graph(r/T)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3.2 Bioview methods

It is possible to identify a set of successful methods that can be applied to explore the relationships between the three variables represented in the datacube. Three types of basic methods have been identified. In Method 1 the value of one variable is set to a required value by executing an m_sheet operation, the value of a second variable is set to a required value by executing an m_row or m_col operation, and the variation in the third variable observed by the inspection of a connected graph. Hence in this method direct manipulation is used to fix the values of two variables and the variation of the third variable is observed by the "indirect" conventional inspection of a graph. In an application of Method 2 the value of one variable is fixed by executing an m_row or m_col operation, the value of the second variable is fixed by focusing on a specific value shown on the horizontal axis of the graph shown in a connected graph_window, and the third variable is varied by executing m_sheet operations. The effect of varying the third variable is observed by inspecting the changes in the graph displayed in the connected graph_window. If the full range of the horizontal axis of the displayed graph is observed, rather than focusing on a specific value on the axis, the user is observing the changes in two variables at the same time; one by observing the variation in the displayed graphs as the sheet is moved, and one by inspecting each instance of the graph in an indirect fashion. Method 2 uses direct manipulation to fix the value of one variable and vary the value of another variable. In Method 3 the value of one of the variables is again fixed by focusing on a value shown on the horizontal axis of a connected graph. However, this time the value of one of the other variables is fixed by the sheet position, and the value of the remaining variable is varied by executing m_row/col operations. Of course, as in Method 2, the user has the option to consider the full range of values shown on the horizontal axis. Direct manipulation is used to fix the value of one variable and vary the value of another variable, as was the case in Method 2. Each of these methods can be applied to each of the three datasheets. The applicable data sheet is indicated in brackets after the method number, for example Method 3(T) represents Method 3 applied to the T-sheet.

The form of a basic method can be illustrated by considering Method 3(T). It is possible to vary either the C-value by executing m_row(C) operations or the L-value by executing m_col(L) operations. It is assumed that the user wishes to vary the L-value. The user applying this method will select a T-sheet and move the sheet to the position corresponding to the required temperature, select a L-column, focus on a specific C-value on the horizontal axis of the rate/C graph displayed in the connected window, and move the L-column and observe the changes in the chosen C-value as the rate/C graph changes. This method can be represented as the following "unit-tasks":
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Unit-task 1: Decide on a variable (temperature) to fix at a given value and set the variable to the required value. (‖ s_sheet(T) \& m_sheet(T))

Unit-task 2: Decide on a variable whose value will be varied (light intensity) and select a column corresponding to this variable. (‖ s_col(L))

Unit-task 3: Decide on a variable (carbon dioxide level) to fix at a given value and locate this value. (‖ inspect_graph(r/C))

Unit-task 4: Vary the value of the light intensity and observe the effect on the rate of photosynthesis. (‖ repeat [m_col(L) \& inspect_graph(r/C)])

The method can be represented by the following action string:

‖ s_sheet(T) \& m_sheet(T) \& s_col(L) \& inspect_graph(r/C) \& repeat [m_col(L) \& inspect_graph(r/C)]

The boundaries between unit tasks, for example between selecting the T-sheet and locating it at a position corresponding to the required temperature, are marked by "‖" markers, and the boundaries between individual operators are separated by "\"" markers.

If it is intended to compare the effects of varying two variables, basic methods can be combined in sequence to form "double" methods. For example, an application of Method 2(T) with a C-row selected followed by an application of Method 3(T) with a L-column selected could be used to compare the effects of changing the temperature and changing the light intensity. Action strings for the 18 possible successful single and 153 successful double methods are given in Appendix 2.

Successful methods can be truncated due to task requirements or the state of the system when the application of the method is commenced. Both forms of truncation can be illustrated by considering any of the successful methods identified in Appendix 2, such as Method 3(T).

Task related truncation arises from the decision to fix the value of one, rather than two, of the interacting variables. In its full form this method is designed to explore the the effect of changing the value of one variable while the other two variables are fixed. One variable is fixed by the sheet position and the other variable is fixed by the the selection of a specific value on the horizontal axis of the rate/variable graph which is currently connected. If only one variable is to be considered as fixed, a specific value on the horizontal axis of the connected graph does not need to be selected. This would make the inspect_graph(r/L) operation in Unit-task 3 redundant and a task truncated version of Method 3(T) would have the following task-truncated action string:

‖ s_sheet(T) \& m_sheet(T) \& s_col(L) \& repeat [m_col(L) \& inspect_graph(r/C)]
Display related truncation can arise in a number of ways. If columns are highlighted when the T-sheet is selected the action string for the task-truncated method will become:

\[ \text{II s_sheet(T) II m_sheet(T) II repeat [m_col(L) I inspect_graph (r/C)] } \]

Further partial truncation would result from a T-sheet already being selected at the start of the implementation of the method, resulting in the following action string:

\[ \text{II m_sheet(T) II repeat [m_col(L) I inspect_graph (r/C)] } \]

If the T-sheet was already located at the desired temperature position Unit-task 1 would become unnecessary and the action string would be fully truncated:

\[ \text{II repeat [m_col(L) I inspect_graph (r/C)] } \]

The action string length for a truncated method is simply determined by counting the number of operators in the truncated string.

4.3.3 Selecting Bioview methods

The GOMS methodology is based on the notion of users selecting what they feel is the most appropriate method in a given situation, and that an individual user's selections can be expressed in terms of selection rules. It is probable that selections are influenced by what methods are considered to match most effectively the nature of the task in hand, the ease with which a method can be applied, or both. Task related selection could relate to the type of graphical representation implicit in a method. For example, if it is desired to determine the specific value of a variable, it may be that a user would prefer to use a method that featured the inspection of a static rate/variable graph rather than an animated sequence of rate/variable graphs. The ease with which a method can be applied may well depend on the current state of the system. If a T-sheet is currently displayed the application of Method 3(T) may well be preferred to the application of Method 2(L) to explore the effect of changing the light intensity. Method selection is considered in detail in Section 7.3.3.

4.4 Summary

Direct manipulation in Bioview is based on the notion of a datacube; a three dimensional representation of three interacting variables. The datacube, and associated datasheets, can
be directly manipulated to change the values of the three interacting variables. The effects of changing the values of variables can be observed by inspecting the changes in rate/variable graphs corresponding to either the rows or columns of a datasheet.

It is possible to identify a limited number of operators which can be executed in order to effect direct manipulation. Sequences of operators can be described as methods which can be applied to specific tasks. Typically more than one method is applicable to a given task. Method selection is probably based on both task and display considerations, leading to the possibility of task and display related selection rules.
Chapter 5
Research Methodology

Nielsen & Molich (1990) maintain that there are four basic ways to evaluate a user interface: (i) an analysis technique based on the application of a formal model of human-computer interaction, (ii) a computerised procedure to automatically record user actions and system responses, (iii) an empirical study based on experimental observations, and (iv) an heuristic evaluation by simply using an interface and passing an intuitive judgement on its design. There are problems in applying each of these techniques to the evaluation of direct manipulation software tools. As discussed in Chapter 2, established formal models of human computer interaction, for example GOMS, tend to ignore system output. Without modification this makes them inappropriate as representations of human-computer interaction in direct manipulation environments. An automatic record of human-computer interaction will typically be at the keystroke or mouse-click level, providing, as Dix et al. (1993) describe it, a "semantic free" data collection technique. Given the context rich environments of most direct manipulation interfaces, this approach has obvious limitations. Springett & Grant (1993) claim that while empirical evaluation is a very good technique for identifying design problems, it is not very good at identifying solutions to these problems. They comment that this weakness is particularly significant in the evaluation of direct manipulation software:

Isolating problems may be a strength of this approach, but DM [direct manipulation] requires a more precise diagnosis than tends to be afforded. Interpretation of design faults is more complex, and it is this complexity which needs to be tackled in DM evaluation. (Springett & Grant, 1993, p. 252)

The validity of a user's intuitive assessment of a direct manipulation interface depends on the user correctly interpreting the relationship between direct manipulation actions and changes in the system state; a relationship which research indicates as being poorly understood (see, for example, Payne 1991, Sutcliffe & Springett 1992 and Springett 1992 for a discussion of this in the context of the use of *MacDraw*). In this sense, heuristic evaluation is prone to miss serious errors when applied in a direct manipulation context.

A notable feature of the research methodology adopted in this research is the way weaknesses (and strengths) of the various evaluation techniques are recognised. Most software evaluations feature the exclusive use of one evaluation technique. However, this research features three evaluation approaches, with the use of each technique matched to its inherent strengths. An initial heuristic evaluation of *Bioview* was conducted to identify
important research issues from the user's point of view, a formal model of human-computer interaction in direct manipulation environments was developed to provide a model for the evaluation of direct manipulation educational software, and an extensive empirical study was conducted to identify flaws in the interface design of Bioview.

The heuristic evaluation was conducted during a preliminary phase in which a group of experienced educational software users were asked to use Bioview and pass comment on its design. In addition two members of this group subsequently conducted small scale empirical studies of the classroom use of Bioview. The results of the heuristic evaluation were used in two ways. Firstly, the issues emerging from the evaluation were used to inform the development of the model described in Chapter 2 of human-computer interaction. Secondly, specific issues which appeared worthy of in-depth research were identified. The results of the small scale studies were used to clarify these issues further. In addition the data collection and analysis problems encountered in one of these studies provided guidance on the choice of appropriate data collection and analysis techniques.

In the major phase a detailed empirical evaluation of Bioview was conducted. Laboratory-based sessions of the use of Bioview with the PSYNTH datacube to answer set questions on how the rate of photosynthesis is affected by environmental factors were video recorded. These video records have been analysed in terms of the model of human-computer interaction developed in Chapter 2 with two aims in mind: (i) to critique the design of Bioview in particular, and (ii) to discuss the design of direct manipulation educational software in terms of learner and designer models.

The research subjects were interviewed after the completion of the laboratory sessions, and audio transcripts of these interviews have been transcribed. The transcripts have not been formally analysed, but they have been used to provide informal confirmation of the results of the analysis of the video records.

5.1 Preliminary research

The aims in the preliminary phase were to:

- indicate design and evaluation issues which users' perceived as important with respect to the use of Bioview specifically, and Windows based direct manipulation educational software generally
- indicate appropriate data collection techniques for the observation of human-computer interaction when students use direct manipulation software to complete educational tasks
inform the development of an appropriate method to represent human-computer interaction when students use direct manipulation software to complete educational tasks

identify conceptual issues associated with the tasks prescribed by the set questions

determine the level of prior software expertise expected of Bioview users

A class of Masters students following a course on the design and evaluation of educational software provided a group of informed users capable of conducting a worthwhile heuristic evaluation of Bioview. This evaluation was guided by the completion of a questionnaire as described in Section 5.1.1. In addition to the questionnaire returns, data collected from this group included the transcript of an audio-taped group discussion, and extensive Bioview assessment reports completed by two members of this group as the course assessment item.

In preparation for the major data collection phase the set questions to be used as the basis of the laboratory sessions were analysed from conceptual and human-computer interaction perspectives. In addition, the textbooks that the observation subjects used were inspected to identify the approach to teaching limiting factors in photosynthesis that the subjects were familiar with, and the Bioview user documentation was analysed to ascertain the level of software expertise expected of users.

5.1.1 Clarification of research issues

The questionnaire that was administered to the group of Masters students is shown in Appendix 4. The questionnaire items were intentionally open-ended in an attempt to prompt a broad consideration of assessment issues:

- Please describe your reactions to the software as you familiarised yourself with the way the software operated.
- What curriculum areas do you think the software would be relevant to? Please explain your comments.
- Do you think the software would be accessible to the students you teach or you imagine being taught by other teachers? Please give reasons for your answer.
- What do you think the benefits of using this software would be? Please explain your comments.
- What do you think the potential benefits and weaknesses of the user interface design would be in the use of the software by pupils?
The students were also given the opportunity to make any other comments that they wished.

The responses to each questionnaire item were grouped together and inspected to identify common research issues. These issues were used to provide a framework for the analysis of the responses, with comments made in the responses matched to these research issues. This framework was also used to focus the inspection of the two assessment reports written by Masters students.

5.1.2 Observation techniques

Dix et al. (1993) identify five techniques for recording user actions: the completion of paper and pencil records during observation sessions, audio recording of comments made by users while they use software, video recording of the interaction between a user and a program, automatic logging by the system of user actions, and the completion of log books by users. The paper and pencil approach is limited by the researcher's writing speed, making it difficult to record detailed information. Audio-taping is most appropriate when a "think-aloud" protocol is used. However, it is usually very difficult, if not impossible, to specifically relate elements of the transcript to user actions, and it is difficult to match transcript elements to data recorded using some other protocol such as a written record of the interaction. Video recording has the great advantage of creating a record in which it is possible to see the actual actions executed by the user. The need to focus the camera on the user can inhibit the recording of the use of software in natural contexts, so this form of observation is best done in a laboratory setting. Automatic logging is usually relatively easy to arrange, but the "semantic free" nature of the data has already been alluded to. User logs rely heavily on the commitment of the user for them to be employed successfully. Typically the records will be made at a very coarse level - typically every hour rather than every few minutes.

Thompson (1991) described a variety of observation techniques as part of her report on the use of Bioview. These included audio-taping, the completion of user logs, and pencil and paper based observations (see Section 6.1.3.3). She was unable to match elements of the audio transcript to user actions and found that the user logs were not completed adequately to yield any useful information. The only method that she adopted which yielded results was the pencil and paper approach. She noted in the conclusion to her report that video recording would probably be the most effective form of observation.
5.1.3 Human-computer interaction representation

As described in Chapter 2 there are a variety of well known analytical models of human-computer interaction. Each model stresses particular aspects of human-computer interaction, typically focusing on system aspects or task aspects. This makes it possible to match these models to specific requirements. As explained in Chapter 2, the common established models are not ideally suited to representing direct manipulation. Of necessity the choice of one of the established models will involve the acceptance of a less than ideal way of representing direct manipulation.

However, an attempt was made to identify an existing model which could be adapted and modified for inclusion in a more extensive model specifically designed to address the features of direct manipulation environments. In order to do this, task related aspects of the use of Bioview were considered as a basis for identifying a model. The set questions were examined to formulate alternative "successful" ways of using the program to answer each question. The nature of these successful methods was then used to choose an appropriate analytical model.

The successful methods of using Bioview to answer each of the set questions could all be described in terms of goals and sub-goals. For example, in Question 1 the top-level goal is to find the optimum temperature for the maximum rate of photosynthesis. The question instructs the student to make sure that neither light nor carbon dioxide are in limited supplies. This leads to two sub-goals; set the light intensity at a non-limiting value and set the carbon dioxide concentration at a non-limiting value. The goal directed nature of the set questions implied that the GOMS model would be a possible candidate.

A more detailed inspection of sub-goals associated with each question is given in Section 6.2.3. This inspection revealed that each sub-goal could be represented by a unit-task consisting of the serial execution of a small number of well-defined operators. In addition, it was possible to identify three methods which could be applied in answering Questions 1, 2, and 3, and which could be used in combination to provide methods which could be used to answer Question 4 and 5. Each of these methods consisted of a small number of hierarchically linked unit-tasks. Thus the GOMS model was seen as an appropriate analytical model; the task in hand could be described in terms of goals and sub-goals, user actions could be described in terms of a limited set of well-defined operators, strategies for use could be expressed as well defined methods consisting of unit-tasks, and there was a range of methods to choose from.
5.1.4 Task related conceptual issues

The set questions provided a well-defined set of tasks which could be analysed prior to the observations of the use of Bioview. This analysis was conducted from a task perspective to identify the concepts implicit in the questions. The relevance of documented misconceptions in understanding the notion of interacting factors in general, and the limiting factors in photosynthesis in particular were considered. In addition, relevant sections of textbooks used by the observation subjects were studied to ascertain the pedagogical approaches to limiting factors in photosynthesis that they were familiar with.

5.1.5 Prior software expertise

As Bioview is a Windows application it is a reasonable assumption that users would be expected to be competent in a sub-set of Windows operations. In order to determine what this sub-set was the Users' Guide was inspected to establish the screen manipulation operations that the users were expected to be familiar with.

5.2 Laboratory-based observations

The laboratory based sessions were designed to provide an opportunity for the detailed observation of the use of Bioview with the PSYNTH datacube. The methodology described in this section was designed to enable the analysis of the extensive data collected during these sessions in terms of the task and system models held by the research subjects.

The experience of Thompson (1991), together with a consideration of the established strengths and weaknesses of the various observation techniques, was used to decide upon an appropriate observation technique. It was decided to make laboratory based video records of users interacting with Bioview. The laboratory location of the observations enabled a sophisticated video recording procedure. Two cameras were used; one camera was focused on the computer screen and the other camera was focused on the users. It was possible for the researcher to switch the recording channel between these two cameras, enabling both the interaction between the screen and the movements of the users to be recorded.

The failure of the user log approach reported by Thompson prompted a consideration of how to effectively record user's intentions. A means needed to be found by which users could be encouraged to articulate their intentions without being distracted from the task in hand. The approach taken was to ask one student to teach another student, with the expectation that the teacher-students' intentions could be inferred from their explanations.
and the teaching strategies that were adopted. The audio components of the video records were transcribed to provide a record of these teaching sessions.

Three sessions were observed. In each session the teacher-student (Delia, Sharon, or Ruth) was an Upper 6th Form student currently following an A-level course in biology. They had been taught by the researcher on a previous occasion how to use Bioview, and they had had an opportunity to study the set worksheet questions prior to their participation in the laboratory sessions. The students taught by Delia and Sharon (Alice and Uri respectively) were both Lower 6th Form students. The student taught by Ruth was a Postgraduate Certificate in Education student.

Each session has been divided into a sequence of well defined task related episodes, each of which consisted of between one and four unit-tasks. Typically an episode corresponded to an attempt to answer one of the set questions, although each session also contained an episode corresponding to an illustration of the basic features of Bioview, and the final episode in one session was concerned with a general discussion of the merits of the program. A record for each episode has been completed which gives a statement of the top-level goal, and, if appropriate, the applicable successful method. Each record also includes comments on the observed human-computer interaction, and provides the following for each unit-task:

- the observed action substring
- an action substring corrected for software manipulation errors, such as the execution of a redundant con_graph operation
- an action substring reduced to take account of the execution of window manipulation and graph selection operations which were not integral to the applied method
- an "expert" action substring
- display and system "signatures" giving changes in the display and system states
- an annotated version of the transcript of the discussion

An example of an episode record is shown in Appendix 5. Episode records have been used to write full descriptions of each session which are included as Appendix 6.

The episode records have been used to create a two dimensional analysis of the human-computer interaction observed in the sessions. One dimension consists of an analysis in terms of the system use in each session, while the other dimension consists of an analysis in terms of each of the tasks defined in the set questions. These two analysis dimensions are considered in the following sections.
5.2.1  The analysis of system use

Analysis in terms of the system was completed by looking at the interaction history and by examining the implementation of the methods applied in each of the episodes. The methods of analysis which were applied to do this are illustrated with reference to a hypothetical Episode X.

5.2.1.1  The identification of methods

The annotated audio transcript and the associated action string that have been recorded in each episode record have been used to identify the method corresponding to each episode as an application of (i) a successful method, (ii) an idiosyncratic method, or (iii) recall of previous experience of using the program. To illustrate this process consider a hypothetical Episode X corresponding to an attempt to explore the effect of changing the level of carbon dioxide at the optimum temperature and the maximum light intensity. The observed action string for this episode is shown below. Redundant operations which had no effect on the state of the system or the display are enclosed in "curly" brackets:

\[ s\_sheet(T) \mid m\_sheet(T) \mid s\_row(C) \mid \{ con\_graph(1) \} \mid m\_row(C) \mid s\_graph(b) \]
\[ \mid inspect\_graph(t/L) \mid s\_sheet(C) \mid m\_sheet(C) \mid s\_sheet(T) \mid repeat 2[m\_row(C)] \]
\[ \mid inspect\_graph(t/L) \mid scope\_win] \]

An inspection of the transcript of the discussion between the teacher-student and the student indicates that the episode consisted of three unit-tasks: set the temperature at the optimum temperature, identify the rate of photosynthesis which corresponds the maximum light intensity, and explore the effect on the rate of photosynthesis of changing the value of the level of carbon dioxide. The action sub-strings which correspond to each of these unit-tasks are shown in Table 5.1.

Unit-task 1 was completed in an "expert" fashion; no errors are committed and the unit-task sub-goal directly matched the sequence of operations. In Unit-task 2, a redundant con_graph(1) operation was committed in error and an unnecessary m_row(C) was executed. An inspection of the audio transcript reveals the reason for this error. When the C-row was selected the default row position corresponded to the minimum C-value. This row consisted of a set of zero rate values and resulted in the display of a "null" rate/L graph, prompting the execution of a "panic" con_graph(1) operation to confirm that an operation had actually been executed. Execution of an m_row(C) operation resulted in a display of an instance of a rate/L graph. A bar chart was selected to make the identification of the maximum L-value easier.
An expert application of Unit-task 3 would simply have consisted of repeated inspections of the rate/L graph as m_row(C) operations were executed. However, the observed action string for this unit-task indicated the existence of a misunderstanding of the appropriate way in which the C-value should be varied while keeping the temperature fixed at the optimum value. Initially the C-value was changed by executing an m_sheet(C) operation rather than a m-row(C) operation. A s_sheet(T) operation was executed to return to the optimum temperature situation. This misconception of the appropriate way to vary the C-value led to an initial "s_sheet(C) | m_sheet(C) | s_sheet(T)" sequence in the action sub-string for this unit-task.

An examination of Episode X illustrates that it is possible to associate a successful method with an episode even if the method is not executed in an expert fashion. Idiosyncratic methods correspond to episodes for which it is not possible to identify a successful method.

5.2.1.2 Examination of the implementation of successful methods

The observed action string for a successful method can be corrected for the commission of errors. For example, in Unit-task 2, the action sub-string would be corrected by deleting the redundant con_graph(1) operation. The observed action string would also be reduced by removing screen and graph manipulation operations that were not integral to the successful method - the s_graph(b) operation and repetitions of m_row(C) and scope_win operations necessitated by the need to change the scope of the datasheet window. The expert action sub-string for Unit-task 3 would be obtained by deleting the initial "s_sheet(C) | m_sheet(C) | s_sheet(T)" sequence. Table 5.2 shows the observed, corrected, reduced, and expert action sub-strings for the unit-tasks in Episode X.
Action string lengths for each unit-task can be determined for observed (no), corrected (nc), reduced (nr), and expert (ne) sub-strings by counting the number of operations in each sub-string. The corresponding values for the whole episode are simply the sum of the values for the unit-tasks.

Table 5.2: Observed, corrected, reduced and expert action sub-strings for Episode X.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-string</th>
<th>Unit-task X/1</th>
<th>Unit-task X/2</th>
<th>Unit-task X/3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observed</td>
<td>l s_sheet(T) l m_sheet(T) l s_row(C)</td>
<td>l m_sheet(C) l s_sheet(T)</td>
<td>l m_sheet(T) l s_sheet(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>l {con_graph(1)}</td>
<td>l s_sheet(C) l s_sheet(T)</td>
<td>l s_sheet(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>l m_row(C) l s_graph(b)</td>
<td>l repeat 2 [m_row(C) l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L) l scope_win]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected</td>
<td>l s_sheet(T) l m_sheet(T) l s_row(C) l m_row(C)</td>
<td>l m_sheet(C) l s_sheet(T)</td>
<td>l m_sheet(T) l s_sheet(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>l s_graph(b)</td>
<td>l m_sheet(C) l s_sheet(T)</td>
<td>l m_sheet(T) l s_sheet(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>l repeat 2 [m_row(C) l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L) l scope_win]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced</td>
<td>l s_sheet(T) l m_sheet(T) l s_row(C) l m_row(C)</td>
<td>l m_sheet(C) l s_sheet(T)</td>
<td>l m_sheet(T) l s_sheet(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>l m_sheet(C) l s_sheet(T)</td>
<td>l m_sheet(T) l s_sheet(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>l m_row(C)</td>
<td>l m_row(C) l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>l s_sheet(T) l m_sheet(T) l s_row(C)</td>
<td>l m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>l m_row(C) l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These action string lengths for Episode X are shown in Table 5.3. An inspection of the action string lengths for each episode has been used to type the episodes in each of the sessions. A non-zero difference between the observed action string length and the corrected action string length (no-nc) has been used to identify those episodes in which manipulation errors have been committed. A non-zero difference between the reduced string length and the expert string length (nr-ne) has been used to identify methods in which there may be a misunderstanding of how to manipulate the display to make appropriate changes in variables. An inspection of the values of (no-nc) and (nr-ne) for
Episode X would indicate that the execution of the successful method associated with this episode included the commission of errors and a possible misunderstanding of how to use the datacube appropriately.

Table 5.3: Action string lengths for Episode X

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>no</th>
<th>ne</th>
<th>nr</th>
<th>nc</th>
<th>nO</th>
<th>nC</th>
<th>nR</th>
<th>ne</th>
<th>nO</th>
<th>nC</th>
<th>nR</th>
<th>ne</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unit-task X/1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit-task X/2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit-task X/3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Episode</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The application of a truncated method is evident when the action sub-string length is less than that length determined for a full implementation of the episode. In Episode X, display related truncation could have resulted from the T-sheet being selected at the end of the previous episode, making the execution of an s_sheet(T) operation unnecessary. The action string lengths for this truncated version of the successful method applied in Episode X would then be as shown in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4: Action string lengths for Episode X (display related truncation)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>no</th>
<th>ne</th>
<th>nr</th>
<th>nc</th>
<th>nO</th>
<th>nC</th>
<th>nR</th>
<th>ne</th>
<th>nO</th>
<th>nC</th>
<th>nR</th>
<th>ne</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unit-task X/1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit-task X/2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit-task X/3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Episode</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task related truncation would also result in a reduction in the length of the action string length for the episode. For example, if no attention was paid to the value of the light intensity variable when the effect of changing the carbon dioxide level was explored the inspect_graph(r/L) operation would be unnecessary and Unit-task 2 would be unnecessary. The action string lengths for this truncated version of the successful method applied in Episode X would then be as shown in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5: Action string lengths for Episode X (task related truncation)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>no</th>
<th>nc</th>
<th>nT</th>
<th>ne</th>
<th>nO-nc</th>
<th>nT-ne</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unit-task X/1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit-task X/2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit-task X/3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Episode</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The existence of both task and display related truncation would result in a combined reduction of the action string lengths as shown in Table 5.6.

Table 5.6: Action string lengths for Episode X (combined task and display truncation)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>no</th>
<th>nc</th>
<th>nT</th>
<th>ne</th>
<th>nO-nc</th>
<th>nT-ne</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unit-task X/1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit-task X/2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit-task X/3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Episode</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The discussion of truncated versions of the method applied in Episode X indicates that even when the application of a method is truncated due to the display, the task, or both, it is possible to identify the occurrence of errors and misconceptions about datacube manipulation.

5.2.1.3 Examination of system register changes

The state of the system at the completion of each unit-task has been defined in terms of the system register; a surrogate model which mimics the operation of the Bioview core language in terms of a higher level representation. This register consists of three sub-registers, each of which corresponds to one of the three commonly orthogonal datasheets. Thus for the PSYNTH datacube there is an L-sheet sub-register, a C-sheet sub-register, and a T-sheet sub-register. Each sub-register is composed of three elements which give the values of the the three variables associated with the appropriate sheet. In the case of the
PSYNTH datacube these will be the L-value, the C-value and the T-value. Each element can take a maximum value (coded as 3), an intermediate value (coded as 2), or a minimum value (coded as 1). The sub-register corresponding to the currently selected data sheet is referred to as the active sub-register, as it is only values in this sub-register that can be changed unless an s_sheet operation is executed to change the type of datasheet that is selected.

The way in which the system register and the display register define the state of the software environment is illustrated by considering Table 5.7 which shows the system register at the completion of Unit-tasks 1, 2, and 3 in Episode X.

Table 5.7: System registers for the unit-tasks in Episode X

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit-task</th>
<th>L-sheet</th>
<th>System register</th>
<th>C-sheet</th>
<th>T-sheet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X/1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X/2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X/3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a T-sheet was selected at the end of Unit-task 1 the T-sheet sub-register will be active and only values in this sub-register could be changed unless an s_sheet(L) or s_sheet(C) operation is executed. An inspection of the active system sub-register confirms that the T-sheet was located in a position corresponding to an intermediate T-value (shown as 2) and that the highlighted L-column was located in a position corresponding to an intermediate L-value (shown as 2). The C-value was a minimum (shown as 1), indicating that if an s_row(C) operation was executed the highlighted row would be located in the position corresponding to the minimum C-value. The values in the L-sheet and C-sheet sub-registers show the sheet, row and column settings which existed at the start of the episode. The L-sheet sub-register shows sheet, row and column locations corresponding to minimum variable values, while the C-sheet sub-register shows the C-value at a minimum value, the L-value at an intermediate value, and the T-value at a minimum value.

At the end of Unit-task 2 the C-value in the active T-sheet sub-register had changed from the minimum value to an intermediate value, that is from 1 to 2. This was a consequence of the unnecessary execution of the m_row(C) operation in Unit-task 2. No changes in the L-sheet or C-sheet sub-registers were evident, indicating that no operations had been executed on the C-sheet or the L-sheet during this unit-task. (This may not be the
case as a sequence of operations followed by a reverse sequence could have been executed to leave the active system sub-register in an unchanged state).

Although the T-sheet sub-register was active at the beginning and end of Unit-task 3, an inspection of the change in the C-value element from 1 to 2 in the C-sheet sub-register reveals that operations had been executed on the C-sheet during this unit-task. This change corresponded to the incorrect "s_sheet(C) \text{ I} m_sheet(C) \text{ I} s_sheet(T)" sequence of operations at the start of the unit-task. The execution of the \texttt{m_row(C)} operations left the C-value for the T-sheet at a maximum, as shown by an element value of 3 for this variable.

The interaction histories shown in Appendix 7 chronicle the state of the system register at the end of each unit-task as \textit{Bioview} was used in each of the laboratory sessions. Episodes that involved changes in the active system sub-register have been identified. When a different sub-register was active at the start and end of an episode the episode has been coded as a "Δ" episode. When there have been changes in active system sub-register, either within a unit-task or within an episode, which do not result in a net change in the active system sub-register the episode has been coded as "∅" episode. The full implementation of the successful method in Episode X provides an example of a Δ episode; a \texttt{s-sheet(T)} operation was executed at the start of the episode indicating that a different sub-register (either a L-sheet or C-sheet sub-register) was active at the end of the preceding episode. The example of a display-truncated version of this successful method provides an illustration of a ∅ method; although the T-sheet sub-register is active at the start and finish of the episode, the C-sheet sub-register was also active during the episode.

5.2.1.4 Examination of display register changes

The state of the display at the completion of each unit-task has been defined in terms of the display register. This register consists of a sub-register for the datacube display and sub-registers for each of the graph_windows displayed on the screen. The datacube sub-register defines which datasheet was selected, and whether a row or column is highlighted, upon completion of a unit-task. A graph window sub-register defines attributes of the window upon completion of a unit-task: (i) whether the window was connected or not, (ii) what instance of rate/variable graph was displayed, and (iii) which of a bar graph, line graph, or pie chart is shown.

The datacube display register at the end of each unit-task in Episode X is shown in Table 5.8, and the graph window display registers are shown in Table 5.9. The only active graph window during this Episode X was graph_window(1). The instance of the graph shown in graph-window(2) corresponded to a previous episode. An inspection of the display sub-register states for each unit-task that are chronicled in Appendix 7, enables a
review of the changes in both the datacube display and the instances of graphs shown in the graph_windows.

Table 5.8: Datacube display register for Episode X.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit-task</th>
<th>Display register: datacube</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L-sheet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>row</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X/1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X/2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X/3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.9: Graph_window display register for Episode X.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit-task</th>
<th>Display register: graph-windows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>con</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>w1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X/1</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X/2</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X/3</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.2 Task related analysis

Each of the set questions is based on a clearly stated task, and, as such, these questions provide a cross-session task based framework for the analysis of the human-computer interaction observed during the laboratory sessions. An inspection of the record sheet for each episode concerned with one of the set questions has enabled method selections to be grouped according to each question. Based on the method selections in each group it is possible to consider the following questions for the task related to each set question:

- Do the students use the same or similar methods to the inferred successful methods?
- To what extent do the chosen methods use direct manipulation interaction to either fix the value of a variable or explore the effect of changing the value of a variable?
- How frequent is task based truncation of successful methods?
5.2.2.1 Comparison of inferred designer and preferred learner models

It is possible to identify successful methods which are applicable to each of the tasks stated in the set questions (see Section 6.2.3). A comparison of the set of successful methods for a given question with the methods actually selected by learners has been conducted to ascertain the correlation between inferred designer models and learner models of the software environment.

The existence of task related truncation indicates that the learner was engaged in the application of a method which involved the consideration of only one or two of the interacting variables. This may have been a conscious decision or may have arisen through a lack of appreciation of the importance of the interaction between the variables. Learner method selections corresponding to each set question have been inspected to identify the extent to which task related method truncation took place. This has provided an indication of the extent to which the students considered the interactions between the variables.

5.2.2.2 Direct manipulation of variable values

As discussed in Chapter 4, Method 1 involves the use of direct manipulation to fix the values of two variables by executing a combination of an m_sheet and an m_row/col operations. The exploration of how the rate varies with the third variable does not involve direct manipulation; it only requires the inspection of an instance of a graph of the rate plotted against the third variable. As Method 4 is a combination of two versions of Method 1 it also does not involve direct manipulation to vary variable values during the interpretation phase of the method. However, Methods 2 and 3 do involve the use of direct manipulation of a variable to vary a value through the execution respectively of an m_sheet or an m_row/col operation. By implication Methods 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, which all include at least one application of Method 2 or Method 3 as a component, involve the use of direct manipulation to vary variable values.

An inspection of the method selections in each of the question based groups has been conducted to identify the prevalence of the use of direct manipulation for (i) fixing the value of a variable, and (ii) varying the value of a variable. This has enabled the use of direct manipulation to be considered with respect to well-defined task constraints and requirements.
5.2.3 Applicability of the GOMS model

The applicability of the GOMS model to the analysis of the human-computer observed in the laboratory sessions was assessed by considering separately each of the four components of the model: goals, operators, methods, and selection.

5.2.3.1 Goal structure and definition of operators

If the GOMS model is to be applicable it should be possible to describe the task related to an episode in terms of a top-level goal and a small number of associated sub-goals. Each sub-goal should relate to a unit-task consisting of the serial execution of a limited number of well defined operators. In order to assess whether this goal based description was applicable to the laboratory sessions the following analyses were conducted:

• The annotated transcripts corresponding to each of the sessions that featured a successful method were examined to ascertain whether the interaction in the episode was goal based. In addition, the initial illustrative episodes in each session and the long confused Episode R6, which featured a number of idiosyncratic methods, were examined to see if they matched a goal based structure.
• The number of unit-tasks per episode was counted for each successful method to indicate the typical number of unit-tasks per episode.
• The sufficiency of the set of operators identified in Chapter 4 was assessed.
• Reduced action string length for each successful method were calculated.

5.2.3.2 Method identification and selection

If the application of well defined methods is a feature of the successful use of Bioview, it should be possible to allocate a well-defined method to each episode which featured a successful attempt to answer one of the set questions. A review of the number of task related episodes which were successfully concluded was completed with the aim of identifying the number of these episodes in which the human-computer interaction could be represented in terms of a successful method. In addition a number of selection rules for each of the set questions was formulated in terms of the influence of display related method truncation. The number of times that each of these rules appeared to be used was determined for each of the episodes.
5.3 Summary

The research programme featured a preliminary phase based on an heuristic evaluation of Bioview, a consideration of the results of two small scale empirical studies, and an analysis of related teaching materials. The principal phase of the research consisted of an in-depth empirical evaluation of three laboratory sessions in which the use of Bioview was video recorded. The findings from the preliminary phase were used to inform both the development of a formal model for the use of direct manipulation educational software and to clarify research issues and an appropriate methodology. The empirical evaluation featured analyses of (i) human-computer interaction from a system perspective, (ii) human-computer interaction from a task perspective, and (ii) the applicability of the GOMS approach for representing human-computer interaction in direct manipulation environments.
Chapter 6

Preliminary data analysis

In this chapter data collected during the preliminary data collection phase are analysed. Data were collected in this phase from three sources - the heuristic evaluation of Bioview by a group of Masters students, the two small scale empirical evaluations of the classroom use of Bioview by two of these Masters students, and an inspection of educational and user documentation relevant to the use of Bioview.

6.1 Heuristic evaluation of Bioview

Bioview was briefly presented by the researcher to the group of 14 Masters students, none of whom had seen or used the program before. The students were asked to evaluate the program with the aid of the questionnaire shown in Appendix 4. The students spent approximately one hour on this evaluation exercise. A week later the group of students and the researcher discussed their evaluations of Bioview. The discussion was audio taped and transcribed.

6.1.1 Questionnaire response analysis

The responses to each questionnaire item were grouped together. Each group of responses was inspected to identify assessment issues. The Windows environment, the datacube metaphor, graph display features, and the use of dynamically presented instances of graphs emerged as assessment issues. The responses were then re-grouped according to these four issues and inspected to identify specific concerns.

6.1.1.1 The Windows interface

An inability to use the Windows interface was perceived as an initial barrier to the effective use of the software:

Certain pre-requisites [are] needed before [the] software can be fully used - Windows mouse pointer etc. (Student 1)

Unlikely to discover range of potential for WIMP use without help. (Student 5)
The class should be reasonably computer literate or the mechanics will operate as a bar to the data handling. (Student 7)

Without experience of a "Windows type" interface I feel the students would find it difficult to cope without very much clearer instructions. (Student 9)

It would seem that prior knowledge [or] experience of Windows would be advisable. (Student 12)

Although other students thought that mastering the Windows interface would provide initial problems they also felt that these problems could be overcome relatively easily. Student 3 illustrates this perception:

Once I mastered - in a small way - Windows I quite quickly began to see what the software was allowing me to do - this then allowed to focus quite rapidly (and quicker than I expected) on an exploration of the data. (Student 3)

The context provided by Bioview was thought by some students to be an aid to coping with Windows:

Students would need to competent in the use of Windows. The notion of a cube as a model to represent data is novel and helps to make it a more concrete experience. (Student 8)

If students are familiar with the Windows environment then starting with simple examples [in Bioview] the software would be quite accessible. (Student 13)

Problems concerned with the interpretation of multiple overlapping windows were noted. Student 1 commented that there was "lots happening on the screen", Student 2 felt that it was "easy to get a messy screen", and Student 12 thought that the possibility of the screen looking "cluttered and untidy" could be off-putting. The comments by Students 11 and 12 emphasised this point

You had to think carefully about what is happening on the screen. It was a bit overpowering at first. (Student 11)

Very slow in getting started. Took some time to view four (or just two) windows at the same time. The spreadsheet display was very limiting, and enlarging it covered up too much of the other windows, particularly the Bioview and graph windows. Gradually got used to it, however. (Student 12)

A number of students commented on the need for design consistency with other Windows applications. The belief that this led to the transfer of skills between the use of packages was evident in the comment of Student 3:
Yes, the students are increasingly becoming familiar with DTP packages which use [the] same principles and thus the accessibility would not be a problem for them. (Student 3)

The strength of this belief was clear from the criticism of by Student 6 of the non-adherence of the design of Bioview to Windows guidelines:

[... ] it simply doesn't look like a proper Windows application. [ ... ] So why doesn't the file menu look like a proper file menu with New at the top and Print, Printer Select, Exit, and About Bioview? Where did Edit menu go? Diminish and Enlarge should be under View. Tidy should be replaced by a Window menu. (Student 6)

6.1.1.2 The datacube representation

Some students found it initially difficult to understand the datacube representation. Student 1 thought that "time was needed to visualise what is happening when clicking on arrow for species, year, sample", and Student 7 found that it "takes a little time to get used to the correlation of the numbers to the changing shape of the cube". The graphical form of the datacube caused some concern. Student 5 was confused over the purpose of the dotted line displayed on the datacube, and Student 11 felt that "the graphics should give the student a clearer impression of the learning objective". However, other students found the representation helpful:

[ ... ] The notion of a "cube" as a model to represent data is novel and helps to make it a more concrete experience. (Student 8)

It gives an overall view of complex data that would not be possible with printed tables. It extends the notion of spreadsheet to three dimensions. (Student 13)

The mixture of two-dimensional and three-dimensional representations involved in the datacube was commented on:

The cube metaphor can be misinterpreted due to [ ... ] use of two planes of description for three planes of use. (Student 5)

Pity that the 3D cube is only able to produce 2D sheets - why not transparent cubes? (Student 2)

6.1.1.3 The use of graphs

Some students experienced difficulty in launching graph windows. Student 1 found the "graph word [that is, menu item] hard to find". Student 7 experienced difficulty in finding the graph icon and found it hard to use the scale option.
Student 7 found the "instant changes in graphing impressive" and "graph creation and importing very fast and motivating". This impression was echoed by Student 5:

Turning data into a dynamic representation of reality. To provide a sort of "data animation" which may lead to a more meaningful perception of data tables and the events they record. (Student 5)

However, Student 9 felt that "a good deal of practice by both teacher and student would be necessary to familiarise them with interpreting "dynamically" represented software, and Student 2 felt that it became "too easy to produce graphics without thinking what they mean"

6.1.2 The group discussion with Masters students

The 14 Masters students divided into three discussion groups and a nominated member of each group reported on their discussion. Each group thought that the restricted application of Bioview to biology failed to realise the potential of the software, and a wide range of cross curricula activities were envisaged.

Most of the feedback was concerned with comments on the role of Windows in the design and use of the software. All groups reported a concern that Windows could act as a barrier to the initial use of Bioview. A comment made during the feedback from the first group illustrated this concern:

So really there was an issue about initial familiarity and familiarisation, which had perhaps more to do with the use of Windows itself; which is a sort of a model of a desk-top, and having access to a variety of tools, and being able to push some out of the way, and use the others, and prioritise the things as you saw fit. And once you got the knack of that I think it made Bioview as a tool easier to use.

A "wish-list" of improvements to Bioview included the suggestion that a software utility should be written to enable the import of data from other database packages. This utility would be able to extract the data values of a dependent variable that corresponded to the values of three independent variables. Another item in this list concerned the form of the graphical displays used by Bioview. The suggestion was made that the result of an m_sheet operation should be recorded in order to produce a three dimensional graph representing the changing instances of the two dimensional graph which was displayed as the m_sheet operation was executed.
6.1.3 Small scale empirical studies

Two students (Barbara Thompson and Tony Hill) elected to write a 10 000 word report on the school-based assessment of Bioview, which were made available to the researcher for analysis. The report by Thompson reported varied and fairly extensive observations of the use of Bioview. Her report included a personal preliminary assessment, reviews of the software by two science teachers, and observations of the use of the software by two groups of Year 9 students following a course in general science and two groups of A-Level biology students. Hill reported observations of the use of Bioview by two Japanese students studying the equivalent of A-Level biology and a science teacher group.

6.1.3.1 Preliminary assessment of Bioview

Thompson described herself as "not really familiar with Windows" in one of her responses to the questionnaire completed by the Masters students. In her report she said that she was preoccupied with how to operate Windows during this preliminary assessment rather than the educational use of Bioview. This supports the notion that the operation of Windows may act as a barrier to novice users. However, she successfully worked through the Users' Guide until she came to the instructions to create a second graph window on the screen when she was unable to find any information on how to start a second graph. She described her experiences as follows:

The first unconnected graph I had drawn was produced by double clicking on the graph icon and then pointing to the Connect label to graph the data. Now there was no graph icon to click on and I found that to get a second graph at this stage was impossible and I was then reduced to trial and error activities [ ... ] This difficulty remained unresolved until one of the biology teachers in the school, after spending at least 40 minutes on the program, and going through all the options on the pull down menus, realised that the Start menu had the word graph on it and this was what allowed the user to create further graphs. (Thompson, 1991, p. 11)

Thompson (1991) commented that "the more I used the package, the more I made of the datacube window for navigating my way round the data" (p. 13). She also noted the possible use of the View option:

It is fair to say that in spite of this "model" of data in the form of a cube the software can be readily understood by using the View menu option which allows an alternative way of looking at the planes of data. (Thompson, 1991, p. 13)

The possible conflict between three dimensional and two dimensional representations was perceived as a possible source of confusion:
In order to try and portray the concept of a three dimensional database the software employs a model of a cube in which the three different planes of the cube represent the three variables under consideration. The three variables can all change at the same time so it is possible to see how they interact. However, only two variables can be considered at any one time. This may be confusing for the user inasmuch that any one point on the cube represents data related to the three interacting variables but the display of the data on the datasheet or the graph is two dimensional and involves only two variables. (Thompson, 1991, p. 12)

This perception of how the variables can be changed using the datacube indicated a misconception of how manipulation of the datacube related to changes in the system register, although it was possible to change the value of any one of the variables at a given time they could not all be changed at the same time as stated by Thompson. If her interpretation of how to manipulate the datacube had been correct it would have been possible to simultaneously change all the values in a system sub-register, whereas it is only possible to change one value at a time. The assertion that only two variables can be considered at any one time implies that the notion of the datacube consisting of a series of datasheets was being used by Thompson. Her feeling that this might cause confusion due to a two dimensional representation of three interacting variables again indicated a misconception of the relationship between the datacube structure and the system sub-register; the possibility of altering the value of the third variable in the active system sub-register by moving the location of the selected datasheet was not considered. Note also that there was an apparent confusion between the two variables which correspond to a datasheet and a displayed graph.

6.1.3.2 Assessment by subject specialists

Two biology teachers reviewed the package. One teacher was an experienced Windows user and found no difficulty in using Bioview, apart from starting a second graph window. This teacher used the TRANSP datacube which is concerned with the effects of humidity, air speed, and temperature on the rate of water loss form a leaf. He was able to illustrate changes in the rate of water loss by using dynamically represented instances of graphs. The other teacher was a novice Windows user, but was able to operate Bioview quite easily after a short demonstration by Thompson and 15 minutes spent exploring the features of the software, which confirmed the expectations expressed by some of the Masters students when they completed the questionnaire. This teacher is interesting because she felt motivated to use the PSYNTH datacube after her introduction to Bioview:

That particular day [the day she was introduced to Bioview] she had an A-level photosynthesis experiment set up in the laboratory which failed to work. The experiment was meant to demonstrate the limiting factor effect of carbon dioxide
concentration in photosynthesis using the pond weed Elodea. She therefore wanted to recreate the experiment using Bioview whereby she could gradually increase the concentration of carbon dioxide. She was eventually able to create the necessary graph which enabled her to step through the carbon dioxide levels and thus be able to see from the dynamic representation where the limiting factor phenomena came into play. (Thompson, 1991, p. 26)

6.1.3.3 Analysis of pupil use

The groups observed are shown in Table 6.1. All the groups used Bioview with the DISEASE datacube, which gives the annual incidence of death in various parts of the world from four infectious diseases. Each group was asked to produce an ordered series of graphs on the screen to show the incidence of malaria across the world in 1975, 1976 and 1979. Before they attempted this task Thompson introduced each group to the following features of Windows: (i) the idea that Windows is based on a desk-top metaphor, (ii) multitasking; (iii) loading and saving files; (iv) maximising and minimising windows; (v) resizing and positioning windows; and (vi) connecting graphs.

Table 6.1: Student groups observed by Thompson

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Year 12</td>
<td>A-level biology</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Two sessions of 1.75 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Year 12</td>
<td>A-level biology</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Two sessions of 1.75 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Year 9</td>
<td>General science</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>One session of 1 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Year 9</td>
<td>General science</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>One session of 1 hour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Four data collection methods were used simultaneously during the observation of these groups. The sessions were audio-taped to record the group discussion as the students used Bioview. Initially the students were intimidated by the presence of the tape recorder, but they overcame this after about half an hour. However, Thompson found that the information on the tape was very difficult to interpret as there were long pauses between comments whilst they waited for the computer to respond, and most of the comments were very short and were mostly meaningless when heard out of context, that is, without a corresponding visual record of the screen display. As Thompson comments "there was little interpretation which could be put to such remarks as 'try clicking on that'" (Thompson, 1991, p. 32).

The students were asked to complete a log of problems, remedial actions, and the reason for these actions. This request did not result in any worthwhile information.
Thompson felt that the students lacked the "sophisticated style" necessary to express the rationales for their various actions, and that the pressure of the work in hand mitigated very strongly against students giving the attention required to meaningfully complete the logs. Thompson also asked the students to write a short assessment of Bioview using the headings of "what I have learnt", "what I liked about Bioview", "what I disliked about the program". There is no discussion in the report of these written assessments, and it can only be assumed that either the students did not complete them, or that they did not yield useful data.

The fourth approach was unstructured observation by Thompson in which she "simply recorded what they did and occasionally made a suggestion in order to allow them to progress" (Thompson, 1991, p. 51). This approach proved to be the only effective method of data collection, although Thompson noted that a more structured approach, possibly based on the use of a checklist, may have been more effective.

Group 1 only seemed concerned with operating the package, rather than considering the task in hand, during the first 15 minutes of the observed session. However, the longer they used the package the more adept they became at using Windows. The display of an appropriate sequence of graphs caused considerable problems, such as getting graphs on top of one another, of "losing" the first graph that was plotted, connecting an unintended graph, and restoring the wrong graph. The group did not appear to appreciate the possibilities of displaying multiple graphs as they produced three separate printouts of maximised graphs. Thompson notes that when they became aware of the need to produce more that one graph on the screen at a time they were unable to do this even though she showed them the "start menu" and also how to store the graph an icon. Although the group used the datacube to navigate their way around the software they experienced great difficulty in getting the datasheet set up in the correct format. They were constantly connecting to a graph window and produced a graph with years on the horizontal axis when they wanted to display countries on this axis, indicating a lack of appreciation of the relationship between row/column selection and the instance of the graph displayed.

The students in Group 1 suggested a further task - the creation of a transpiration datacube based on experimental data that they had recently collected. The datacube that they created revealed that they misunderstood the nature of the datacube system - they specified rows corresponding to different environmental factors (light, humidity etc.) on the same datasheet that already showed rows that corresponded to different values of distance of the plant from the source of environmental change, for example a lamp.

Group 2 initially focused all their attention on the mechanics of operating the software. As with Group 1, this group started by trying to produce a number of maximised graphs. Thompson had to remind them of the need to create three graphs on the screen at same time. Again she had to show this group how to start and iconize graph windows. The
group were aware of the importance of the scale that was adopted, with the need to use the same scale if proper comparisons were to be made. Thompson reports that the students "intuitively chose scale from the graphs menu to change it but I suspect that they were unaware of what the scale represented" (Thompson, 1991, p. 39). This group showed no sign of producing any type of dynamic representation of data they were manipulating. The performance of Group 2 was summarised by Thompson as follows:

By trial and error they arranged the datasheet so that the names of the different countries appeared across the top of each of each column, they listed the years vertically down the datasheet and then they used the cuboid to click through the disease variable until the disease malaria appeared. They then highlighted the appropriate year row and connected it to the graph. From the printout it can be seen that they kept the scale constant across the three graphs but the scale is too small. (Thompson, 1991, p. 40)

Practical considerations required Thompson to observe Group 3 and Group 4 at the same time. Group 3 adopted a trial and error approach and needed "to be reminded how to store the data in the form of icons" (Thompson, 1991, p. 43). Thompson reports:

They "lost" several of their graphs after creating them, they were puzzled as to why this was happening. I eventually suggested that instead of storing the graphs they moved them around the screen so this entailed them removing the cuboid in order to have sufficient space. (Thompson, 1991, p. 44)

She also noted that the third girl found that there was too much on the screen for her to be able to determine exactly what was happening.

Although the group successfully completed the task there was no apparent mention of the intervening years (1977 and 1978), implying that the group did not move the disease/region datasheet through the datacube to display a dynamic representation of changes with time.

With some assistance from Thompson to start graphs and position them on the screen, Group 4 succeeded in displaying instances of disease/region graphs in three windows as requested. They very quickly started to generate graphs, selecting datasheets corresponding to different years. Thompson describes their behaviour in the following terms:

[They] remembered how to store windows as icons [presumably from the initial demonstration by Thompson] and by trial and error sorted out the order of the storage system. (Thompson, 1991, p. 45)

At an early stage the group realised the importance of having the same scale on each of the graphs. Achieving the same scale and producing readable graphs caused some problems:
They realised that the larger the scale on their charts the clearer they were to read, they also wanted the same scale on the three graphs. They tried several times to do this unsuccessfully. (Thompson, 1991, p. 46)

Not realising that because the numbers on their third graph were lower than the scale they were trying to use meant that they could not produce an easy to read graph. Eventually they did realise what the problem was and realised that they could not have three identical scales if they wanted clear, easy to read bar graphs. (Thompson, 1991, p. 46)

As the two students observed by Hill had not used Windows Hill gave a short demonstration of the interface, before leaving the students to explore the software for themselves. The exploration was based on the ENZYME1 datacube, which consists of rate of reaction values for six enzymes at various temperatures and pH values. Hill commented:

Their inexperience coupled with the [...] freedom to roam around the desk-top resulted in chaos. With Bioview launched from its Program Manager (PM) icon, its tiled windows overlaid but did not remove the Program Manager that could be seen between the tiles. It had been inadvertently activated (thus becoming the top window). Having assumed that Bioview had now gone (it had simply been sent to the bottom of the metaphorical desk-top pile) frantic efforts to reload it from the now visible icon were underway. Bioview will neither reload another copy nor warn of one already available. [...] Once the the PM window was iconised (teacher led demonstration) [...] their navigation soon became more confident. (Hill, 1991, p. 15)

As with the Group 2, the students observed by Hill preferred to use the datasheet rather than the datacube. In answering the questions on the worksheet supplied with the documentation, they simply selected the View option, maximised the datasheet window, scanned the datasheet for the maximum value, recorded this value, and then used the View menu option to select another sheet corresponding to one of the other remaining enzymes, and repeated the process. Hill showed them how to investigate the variation of the maximum value with enzyme type by using the dynamic graphical representation linked to moving through the cube. However, the students preferred to stay with their method based on the use of the View option.

6.2 Analysis of related documentation

Relevant sections of the biology textbooks used at Wakeleys School have been inspected to identify the treatments of limiting factors in photosynthesis that the student-teachers were familiar with. The Users' Guide written to accompany Bioview (Riley, 1991) has been studied in order to establish the level of expertise in Windows and the knowledge of Bioview operations that was assumed by the designers. The worksheet questions in the Teachers' Guide were used in a slightly modified form as the basis for the laboratory observation sessions. These modified questions have been analysed to infer the design
assumptions made about the learners' knowledge of interacting variables and limiting factors in photosynthesis, and to identify likely successful methods that learners would employ in answering the questions.

6.2.1 Biology textbooks used at Wakeleys School

The main text book used at Wakeleys School is *Biology for Advanced Level* (Toole & Toole, 1991). Two other textbooks are used for reference: *Biological Science 1 & 2* (Green, Stout & Taylor, 1990) and *Biology for Life* (Roberts, 1981).

All three books feature a discussion of the effects of light intensity, carbon dioxide concentration, and temperature on the rate of photosynthesis. Toole & Toole (1991) also discuss the effects of chlorophyll concentration, oxygen concentration, and the availability of water. Green et al (1990) also consider these additional factors, together with a brief discussion of the effects of pollution and specific inhibitors such as herbicides. Roberts (1981) only considers water as an additional limiting factor. None of the books includes a discussion of the notion of principal interacting factors.

Although a number of factors which affect the rate of photosynthesis are discussed in each book the discussion of limiting factors is restricted in all three books to a consideration of the interaction between light intensity and carbon dioxide concentration. Each discussion features a definition of the law of limiting factors which provides the basis for the discussions:

At a given moment, the rate of a physiological process is limited by one factor which is in the shortest supply, and by that factor alone. (Toole & Toole, 1991, p. 324)

When a chemical process is affected by more than one factor its rate is limited by that factor which is nearest its minimum value: it is that factor which directly affects a process if its quantity is changed. (Green et al., 1990, p 268)

The rate of photosynthesis is controlled by several factors. At a particular moment the rate is determined by whichever factor is closest to its minimum value. (Roberts, 1981, p. 192)

This law is discussed by Tool & Toole with reference to a graph of rate of photosynthesis plotted against light intensity which shows three curves corresponding to (i) a low concentration of carbon dioxide and a low temperature, (ii) a higher concentration of carbon dioxide and a low temperature, and (iii) a higher concentration of carbon dioxide and a higher temperature. Toole & Toole explain the role of limiting factors in determining the rate of photosynthesis at a given point in the following way:
If the amount of light given to a plant is increased the rate of photosynthesis increases up to a point and then falls off. At this point some other factor, such as the concentration of carbon dioxide, is in short supply and so limits the rate. An increase in carbon dioxide concentration again increases the amount of photosynthesis until some other factor, e.g. temperature limits the process. (Toole & Toole, 1991, p. 325)

Green et al. (1990) state that:

[... ] it has been shown that different factors, such as carbon dioxide concentration and light intensity, interact and can be limiting at the same time, although one is often the major factor. (Green et al., 1990, p. 268)

They go on to consider the significance of the shape of a stylised graph of rate of photosynthesis against light intensity which shows three curves that correspond to (i) a temperature of 15 °C and the typical atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide, (ii) a temperature of 25 °C and relatively high concentration of carbon dioxide, and (iii) 15 °C and a relatively high concentration of carbon dioxide or 25 °C and the typical atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide. Referring to this graph Green et al. state that:

Enzyme-controlled reactions like the dark reactions of photosynthesis are sensitive to temperature; thus an increase in temperature from 15 °C to 25 °C results in an increased rate of photosynthesis [...] providing light is not the limiting factor. Carbon dioxide concentration can also be a limiting factor in the dark reactions. [referring to the curve corresponding to a temperature of 15 °C and the typical atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide] Thus [...] both temperature and carbon dioxide are limiting, and an increase in either results in an increased photosynthetic rate. (Green et al., 1990, p. 269).

Roberts (1981) refers to a graph of rate of photosynthesis against light intensity which shows two curves (A and B). Curve B corresponds to a higher concentration of carbon dioxide. The limiting behaviour of carbon dioxide is described as follows:

First look at Curve A. Notice that as the light intensity is gradually raised, the curve rises, i.e. the rate of photosynthesis increases. However, there comes a point when the curve flattens out - in other words the rate of photosynthesis does not increase anymore, however much the light intensity is raised. Why do you think the rate of light intensity stops increasing? The answer is that some other factor than light is preventing photosynthesis from going any faster. We say that this factor is now limiting the rate of photosynthesis. What might this factor be? Well, it could be carbon dioxide. How could we find out if it is carbon dioxide? One way would be to raise the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere surrounding the plant and repeat the experiment. The result of doing this is shown in curve B. This time a much higher rate of photosynthesis is achieved. What does this tell us? It tells us that carbon dioxide must have been limiting the rate of photosynthesis when the curve flattened out in the first experiment. (Roberts, 1981, p. 192)
Each book deals with the concept of optimum temperature. Green et al. simply state that the for temperate plants the optimum temperature is usually about 25 °C and indicate that rate doubles for every increase of 10 °C. Roberts reports the same rate of increase and notes that:

Up to a certain point, the higher the temperature, the faster a plant will photosynthesize. (Roberts, 1981, p. 191)

Toole & Toole also report a doubling of rate for each increase of 10 °C up to the optimum temperature. They then state that:

Above the optimum temperature, the rate of increase is reduced until a point is reached above which there is no increase in photosynthesis. The optimum photosynthetic rate for C3 plants is around 25 °C and for C4 plants lies between 35-40 °C. Above these levels further temperature increases lead to a levelling off and then a fall in the rate of photosynthesis. (Toole & Toole, 1991, p. 326)

6.2.2 Bioview Users' Guide

The Users' Guide (Riley, 1991) provides instructions on how to operate Bioview. A measure of the knowledge of Windows that users are expected to have can be inferred from the outline of Windows that is given in the Introduction. It is clear that users are expected to be familiar with the multi-tasking features of Windows::

Bioview is able to provide several connected views of data on screen because it takes advantage of Microsoft Windows. This provides a framework in which several programs can be running at the same time and communicate with each other.

Earlier software was restricted to one program running at a time and the program would take up the whole screen. With Bioview and other Windows programs, known as applications, you may have two, three, or more applications on the screen at one time. Each application has its own window(s) and you can choose where to place them on screen, how large they are and which ones overlap with the others. (Riley, 1991, p. 4)

Users are expected to be aware of the use of the clipboard:

You can cut and paste data and graphs from Bioview into other Windows programs. For example, you may wish to do this to write a report in the Windows Write word-processor application and copy tables of figures and graphs from Bioview into your word-processed document. (Riley, 1991, p. 4)
The extent to which users are expected to manipulate the screen display is indicated by Riley in the descriptions he gives on how to configure and change the screen display:

Expand an icon into a window:
• point to an icon of a window (icons are usually 'parked' at the bottom of the screen)
• double-click on the mouse button and the window appears on the screen or
• click once on the icon, so that the system menu appears
• point and click on Maximise in the system menu, and the icon expands into a window filling the screen

Reduce a window to an icon:
• point and click on the system button on the left of a window's title bar
• point and click on Minimise or
• point and click on the single, downward-pointing arrow in the top right hand corner of the window

Reduce a full-screen window to a smaller window:
• point and click on the double arrow in the top right hand corner of the window

Change the position of a window:
• move a window to a new position by pointing to the title bar and dragging it to a different place.

Change the size of a window:
• point to one of the corners or sides of the window so the pointer on the screen becomes a double-headed arrow
• drag the window frame to a new position and release the mouse button.

To close a window (finish using that particular program)
• point and click on the system button to the left of the title bar
• point and click on Close when the system menu appears

Instructions on how to use Bioview itself are given in the form of tutorials; one tutorial is concerned with displaying data and the other tutorial is concerned with designing new databases and data entry. An inspection of the data display tutorial indicates the application specific operations that users are expected to be able to execute when they use Bioview. The tutorial provides instructions on how to execute s-sheet and m-sheet operations, and how to execute s_row/col and m_row/col operations. Instructions are also given on how to connect a graph window, execute an s_graph operation, and scale a graph. A curious omission is the lack of instructions on how to start new graphs, although the display of more than one graph window is considered. Cut and paste options are also dealt with in the tutorial.
6.2.3 Set worksheet questions

The questions posed in the Teachers' Guide were used as the basis for preparing a simplified set of questions to be used during the laboratory sessions. Some redundancy in the questions set in the Teachers' Guide was removed by reducing the number of questions from six to five. The simplification was felt necessary in order to make the time required to complete the questions consistent with the observation and analysis of the laboratory sessions.

The five questions that were used in the laboratory sessions were:

1. Use the data to find out the optimum air temperature for the maximum rate of photosynthesis. Make sure neither light nor carbon dioxide are in limited supplies.

2. At the optimum temperature look at the way in which varying the light or the carbon dioxide levels affects the rate of photosynthesis.

3. Try to find an optimum level of either light or carbon dioxide.

4. Is there any difference in the effect of increasing levels of light or carbon dioxide on the rate of photosynthesis?

5. At the fastest rate of photosynthesis shown in the data which factor would you try to increase more to attempt to increase the rate further?

These questions are considered in the following sections in order to infer the design assumptions which were made about how the software would be manipulated, and the assumptions that were made about learners' understanding of how environmental factors affect the rate of photosynthesis. In the following descriptions of successful methods it is assumed that a graph is connected. For double methods only one sequence of methods is given. An equivalent effect could be obtained by simply reversing the order of the method execution. For example, in Method 9(CT), executing Method 2(C) followed by Method 3(T) is equivalent to executing Method 3(T) followed by Method 2(C).

6.2.3.1 Analysis of Question 1

This question assumes that the learners understand that the optimum temperature is the best or most favourable temperature for photosynthesis, resulting in a maximum value for the rate of photosynthesis. To understand the significance of the instruction to ensure that
neither light or carbon dioxide are in limited supplies implies an awareness that both of these variables can act as limiting factors. However, the specific instruction to maximise these variables attempts to ensure that learners who are unaware of this significance will still attempt to identify the optimum temperature with sensible C- and the L-values.

The application of a successful method will involve maximising the L-value and C-value and inspecting a graphical display to ascertain the optimum T-value. Method 1 can be applied with respect to both the C-sheet and the L-sheet:

- **Method 1(C):** select a C-sheet and maximise the C-value by locating the C-sheet at the maximum C-value position by executing an m_sheet(C) operation, maximise the L-value by locating the L-column at the maximum L-value position by executing an m_col(L) operation, and inspect the rate/T graph to determine the optimum temperature.
- **Method 1(L):** select an L-sheet and maximise the L-value by locating the L-sheet at the the maximum L-value position by executing an m_sheet(L) operation, maximise the C-value by locating the C-row at the maximum C-value position by executing an m_row(C) operation, and inspect the rate/T graph to find the optimum temperature.

Method 2 can be applied in a form which involves either an inspection of an animated rate/L graph or an animated rate/C graph:

- **Method 2(T):** select a T-sheet and maximise the C-value by locating the C-row at the maximum C-value position by executing an m_row(C) operation, inspect the resulting rate/L graph to determine the L-value corresponding to the maximum rate of photosynthesis, vary the T-value by executing m_sheet(T) operations, and observe the changes in the rate-value corresponding to the maximum L-value shown on the resulting instances of rate/L graphs to determine the optimum temperature.
- **Method 2(T):** select a T-sheet and maximise the L-value by locating the L-column at the maximum L-value position by executing an m_col(L) operation, inspect the resulting rate/C graph to determine the C-value corresponding to the maximum rate of photosynthesis, vary the T-value by executing m_sheet(T) operations, and observe the changes in the rate-value corresponding to the maximum C-value shown on the resulting instances of rate/C graphs to determine the optimum temperature.

Method 3 can be applied with respect to the L-sheet and the C-sheet:

- **Method 3(C):** select a C-sheet and maximise the C-value by locating the C-sheet at the maximum C-value position by executing an m_sheet(C) operation, select a T-row and inspect the resulting rate/L graph to identify the L-value corresponding to the maximum
rate of photosynthesis, and execute \textit{m-row(T)} operations to observe the changes in the rate-value corresponding to the maximum L-value shown on the resulting instances of rate/L graphs to determine the optimum temperature.

- Method 3(L): select an L-sheet and maximise the L-value by locating the L-sheet at the maximum L-value position by executing an \textit{m-sheet(L)} operation, select a T-column and inspect the resulting rate/C graph to identify the C-value corresponding to the maximum rate of photosynthesis, and execute \textit{m_col(T)} operations to observe the changes in the rate-value corresponding to the maximum C-value shown on the resulting instances of rate/L graphs to determine the optimum temperature.

The action strings for each of these successful methods are shown in Table 6.2.

\textit{Table 6.2: Action strings for successful methods for Question 1}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Action string</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1(C)</td>
<td>\textit{ll s-sheet(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1(L)</td>
<td>\textit{ll s-sheet(L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2(T)</td>
<td>\textit{ll s-sheet(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2(T)</td>
<td>\textit{ll s-sheet(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3(C)</td>
<td>\textit{ll s-sheet(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3(L)</td>
<td>\textit{ll s-sheet(L)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\subsection*{6.2.3.2 Analysis of Question 2}

Question 2 is concerned with an exploration of the effects on the rate of photosynthesis of changing the C-value or the L-value. The question states that these explorations should be conducted at the optimum temperature. No instructions are given to maximise the L-value while the effect of varying the C-value is being explored, or to maximise the C-value while the effect of varying the L-value is being explored. This omission can be interpreted as an expectation that the learners will conduct their explorations with the L-value or C-value set at an arbitrary convenient value. In this case the influence of the "third" variable would not be explicitly considered, indicating that it was thought that the learners will not consider
the possible interaction of this variable with the other variables, and more specifically that learners will not appreciate the significance of setting the C-value or the L-value at a non limiting value.

Methods 1, 2 and 3 can be used in task-truncated forms to answer this question. In Method 1 the m_sheet(C) or m_sheet(L) operation does not need to be executed to maximise respectively the C- or L-value. However, it may be necessary to execute one of these operations to locate the C- or L-sheet in a convenient position. For example, if the position of the sheet defaults to the minimum value location a row or column consisting of a set of zero rate values may result, leading to the display of an instance of a "null" rate/variable graph. The task-truncated versions of Method 1 for exploring the effect of changing the light intensity are the following:

- Method 1tt(C): select a C-sheet and if necessary move it to a convenient position, set the temperature at the optimum value by locating the T-row at the position corresponding to the optimum T-value by executing an m_row(T) operation, and inspect the resulting rate/L graph to observe the variation of the rate with the L-value.
- Method 1tt(T): select a T-sheet and locate it at the optimum temperature position, select a C-row, execute an m_row(C) operation to choose a convenient C-value, and inspect the rate/L graph to observe the variation of the rate with the L-value.

The task-truncated versions for exploring the effect of changing the carbon dioxide concentration are the following:

- Method 1tt(L): select an L-sheet and if necessary move it to a convenient position, set the temperature at the optimum value by locating the T-column at the position corresponding to the optimum T-value by executing an m_col(T) operation, and inspect the resulting rate/C graph to observe the variation of the rate with the C-value.
- Method 1tt(T): select a T-sheet and locate it at the optimum temperature position, select an L-column, execute an m_col(L) operation to choose a convenient L-value, and inspect the rate/C graph to observe the variation of the rate with the C-value.

Method 2 would be truncated because it is not necessary to inspect the rate/variable graph after a row or column has been selected as attention is not being focused on the maximum C-value or L-value. The task-truncated versions of this method become:

- Method 2tt(L): select an L-sheet, locate the T-column in the position corresponding to the optimum temperature, vary the L-value by executing m_sheet(L) operations, and observe the changes in the rate/C graph.
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• Method 2\textsubscript{tt}(C): select a C-sheet, locate the T-row in the position corresponding to the optimum temperature, vary the C-value by executing m\_sheet(C) operations, and observe the changes in the rate/L graph.

Method 3 would be task-truncated due to the rate/variable graph not being inspected after an s\_row(C) or s\_col(L) operation is executed, leading to the following truncated versions:

• Method 3\textsubscript{tt}(T): select a T-sheet and locate it at the position corresponding to the optimum temperature, select a C-row, execute m\_row(C) operations, and inspect the resulting instances of rate/L graphs to observe the variation of the rate with the C-value.
• Method 3\textsubscript{tt}(T): select a T-sheet and locate it at the position corresponding to the optimum temperature, select an L-column, execute m\_col(L) operations, and inspect the resulting instances of rate/C graphs to observe the variation of the rate with the L-value.

The action strings for these truncated successful methods are shown in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3: Action strings for full and truncated successful methods for Question 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Action string</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1\textsubscript{tt}(C)</td>
<td>s_sheet(C) \land (m_sheet(C)) \land s_col(T) \land m_col(T) \land inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1\textsubscript{tt}(L)</td>
<td>s_sheet(L) \land (m_sheet(L)) \land s_row(T) \land m_row(T) \land inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1\textsubscript{tt}(T)</td>
<td>s_sheet(T) \land m_sheet(T) \land s_col(L) \land (m_col(L)) \land inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2\textsubscript{tt}(T)</td>
<td>s_sheet(T) \land m_sheet(T) \land s_row(C) \land (m_row(C)) \land inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2\textsubscript{tt}(C)</td>
<td>s_sheet(C) \land s_row(T) \land m_row(T) \land repeat [m_sheet(C) \land inspect_graph(r/L)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2\textsubscript{tt}(L)</td>
<td>s_sheet(L) \land s_col(T) \land m_col(T) \land repeat [m_sheet(L) \land inspect_graph(r/C)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3\textsubscript{tt}(T)</td>
<td>s_sheet(T) \land m_sheet(T) \land s_row(C) \land repeat [m_row(C) \land inspect_graph(r/L)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3\textsubscript{tt}(C)</td>
<td>s_sheet(C) \land s_row(T) \land m_row(T) \land repeat [m_sheet(C) \land inspect_graph(r/L)]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2.3.3 Analysis of Question 3

In this question the learners are asked to find the optimum value of the carbon dioxide concentration or the light intensity. There are no explicit instructions to ensure that neither light nor carbon dioxide are in limited supplies or to set the temperature at its optimum value. However, the experience gained in answering Questions 1 and 2 should indicate to students that the T-value should be set to the optimum value, and that the C-value should be
maximised when the optimum L-value is being determined and vica versa. If these assumptions are made Methods 1, 2 and 3 will be applied in full.

Applications of Method 1 to determine the optimum C-value would be as follows:

- Method 1(L): select a L-sheet and maximise the L-value by locating the L-sheet at the position corresponding to the maximum L-value by executing an m_sheet(L) operation, optimise the T-value by locating the T-column at the position corresponding to the optimum T-value by executing an m_col(T) operation, and inspect the resulting rate/C graph to determine the optimum C-value.
- Method 1(T): select a T-sheet and locate it at the optimum temperature position, select an L-column, execute an m_col(L) operation to maximise the L-value, and inspect the rate/C graph to determine the optimum C-value.

Applications of Method 1 to determine the optimum L-value would be as follows:

- Method 1(C): select a C-sheet and maximise the C-value by locating the C-sheet at the position corresponding to the maximum C-value by executing an m_sheet(C) operation, optimise the T-value by locating the T-row at the position corresponding to the optimum T-value by executing an m_row(T) operation, and inspect the resulting rate/L graph to determine the optimum L-value.
- Method 1(T): select a T-sheet and locate it at the optimum temperature position, select an C-row, execute an m_row(C) operation to maximise the C-value, and inspect the rate/L graph to determine the optimum L-value.

Method 2 would take the following forms:

- Method 2(C): select a C-sheet and optimise the T-value by locating the T-row at the optimum T-value position by executing an m_row(T) operation, inspect the resulting rate/L graph to determine the L-value corresponding to the maximum rate of photosynthesis, vary the C-value by executing m_sheet(C) operations, and observe the changes in the rate-value corresponding to the maximum L-value shown on the resulting instances of rate/L graphs to determine the optimum C-value.
- Method 2(L): select a L-sheet and optimise the T-value by locating the T-column at the optimum T-value position by executing an m_col(T) operation, inspect the resulting rate/C graph to determine the C-value corresponding to the maximum rate of photosynthesis, vary the L-value by executing m_sheet(L) operations, and observe the changes in the rate-value corresponding to the maximum C-value shown on the resulting instances of rate/C graphs to determine the optimum L-value.
Method 3 can be applied to the T-sheet to determine the optimum C-value and the L-value:

- **Method 3(T):** select a T-sheet and optimise the T-value by locating the T-sheet at the optimum temperature position, select a C-row and inspect the resulting rate/L graph to identify the L-value corresponding to the maximum rate, and execute m_row(C) operations to observe the changes in the rate corresponding to the maximum L-value shown on the rate/L graphs to determine the optimum C-value.

- **Method 3(T):** select a T-sheet and optimise the T-value by locating the T-sheet at the optimum temperature position, select an L-column and inspect the resulting rate/C graph to identify the C-value corresponding to the maximum rate, and execute m_col(L) operations to observe the changes in the rate corresponding to the maximum C-value shown on the instances of rate/L graphs to determine the optimum L-value.

The action strings for each of these successful methods are shown in Table 6.4.

**Table 6.4: Action strings for successful methods for Question 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Action string</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1(C)</td>
<td>s_sheet(C) I m_sheet(C) I s_row(T) I m_row(T) II inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1(L)</td>
<td>s_sheet(L) I m_sheet(L) I s_col(T) I m_col(T) II inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1(T)</td>
<td>s_sheet(T) I m_sheet(T) I s_col(L) I m_col(L) II inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1(T)</td>
<td>s_sheet(T) I m_sheet(T) I s_row(C) I m_row(C) II inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2(C)</td>
<td>s_sheet(C) I s_row(T) I m_row(T) II inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>repeat [m_sheet(C) I inspect_graph(r/L)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2(L)</td>
<td>s_sheet(L) I s_col(T) I m_col(T) II inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>repeat [m_sheet(L) I inspect_graph(r/C)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td>s_sheet(T) I m_sheet(T) I s_row(C) I inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>repeat [m_row(C) I inspect_graph(r/L)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td>s_sheet(T) I m_sheet(T) I s_col(L) I inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>repeat [m_col(L) I inspect_graph(r/C)]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**6.2.3.4 Analysis of Question 4**

Question 4 is concerned with the difference in the effect of increasing levels of light or carbon dioxide on the rate of photosynthesis. The specific instruction in Question 2 to
explore the effects of changing the C-value or the L-value at the optimum temperature indicates that this comparison is best made at this temperature. As with Question 2 there are no instructions which imply that the limiting effects of either the C-value or the L-value should be considered while the effect of varying the other variable is being considered.

The comparison can be made by comparing a rate/L graph and a rate/C graph at the optimum temperature. If it assumed that the L-value and C-value are not maximised Methods 4_{tt}(LC), 4_{tt}(LT), 4_{tt}(CT) and 4_{tt}(TT) can be applied to display these graphs at the same time in separate windows:

- Method 4_{tt}(LC): apply Method 1_{tt}(L), if necessary connect a second graph window, apply Method 1_{tt}(C), and compare the resulting rate/C and rate/L graphs.
- Method 4_{tt}(LT): apply Method 1_{tt}(L), if necessary connect a second graph window, apply Method 1_{tt}(T) with a row chosen, and compare the rate/C and rate/L graphs.
- Method 4_{tt}(CT): apply Method 1_{tt}(C), if necessary connect a second graph window, apply Method 1_{tt}(T) with a column chosen, and compare the rate/L and rate/C graphs.
- Method 4_{tt}(TT) apply Method 1_{tt}(T) with a column selected, if necessary connect a second graph window, apply Method 1_{tt}(T) with a row selected, and compare the resulting rate/C and rate/L graphs.

Method 5 can also be applied to compare the effects of changing the L-value and the C-value. When this method is applied animated rate/L and rate/C graphs a viewed in turn. As with the application of Method 4, the graphs should correspond to the optimum temperature, and the method would be truncated as maximum C- and L-values would not be set. The task-truncated applications of Method 5 would take the form:

- Method 5_{tt}(LC): apply Method 2_{tt}(L) and observe the sequence of rate/C graphs as the L-value is changed by executing m_sheet(L) operations, apply Method 2_{tt}(C) and observe the sequence of rate/L graphs as the C-value is changed by executing m_sheet(C) operations, and compare the changes in rate/C and the rate/L graphs.

Method 6 can also be applied to compare the effects of changing the L-value and the C-value. When this method is applied animated rate/L and rate/C graphs a viewed in turn. The graphs should correspond to the optimum temperature, and the method would be truncated as maximum C- and L-values would not be set. The truncated application of Method 6 would take the form:

- Method 6_{tt}(TT): apply Method 3_{tt}(T) and observe the sequence of rate/C graphs as the L-value is changed by executing m_col(L) operations, apply Method 3_{tt}(T) and observe...
the sequence of rate/L graphs as the C-value is changed by executing m_row(C) operations, and compare the changes in the rate/C and the rate/L graphs.

Method 7 can also be applied to compare the effects of changing the L-value and the C-value. When this method is applied an animated rate/L graph is observed to investigate the effect of varying the C-value and a static rate/L graph is inspected to explore the effect of changing the L-value, or an animated rate/C graph is observed to investigate the effect of varying the L-value and a static rate/C graph is inspected to explore the effect of changing the C-value. The graphs should correspond to the optimum temperature, that is the row or column corresponding to the optimum temperature should be chosen in the applications of the component Methods 1 and 2 as appropriate. The method would be truncated as maximum C- and L-values would not be considered. The truncated applications of Method 7 would take the form:

- Method 7tt(CC): apply Method 1tt(C) and observe a static rate/L graph, apply Method 2(C)tt and observe the sequence of rate/L graphs as the C-value is changed by executing m_sheet(C) operations, and compare the changes in the animated and static rate/L graphs.
- Method 7tt(LL): apply Method 1tt(L) and observe a static rate/C graph, apply Method 2(L)tt and observe the sequence of rate/C graphs as the L-value is changed by executing m_sheet(L) operations, and compare the changes in the animated and static rate/C graphs.
- Method 7tt(TL): apply Method 1tt(T) with a column selected and observe a static rate/C graph, apply Method 2(L)tt and observe the sequence of rate/C graphs as the L-value is changed by executing m_sheet(L) operations, and compare the changes in the animated and static rate/C graphs.
- Method 7tt(TC): apply Method 1tt(T) with a row selected and observe a static rate/L graph, apply Method 2(L)tt and observe the sequence of rate/L graphs as the C-value is changed by executing m_sheet(C) operations, and compare the changes in the animated and static rate/L graphs.

Method 8 can also be applied to compare the effects of changing the L-value and the C-value. As in Method 7, when this method is applied an animated rate/L graph is observed to investigate the effect of varying the C-value and a static rate/L graph is inspected to explore the effect of changing the L-value, or an animated rate/C graph is observed to investigate the effect of varying the L-value and a static rate/C graph is inspected to explore the effect of changing the C-value. The graphs should correspond to the optimum temperature, that is the row or column corresponding to the optimum temperature should be
chosen in the application of a component Method 1 as appropriate, and the T-sheet should be located in the optimum temperature position for the application of the component Method 3(T). The method would be truncated as maximum C- and L-values would not be considered. The truncated applications of Method 8 would take the form:

- Method 8(C&T): apply Method 1(C) and observe a static rate/L graph, apply Method 3(T) and observe the sequence of rate/L graphs as the C-value is changed by executing \( m_{\text{row}}(C) \) operations, and compare the changes in the animated and static rate/L graphs.
- Method 8(L&T): apply Method 1(L) and observe a static rate/C graph, apply Method 3(T) and observe the sequence of rate/C graphs as the L-value is changed by executing \( m_{\text{col}}(L) \) operations, and compare the changes in the animated and static rate/L graphs.
- Method 8u(T): apply Method 1(T) with a column selected and observe a static rate/C graph, apply Method 3() and observe the sequence of rate/C graphs as the L-value is changed, and compare the changes in the animated and static graphs.
- Method 8tt(TT): apply Method 1(T) with a row selected and observe a static rate/L graph, apply Method 3(T) and observe the sequence of rate/L graphs as the C-value is changed, and compare the changes in the animated and static graphs.

Method 9 can also be applied to compare the effects of changing the L-value and the C-value. Animated rate/L and rate/C graphs viewed in turn. The graphs should correspond to the optimum temperature, that is the row or column corresponding to the optimum temperature should be selected for the application of a component Method 2(C) or 2(L) respectively, and the T-sheet should be located in the optimum temperature position for the component Method 3(T). The method would be truncated as maximum C- and L-values would not be set. The truncated applications of Method 9 would take the form:

- Method 9(C'T'): apply Method 2(C) and observe the sequence of rate/L graphs as the C-value is changed by executing \( m_{\text{sheet}}(C) \) operations, apply Method 3(T) and observe the sequence of rate/C graphs as the L-value is changed by executing \( m_{\text{col}}(L) \) operations, and compare the changes in the rate/C and the rate/L graphs.
- Method 9tt(LT): apply Method 2(L) and observe the sequence of rate/C graphs as the L-value is changed by executing \( m_{\text{sheet}}(L) \) operations, apply Method 3() and observe the sequence of rate/C graphs as the C-value is changed by executing \( m_{\text{row}}(C) \) operations, and compare the changes in the rate/C and the rate/L graphs.

The action sub-strings for each of these successful methods are shown in Table 6.5.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Action string</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4tt(LC)</td>
<td>s_sheet(L) l (m_sheet(L)) l s_col(T) l m_col(T) l inspect_graph(r/C) l con_graph l s_sheet(C) l (m_sheet(C)) l s_row(T) l m_row(T) l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4tt(LT)</td>
<td>s_sheet(L) l (m_sheet(L)) l s_col(T) l m_col(T) l inspect_graph(r/C) l con_graph l s_sheet(T) l m_sheet(T) l s_row(C) l (m_row(C)) l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4tt(CT)</td>
<td>s_sheet(C) l (m_sheet(C)) l s_row(T) l m_row(T) l inspect_graph(r/L) l con_graph l s_sheet(T) l m_sheet(T) l s_col(L) l (m_col(L)) l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4tt(TT)</td>
<td>s_sheet(T) l m_sheet(T) l s_col(L) l m_col(L) l inspect_graph(r/C) l con_graph l s_row(C) l (m_row(C)) l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5tt(LC)</td>
<td>s_sheet(L) l s_col(T) l m_col(T) l repeat [ m_sheet(L) l inspect_graph(r/C)] l s_sheet(C) l s_row(T) l m_row(T) l repeat [ m_sheet(C) l inspect_graph(r/L)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6tt(TT)</td>
<td>s_sheet(T) l m_sheet(T) l s_row(C) l repeat [ m_row(C) l inspect_graph(r/L)] l s_col(L) l repeat [ m_col(L) l inspect_graph(r/C)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7tt(CC)</td>
<td>s_sheet(C) l (m_sheet(C)) l s_row(T) l m_row(T) l inspect_graph(r/L) l repeat [ m_sheet(C) l inspect_graph(r/L)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7tt(LL)</td>
<td>s_sheet(L) l (m_sheet(L)) l s_col(T) l m_col(T) l inspect_graph(r/C) l repeat [ m_sheet(L) l inspect_graph(r/C)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7tt(TL)</td>
<td>s_sheet(T) l m_sheet(T) l s_col(L) l (m_col(L)) l inspect_graph(r/C) l s_sheet(L) l s_col(T) l m_col(T) l repeat [ m_sheet(L) l inspect_graph(r/C)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7tt(TC)</td>
<td>s_sheet(T) l m_sheet(T) l s_row(C) l (m_row(C)) l inspect_graph(r/L) l s_sheet(C) l s_row(T) l m_row(T) l repeat [ m_sheet(C) l inspect_graph(r/C)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8tt(CT)</td>
<td>s_sheet(C) l (m_sheet(C)) l s_row(T) l m_row(T) l inspect_graph(r/L) l s_sheet(T) l m_sheet(T) l s_row(C) l (m_row(C)) l repeat [ m_row(C) l inspect_graph(r/L)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8tt(LT)</td>
<td>s_sheet(L) l (m_sheet(L)) l s_col(T) l m_col(T) l inspect_graph(r/C) l s_sheet(T) l m_sheet(T) l s_col(L) l (m_col(L)) l repeat [ m_col(L) l inspect_graph(r/C)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8tt(TT)</td>
<td>s_sheet(T) l m_sheet(T) l s_row(C) l (m_row(C)) l inspect_graph(r/L) l repeat [ m_row(C) l inspect_graph(r/L)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8tt(TT)</td>
<td>s_sheet(T) l m_sheet(T) l s_col(L) l (m_col(L)) l inspect_graph(r/C) l repeat [ m_col(L) l inspect_graph(r/C)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9tt(CT)</td>
<td>lls_sheet(C) lls_row(T) l m_row(T) lrepeat [ m_sheet(C) l inspect_graph(r/L)] lls_sheet(T) l m_sheet(T) lls_col(L) lrepeat [ m_col(L) l inspect_graph(r/C)]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6.5: Action strings for successful methods for Question 4 (continued)

\[
\begin{align*}
9t(LT) & \mid s\_sheet(L) \mid s\_col(T) \mid m\_col(T) \mid \text{repeat} \ [m\_sheet(L) \mid \text{inspect}\_graph(r/C)] \\
& \mid [s\_sheet(T) \mid m\_sheet(1') \mid s\_row(C) \mid \text{repeat} \ [m\_row(C) \mid \text{inspect}\_graph(r/L)]
\end{align*}
\]

6.2.3.5 Analysis of Question 5

Question 5 refers to the maximum rate of photosynthesis shown in the data. In this state the temperature will be at the optimum level, and the the levels of carbon dioxide and light intensity will be at a maximum value. At this maximum rate the question asks which factor should be increased more in an attempt to increase the rate further. As the temperature is at the optimum value, any change in the T-value will not increase the rate further. While the L-value is close to a non-limiting value, the C-value is still at a limiting value. Therefore, the level of carbon dioxide should be increased. This can be illustrated by applying Methods 4(LC), 4(LT), 4(CT) or 4(TT):

- Method 4(LC): apply Method 1(L), if necessary connect a second graph window, apply Method 1(C), and compare the resulting rate/C and rate/L graphs.
- Method 4(LT): apply Method 1(L), if necessary connect a second graph window, apply Method 1(T) with a row selected, and compare the resulting graphs.
- Method 4(CT): apply Method 1(C), if necessary connect a second graph window, apply Method 1(T) with a row selected, and compare the resulting graphs.
- Method 4(TT): apply Method 1(T) with a row selected, if necessary connect a second graph window, apply Method 1(T) with a column selected, and compare the resulting graphs.

The action sub-strings for these successful methods are shown in Table 6.6.

6.3 Summary

It is clear from the analysis of the Users' Guide that an ability to use a sub-set of Windows is essential. However, the analysis of questionnaire responses from Masters students indicated that handling Windows may be problematic, particularly for novice users. However, there is an indication that such problems can be overcome relatively easily.

Analysis of the questionnaire responses indicates that the datacube representation could cause some conceptual problems; an indication supported by a comment by Thompson:
The level of understanding about the purpose of this cube went no deeper than it being a navigational aid [...]. It may have been that the nature of the task [...] was too closed [...]. If they had been given a much more open ended assignment, might they have developed a deeper understanding of the use of the cube? (p. 50)

Table 6.6: Action strings for successful methods for Question 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Action string</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4(LC)</td>
<td>II s_sheet(L) I m_sheet(L) II s_col(T) I m_col(T) II inspect_graph(r/C) II con_graph II s_sheet(C) I m_sheet(C) II s_row(T) I m_row(T) II inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4(TC)</td>
<td>II s_sheet(T) I m_sheet(T) II s_col(L) I m_col(L) II inspect_graph(r/C) II con_graph II s_sheet(C) I m_sheet(C) II s_row(T) I m_row(T) II inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4(TL)</td>
<td>II s_sheet(T) I m_sheet(L) II s_row(C) I m_row(C) II inspect_graph(r/L) II con_graph II s_sheet(L) I m_sheet(L) II s_col(T) I m_col(T) II inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4(TT)</td>
<td>II s_sheet(T) I m_sheet(T) II s_row(C) I m_row(C) II inspect_graph(r/L) II con_graph II s_col(L) I m_col(L) II inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The problems identified in manipulating the graphing features by the group of Masters students were also confirmed by Thompson's report.

Some indication of the problems of observing students' use of Bioview was documented by Thompson and it seems that a video based technique is necessary to capture the essential features of the human-computer interaction.

From a review of the content of the textbooks that the teacher-students had access to it is clear that they were expected to understand the concept of a limiting factors and interpret rate variable graphs in terms of this concept. They were also expected to know about the concept of the optimum temperature. These ideas are reflected in the worksheet questions; Question 1 deals specifically with the concept of optimum temperature, Question 2 is concerned with the effects of changing light intensity and carbon dioxide levels, and Questions 3, 4 and 5 are concerned with limiting values.

In addition to identifying the task related aspects inferred in the worksheet questions it is also possible to identify successful methods for the use of Bioview to answer these questions. Three basic successful methods have been identified which can all be used to support attempts to answer Questions 1-3. These methods can be used in combination to provide methods applicable when Questions 4 and 5 are attempted.
Chapter 7

Analysis of laboratory observations

In this chapter the video records of the three sessions in which the use of Bioview was observed are analysed from an interaction perspective and a task perspective. Each session has been divided into a series of task related episodes. Typically each episode corresponds to an attempt to answer one of the set questions. However, each session included an initial session which was concerned with a demonstration of the general features of the program without reference to its use to answer a specific question. In addition the final episode in the Ruth/Tom session was concerned with a general discussion of the merits of the software. The applicability of an extended version of the GOMS model in providing an appropriate framework for analysing the human-computer interaction in each of the three sessions is also considered.

7.1 Interaction with Bioview from a system perspective

Interaction histories for each of the three sessions have been prepared (see Appendix 7). These histories have been used to identify the method selection sequence for each session and, in conjunction with the episode record sheets, to identify occasions when there was a change of active system sub-register. In addition the action strings corresponding to each application of a successful method (see Appendix 8) have been used to determine the action string lengths for each episode. The results of these analyses are shown in Table 7.1.

Episodes for which there was a net change of active system sub-register have been identified and indicated by "Δ". It was also possible for changes of active system sub-register to take place with no net effect within an episode. This may have occurred due to the effects of changes in unit-tasks in an episode cancelling out, or through the effects of changes within a unit-task cancelling. These episodes have been identified and indicated by "∅". The action strings shown in the task-episode tables shown in Appendix 8 have been used to determine observed action string lengths (n0), string lengths which are corrected for manipulation errors (nC), and string lengths which are reduced to account for the execution of window manipulation operations (notably scope_win operations executed to enable the whole range of a datasheet to be used) and graph selection operations (nT). The error free reduced action string lengths (nE) for successful methods have been determined by inspecting the action string look-up tables shown in Appendix 3. The quoted value of nE for each episode has been determined by matching the observed implementation of the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Episode</th>
<th>Meth.</th>
<th>Trun.</th>
<th>Sub-reg.</th>
<th>Number of operations</th>
<th>( n_0 )</th>
<th>( n_c )</th>
<th>( n_r )</th>
<th>( n_e )</th>
<th>( n_0 - n_c )</th>
<th>( n_r - n_e )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>1(C)</td>
<td>( \partial )</td>
<td></td>
<td>14 14 9 5 0 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3A</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>( \Delta )</td>
<td>30 25 5 5 0 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3B</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>( \Delta )</td>
<td>12 12 6 4 0 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4A</td>
<td>1(T)</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>2 2 1 1 0 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4B</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>5 5 2 2 0 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5</td>
<td>6(TT)</td>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>17 17 5 5 0 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D6</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>o</td>
<td></td>
<td>- - - - -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7</td>
<td>3(L)</td>
<td>( d )</td>
<td>( \Delta )</td>
<td>6 6 4 3 0 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D8</td>
<td>2(T)</td>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>( \Delta )</td>
<td>13 13 9 5 0 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D9A</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>( \Delta )</td>
<td>24 20 5 3 4 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D9B</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>10 10 4 3 0 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D10</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>14 14 3 3 0 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D11</td>
<td>6(TT)</td>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>38 36 9 8 2 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D12</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>o</td>
<td></td>
<td>- - - - -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>1(L)</td>
<td>( d )</td>
<td>( \Delta )</td>
<td>10 8 5 4 2 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3A</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>( \Delta )</td>
<td>9 9 4 4 0 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3B</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>9 9 3 3 0 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>7 7 2 2 0 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>6(TT)</td>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>3 3 3 3 0 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>8(LL)</td>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 0 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
<td>2(T)</td>
<td>( d )</td>
<td>( \Delta )</td>
<td>10 8 8 4 2 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8A</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>9 9 2 2 0 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8B</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>23 23 3 3 0 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9A</td>
<td>1(T)</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 0 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9B</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>15 12 2 2 3 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S10</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>o</td>
<td></td>
<td>- - - - -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S11</td>
<td>2(C)</td>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>( \Delta )</td>
<td>8 8 7 5 0 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>1(L)</td>
<td>( d )</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>3 3 2 2 0 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3A</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>( \Delta )</td>
<td>10 5 4 4 5 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3B</td>
<td>3(L)</td>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>( \Delta )</td>
<td>3 3 3 3 0 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>1(T)</td>
<td>( d )</td>
<td>( \Delta )</td>
<td>12 11 6 3 1 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>( \Delta )</td>
<td>- - - - -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6A</td>
<td>{4}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>( \Delta )</td>
<td>10 9 3 - 1 -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6B</td>
<td>{4}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>( \Delta )</td>
<td>9 5 1 - 4 -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6C</td>
<td>{4}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>( \partial )</td>
<td>18 17 17 - 1 -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6D</td>
<td>7(TT)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>21 21 3 3 0 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6E</td>
<td>{Idio}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>( \Delta )</td>
<td>51 46 46 - 5 -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6F</td>
<td>{Idio}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>( \Delta )</td>
<td>19 16 16 - 0 -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6G</td>
<td>{Idio}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>( \partial )</td>
<td>16 16 16 - 0 -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Method and the error free appropriately truncated version of the method. By definition, values for \( n_c \) and \( n_r - n_e \) are not given for idiosyncratic methods. The difference between \( n_0 \)
and \( n_c \) gives the number of errors in each episode and the difference between \( n_r \) and \( n_c \) indicates the difference in the observed performance and expert performance.

In the following sections aspects of human-computer interaction which occur in the three sessions are discussed in terms of (i) method truncation, (ii) the origin and significance of errors, (iii) differences in observed and "expert" execution of successful methods, and (iv) the application of unsuccessful methods.

7.1.1 Method truncation

As discussed in Sections 4.3.2 and 5.2.1.2 method truncation occurs when the number of operations required to successfully implement a method is reduced. Truncation can be task related or display related. It is clear from Table 7.1 that the majority of the episodes which featured the use of successful methods involved method truncation. Task related truncation is discussed in Section 7.2. Display related truncation is discussed in detail in this section.

Table 7.2 gives details of the system related truncation observed in the episodes that featured the application of a successful method. The value of \( \Delta n_e(f) \) gives the number of unnecessary operations associated with full display-truncation and \( \Delta n_e(d) \) gives the observed number of non-executions of operators. A value of zero for \( \Delta n_e(d) \) indicates that no display related truncation took place, and a value of zero for the difference between \( \Delta n_e(f) \) and \( \Delta n_e(d) \) indicates that full display related truncation took place.

Although Episode D2 did not feature a truncation of Method 1, partial truncation of this method was evident in Episodes S2, R2 and R4, and full truncation was observed in Episodes D4A and S9A. All five truncated applications of Method 1 featured the omission of an \( s_{\text{row}/col} \) operation, three of these episodes involved the omission of an \( s_{\text{sheet}} \) operation, and in four episodes it was unnecessary to move the position of the active datasheet. In Episode R2 Ruth clearly appreciated that Method 1(L) could be applied in a truncated form. This episode started with the L-sheet located in the position corresponding to the maximum L-value, making Unit-task 1 redundant. She informed Tom that the light intensity was already set at a maximum and that the next step should be to move the currently selected C-row to the position corresponding to the maximum level of carbon dioxide:

\[ R: \text{So at the moment got maximum light intensity, which is at 50 and carbon dioxide. We need to, if you go on [scope_win operation executed] ... and pull it down, [referring to a C-row] should go down, if keep on going down. Go to 0.1 [referring to the maximum value of carbon dioxide] and click on it.} \]

Delia and Sharon simply advised the inspection of currently displayed graphs at the start of Episodes D4A and S9A respectively, as illustrated in Episode D4A:
D: Right. Basically if you do it type, [referring to the type menu item in the graph window (2) menu bar] do bar graph for that one. [s_graph(b) operation executed] Like rate, where rate of photosynthesis is the greatest, so if look at the graph the light intensity is increasing along the bottom, and where is rate of photosynthesis the greatest?

Table 7.2: Display related truncation observed in the application of successful methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Episode</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Display truncation</th>
<th>Δn_c(f)</th>
<th>Δn_c(d)</th>
<th>Δn_c(f)-Δn_c(d)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>s_sheet m_sheet s_r/c m_r/c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>1(C)</td>
<td>4 0 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4A</td>
<td>1(T)</td>
<td>• • • •</td>
<td>4 4 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>1(L)</td>
<td>• • • •</td>
<td>4 1 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9A</td>
<td>1(T)</td>
<td>• • • •</td>
<td>4 4 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>1(L)</td>
<td>• • • •</td>
<td>4 3 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>1(T)</td>
<td>• • • •</td>
<td>4 2 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D8</td>
<td>2(T)</td>
<td>3 0 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
<td>2(T)</td>
<td>• 3 1 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S11</td>
<td>2(C)</td>
<td>3 0 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3A</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td>3 0 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3B</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td>• 3 1 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4B</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td>• • 3 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7</td>
<td>3(L)</td>
<td>• • 3 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D9A</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td>• • 3 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D9B</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td>• • 3 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D10</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td>• • 3 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3A</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td>• 3 1 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3B</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td>• • 3 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td>• • 3 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8A</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td>• • 3 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8B</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td>• • 3 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9B</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td>• • 3 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3A</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td>• 3 1 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3B</td>
<td>3(L)</td>
<td>• 3 2 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5</td>
<td>6(TT)</td>
<td>• • • •</td>
<td>5 5 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D11</td>
<td>6(TT)</td>
<td>• • • •</td>
<td>5 5 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>6(TT)</td>
<td>• • • •</td>
<td>5 5 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6D</td>
<td>7(TT)</td>
<td>• • • • • 7 7 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>8(LL)</td>
<td>• • • • • 7 7 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This graph corresponded to the optimum temperature, as the datasheet linked to this temperature was chosen in the previous episode, and to the maximum level of carbon.
dioxide, as the C-row corresponding to this value was highlighted. It seems that the state of the display prompted Delia to advise Alice to apply a fully display related truncated version of Method 1(T).

Method 2 was only applied in three episodes. Episodes D8 and S11 involved full applications of Method 2, and the partially truncated application of this method in Episode S7 only featured the omission of an s_row operation. Although Episode D8 was very confused, with the inclusion of an irrelevant unit-task concerned with the observation of the effect of varying the light intensity, the unit-tasks concerned with maximising the level of carbon dioxide and varying the temperature were clear full implementations.

Method 3 was applied in 15 episodes, making it the most frequently selected method. The application of the method was partially truncated in 10 episodes, and fully truncated in four episodes. Twelve episodes featured a truncation of Unit-task 1. In eight of these episodes this unit-task was completely unnecessary, and in the remaining four episodes the m_sheet operation was omitted. Episode D9A illustrated that Delia appreciated that the T-sheet displayed at the start of the episode would truncate an application of Method 3(T). At the beginning of this episode Delia verbally confirmed that the temperature needed to be set at the optimum value. Although the T-sheet was already located in this position Alice selected the C-sheet and executed an m_sheet(C) operation. Delia helped Alice to reset the datasheet location to the optimum temperature position:

D: OK, number two. At this optimum temperature look at the way in which varying the light and carbon dioxide levels affects the rate of photosynthesis. So for this one you've got to have optimum temperature.

A: Which is 30 degrees.

D: Yeah

A: So do I just leave it like this? [referring to the graph window(1) display]

D: Yes, leave it at 30 degrees, but got to vary light and carbon dioxide.

A: So got to change it here? [s_sheet(C) operation executed by clicking on the C-value scroll box and executing an m_sheet(C) operation]

D: So, if you go back to that, [s_sheet(T) operation executed] this is set at 30, yeah.

Nine episodes featured the omission of an s_row/col operation when Method 3 was applied. The influence of this type of display related truncation was illustrated in Episode S9B. This episode featured a fully truncated application of Method 3(T). Uri was asked by Sharon which variable (light intensity or level of carbon dioxide) he wanted to observe the effects of changing. He replied "not bothered". Sharon suggested carbon dioxide, but in fact she gave instructions that resulted in the exploration of the effect of changing the
light intensity. It seems likely that the current selection of a column on the T-sheet led Sharon to instinctively truncate the application of Method 3.

In all three episodes that featured an application of Method 6(TT) the T-sheet was already selected and located at the start of the episode in the position corresponding to the optimum temperature. This led to fully truncated applications of this method. Likewise the active state at the start of Episode R6D and S6 of respectively a T-sheet and an L-sheet was instrumental in the application of a fully truncated version of Method 7(TT) and Method 8(LL).

The extensive use of display related truncation indicates that the current screen configuration, and by implication the state of the system, had a significant effect on method selection. This was illustrated particularly by the applications of Method 3(T). The vast majority of these applications were truncated by the omission of an s_sheet(T) operation, indicating that the display of a T-sheet at the start of an episode strongly encouraged the choice of a method based on the use of an active T-sheet. Similarly the fully truncated form of all of the applications of Method 6(TT) and the single applications of Methods 7(1'T) and 8(LL) indicate the significance of the initial display state on method selection.

The use of different methods to answer the same question in different episodes also indicates that the state of the system at the start of an episode was highly influential in method selection. For example, different methods were selected in Episode S2 and S7 to answer Question 1; as appreciated by Sharon when she described the method adopted in Episode S7 as a "different way of finding it than we did before". Method 1(L) was applied in Episode S2 and Method 2(T) was adopted in Episode S7. The T-sheet was selected in the position corresponding to the optimum temperature at the start of Episode S7, which may have been instrumental in the selection of Method 2(T) in this episode.

The selections which were made of composite "double" methods also indicated the significance of display state for method selection. All six double methods that were selected involved the application of two methods in sequence for which the same system sub-register was active - Method 6(TT) in Episodes D5, D11 and S5, Method 7(TT) in Episode R6D, and Method 8(LL) in Episode S6. It appears that there was a strong inclination to choose a second method which could be implemented using the datasheet that was displayed when the application of the first component method was completed.

7.1.2 The origin and significance of errors

Inspection of Table 7.1 shows that 12 out of the 35 episodes which involved the operation of the program included the commission of between one and five manipulation errors. Episodes in which more than three errors were committed are discussed in this section.
A significant number of errors resulted from the confusion caused by display of "null" graphs corresponding to a set of zero values for the rate of photosynthesis. When Delia selected a T-sheet in Episode D3A the graph displayed defaulted to a rate/C graph for the column corresponding to the minimum L-value, for which all the C-values were zero. This resulted in the display of a null graph, prompting the execution of "panic" operations. Four redundant con_graph(1) operations were executed when the L-value for the selected column was set at zero arbitrary units, and a redundant s_graph(1) operation was executed when the L-value for the selected column was five arbitrary units:

D: You understand? 30 degrees up there. Right, first of all you do light intensity and connect this [three redundant con_graph(1) operations executed] display; it's not connecting. [s_col(L) operation executed] Connect. [redundant con_graph(1) operation executed] OK. [m_col(L) operation executed] Light intensity is five, yeah? Now if we move along, light intensity 10. Let's see what happens, it's not connecting, to rate of photosynthesis, do line graph [redundant s_graph(1) operation executed]. Watch, 10 [m_col(L) operation executed] is that much, increase light intensity to 15, [scope_win operation executed] its that much, 20, 25. [m_col(L) operation executed]

Episode D9A provided further examples of errors induced by graph display changes not conforming to user expectations. In this episode Delia explained to Alice how to vary the value of the light intensity by using m_col operations, with the aim of observing changes in a sequence of rate/C graphs:

D: Now if you go to that arrow here, [left hand window scroll box] take it to the end, [to display minimum L-value column] now this is light intensity. Connect graph [redundant con_graph(1) operation]. Go to display, [display menu item not selected - the mouse click is off target and an m_col operation is executed] now connect. [redundant con_graph(1) operation] OK go to that. [second L-col] Connect the graph [redundant con_graph(1) operation] and just carry on. [m_col operations executed] It's connected, it's connected. [in response to Alice trying to execute a redundant con_graph(1) operation] What you have to do is just increase, this is light increasing.

There were four instances of the execution of redundant con_graph(1) operations. The first three were in response to instructions from Delia. The first instance occurred after a scope_win command had been executed to display the non-selected minimum L-value column. No change in the graph was seen after the execution of this operation and the currently selected column was now outside the scope of the datasheet window. In the second instance the minimum column was selected, which corresponded to a set of zero C-values, and a null graph was displayed. This led to the execution of con_graph(1) operations intended to "make something happen". In the third instance, even after her instructions resulted in the successful display of a graph Delia still felt the need to ask Alice to execute a con_graph operation. However, in the fourth instance, when Alice tried to
execute a con_graph operation of her own accord, Delia realised that her action was redundant and corrected her.

After Tom selected a T-sheet in Episode R3A the C-row position defaulted to the minimum position in which all the cells contained zero values for the rate of photosynthesis. This caused Tom some confusion, as evidenced by the string of redundant con_graph, s_graph, and restore_win(graph_win) operations he executed:

T: I see. So that's on 30.
S: That's on 30, the optimum temperature.
T: Now we can look at graph, can't we?
R: Yeah. [(con_graph(2)) and (con_graph(2)] operations executed in succession]
T: Line graph, or bar graph? [(s_graph(b)] operation executed] Think bar graph would be better.
R: We need to change [(restore(graph window(2)) and (s_graph(b)] operations executed in succession]
T: Scale?
R: No, level of carbon dioxide.

In Episode R6E Tom was again confused by the non-display of graphs. When he executed an m_sheet(C) operation at the start of Unit-task 3 the column position defaulted to the minimum L-value position for which all the C-values were zero. This resulted in the display of a null rate/T graph, which prompted five errors including the execution of a redundant s_graph operation and a series of redundant window manipulation operations:

T: OK if we increase carbon dioxide, how can we do that? We can increase it from here, can't we? [referring to the C-value scroll box and s-sheet(C) operation executed]
R: Yes. See that's by, um ... [redundant s_graph(b) operation executed: null graph displayed corresponding to a set of zero rate values] If you increase carbon dioxide again, [referring to C-value scroll box] [m-sheet(C) operation executed] keep on increasing. [m_sheet(C) operation executed to decrease the level of carbon dioxide] It ...
T: It's not plotting. [m_sheet(C) operation executed]
R: No. [s_graph(l) operation executed] No, I don't understand that [series of redundant operations executed: m_win(graph_window(2) / resize_window(graph_window(2) / output(copy) / con_graph(2) / con_graph(2)] It's connected. [redundant s_scale(cube) operation executed] Go up to display and change it to rows. [s_row(T) operation executed] That's it,
but we haven't got carbon dioxide at the bottom. [\textit{m_sheet(C) operation executed}] This is one of the problems I found, trying to get the carbon dioxide.

Four errors occurred in Episode R6B in which Ruth and Tom were incorrectly trying to change the variables shown on the \textit{vertical} axes of the two displayed graphs. This was an impossible task and they both became increasingly frustrated, resorting to the execution of redundant \textit{con-graph} operations and arbitrary \textit{s_sheet} operations:

\begin{quote}
T: Except now we've got ... OK. Now we can vary this one \cite{referring to the vertical axis of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(2)} because these are both ...
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
R: That's light intensity \cite{referring to the vertical axis of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(2)}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
T: Right, see if we can change this one \cite{referring to the vertical axis of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(1)} to carbon dioxide and that one's light intensity \cite{referring to the vertical axis of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(2)} then we can have a look.
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
R: Yes, I think this is actually the rate of photosynthesis \cite{referring to the vertical axis of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(2)} rather than ... So what you need to do is put light intensity along here, \cite{referring to the horizontal axis of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(2)} carbon dioxide along the bottom there, \cite{referring to the horizontal axis of the rate/T graph displayed in graph window(1)} so be able to compare them in rate of photosynthesis. So if we connect this one. \cite{sequence of three redundant con_graph(2) operations executed}] Right, it's connected. If we put light intensity along here, \cite{referring to the horizontal axis of the rate/T graph displayed in graph window(1)} \cite{two redundant s_sheet(L) operations executed} we need to go to temperature, go up to temperature. \cite{no operation executed}] So that's light intensity. \cite{referring to the horizontal axis of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(2)} Yeah, if go up to temperature along here and click on arrow up there so we can increase, that's at 40 anyway, that's alright, \cite{no operation executed}] if you increase level of carbon dioxide, 0.1 anyway \cite{no operation executed} if we connect back to this one. \cite{con_graph(1) operation executed followed by the execution of a redundant con_graph(1) operation}] Right, that's the same now.
\end{quote}

The analysis of the episodes with more than three errors indicates that the need for "action confirmation" was a common source of errors. When the execution of an operation did not result in the expected outcome, a frequent response by the user was to seek confirmation of their action by repeating the execution of redundant or arbitrary operations.

\subsection*{7.1.3 Execution of successful methods}

An inspection of Table 7.1 shows that 29 episodes featured an attempt to use a successful method. In 18 of these episodes the attempt resulted in an "expert" application of a successful method, as indicated by a zero value for $n_{r-ne}$. The Delia/Alice session featured
seven non-expert applications, the Sharon/Uri session featured three such applications, with the remaining non-expert application featured in the Rachel/Tom session. Non-expert applications featured Methods 1, 2, 3 and 6. The episodes in which these non-expert applications featured are summarised in Table 7.3.

Table 7.3: Episodes which featured a non-expert application of a successful method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Episode (non-expert application)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>D2(Δ) S2(Δ) R4(Δ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>D8(Δ) S7(Δ) S11(Δ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>D3B(Δ) D7(Δ) D9A(Δ) D9B(Ο)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>D11(Ο)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The method application in all but two of the inexpertly applied successful methods resulted in a change of active system sub-register. Such a change only occurred in four out of the 18 episodes which featured an expert application of a successful method. This implies that a change in active sub-register may be related to non-expert application of successful methods.

7.1.3.1 Non-expert applications of Method 1

Delia used Method 1(C) in Episode D2 to show Alice how to use the program to determine the optimum temperature. After a mistaken initial instruction by Delia to select a T-sheet she instructed Alice to maximise the light intensity in Unit-task 1 by executing an m_sheet(L) operation, and to maximise the carbon dioxide level in Unit-task 2 by executing an m_sheet(C) operation:

D: OK. Graph isn't connected to data as yet, and first question is, have to use data, says optimum air temperature at maximum rate of photosynthesis, and you have to make sure that light or carbon dioxide are not in limited supply, so basically got to be unlimited. So what you have to do is you go to temperature [s-sheet (T) operation executed] and ... No you go to light intensity, [s-sheet (L) operation executed] and put it to maximum. [m-sheet(L) operation executed]

A: And the same with carbon dioxide.

D: Go to carbon dioxide [s-sheet(C) operation executed] and put that up to maximum as well. [m-sheet(C) operation executed] [...]

She then advised Alice to inspect the rate/T graph to identify the optimum temperature:
D: OK, right. [s-graph (l) operation executed] Just have a look. Display. [s-row(T) operation executed in error] If we go down [scope_win operation executed in an attempt to undo the execution of the previous s_row (T) operation] to the light intensity there, [s_col(L) operation executed successfully to undo the execution of the s_row(T) operation] there you’ve got maximum carbon dioxide, got maximum light intensity, yeah, and got temperature and rate of photosynthesis. [referring to the axes shown in the graph_window(1)] [m_col(L) operation executed to maximise the value of the light intensity] Now you just go to connect and connect graph. [con-graph(1) operation executed] Just look at the graph, [inspect the displayed rate/T graph] and where on the graph do you think is photosynthesis the greatest?

The sub-goal structure of this episode corresponded to Method 1; maximise the value of the light intensity and the level of carbon dioxide and inspect a rate/T graph for these maximum values. However, Delia’s demonstration of Method 1(C) involved the execution of four direct manipulations of the display which did not correspond to an expert application. An expert application of Method 1(C) would involve the execution of an m_sheet(C) to maximise the C-value, followed by an m_col(L) operation to maximise the L-value and an inspection of the resulting rate!!’ graph. As the C-value is maximised by a direct manipulation of the C-sheet, an expert application of Method 1(C) ensures that the C-value and the L-value are both set to a maximum in the system register for the active sheet (in this case the C-sheet). This was not Delia’s perception in Episode D2; once the s_sheet(C) operation had been executed the L-value for the current sheet was defined by the L-value for the C-sheet (column position), not the L-value corresponding to the previously selected L-sheet. The fact that the L-value for the L-sheet was set to a maximum in Unit-task 2 was irrelevant, and the relevant L-value could only be a maximum if the L-value for the C-sheet was a maximum. This is illustrated by considering Unit-task 3 in more detail. The action string for this unit-task can be interpreted as the sequence:

1  select a graph type [s_graph(l)]
2  datasheet manipulation error [s_row(T)]
3  datasheet manipulation error correction [scope_win | s_col(L)]
4  goal related error correction [m_col(L)]
5  Graph interpretation [con_graph(1) | inspect_graph (rate/T) | s_graph(b)]

Delia had to execute a "remedial" m_col(L) operation (step 4) to set the L-value to a maximum before inspecting a rate/T graph to identify the optimum temperature. The execution of this operation compensates for the inapplicable m_sheet(L) operation in Unit-task 1.

Despite a non zero value of n0-n2 in Episode S2, Sharon’s execution of Method 1(L) in this episode indicated that she understood the sub-goal structure of this method. In Unit-
task 1 she realised that the carbon dioxide level should be maximised and executed an m_row(C) operation on the currently displayed L-sheet to change the C-value from an intermediate value to a maximum value:

S: OK, [pointing with the mouse to the L-value scroll box] just - the light intensity in carbon dioxide should be at maximum so if we have temperature changing. [pointing to T-columns on the datasheet] [max_win(datasheet) operation executed] Now with light intensity change it here as well. [redundant s_display and s_view operations executed] So if want carbon dioxide at a maximum going to be carbon dioxide maximum, [m_row(C) operation executed] light intensity changing.

In Unit-task 2 she was confused about her role as a teacher and indulged in a peripheral demonstration of how to manipulate the datacube to change the active datasheet. This led to the execution of arbitrary s_sheet(T) and s_sheet(L) operations:

S: Temperature going to change. [undo max_win(datasheet) operation] Got graph connected to information right now, so this is what we can change. Also can touch this box [datacube] and will change whichever bit of information you need [pointing to the L-sheet face with the mouse, executing an s_sheet(T) operation (by clicking on the T-sheet face), and executing an s_sheet(L) operation (by clicking on the L-sheet face)] Who's supposed to be answering these questions, both answering? OK. Bad teacher here. Do you want to use that? If we want going to be changing air temperature to find out maximum. Have line with rows. [pointing to the datasheet rows(C-values)]

However, when she properly engaged in her teaching role in Unit-task 3 she quickly executed an m_sheet(L) operation to maximise the light intensity; an action consistent with an application of Method 1(L):

S: OK, light intensity here. [referring to the L-value scroll box], clicked so goes to maximum [m_sheet(L) operation executed]

She then inspected the displayed rate/T graph in Unit-task 4 to determine the optimum temperature:

S: OK, so, maximum rate would be the peak in this temperature, 30 degrees. [referring to currently displayed rate/T graph]

The C-row had been set in the maximum position for the L-sheet in Unit-task 1, making an m_row(C) operation unnecessary. However, Sharon did not appreciate in Unit-task 3 that the the C-row was already in the maximum position, and she executed a scope_win operation in preparation for executing an m_row(C) operation to maximise the C-value:

S: [ ... ] Not in limited supplies and carbon dioxide has to go to bottom line, so do you want to click on this one here? [scope-win operation executed] OK got that line. [realising that the maximum row position is already selected]
The first three unit tasks in Episode R4 constituted an expert application of Method 1(T). When the T-sheet was selected in Unit-task 1 the sheet position defaulted to the optimum temperature location. In Unit-task 2 Ruth advised Tom to execute m_row(C) operations until the level of the carbon dioxide was maximised, and in Unit-task 3 she instructed Tom to inspect the resulting rate/L graph to identify the optimum value for the light intensity. However, in Unit-task 4 she decided that the temperature should be set at the maximum, rather than the optimum, temperature. This led to the execution of a redundant s_sheet(T) operation followed by an m_sheet(T) operation:

R: Yes, haven't got maximum temperature so ...

T: If I go back here. \[referring to the T-value scroll box\]

R: Yeah.

T: Click that \[redundant s_sheet(T) operation executed\] and increase temperature like that. \[m_sheet(T) operation executed\] Right, I think 40 is the maximum. So this one here ... \[referring to the rate value corresponding to the maximum L-value\]

The completion of this last unit-task indicates a lack of understanding of the difference between the optimum and maximum temperature, rather than a misunderstanding of the sub-goal structure of Method 1.

Delia, Sharon and Ruth appeared to understand the sub-goal structure of Method 1. Despite the non-zero value of \(n_\text{O}-n_\text{e}\) for Episode R4 Ruth also appeared to understand the relationship between the sub-goals and the associated changes in the state of the system. The mismatch between the observed and expert application arose in Episode R4 due to a misunderstanding of the task, that is the nature of the optimum temperature; not a misconception of the relationship between the task and the system. The application of Method 1 in Episode S2 did not match an expert application because Sharon indulged in a peripheral demonstration of how to manipulate the datacube. However, Unit-task 3 provides some evidence of a system register related misconception. Sharon was initially unaware that the C-value had been set at a maximum before the execution of the unnecessary s_sheet(T) operation. The execution of the s_sheet(T) operation at the start of Unit-task 3 resulted in the display of a T-sheet with a C-row corresponding to an intermediate position highlighted, indicating that she may have thought that an intermediate C-value was still current after she executed an s_sheet(L) operation to "undo" the s_sheet(T) operation. Stronger evidence for the existence of a misconception related to changes in the active system sub-register was provided by the non-expert application of Method 1(C) by Delia. She initially maximised the L-value by executing an m_sheet(L) operation before selecting a C-sheet, indicating that she thought that maximising the L-
value on the L-sheet would also maximise the L-value on the C-sheet; a clear indication that she did not understand that the system behaviour is determined by the values of the active system sub-register, that is the values corresponding to the currently selected sheet.

7.1.3.2 Non-expert applications of Method 2

The advice that Delia gave in Episode D8 on the execution of Method 2(T) indicated some confusion about the sub-goal structure of this method. In Unit-task 1 Delia told Alice to maximise the C-value by executing an m_row(C) operation, which implied that, if she was intending to advise the selection of Method 2(T) to explore the effect of changing the temperature, she would instruct Alice to inspect instances of a rate/L graph as the T-sheet location was changed. However, in Unit-task 2 she instructed Alice to execute m_col(L) operations to observe the effect of varying light intensity on the relationship between the rate of photosynthesis and the level of carbon dioxide, as shown by changes in a rate/C graph:

D: Just go to display and to column, [s_col(L) operation executed] go back here, [scope_win operation executed to display the column corresponding to the minimum L-value] right, basically go across [m_col(L) operation executed] and see how graph increases and decreases. [interpret-graph rate/C graph]

She then realised the error in her approach and advised Alice to execute m_sheet(T) operations to observe the effect of changing temperature on a rate/C graph:

D: [ ... ] Oh! no you've got the temperature at 30, its temperature you're supposed to be .... If you click on there. [T-value scroll box]

A: So.

D: Just change that, [the T-value corresponding to the T-sheet] only goes up to 40, the temperature. So if you decrease again and just look and see where it increases and where it decreases because increasing temperature. [explore the effect of changing temperature values by executing m_sheet(T) operations]

Delia's confused understanding of the method goal structure resulted in an incorrect application of Method 2(T). The m_col(L) operations executed in Unit-task 2 left the L-value at an intermediate value for the T-sheet; thus the instances of rate/C graphs observed as the T-value for the T-sheet was varied corresponded to a non-maximum L-value.

In Episode S7 Sharon provided clear instructions to Uri to apply Method 2(T). Her instructions to Uri clearly indicated that she understood that the C-value needed to be at a maximum and that it was necessary to observe the value of the rate corresponding to the maximum L-value for the rate/L graph as m_sheet(T) operations are executed:
S: Carbon dioxide at maximum, so going to be at bottom line carbon dioxide [Sharon pointing to the maximum C-value row position] and last bit of light intensity. [referring to maximum L-value shown on the rateL graph] OK, can just click on it. [Sharon pointing to the maximum C-value row position]

Sharon gave rather vague instructions in Unit-task 2 on how to change the temperature by executing m_sheet(T) operations. This led to incorrect execution of s_sheet(C) and m_row(T) operations by Uri. Sharon's clear understanding of how to vary the temperature was evident in her prompt correction of Uri's actions:

S: Yeah, now just have to change the temperature, which you can do on the cube top.

U: Go into that cube there.

S: Yeah, just change temperature [s_sheet(C) and m_row(T) operations executed in error] Just press temperature again. Just go back to it. Press temperature. [s_sheet(T) operation executed] Start at zero degrees and increase. [m_sheet(T) operation executed]

Sharon's execution of Method 2(C) in Episode S11 also indicated a sound grasp of Method 2. The mismatch between an expert application of this method and the observed execution arises from the inclusion of an unnecessary m_col(L) operation at the end of Unit-task 1; probably in response to the display of a null graph.

The execution of Methods 2(T) and 2(C) by Sharon indicated that she understood the relationship between the sub-goal structure and the system state. However, there was further evidence in Episode D8 that Delia did not understand the relationship between direct manipulation of the display and consequent changes in the state of the system. She did not appear to appreciate the effect on the T-sheet sub-register of the m_col(L) operations executed in Unit-task 2, and was unaware that the light intensity was not set at a maximum value in Unit-task 3 as m_sheet(T) operations were executed to explore the effect of varying the temperature. It is interesting to note that at the end of the previous episode, that the L-sheet system sub-register was active with the L-value set at a maximum, implying that she may not have appreciated that the L-value in the active system sub-register had been changed from the maximum value to an intermediate value by the m_col(L) operations she executed.

7.1.3.3 Non-expert applications of Method 3 and Method 6

Episode D3B featured an application of Method 3(F). At the start of this episode the T-sheet was located in the position corresponding to the optimum temperature. However, Delia executed an initial mistaken s_sheet(C) operation:
D: [ ... ] Now if we display carbon dioxide amount. \([s\_sheet(C)\text{ operation executed}]\). Bear with me. Temperature at 30 \([s\_sheet(T)\text{ operation executed}]\) and carbon dioxide down here, \([\text{indicating a L-column}]\) so display columns, \([s\_col(L)\text{ operation executed in error}]\) rows \([s\_row(C)\text{ operation executed to undo the previous s\_col(L) operation}]\). Sorry. Connect. \([\text{con\_graph}(2)\text{ operation executed}]\) This is ... Get right to the top. \([\text{sequence of m\_row(C) and scope\_win operations executed to set the C-value at minimum}]\) Right, at 0.01. \([\text{after executing m\_row(C) and scope\_win operations to observe the effect of changing the C-value}]\) Do you want to just talk through the graphs?

A: As increase amount of carbon dioxide the graph seems to, rate of photosynthesis seems to be increasing.

D: Yeah, so that's that question.

It appears that Delia originally thought that the value of the carbon dioxide concentration associated with the T-sheet could be changed by clicking on the C-value scroll box. This led to some confusion which she acknowledged - "Now if we display carbon dioxide. Bear with me." - and she reset the display to show the T-sheet by clicking on the T-value scroll box.

Episode D7 featured an application of Method 3(L). Delia instructed Alice to maximise the carbon dioxide concentration and the light intensity by locating the C-sheet and the L-sheet at the positions corresponding respectively to the maximum C-value and L-value:

D: [ ... ] Find optimum air temperature for maximum rate of photosynthesis.

A: Do I press this button? \([\text{pointing with the mouse to the C-value scroll box}]\)

D: Well first of all you've got to make sure that neither light nor carbon dioxide are in limited supplies, so go to light and ... yeah, just increase for maximum \([\text{confirming that Alice should execute an s\_sheet(C) operation (so as to start to implement a method intended to locate the C-sheet at the maximum C-value position) before attempting to maximise the L-value}]\). [the C-value scroll box]

A: Just press it. \([\text{pointing with the mouse to the C-value scroll box}]\)

D: Yeah. \([s\_sheet(L)\text{ operation executed}]\) So this shows that that's maximum at point one \([0,1]\), yeah?

A: And I do the same with this one? \([L\text{-value scroll box}]\)

D: Light intensity? Yeah. That's maximum as well.

Again there is evidence of a misunderstanding of how values are changed in the system register. The C-value can only be effectively maximised while the L-sheet is selected if an \(m\_row(C)\) operation is executed to locate the row corresponding to the maximum C-value. As in Episode D2 Delia did not realise that an \(m\_sheet(C)\) operation that was executed in a previous episode was irrelevant to the current direct manipulation of the L-sheet.
In Episode D9A Delia instructed Alice how to perform Method 3(T). In Unit-task 1 Delia verbally confirmed that the temperature needed to be set at the optimum value. The datasheet was already located in this position but Alice incorrectly selected the C-sheet and executed an m_sheet(C) operation in response to Delia's statement that the light intensity and the level of carbon dioxide needed to be varied:

D: OK, number two. At this optimum temperature look at the way in which varying the light and carbon dioxide levels affects the rate of photosynthesis. So for this one you've got to have optimum temperature.

A: Which is 30 degrees.

D: Yeah

A: So do I just leave it like this? [referring to the graph window (1) display]

D: Yes, leave it at 30 degrees, but got to vary light and carbon dioxide.

A: So got to change it here? [s_sheet(C) operation executed by clicking on the C-value scroll box and executing an m_sheet(C) operation]

D: So, if you go back to that [s_sheet(T) operation executed], this is set at 30, yeah

It was clear in Episode D9A that Delia understood the sub-goal structure of Method 3(T). Her understanding was emphasised by her correction in Episode D9B of Alice's attempt to execute an illegitimate m_col(L) operation during her explanation of how to vary the value of the carbon dioxide concentration using m_row(C) operations:

D: Yeah? OK do same for carbon dioxide levels.

A: So I have to change the display first?

D: Yeah.

A: To rows. [s_row(C) operation executed]

D: Yeah, good, now you need to go to the top. [inappropriate scope_win operation executed - left hand horizontal window scroll box clicked on when the top right hand vertical window scroll box should have been clicked on]

(Researcher: So that should read light intensity at the bottom).

D: OK

A: Now go across? [illegitimate attempt to execute m_col operation]

D: No, you need to go to the top, this is carbon dioxide [illegitimate attempt to execute m_col(L) operation corrected by Delia] and you have to click up there [minimum C-value row location] to get right to the top. Now take it down and see how the graph changes. [m_row(C) operation executed] OK just bring it
down [scope_win and m_row(C) operations executed] - so do you notice?
[interpret the changes in the rate/L graph]

Despite the clear instructions given in Episode D9A and the correction of Alice's actions in Episode D9B, the analysis of Episodes D3A and D7 provides further evidence that Delia misconceived the relationship between directly manipulating the display and the associated changes in the state of the system. The initial mistaken execution of an s_sheet(C) operation in Episode D3B indicates a lack of understanding of which system sub-register was active. In Episode D7, as in Episode D2, the attempt to maximise two variable values corresponding to the same sheet by executing two m_sheet operations indicated a lack of understanding of which operators affect the state of the current system sub-register.

Delia supported Alice in Episode D11 in an application of Method 6(TT), a "double" method consisting of a sequence of two applications of Method 3(T). As in Episodes D9A and D9B, the instructions given to by Delia indicated that she was developing a more accurate appreciation of the relationship between direct manipulation of the display and changes in the system state. She gave clear instructions in Unit-task 1 to execute m_col(L) operations to explore the effect of varying the light intensity, and in Unit-task 2 to execute m_row(C) operations to explore the effect of varying the carbon dioxide level. The mismatch between the expert application of Method 6(TT) and the observed application was simply due a momentary confusion over whether to select rows or columns, and there was no evidence of a misconception concerned with changes of the active system sub-register. The lack of significance of these mistakes is illustrated by the mistake made in Unit-task 1:

D: So if you now change the display.

A: It's columns, no, rows. [an attempt to execute an s_col operation in error before executing an s_row operation]

7.1.4 Execution of unsuccessful methods

The application of unsuccessful methods was confined to Episode 6. This episode consisted of a sequence of seven linked confused episodes (Episode 6A - Episode 6G). Various idiosyncratic methods were employed which were based on problem solving with very little evidence of the practice of routine cognitive skill.

Episode R6A was based on an abortive attempt to use Method 4. Rachel outlined the strategy behind this method in a rather confused fashion in Unit-task 2:

R: What we need is carbon dioxide [referring to the horizontal axis of the rate/L graph shown in graph window(2)] along here. [referring to the horizontal axis of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(1)]

T: Along the bottom.
In preparation for a comparison of rate/L and rate/C graphs Unit-task 1 was concerned with configuring the screen to show two graph_windows side by side. At the start of the episode it appeared that only one graph_window was open. However, two graphs were open, with graph_window(2) completely obscured by graph_window(1). It seems that this led Ruth to believe initially that only one graph_window was open as she advised Tom to start a third graph_window. This was opened and placed on top of graph_window(2) by default. Ruth advised Tom to iconise graph_window(3) in order to reveal graph_window(2) and to move the location of graph_window(2).

Tom suggested that the temperature should be made the same for each of the displayed graphs. Ruth agreed and an m_sheet(T) operation was executed in an attempt to achieve this sub-goal. This decision indicated a lack of understanding of the relationship between the displayed graphs and the datacube sheets - providing an unconnected graph had at some stage within a unit-task been connected to the active sheet in its current position the graph would correspond to the current sheet value (for example, a T-value) in the sheet sub-register; exercising an m_sheet operation would have no effect in this respect. During Unit-task 3 graph_window(1) was not connected to the T-sheet, and the graphs displayed in this window (pie chart followed by a bar graph) corresponded to the T-value current at the end of Episode R1.

In Unit-task 4 an attempt was made to change the horizontal axis displayed in graph_window(1) to "carbon dioxide". This could have been done by executing an s_col(L) operation. However, Ruth advised Tom to execute a con_graph(1) operation. The result was to produce a rate/L graph and she commented "Now that's the same, but we need to change it". This indicated a misunderstanding of the relationship between a displayed graph and the datacube sheets. Strictly speaking this displayed rate/L graph was not the same - the rate/L graph displayed in graph_window(1) corresponded to a row on a T-sheet, and the graph displayed in graph_window(2) corresponded to a row on a C-sheet. She then advised the execution in turn of an s_sheet(C) operation and an s_sheet(L) operation. Given that the aim of Unit-task 3 was to make the temperature the same for both of the displayed graphs, these operations indicate that Ruth did not understand the relationship between direct manipulations of the datacube and the associated changes in which system sub-register was active. In selecting firstly a C-sheet, and secondly an L-sheet, there was no guarantee that the T-value associated with either of these sheets would be the same as the T-value associated with the T-sheet.

Episode R6B was dominated by Tom's confusion of the row values on the vertical axis of the datacube with the values on the vertical axis of a displayed graph:
T: I thought that this Y axis here, [referring to the vertical axis of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(2)] I thought this [the datacube] represented carbon dioxide levels, I thought the whole idea of this was to represent some sort of three-dimensional table, so you could have a look at what happened when you vary three different parameters, so I thought that this here was the carbon dioxide, [referring to the vertical axis of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(2)] that was light intensity and this was your temperature varying. [referring to the value display bar in window(2)] So I thought this was just a title. [the vertical axis title]

Unit-task 1 was concerned with making the horizontal axes of both of the graphs the same in preparation for making the vertical axis of one graph carbon dioxide and the vertical axis of the other graph light intensity. After first agreeing with Tom's proposal, Ruth corrected his misconception, and advised Tom to execute a sequence of operations which failed to achieve her goal of putting carbon dioxide on one horizontal axis and light intensity on the other horizontal axis. At the end of the episode both windows displayed an instance of a rate/L graph.

Episode 6C featured a second abortive attempt to apply Method 4. In Unit-task 1 an unsuccessful attempt was made to specify carbon dioxide as the variable for the horizontal axis of the graph displayed in graph window(1). There was evident confusion over the relationship between directly manipulating the datacube and changes in the instances of the graph displayed in the connected window:

R: If we connect this graph.

T: Right, if we connect this graph [referring to graph window(1)]

R: Yes.

R: And we change to carbon dioxide on the horizontal axis.

T: OK, can do that by going back here. [s_sheet(C) operation executed]

R: Yes, no, try temperature [s_sheet(T) operation executed]. I can never remember which way round this goes. No maybe it's light intensity [s_sheet(L) operation executed]. No that's temperature. [referring to the horizontal axis of the rate/T graph displayed in graph window(1)]

A second attempt to make this specification for the graph displayed in graph window(1) was made in Unit-task 2. This time the attempt was successful:

T: Right, want to have carbon dioxide across the bottom?

R: Yes. If we go to display and change it to columns, [s_col(T) operation executed] yeah, that's it, so got carbon dioxide along here, [referring to the horizontal axis of the rate/C graph shown in graph window(1)] that's basically 0 missed out. [referring to the initial two zero C-values]
In Unit-task 3 an attempt was made to make the temperatures associated with each graph the same. As in Episode R6A this resulted in confusion, diverting the attention of both Ruth and Tom from the use of the sought after screen configuration with the two different horizontal graph axes displayed:

T: I think the temperature is a bit different.

R: That's actually light intensity. [referring to the value display in graph window(1)] Need to go to temperature on the arrow. [referring to the T-value scroll box]

T: Reduce it?

R: No, increase it to 40.

T: On this one? [referring to graph window(1)]

R: Yeah, on that one.

T: Its 50.

R: That's the light intensity.

T: Oh, right.

R: 50 light intensity and 10 is temperature, so if we go back to temperature on arrow up here, [Tom makes to use the T-value scroll box to decrease the temperature] on the other arrow [s_sheet(T) operation executed] Need to ... yeah that's it, that's at 40.

T: And now we have to ... Shall I do graph, go back to bar graph? [redundant s_graph(b) operation executed]

R: And we need to increase light intensity, so if go to light on arrow on bottom, [s_sheet(L) operation executed] and take it up to 50 [m_sheet(L) operation executed; the L-value is initially at 50, Tom decreased the L-value and has to increase it again] So ...

T: What we've ...

R: So what we've done; go to temperature again on arrow, [s_sheet(T) operation executed] and increase that to 40. [m_sheet(T) operation attempted; T-value already at 40 degrees] Don't understand why can't have ...

The lack of understanding of the how the display relates to the active system sub-register was evident in Unit-task 3. In Unit-task 2 the rate/C graph displayed in graph window(1) corresponded to an active L-sheet sub-register with the L-value set to a maximum. The rate/C graph displayed in Unit-task 3 corresponded to an active T-sheet sub-register with the L-value in this sub-register set at the minimum value. Apparently equivalent graphs are shown, but they correspond to different sub-registers with different
L-values. The failure to appreciate this difference led to the confusion displayed in Unit-task 3.

Unit-task 4 featured another attempt to specify carbon dioxide as the horizontal axis variable for the graph displayed in graph window(1):

T: Shall we go back to what we did with columns?

R: Yes, that's display, go to that.

T: Go back to rows? [s_row(C) operation executed]

R: Yes. That's right, got the same up here, [referring to the C-value and T-value shown in the graph window value displays] just got two different factors. [on the horizontal axes]

T: And this is still ... I mean that is temperature [referring to the T-values shown in the graph window value displays], yeah. So this is carbon dioxide levels [referring to the vertical axes of the displayed graphs], both of these is carbon dioxide.

R: Yeah those two there are rate of photosynthesis, [referring to the vertical axes of the displayed graphs] that's carbon dioxide on the bottom, [referring to the horizontal axis of graph in graph window(1) - this should have been displayed a a rate/L graph, but a display bug showed it as a rate/C graph] got light intensity along here. [referring to the horizontal axis of rate/L graph in graph window(2)]

In Episode R6D Ruth agreed to Tom's suggestion during Unit-task 1 that the level of carbon dioxide should be fixed and that the temperature should be varied:

R: OK. Right. That reads light intensity. [referring to the horizontal axis displayed in graph window(1)]

T: Shall we have a look at varying ... Why don't we keep carbon dioxide fixed then, [pointing to the C-value displayed in the datasheet values display] and we can vary temperature, that might work?

R: OK

Unit-tasks 2 and 3 featured an expert application of a truncated version of Method 7(TT). Tom suggested that attention should be focussed on the bar in each of the two displayed bar graphs which corresponded to the same L-value (20 units was chosen as fixed value) and that the location of the T-sheet should be moved to vary the temperature.

T: We could just have a look at one section of this [pointing to the datacube] and say, OK, for something like light intensity 20, [referring to a specific value of the light intensity on the horizontal axis of the r/L graph displayed in graph window(2)] so rate of photosynthesis is, what, 20 whatever units you use, [referring to the corresponding value of the rate on the vertical axis of the r/L graph displayed in graph window(2)] and now when you vary light intensity for the same section of the graph, [that is, the bar in each of the two displayed
bar graphs corresponding to the same L-value (in this case 20 units) which would be what, it would be this one there wouldn't it, 1, 2, 3, 4. [identifying the equivalent bar position on each of the two graphs] It would be this one here, that section there, so if we look at what that section looks like. If you reduce temperature [m_sheet(T) operation executed to reduce the temperature] it's getting a lot less, rate of photosynthesis, but by what factor?

As the T-sheet was already selected and the C-row was in the required position, these suggestions corresponded to a fully display-truncated application of Method 3(T). He also suggested that the relative change in the value associated with the chosen light intensity should be observed by comparing the connected rate/L graph shown in graph_window(1) and the unconnected rate/L graph shown graph_window(2). The graph displayed in graph_window(2) corresponded to T- and C-values for the T-sheet sub-register set in Episode 6A. These values were the same as those corresponding to the graph currently displayed in graph_window(1) at the start of the episode. The decision to use the graph displayed in graph_window(2) in this way amounted to an application of a fully display-truncated version of Method 1(T). The comparison of the two graphs amounted to a fully display-truncated version of Method 7(TT).

In Unit-task 3 an application of the method was repeated with attention now focussed on one graph only. In this episode, estimates were made of the change in the rate (as represented by the magnitude of the chosen bar in the bar graph) as the T-value was altered by executing m_sheet(T) operations:

T: For a fixed light intensity at 20, and just varying temperature; right it's 25, you increase that to 30, [m_sheet(T) operation executed to change the temperature to 30 degrees] then if you connect this one it might be easier to look at that. [con-graph(2) operation executed and attention now focussed on graph window(2)]

R: So ...

T: [m_sheet(T) operation executed to decrease the temperature] It makes ... [m_sheet(T) operation executed to increase the temperature]

R: So it just ...

T: By an increase of 10 degrees, [m_sheet(T) operation executed to change the T-value from 30 degrees to 20 degrees, followed by the execution of m_sheet operations to change the temperature to 10 degrees and back to 20 degrees] its only varied by well not that much.

The decision to observe the effect of changing the temperature on a rate/L graph was a change in strategy. Had the problems with manipulating the display in Episodes R6A, R6B and R6C forced this change in strategy; a strategy which was not based on an analysis of the task, but simply on the desire to achieve some interpretable results, even if they were not relevant to the current problem solving activity?
In Episode R6E a fresh attempt was made to consider the relative effects of changing the level of carbon dioxide and the value of the light intensity. Unit-task 1 featured a very confused attempt to establish a rate/C graph in graph window(2):

T: If you wanted to increase rate of photosynthesis ... Shall we have a look to see what happens if you increase carbon dioxide levels. If you put carbon dioxide across the bottom, [referring to the horizontal axis of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(2)] so if you go to, is it this one here? [referring to the C-value scroll box]

R: I think so, yeah. If you click.

T: We need to put this carbon dioxide here [referring to the left hand C-value edge of the datacube] don't we. [referring to the bottom L-value edge of the datacube] So. [s_sheet(C) operation executed]

R: That's light intensity. \[referring to the rate/L graph (for a row in a C-sheet) displayed in graph window(2)] That's what's confusing. [s_sheet(L) and m_sheet(L) operations executed] Go up to temperature. [s_sheet(T) and m_sheet(T) operations executed] This always confuses me. What I think ... [s_sheet(C) operation executed] What I think, if you go over to the edge of this side here, [referring to the right hand C-value edge of the datacube] and go in the middle and click, just click on it, [s_sheet(T) operation executed] I can never remember how to do this. It's um ... [s_sheet(C) operation executed]. Go to display again and change it, [m_sheet(C) operations executed] which is up there, [pointing to the display menu item in the datasheet window] back to columns. [s_col(T) operation executed] That's temperature. [referring to the rate/T graph displayed (the currently selected column corresponds to a set of zero rate values - no graph displayed] [m_sheet(C) operation executed] No, go to light intensity, [s_sheet(L) operation executed] that's it.

The interaction string for this unit-task highlights Ruth's confusion:

\[s_sheet(C) \mid inspect_graph(r/L) \mid s_sheet(L) \mid inspect_graph(r/T) \mid m_sheet(L) \mid s_sheet(T) \mid inspect_graph(r/L) \mid m_sheet(T) \mid s_sheet(C) \mid inspect_graph(r/L) \mid s_sheet(C) \mid m_sheet(C) \mid m_sheet(C) \mid s_col(T) \mid m_sheet(C) \mid s_sheet(L)\]

Her confusion was compounded by a number of arbitrary, almost random, m_sheet operations executed by Tom which were not noticed by Ruth. These arbitrary operations are evident in the action string by the absence of associated inspect_graph operations. However, the essential cause of her confusion appears to be her failure to appreciate that the execution of an m_sheet operation would change the currently active sub-register. This led to an inability to form a clear plan for achieving her sub-goal of producing a rate/C graph. At the end of this unit-task a rate/C graph is produced, but the confused nature of the unit-task indicates that Ruth did not appreciate that this graph corresponded to an L-sheet as opposed to a T-sheet. In fact a rate/C graph for an L-sheet could have been
produced by simply executing an \texttt{s\_sheet(L) \& s\_col(T)} action string. For a T-sheet a rate/C graph could have been produced by simply executing an \texttt{s\_col(L)} operation.

After a discussion in Unit-task 2 to explain the truncated nature of the labelling on the horizontal axis of the graph shown in graph\_window(2), Unit-task 3 featured a very confused attempt to explore the effect of varying the level of carbon dioxide. As in Unit-task 1 Ruth was confused about the significance of making another sub-register active:

\begin{itemize}
  \item R: \[...\] Go up to display and change it to rows. [\texttt{s\_row(T) operation executed}]
  That's it, but we haven't got carbon dioxide at the bottom. [\texttt{m\_sheet(C) operation executed}] This is one of the problems I found, trying to get the carbon dioxide.
  
  \item T: If you click ... [\texttt{s\_sheet(L) operation executed}]
  
  \item R: If you increase carbon dioxide. If you go over to carbon dioxide and increase that [\texttt{referring to the C-value scroll box}]
  
  \item T: OK, now carbon dioxide is over here, isn't it? [\texttt{referring to the vertical axis of the rate/T graph shown in graph window(2)}]
  
  \item R: No, carbon dioxide is fixed at 0.09 [\texttt{referring to the C-value shown in the datasheet value display in graph window(2)}]
  
  \item T: Right.
  
  \item R: And this is the rate of photosynthesis up here. [\texttt{referring to the rate axis of the rate/C graph shown in graph window(2)}]
  
  \item T: OK, lets have a look at it this way. If we reduce it. [\texttt{referring to the C-value}]
  [\texttt{s\_sheet(C) operation executed followed by an m\_sheet(C) operation}]
  
  \item R: Right, at the moment it is at 0.8.
  
  \item T: Right, its decreasing now, [\texttt{m\_sheet(C) operation executed to decrease the C-value}] decreasing carbon dioxide from 0.07. Go to display choose columns. [\texttt{s\_col(L) operation executed}]
  
  \item R: Right that's temperature. [\texttt{referring to the rate/T graph shown in graph window(2)}]
  
  \item T: [\texttt{s\_sheet(L) operation executed}] Carbon dioxide there. [\texttt{referring to horizontal axis of the rate/C graph shown in graph window(2)}] Shall we try varying it again? [\texttt{referring to the C-value scroll box}]
\end{itemize}

Unit-task 4 again demonstrated that Ruth did not understand the significance of making another sub-register active. She advised Tom to maximise the temperature by selecting a T-sheet and executing an \texttt{m\_sheet(T)} operation to maximise the T-value. When an L-sheet was selected again, to display a rate/C graph, Ruth became confused because the temperature was "still" at 10 degrees, that is the value corresponding to the L-sheet sub-register, not the T-sheet sub-register:
R: Basically this is ... If we look at this along here. [referring to the horizontal axis of the rate/C graph displayed in graph window(2)] If we increase temperature to its maximum. So go to temperature and increase it. [s_sheet(T) and m_sheet(T) operations executed] Right go to light intensity and increase that [s_sheet(L) operation executed] on the arrow, yes. I don't understand why the temperature is decreasing. [m_sheet(L) operation executed to maximise the L-value]

Ruth and Tom unsuccessfully applied another idiosyncratic method in Episode R6F. This method involved a comparison of a rate/C graph corresponding to a column selected on an L-sheet and a rate/T graph corresponding to a column selected on a C-sheet. The method was based on the idea of comparing these two graph instances with the same C- and L-values considered for each graph. An attempt to focus on the same C-value in each graph was made by maximising the C-value in graph_window(2) by executing an m_sheet(C) operation, and focusing attention on the rate value corresponding to the maximum C-value shown on the horizontal axis of the rate/C graph displayed in graph_window(2):

T: Hold on, need to fix this as well. [referring to the C-value shown in the graph window(1) values display] This is the carbon dioxide level. Let's have a look at it for 0.1.

R: OK, so go to carbon dioxide and increase it. [m_sheet(C) operation executed which first decreases the C-value to the minimum value and then increases it to the maximum value] Right.

T: 0.1 is this value here, isn't it? [referring to the maximum C-value shown on the horizontal axis of the rate/C graph displayed in graph window(2)] Last one. So the last one corresponds to about 10 [referring to the rate value corresponding to the maximum C-value on the horizontal axis of the rate/C graph shown graph window(2)]. Is this value here the temperature? [pointing to the L-value shown in the datasheet values display in graph window(1)]

The L-value associated with graph_window(2) was the L-value in the L-sheet sub-register which was currently at the maximum value. An attempt to focus on the same L-value in each graph was made by maximising the L-value in graph_window(1) by executing an m_col(L) command until the L-column corresponding to the maximum L-value was highlighted:

R: No that's light intensity. You could increase light intensity. If you go all the way along here, you click on that. [m_col(L) operation executed]

T: So light intensity here is 10? [referring to T-value shown in the values display for graph window(2)]

R: No that's the temperature

T: Yeah.
R: If you go to the arrow there at bottom in the corner [referring to the right hand horizontal window scroll box], click on it [scroll_win operation executed], keep on clicking, [scroll_win operation executed] now click on this column here. [referring to the L-column corresponding to the maximum L-value] [m_col(L) operation executed] If that's going to be 0.1, [referring to the maximum L-value shown on the horizontal axis of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(2)] light intensity is at 50 [pointing to both graphs], and got temperature and carbon dioxide. [referring to the horizontal axis variable for both graph window(1) and graph window(2) respectively]

T: This is for 50 as well? [referring to the L-value shown in the values display for graph window(2)]

R: Yeah, that's 50. Everything is same. Looking at this, [referring the portion of the rate/C graph corresponding to the maximum L-value in graph window(2)] is 0.1. [referring to the C-value shown in the values display for graph window(2)] So ...

T: Um ...

It appears that Ruth and Tom were trying to keep two variables constant (light intensity and carbon dioxide concentration) but they did not make a clear attempt to vary the third variable (temperature). However, the last unit-task in the previous episode was concerned with the effects of varying the temperature. Ruth and Tom appeared to have "lost their way" in an attempt to adopt the classic "only vary one thing at a time" paradigm.

The episode concluded with a discussion in Unit-task 4 based on a numerical estimate of which factor to increase. Tom stated that:

T: Just look at the factors, [con_graph(1) operation executed] increasing carbon dioxide by what, 0.01 each time, and yet that is having effect on.

Tom commented that he did not think light intensity and temperature were "as good" as carbon dioxide, that is, changes in value of these two variables did not have as significant an effect as changes in the value of carbon dioxide. Ruth agreed with this assertion and an m_sheet(C) operation was executed to confirm this conclusion. At the end of this long and confused episode Ruth and Tom were still unable to achieve their original aim of comparing a rate/L graph with a rate/C graph!

Episode 6 provided an extensive and convincing illustration of the same lack of understanding by Ruth and Tom as that shown by Delia of the relationship between the direct manipulation of the display and the associated changes in the active system sub-register. Despite many attempts, this lack of understanding prevented them from making a successful attempt to answer Question 5.
7.2 Interaction with Bioview from a task perspective

Each episode was focused on a specific task - an initial illustration of the direct manipulation of the datacube or a datasheet, a demonstration by a teacher-student of how to use Bioview to answer one of the set questions, an attempt by a student to use Bioview to answer one of the set questions with guidance from a teacher-student, or a final reflection on the merits of Bioview. The episodes and method selections which corresponded to the use of Bioview to answer the set questions are shown in Table 7.4.

Table 7.4: Episodes and method selections corresponding to each question

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delia/Alice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Demo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illustration</td>
<td>D1[Idio]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 1</td>
<td>D2[I(C)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D8[2(T)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D3B[3(T)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 3</td>
<td>D4A[I(T)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D4B[3(T)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 4</td>
<td>D5[6(TT)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R6G[Idio]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td>R7[Idio]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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There were some marked similarities in the task profiles of the three sessions. All the sessions included an initial episode in which the teacher-student demonstrated how to manipulate the datacube and datasheet widgets. Each session included a sequence of episodes in which the student used Bioview to answer the set questions in turn with guidance from the teacher-student. Prior to this sequence the Delia/Alice and Sharon/Uri sessions included a sequence of episodes in which the teacher-student demonstrated the use of Bioview to answer each question. The final episode in the Ruth/Tom session consisted of a discussion of the design features of Bioview.

An inspection of Table 7.4 shows that there was a close match between the methods selected for each question and the set of possible successful methods identified in Section 6.2.3, with the application of a successful method featured in 29 out of the 39 episodes related to a question. Three of the remaining episodes featured aborted attempts to apply a successful method, and four episodes were based on recall of experience of previous episodes. Only three episodes related to a question featured the application of idiosyncratic methods. This close match implies some correlation between learner and designer models of the task-system relationship.

In the following sections, the episodes concerned with the use of Bioview to answer the set questions are considered from a task perspective. The task goals implicit in each question are analysed in terms of the sub-goal structures of the methods applied in each episode, with the presence or absence of task related truncation used as an indicator of the sub-goal structure that the learner was adopting. The learners' preferred use of direct manipulation techniques is also analysed with respect to the use of direct manipulation to fix or vary variables in answering each of the set questions. These analyses provide an in-depth consideration of the relationship between learner and designer models of the task-system relationship.

7.2.1 Using Bioview to answer Question 1

In Question 1 the learners were asked to find the optimum air temperature for the maximum rate of photosynthesis. They were instructed to make sure that neither light nor carbon dioxide were in limited supplies.

Method 1 was employed by Delia and Sharon when they demonstrated how to use the program (Episodes D2 and S2), and by Tom when he used the program with Ruth's help (Episode R2). Both Delia and Sharon recommended the use of different methods when they supervised the use Bioview. Sharon provided instructions for an application of Method 2 (Episode S7). Alice attempted to answer this question twice with help from
Delia. The first attempt (Episode D7) featured an application of Method 3 and the second attempt (Episode D8) featured an application of Method 2.

The sub-goals of making the values of the light intensity and the level of carbon dioxide non-limiting were simplistically interpreted in all the sessions as requirements to maximise the level of carbon dioxide and the value of the light intensity. For example, in Episode R2 the L-sheet corresponding to the maximum L-value and a row corresponding to an intermediate C-value were already selected at the start of the episode. Ruth informed Tom that the light intensity was set at a maximum and requested him to select the row corresponding to the maximum C-value. In response to his question as to why this is necessary she explained that the selection of this row gave the maximum value of carbon dioxide:

R: So at the moment got maximum light intensity, which is at 50 and carbon dioxide. We need to, if you go on [scope_win operation executed] ... and pull it down, [referring to a C-row] should go down, if keep on going down. Go to 0.1 [referring to the maximum value of carbon dioxide] and click on it.

T: Why?

R: Because if you do that, it gives you the maximum amount of carbon dioxide. So if you click on here, [m-row(C) operation executed] it gives you unlimited supplies of light intensity and carbon dioxide.

There was no convincing evidence that either the teacher-students or the students appreciated the concept of a limiting factor. Tom indicated that he might have some idea of this concept when he enquired in Episode R2 whether making sure that neither light or carbon dioxide are in unlimited supplies meant that they were "unfixed". Ruth did not share his interpretation, and replied that "it means basically at its maximum - it's not at its minimum". However, in all three of the sessions there was evidence of a correct understanding of the concept of an optimum temperature. In Episode S2 Sharon stated that the "maximum rate should be the peak in this temperature - 30 degrees". Delia asked Alice in Episode D2 "where on the [rate/T] graph do you think photosynthesis is the greatest?" Alice immediately replied "30 degrees". In Episode R2 Ruth informed Tom that "if you look at the [rate/T] graph now you can see that it's 30". Tom replied "30, yes, 30 degrees".

An inspection of Table 7.1 reveals that the application of Method 1(C) in Episode D2, Method 1(L) in Episodes R2 and S2, and Method 2(T) in Episode S7 were not task-truncated. However, the applications of Method 3(L) and 2(T) in Episodes D7 and D8 respectively were task-truncated. In both of these applications the value of the light intensity was fixed using a direct manipulation technique; an m_sheet(L) operation was executed in Episode D7 and an m_col(L) operation was executed in Episode D8. The failure to perform the appropriate inspect_graph(r/C) operations to identify a fixed level of
carbon dioxide was probably due to Delia's misconception of the relationship between direct manipulation of the display and changes of the active system sub-register. At the start of Unit-task 1 in Episode D7 she executed an s_sheet(C) operation which defaulted the C-sheet location to the maximum C-value position. It is likely that Delia assumed that this maximum C-value was current throughout Episodes D7 and D8, despite the fact she was manipulating in turn an L-sheet and a T-sheet during these episodes.

The instructions in Question 1 emphasised the need to consider changes in the rate of photosynthesis in terms of the interaction between all three variables. In order to ensure that the rate was not limited by either the light intensity or the level of carbon dioxide the user was instructed to make sure that neither light or carbon dioxide were in limited supplies. These instructions implied that both the light intensity and the level of carbon dioxide should be fixed at a non-limiting value. The request to find the optimum temperature implied that the temperature should be varied to find the temperature at which the rate of photosynthesis was a maximum. Thus an appropriate set of sub-goals for the application of a method to answer this question was (i) set the value of the light intensity at a non-limiting value, (ii) set the level of the carbon dioxide to a non-limiting value, and (iii) vary the temperature to identify the optimum value for the temperature. Given the learners' simplistic assumption that non-limiting values were equivalent to maximum values this set was interpreted by the users in a modified form as (i) set the value of the light intensity at a maximum value, (ii) set the level of the carbon dioxide to a maximum value, and (iii) vary the temperature to identify the optimum value for the temperature.

The need to explicitly consider the values of all three variables indicates that the applications of successful methods would not be truncated when applied to answer Question 1. The lack of task related truncation in the three applications of Method 1 and the single application of Method 2(T) indicates that the learners were considering the values of all three variables. If the interaction history prior to Episode D7 is considered, the execution of the task-truncated methods in this episode and Episode D8 can also be interpreted as indicating that the learners were considering the values of all three variables.

In Episodes D2, S2 and R2 Method 1 was applied to directly manipulate the system display to fix the values of two of the variables. In Episodes D7 and D8 the omission of an inspect_graph(r/C) operation, that is, the operation which did not involve direct manipulation, led to the execution of direct manipulation operations to fix the value of one variable (light intensity) and to vary the value of one variable (temperature). This combination of using direct manipulation to fix one variable and vary one of the other variables also occurred in Episode S7. However, the version of Method 2(T) applied in this episode was not task-truncated, so the reason for choosing this combination was not due to task-truncation. The fact that the method was display truncated also did not explain Sharon's decision to recommend a method in which only one variable was fixed by direct
manipulation. The display truncation arose from the omission of an m_row(C) operation, not an s_sheet(T) operation. It was not the case that an active T-sheet at the start of the episode prompted her to recommend a method based on the direct manipulation of the T-sheet.

If direct manipulation is an intuitive human-computer interaction paradigm it seems reasonable to assume that Method 1, the only successful method in which the values of two of the interacting variables are fixed by direct manipulation, would be a popular choice as a method applicable to Question 1. In addition, an application of this method results in a static rate/T, which would enable the user to identify the optimum temperature by simply inspecting the graph; a conventional approach which most students would be familiar with from work in other contexts. In fact three of the six episodes associated with Question 1 (Episode D2, Episode S2 and Episode R2) featured an application of Method 1. Each of these episodes was concerned with the first attempt in each session to answer this question, indicating that the decision to adopt this method had not been influenced by the interaction history of the session. The conclusion is supported by the lack of display-related truncation in Episodes D2 and S2.

The use of task-truncated forms of Methods 3(L) and 2(T) in respectively Episodes D7 and D8 makes it difficult to draw any conclusions from the choice of these methods about the preferential use of direct manipulation techniques. However, the choice of Method 1 in the initial episode of each session, indicated that the conventional inspection of a static graph was preferred to the observation of a dynamic graph generated by manipulating the datacube or a datasheet. It seems that the specific instructions to set the light intensity and the level of carbon dioxide at non-limiting values encouraged the users' to employ direct manipulation techniques to fix two variable values.

7.2.2 Using Bioview to answer Question 2

In Question 2 the learners were asked to look at the way in which varying the light and carbon dioxide levels at the optimum temperature affected the rate of photosynthesis. There were no explicit instructions to fix the value of the third variable, that is, fix the value of the light intensity if the level of carbon dioxide was varied or fix the level of carbon dioxide if the value of the light intensity was varied.

Method 3 was used in all ten episodes in which an attempt was made to answer Question 2 (Episodes D3A, D3B, D9A, D9B, S3A, S3B, S8A, S8B, R3A, and R3B). Method 3(L) was employed in Episode R3B, and Method 3(T) was applied in the other nine of these episodes. All ten applications of Method 3 were task-truncated.

The interpretations of the dynamic sequences of graphs produced by an application of these methods were made almost entirely in terms of the relative direction of the change in
the rate and the change in the level of carbon dioxide or the light intensity. This was illustrated by the comments made by the learners as they interpreted the graph sequences. The following comments were made as changes in the instances of rate/C graphs were observed:

- So overall generally as you increase light intensity rate of photosynthesis increases as well. [statement made by Delia in Unit-task D3A/3]
- Seems to be increasing. [statement made by Alice in Unit-task D9/2 in response to a question from Delia]
- Doesn't seem to be changing very much after 40 degrees. [statement made by Sharon in Unit-task S3/3]
- It's also increasing, and then sort of stops but really increasing sharply. [statement made by Sharon in Unit-task S8/2]

And comments prompted by interpretation of instances of rate/L graphs were:

- As increase amount of carbon dioxide the graph seems to, rate of photosynthesis seems to be increasing. [statement made by Alice in Unit-task 3B/1 which was confirmed by Delia]
- Seems to be increasing as you increase amount of carbon dioxide. [statement made by Alice in Unit-task 9/3 in response to a question from Delia]
- Yeah, each time see it will be increasing each time. [statement made by Sharon in Unit-task S3/2]
- So it's increasing. [Statement made by Sharon in Unit-task S8/1]
- So as you increase carbon dioxide the rate increases as well. [statement made by Uri in Unit-task S8/1 in response to Sharon's statement]
- Basically intensity increasing, so could say the light intensity is sort of like proportional to carbon dioxide level. [statement made by Tom in Unit-task R3A/2]

With the possible exception of the comments made by Sharon in Episodes S3 and S8 and Tom in Episode R3A the learners appear to have simply perceived that as either the C-value or the L-value was increased the rate of photosynthesis increased. This was evident when Sharon and Uri joined voice in Episode S8 to state that "as you increase light intensity and carbon dioxide level the rate is also increasing". Tom's statement in Episode R3B, in which Method 3(L) was applied, that "as you increase carbon dioxide level here, temperature increases and the rate of photosynthesis increases" also indicated this rather restricted interpretation by the learners. It is clear that the form of the displayed graphs were not interpreted in terms of an approach to a non-limited state.
The task-truncated form of all the applications of this method indicates that the value of only one variable was fixed when Question 2 was attempted. This universal task-truncation was consistent with the task prescription given in Question 2. Explicit instructions were only given to fix the value of one variable (temperature). The instruction to fix the temperature without explicit mention of fixing the value of a second variable implied that students would ignore the effect of the value of carbon dioxide if the light intensity was varied and vice versa. This implication is confirmed by an inspection of the relevant Episode Record sheets. For example in Episode S8A the light intensity is only referred to in general terms - "Light intensity is just at the bottom, isn't it" - whilst it is explicitly stated by Sharon that the temperature is constant. Fixing the value of only one variable led in turn to the application of task truncated successful methods.

The exclusive selection of Method 3 indicates that direct manipulation techniques were universally applied to explore the effects of varying the light intensity and the level of carbon dioxide. An inspection of the relevant Episode Record sheets confirms this indication. For example, in Episode S8 the effect of varying the level of carbon dioxide was explored by directly manipulating the T-sheet. A series of m_row(C) operations were executed and the resulting instances of rate/L graphs were inspected:

S: You've got to see way in which varying light and carbon dioxide levels affects the rate. [m_row(C) operation executed to locate an intermediate row position]

U: That would be less.

S: Yeah, so if you've got 30 degrees, so if carbon dioxide level, the light intensity levels all varying, how it affects the rate. So if you go back to the top, this button here [scope_win operation executed to display the row corresponding to the minimum position] and sort of carry on down. [m_row(C) operation executed]

U: What, this is the carbon dioxide? [referring to the C-values displayed for each row shown in the datasheet window]

S: Yeah, so you're varying the carbon dioxide levels. Light intensity is just at the bottom, isn't it. [referring to horizontal axis of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(1)] You've got 30 at degrees and the temperature is constant.

U: Yeah

S: Well you're just changing carbon dioxide levels.

U: So go down. [scope_win operation executed]

S: So it's increasing.

U: So as you increase carbon dioxide the rate increases as well. Right. [m_row(C) operation executed] [scope_win operation executed] So this is the peak, yeah? [Uri pointing to the row corresponding to the maximum C-value]
The observed method selections were consistent with the rather vague task prescription in Question 2. The students were simply asked to "look at the way in which varying the light and carbon dioxide levels affects the rate of photosynthesis". This contrasted strongly with the well defined task in Question 1 of finding a specific value for one of the variables. The request to explore the effects of varying the levels of light and carbon dioxide rather than determine a specific value for one of these variables implied that the use of a direct manipulation technique to produce an animated sequence of rate/variable graphs would be appropriate. This in turn implied that an application of either Method 2 or Method 3 would be appropriate. The exclusive use of Method 3 confirmed this implication.

7.2.3 Using Bioview to answer Question 3

In Question 3 the learners were simply requested to try to find the optimum level of either light or carbon dioxide. No instructions were given to set the temperature or the light intensity to a fixed value if the optimum level of carbon dioxide was being determined. Likewise no instructions were given to fix the value of the temperature or the level of carbon dioxide if the optimum value of the light intensity was being determined.

Seven episodes featured attempts to answer Question 3. Method 1(T) was applied in three episodes (Episodes D4A, S9B, and R4). None of these applications of Method 1 were task-truncated. However, the applications of this method in Episodes D4A and S9A were fully display-truncated, leaving no opportunity for task related truncation to take place. In Episode R4 both the level of the carbon dioxide and the value of the temperature were deliberately fixed. Method 3 (T) was applied in the other four episodes (Episodes D4B, D1O, S4, and S9B). All of the applications of Method 3 were task-truncated.

In all the episodes the idea of an optimum value for light intensity or carbon dioxide concentration was interpreted as the value at which the maximum rate of photosynthesis occurred; there was no apparent use of the idea of the light intensity or the level of carbon dioxide reaching a non-limiting value. In Episode S4 Sharon described the optimum level of the light intensity as "where it stops changing, or starts to decrease", and in Episode S9A she described it as "where it stops changing, where it stops increasing and starts decreasing, or just stops increasing and remaining the same". The optimum value for the light intensity was also interpreted in Episode R4 as the value at which the maximum rate of photosynthesis occurred, with the value being determined by inspecting a rate/L graph. The same interpretation was evident in Episode D1O when Delia advised Alice to determine the optimum value of the level of carbon dioxide by inspecting a rate/C graph to determine where the rate was the greatest:

168
D: And it says you've got to now find an optimum level of either light or carbon dioxide, so we decided to do light, so.

A: Change display first to columns. \[s\_col(L) \text{ operation executed}\]

D: Yeah, OK, increase the \[light \text{ intensity}\]. Just see where rate of photosynthesis is the greatest. \[execute \text{m\_col and scope\_win operations and inspect the rate/C graphs displayed}\]

A: 50 degrees.

D: Yeah, and 50 light intensity, \[Delia \text{ corrects Alice's incorrect use of units}\] yeah?

A: Yeah.

D: So that would be optimum, do you know why?

A: Because at point where makes most photosynthesis.

D: Yeah, where rate is greatest. \[...\]

The lack of specific instructions to fix the value of the temperature and either the light intensity or the level of carbon dioxide implies that method applications to answer Question 3 might well be doubly task-truncated; once in respect of not fixing the temperature, and again in respect of not fixing the level of light or carbon dioxide.

A consideration of the application of the fully display-truncated applications of Method 1(T) cannot provide an insight into the users' decision on whether or not to fix the values of one or two variables - task truncation was impossible in the fully display-truncated versions of Method 1. The lack of task related truncation in Episode R4 was consistent with deliberate fixing of the values of the temperature and the level of carbon dioxide. In addition to being task-truncated the applications of Method 3(T) in Episodes D4B, D10, S4, and S9B were also display truncated. Inspection of Table 7.2 shows that in particular the s\_sheet(T) and m\_sheet(T) operations were not executed in these applications. Hence these applications could only be "passively" task truncated with respect to fixing the value of the temperature. However, task truncation with respect to fixing the value of the light intensity or the level of carbon dioxide did occur in all four episodes, indicating that the minimal task description in Question 3 resulted in a failure to consider the effects of the current values of all three variables.

The task in Question 3 was similar to the task in Question 1 - identify a specific value, that is, the optimum value, of a variable. The method selection in the episodes related to Question 1 indicated that the opportunity to determine a specific value by inspection of a static graph made Method 1 a likely choice for such tasks. The method selections in the episodes corresponding to attempts to answer Question 3 only provide limited support for
this indication. While three of the episodes did feature an application of Method 1, the other four episodes featured an application of Method 3.

7.2.4 Using Bioview to answer Question 4

In Question 4 the learners were asked if there was any difference in the effect of increasing the levels of light or carbon dioxide on the rate of photosynthesis. The task in this question is an extension of the tasks in Question 2 - instead of independently exploring the effects of varying the levels of carbon dioxide and light intensity, the effects of these variations are now compared. Unlike Question 2 there were no instructions in this question to set the temperature at its optimum value.

Two of the five episodes concerned with answering this question (Episodes S10 and R5) consisted of a discussion of the question based on recall of the experience gained in previous episodes. The discussion in both of these episodes was very limited, without a clear attempt being made to answer the question. The remaining three episodes (Episodes D5, S5 and D11) featured an application of Method 6(TT). The applications of Method 6 were all task truncated by the omission in each application of two inspect_graph operations. In addition all three applications were fully display-truncated, with the first Method 3(T) component in Episode S5 completely replaced by recall of previous experience.

The concept of limiting factors does not appear to be used to explain the difference in form between the displayed rate/C and rate/L graphs. For example, in Episode S5 Uri said that there was "only a slight difference" between the effects. Sharon replied, with reference to the variation of the rate with light intensity, that "it goes up to a point". After m_row(C) operations had been executed in Episode S5 to explore the effect of changing the value of the carbon dioxide concentration Sharon stated that "it looks like you can increase carbon dioxide and the rate will increase, but with light comes to a point where it is optimum and stops increasing". Sharon appreciated that the form of the instances of the two types of graph were different, but she did not infer from the differences that the instances of the rate/L graphs demonstrated the value of the light intensity approaching a non-limiting value. The attempts to answer the question in Episodes D5 and D11 simply resulted in a comparison of the way in which the rate changed when the C-value and the L-value were changed without reference to the fact that the form of instances of the two types of graph were different. For example, in Episode D11 Alice observed that "light intensity seems to be increasing slower than carbon dioxide"; a conclusion which was supported by Delia:

D: Yeah, because this starts increasing from the origin [referring to the rate/L graph displayed in graph_window(2)]. This doesn't start until it's there. [referring to the rate/C graph which is displayed in graph_window(1), pointing out that the first two C-values are zero]
The lack of specific instructions to fix the variables that were not being varied implies that there was a good chance that the applications of Episode 6(TT) would be task truncated. As all the applications of this method are fully display truncated, task-truncation is only possible through the omission of inspect_graph operations. These operations were omitted, indicating that the users were exploring the effect of changing the value of one variable without considering the value of the other variables.

Given that the task in Question 4 is an extension of the tasks in Question 2, it is reasonable to expect the method selections in the episodes relating to each question would be similar. This was the case; Method 3(T) was universally selected in the methods related to Question 2, and Method 6(TT), a double method in which Method 3(T) is applied twice in sequence, was universally selected in the episodes related to Question 4. As in Question 2 the request to explore the effects of varying the levels of light and carbon dioxide rather than determine a specific value for one of these variables encouraged the use of a direct manipulation technique to produce an animated sequence of rate/variable graphs.

7.2.5 Using Bioview to answer Question 5

In Question 5 the learners were asked which factor they would try to increase more to attempt to increase the rate of photosynthesis further at the fastest rate shown in the data. Episodes D6, D12, S6, S11 and R6 were associated with attempts to answer this question. Episodes D6 and D11 were based on the recall of previous experience. Episode S6 featured a full task and display truncated version of Method 8(LL) and Episode S11 featured a task truncated version of Episode 2(C).

None of the episodes included a clear indication that the learners either understood the concept of a limiting factor or that they were able to use this concept to explain the relationship between the three principal interacting variables in photosynthesis.

In Episodes D6 and D12 the learners proposed to simply compare the rates of photosynthesis for rate/C and rate/L graphs. Delia agreed with Alice's suggestion in Episode D6 that "you could have a look at both carbon dioxide and light intensity and see where the rate of increase of photosynthesis is the most, and see which one affects the photosynthesis most". In Episode D12 Alice suggested that the light intensity should be increased further. This suggestion was corrected by Delia with reference to the displayed rate/C graph when she replied that Alice should "read off scale and see which one seems more". Alice agreed to this suggestion and Delia concluded that "basically it's factor which causes the biggest change in the rate of photosynthesis which was carbon dioxide".

In response to Uri's incorrect answer to the question in Episode S6 Sharon indicated that she was aware that the form of the rate/L graph indicated that the increase in the rate of
photosynthesis was approaching zero, but she did not explicitly state that this was an approach to a non-limited situation:

U: Light, I guess.

S: No, it's stopped doing it. [referring to how the rate of photosynthesis is changing with light intensity] (mumbles) Increase wasn't that big of carbon dioxide, keeps increasing doesn't it.

U: What, when I was increasing this? [pointing to the C-value rows on the displayed T-sheet (actually in Unit-task S5/2 Uri was changing the C-value by decreasing it)]

S: When increase carbon dioxide levels, the levels, the rate also increasing.

U: What, so the more carbon dioxide the faster ...

In Episode S11 Uri correctly answered that the level of carbon dioxide should be increased. However, his answer was rather tentative, and Sharon used Method 2(C) to demonstrate to him the effect of changing the level of carbon dioxide. Again there was no evident use of the concept of limiting factors.

The use of the program in Episode R6 was convoluted and confused, as described in Section 7.1.4. Problems with manipulating the program prevented Ruth and Tom from addressing the question properly. In desperation they attempted to apply a number of idiosyncratic methods which were typically based on the "only change one variable at a time" paradigm. The episode was concluded with an assertion that the level of carbon dioxide should be increased further, but this assertion did not involve any apparent use of the idea that the C-value had not reached a non-limiting value:

T: [... ] but I don't think either of those two [that is, light intensity and temperature] are as good as carbon dioxide.

R: Yeah, carbon dioxide.

T: Just look at the factors, [con_graph(1) operation executed] increasing carbon dioxide by what, 0.01 each time and yet that is having effect on ...

R: So by increasing carbon dioxide rate [s_sheet(C) operation executed] that would be the factor to increase.

T: Yes, as it goes up like that, [m_sheet(C) operation executed to increase the level of carbon dioxide] still having an effect. [m_sheet(C) operation executed top decrease the level of carbon dioxide] So yeah, [m_sheet(C) operation executed to increase the level of carbon dioxide] carbon dioxide.
7.3 Application of the GOMS methodology

The GOMS analysis of the use of *Bioview* with the PSYNTH datacube described in Chapter 4 has been used as a framework for the analysis of the human-computer interaction observed in the laboratory sessions. It is possible to represent each session as a sequence of task-related episodes, with each episode consisting of a small number of unit-tasks. These unit-tasks have been expressed in terms of the operations defined in Section 4.3.1, and most of the episodes featured successful methods corresponding to those identified in Section 6.2.3. In the following sections the applicability of adopting the GOMS approach as a basic framework for representing the human-computer interaction associated in the three observed sessions is critically assessed with respect to the defining features of GOMS - the representation of human-computer interaction in terms of hierarchical goals and sub-goals, the identification of successful methods for achieving these goals, and rule based method selection.

7.3.1 Goal structure

With the exception of the initial demonstration episode in each of the sessions and the final reflective episode in the Ruth/Tom session, the episodes were characterised by goal directed behaviour. It was possible to divide each episode associated with using the software to answer a question into a small number of unit-tasks with each unit-task associated with a well defined sub-goal, such as maximising the value of a variable or inspecting a graph. Table 7.5 shows that the number of unit-tasks per episode ranged between one and four.

*Table 7.5: Number of unit-tasks per episode*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit-tasks per episode</th>
<th>Number of episodes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The initial demonstration by Ruth in Episode R1 illustrated the difference between human-computer interaction based on task related goals and more open ended discursive interaction. The top-level goal was to demonstrate the basic features of the use of *Bioview*.
Sub-goals were to demonstrate the execution of datacube operations and the use of the datasheet and graph_windows. However, the interaction did not correspond to well defined unit-tasks, and the episode consisted of a long unstructured sequence of operations, as illustrated by the following extract of the transcript of the discussion between Ruth and Tom:

R: [undo max_win(datasheet)] And you can connect all this information into graphs here. [con_graph(1) operation executed]. Right, can change the type [s_graph(b) operation executed] and scale. [sequence of scale_graph(sheet), scale_graph(row) and (scale_graph(cube)) operations executed]

T: Can you represent data on graph?

R: Yeah, can also change other temperature by using, [referring to T-value slider] or you can use this arrow along here? [referring to T-value slider, confirming datacube scale, and executing m_sheet(T) operation]

T: That's at 20 degrees.

R: Yeah, that's going down again. [referring to the decreasing T-value as m_sheet(T) operations are executed]

T: Right

R: Change. [sequence of arbitrary menu selections: (s_graph(b)), scale_graph(sheet), scale_graph(row)] Can also have pie charts like that. [s_graph(p) operation executed followed by a (s_graph(p)) operation] Can create new graphs like that [con-graph window(1)] if you knew that one had been connected. [referring to graph window(1)] You could move it over here [referring to the vacant bottom left region of the screen] You can move things around, like that, [resize_window(datasheet) operation executed] so moves over, pressing Tidy tidies them up, ["click" operation executed to bring the datasheet window to the top of the desk-top] so can see everything [Tidy menu item selected]. Right.

T: Can you actually plot this table here [referring to the datacube] on graph there. [referring to graph window(2)]?

R: The cube?

T: Yeah

R: Well that's basically, if you [sequence of s_sheet(L), confirm(scale-cube), and m_sheet(L) operations executed] can change it around like that, so temperature is now along here [referring to the T-columns on the datasheet] [con_graph(2) operation executed]

T: Right, so got temperature along the bottom now. [referring to the horizontal axis of the rateT graph displayed in graph window(2)]

R: Yeah can also move it about like this. [m_row(C) operation executed] Click light intensity up to make a line graph. [s_sheet(L) and m_sheet(L) operations executed]

T: How did you do line graph again?
Without a structured task definition, the use of the software was not routine, and no planning was involved, making a hierarchical representation of the task and the associated cognitive procedures inappropriate.

With the exception of Episode 6, all the task related episodes in each of the sessions featured an attempt to apply one of the successful methods identified in Section 6.2.3. After correction for operations associated with manipulation errors and reduction to account for window manipulation and graph selection operations, the action string lengths \( n_T \) corresponding to the implementation of these methods were small (see Table 7.1). For example, the tri-modal values of \( n_T \) for Method 3, the most common method with 15 applications, were two, three and four operations within a range of two to six operations. In contrast \( n_T \) for the non-routine cognitive interaction in Episode 6 were typified by much longer action string lengths. Five of the seven action strings associated with this episode had corrected and reduced lengths greater than five, including lengths of 16, 17 and 46. Although it was possible to represent the non-routine interaction in Episode 6 in terms of a small number of unit tasks per episode, each unit-task was typically significantly more complex and less structured than the unit-tasks which were used to represent the routine interaction in the other episodes.

7.3.2 Identification of successful methods

The interaction in each of the observed sessions was structured by the set questions, making it relatively straightforward to divide each session into task related episodes. In general the identification of the method that was adopted in each episode was not problematic. However, Episode R4 illustrates that it may be possible to allocate more than one method to an episode.

In Episode R4 Ruth suggested to Tom that finding the optimum value of light or carbon dioxide was "basically the same as finding same level of temperature". This implied that she was recommending the use of the method she adopted in Episode R2, namely Method 1, and the goal structure of Episode R4 corresponded to this method. The sub-goal of Unit-task 1 was to maximise the C-value at the optimum temperature by executing an \( m_{\text{row}}(C) \) operation on a T-sheet located at the optimum temperature location:

R: [ ... ] If you click on temperature [\( s_{\text{-sheet}}(T) \) operation executed] so got light intensity over here. [referring to the horizontal axis of the rate\( T \) graph displayed in graph window(2)]

T: I see, temperature's fixed now at 30. [referring to the T-value display in graph window(2)]

R: Yeah.
T: If I try moving along here, shall I? [\textit{m-row(C) operation executed}] Alright, go other way. [\textit{m-row(C) operation executed}]

R: Yeah, need to go back.

T: Over here? [\textit{scroll_win operation executed}]

R: [\textit{m-row(C) operation executed to move the C-row to the maximum position}] Yeah. 0.1.

T: Is that the highest point we can go? [\textit{referring to the maximum C-value for the displayed row}]

R: Yeah, that's maximum there. [\textit{pointing to the rate value for the maximum L-value shown on the horizontal axis of the rate/L graph}]

T: Would seem to be here.

In Unit-task 2 the optimum temperature was changed to a maximum value by executing an \textit{m_sheet(T)} operation.

R: Yes, haven't got maximum temperature so ...

T: If I go back here. [\textit{referring to the T-value scroll box}]

R: Yeah

T: Click that [\textit{redundant s_sheet(T) operation executed}] and increase temperature like that. [\textit{m_sheet(T) operation executed}] Right, I think 40 is the maximum. So this one here ... [\textit{referring to the rate value corresponding to the maximum L-value}]

The rate/L was inspected again in Unit-task 3 in order to determine the optimum value of the light intensity with the C-value and the L-value both fixed at a maximum:

R: Yeah so that is the ... [\textit{indicating that the optimum value of the light intensity is now shown on the rate/L graph}]

Viewed in isolation as a complete episode in its own right Unit-task 1 could be interpreted as an example of the use of Method 3(T) - on the T-sheet corresponding to the optimum temperature execute \textit{m_row(C)} operations and observe the effect on a rate/L graph to determine the optimum value of the carbon dioxide level. However, a consideration of the full sequence of three unit-tasks shows that the episode featured Method 1(T) - maximise the level of carbon dioxide by executing \textit{m_row(C)} operations on a T-sheet, set the T-value associated with the T-sheet to the required value, and inspect the resulting rate/L graph to determine the optimum L-value.

This illustrates the importance of defining episode boundaries from a task perspective, as opposed to a system perspective. Even in the well-defined task context of the observed
sessions, the allocation of an episode boundary was critical in the correct identification of the applied method. In more open, less structured contexts the allocation of episode boundaries would be even more critical.

7.3.3 Method selection

The significant display related method truncation in all three episodes indicates that display related selection rules were employed. Possible rules can be identified for each of the tasks that the learners were required to complete:

* Determine the optimum value of the air temperature
  a If the T-sheet is selected at the start of the episode select Method 2(T)
  b If the L-sheet is selected at the start of the episode select Method 1(L)
  c If the L-sheet is selected at the start of the episode select Method 3(L)
  d If the C-sheet is selected at the start of the episode select Method 1(C)
  e If the C-sheet is selected at the start of the episode select Method 3(C)

* Determine the optimum value of the light intensity or explore the effect on the rate of photosynthesis of changing the light intensity
  f If the L-sheet is selected at the start of the episode select Method 2(L)
  g If the C-sheet is selected at the start of the episode select Method 1(C)
  h If the C-sheet is selected at the start of the episode select Method 3(C)
  i If the T-sheet is selected at the start of the episode select Method 1(T)
  j If the T-sheet is selected at the start of the episode select Method 3(T)

* Determine the optimum value of the carbon dioxide concentration or explore the effect on the rate of photosynthesis of changing the carbon dioxide concentration
  k If the C-sheet is selected at the start of the episode select Method 2(C)
  l If the L-sheet is selected at the start of the episode select Method 1(L)
  m If the L-sheet is selected at the start of the episode select Method 3(L)
  n If the T-sheet is selected at the start of the episode select Method 1(T)
  o If the T-sheet is selected at the start of the episode select Method 3(T)

* Compare the effect on the rate of photosynthesis of changing the light intensity and changing the carbon dioxide concentration
  p If the L-sheet is selected at the start of the episode select Method 7(LL)
  q If the C-sheet is selected at the start of the episode select Method 7(CC)
  r If the T-sheet is selected at the start of the episode select Method 6(TT)
Table 7.6 shows both possible and observed use of selection rules for each application of a successful method. For each episode the applicable rules are marked as "•" and the observed use of a rule is marked as "o". An inspection of the table reveals that there were 29 occasions when it would have been appropriate to apply one of the rules. Method selection was consistent with the application of one of the rules on 18 occasions. This implies that the human-interaction was predominantly rule-based when an attempt was made to implement a successful method.

7.4 Summary

The analysis from a system perspective of the human-computer interaction observed during the laboratory sessions resulted in three findings. Firstly, the state of the system, as represented by the state of the display, was very influential in the selection of methods. As such the interaction history of a session was instrumental in determining future method selections. Secondly, the learners needed informative confirmation of the effects of their actions for a smooth flow of activity between the task and software domains. When the outcomes of direct manipulation were unexpected or unintelligible, goal directed cognitive behaviour was interrupted, compromising the efficient completion of the task in hand. Thirdly, learners misunderstood the relationship between the current state of the system and the representation of this state by the display. In particular there was a widespread misconception of the relationship between direct manipulation of the display and changes of the active system sub-register. This finding contrasts with the superficial impression of a close match between learner and designer models implied by the learners' extensive selection of successful methods.

The analysis from a task perspective provided little evidence that the interaction between variables was considered by the learners. The relationship between variables was interpreted in a simplistic fashion, as indicated by the extensive task related method truncation in each session. In particular it appeared the learners did not possess, or were incapable of applying, an understanding of the concept of limiting factors in photosynthesis. There was some evidence of preferential application of direct manipulation techniques. In tasks in which a specific value of a variable needed to be determined, direct manipulation tended to be used to fix the values of one or both of the other variable, with the specific value determined by the conventional inspection of a graph. When the task involved the exploration of the effects of varying a variable, direct manipulation tended to be used to vary the value of the variable.
Table 7.6: Use of display related selection rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Episode</th>
<th>Selection Rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a b c d e f g i j k l m n o p q r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>• • • •</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3A</td>
<td>• • • •</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3B</td>
<td>• • o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4A</td>
<td>• • •</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4B</td>
<td>• • •</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5</td>
<td>• • o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D6</td>
<td>• • o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7</td>
<td>• • • o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D8</td>
<td>• • • o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D9A</td>
<td>• • • • o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D9B</td>
<td>• • • o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D10</td>
<td>• • •</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D11</td>
<td>• • •</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D12</td>
<td>• • •</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tot (+)</td>
<td>3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tot (o)</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 3 0 0 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>• • • •</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3A</td>
<td>• • • •</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3B</td>
<td>• • • o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>• • o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>• • o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>• • •</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
<td>• • • o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8A</td>
<td>• • • o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8B</td>
<td>• • • o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9A</td>
<td>• • • o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9B</td>
<td>• • • o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S10</td>
<td>• • •</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S11</td>
<td>• • •</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tot (+)</td>
<td>2 2 2 2 2 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tot (o)</td>
<td>1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>• • o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3A</td>
<td>• • o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3B</td>
<td>• • o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>• • o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>• • o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6D</td>
<td>• • o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tot (+)</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tot (o)</td>
<td>0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tot (+)</td>
<td>6 6 6 6 6 10 10 10 10 10 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tot (o)</td>
<td>1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 6 0 0 0 1 4 0 0 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The application of the GOMS approach to describe the human-computer interaction in the laboratory sessions was effective as a method for describing the interaction. It was possible to regard each session as a sequence of goal related episodes. With the exception of the initial illustrative episodes, each episode consisted of a limited number of well defined unit-tasks. These unit-tasks consisted of a limited number of operations when successful methods were applied. This was not the case for the application of other idiosyncratic methods; these consisted of long convoluted action strings. The selection of methods appeared to be predominantly rule based.
Chapter 8

Learner and designer models in the use of direct manipulation educational software

In this chapter an application of the Jigsaw Model is used as a basis for discussing learner and designer models in the use of direct manipulation educational software. In Section 8.1 the use of the model to provide a structure for evaluating the cognition associated with the use of Bioview to explore limiting factors in photosynthesis is discussed. The application of the model to evaluate the use of Bioview observed in the laboratory sessions is used in Section 8.2 to critique the design of Bioview and suggest design improvements. In Section 8.3 the results of applying the model are used to discuss learner and designer models in the use of direct manipulation educational software.

8.1 Using the Jigsaw Model to evaluate the use of Bioview with the PSYNTH datacube.

The use of the Jigsaw Model is intended to provide both an indication of design problems and an explanation of their origin. The use of the explanatory component of the model, the jigsaw framework, is discussed in Section 8.1.1, with reference to each of the seven design issues associated with the framework. The predictive component, the GOMS approach, is discussed in Section 8.1.2. Figure 8.1 illustrates the use of the model with Bioview and the PSYNTH datacube.

8.1.1 Application of the jigsaw framework for cognitive complexity

The jigsaw framework is based on the adoption of an "inner" psychological theory and a well defined representation of the system. Research into students' understanding of photosynthesis (see Section 3.1) has typically adopted a constructivist approach, that is, students are regarded as active and purposeful individuals who learn by a process of constructing and reconstructing concepts. This indicates a constructivist view of cognition as an appropriate "inner" theory. Adopting this approach implies a learner's model based on misconceptions of how environmental factors affect photosynthesis, and a designer's model of the learner's model based on learners correcting their misconceptions through the reconstruction of their concepts.
Figure 8.1: Application of the Jigsaw Model to the use of Bioview to explore limiting factors in photosynthesis
The function of the system is represented metaphorically by the datacube, and a structural model is provided by the lexically scoped system register. This implies that the designer’s model of the learner’s model assumes that learners will perceive the functionality of Bioview in terms of the direct manipulation of the datacube and that they will instinctively assume lexical scoping of the datasheet values.

In the following sections, each of the seven design issues in the Jigsaw Model are discussed in terms of the designer’s model, the learner’s model, and the designer’s model of the learner’s model. The results of these discussions are summarised in Table 8.1.

8.1.1.1 Concepts of how environmental factors affect photosynthesis

The designer’s model of how photosynthesis is affected by environmental factors is based on an appreciation that light, carbon dioxide, and temperature are critical factors in photosynthesis; an appreciation gained through an understanding of the role that each of these factors plays in the process of photosynthesis.

The learner’s model will typically incorporate misconceptions of the role of light and carbon dioxide and the significance of temperature in photosynthesis. Misconceptions about the role of light and carbon dioxide are extensively reported in the research literature, but there is no reported research on students understanding of the significance of atmospheric temperature. The studies conducted by Roth et al. (1983), Wandersee (1983), Bell & Brook (1984), Smith & Anderson (1984), Stavy et al. (1987), and Eisen & Stavy (1988) indicate that students typically only have a superficial awareness of the role of light; they are aware that plants need light to grow and be healthy, but they are unaware that light is essential in the production of plant food. Many students do not know that atmospheric carbon dioxide is the source of carbon which is reduced during photosynthesis to produce sugar. This leads to widespread misconceptions as to what constitutes a plant’s food (Simpson & Arnold, 1982a, 1982b; Roth et al., 1983; Soyibo, 1983; Wandersee, 1983; Bell & Brook, 1984; Driver et al., 1984; Smith & Anderson, 1984; Eisen & Stavy, 1987, Stavy et al., 1988; Barker & Carr, 1989). Students are also confused about the absorption of carbon dioxide and the production of oxygen (Wandersee, 1983; Soyibo, 1983; Stavy et al., 1986, Eisen & Stavy, 1987). For example, Soyibo (1983) in an investigation into the misconceptions held by students aged 15-19 years reports that 60% of the students in the sample thought that oxygen passes into plant leaves and carbon dioxide passes out.

The designer’s model of the learner’s model needs to recognise that these common misconceptions may be influential in learners’ understanding of how environmental factors affect photosynthesis, and appropriate ways of reflecting this recognition in the design of software, and associated documentation, should be considered.
Table 8.1: Jigsaw framework applied to the use of Bioview with the PSYNTH datacube

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Designer’s model</th>
<th>Learner’s model</th>
<th>Designer’s model of the learner’s model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Environmental factors affect photosynthesis.</td>
<td>Misconceptions about how environmental factors affect photosynthesis.</td>
<td>Misconceptions about how environmental factors affect photosynthesis; personal construction of concepts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>The idea of interacting variables; need for multi-variable exploration.</td>
<td>No concept of interacting variables; isolation of variables paradigm.</td>
<td>Typically no appreciation of interaction between variables and use of an isolation of variables paradigm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>System register for each datasheet.</td>
<td>System register for the datacube.</td>
<td>Instinctive appreciation of the datacube in terms of datasheets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Functional models based on direct manipulation of the datacube and dynamic data exchange between datacube, datasheet and graph windows.</td>
<td>Functional models based on direct manipulation of the datacube and dynamic data exchange between datacube, datasheet and graph windows.</td>
<td>Learners understand how to directly manipulate the datacube and the linking to graph windows.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Factors which affect the rate of photosynthesis interact with each other to limit the rate.</td>
<td>Misconceptions about limiting factors in photosynthesis.</td>
<td>Learners have misconceptions about limiting factors in photosynthesis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Active system sub-register (lexical scoping).</td>
<td>No concept of an active system sub-register (dynamic scoping).</td>
<td>Learners will implicitly understand effects of datacube operations on the system state in terms of lexical scoping.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Using Bioview with PSYNTH datacube represents how the rate of photosynthesis changes with environmental factors.</td>
<td>No correction of misconceptions; use of isolation of variables paradigm.</td>
<td>Using Bioview with PSYNTH datacube corrects misconceptions and encourages multi-variable exploration.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8.1.1.2 **General concepts concerned with interacting variables**

The designer's model assumes that variables are typically correlated and that behaviour is very often determined by the interaction between variables. However, as Lucas & Tobin (1987) and Dawson & Rowell (1986) point out, students typically adopt an approach which can be described as "change one thing at a time and keep all else constant" or "isolation of variables". As such the designer's model and the learner's model of the general task domain are often fundamentally different. The designer's model of the learner's model must take account of this difference, as illustrated by the science curriculum materials concerned with variables developed by Adey, Shayer & Yates (1989).

8.1.1.3 **Bioview system representation**

The concept of a system register provides the basis for the designer's surrogate structural model of the system. As explained in Chapter 5 this register consists of three separate sub-registers; one for each sheet in the datacube. Each sub-register holds the current value for each variable for the appropriate datasheet. The human-computer interaction during the laboratory sessions indicated that the learners held a simpler surrogate model of a single register for the datacube. In terms of this model the state of the system is represented by a value for each of the variables, for example a C-value, a L-value, and a T-value, rather than the total of nine values related to the three system sub-registers. The lack of any discussion of a surrogate model in the documentation accompanying Bioview, and the failure of the interface to provide an explicit representation of a surrogate model, both indicate that the designer's model of the learner's model assumes an implicit appreciation of the system structure and its state.

8.1.1.4 **Bioview functionality**

As the direct manipulation paradigm provides the interface design rationale for Bioview the functional aspects of the designer's model will be based on direct manipulation techniques. In addition, the designer's model assumes that the graphical representation of the three interacting variables is informative and intelligible. The ease with which the datacube was manipulated during the laboratory sessions indicates that the direct manipulation paradigm and the visual affordance provided by the datacube were acceptable in terms of a learner model, implying some correspondence between the functional aspects of designer and learner models. The designer's model of the learner's model is that direct manipulation of visually presented objects provides an effective and understandable way of interacting with
computers in a general sense, and that specifically the datacube operators provide a functionality tuned to the task of exploring the relationship between interacting variables.

8.1.1.5 Limiting factors in photosynthesis

The designer's model will take account of how environmental factors interact to establish the optimum conditions for photosynthesis. In particular this model will recognise how a factor limits the rate of photosynthesis until its value is increased to a non-limiting saturation value, with the possibly of a further increase in the rate resulting from a change in the value of one of the other environmental factors. The research by Amir & Tamir (1989, 1990) indicated that the learner's model will often be based on misconceptions, notably the belief that a limiting factor limits the rate of photosynthesis after the saturation value has been reached rather than before it is reached. The designer's model of the learner's model will need to take these misconceptions into account. In the case of Bioview this is attempted through the the worksheet questions designed to guide the use of the PSYNTH datacube.

As noted in Chapter 7 there was very little evidence that the learners observed during the laboratory sessions used the concept of limiting factors. This is particularly illustrated by considering their approaches to Question 5. This question could have been answered by using the concept of limiting factors. In the PSYNTH datacube the maximum value of the light intensity is very close to a non-limiting value, but the level of carbon dioxide is still clearly limiting the rate of photosynthesis, making it best to increase the level of carbon dioxide to achieve a further increase in the rate of photosynthesis. Rather than use this approach, the learners simply compared the gradients of rate/L and rate/C graphs. This behaviour is very similar to that observed by Amir & Tamir (1989) in response to a similar question they posed, that is whether species A (close to a non-limited state for the given maximum light intensity) or B (clearly limited at the same maximum light intensity) would be best to grow in shaded conditions. Amir & Tamir reported that only 3% of their research sample applied the concept of limiting factors to this question.

8.1.1.6 Relationship between the datacube display and the system register

The values corresponding to each datasheet are lexically scoped, that is a change in the values in one sub-register does not result in a change in the other sub-registers. This implies that the designer's surrogate model of the system uses the concept of an active system sub-register, that is, the system sub-register corresponding to the currently selected datasheet. Thus the datacube is seen by the designer as representing three different states
of the system, with each of these states corresponding to a different datasheet. The perception of the system in terms of a single three value register model, which represents the state of the datacube, implies that learners' will assume dynamic scoping of the datacube variables, so that a change in the state of any datasheet is automatically reflected in the change in the state of the other datasheets. The designer's model of the learner's model assumes that the user will perceive the datacube as a representation of three different states of the environment, as opposed to a representation of one state of the environment which would have resulted by yoking the system and task space in terms of dynamic scoping.

8.1.1.7 Use of Bioview to explore interacting variables in photosynthesis

The designer's model assumes that direct manipulation of the datacube is an effective way of encouraging students to change more than one variable at the same time in order to explore the relationship between three interacting variables. In fact, using the datacube in this way involves direct manipulation of one variable by executing m_sheet or m_row/col operations, and the "indirect" manipulation of a variable by inspecting a rate/variable graph. The laboratory observations of the use of Bioview by the teacher-students and the students indicated that they persisted in adopting an isolation of variables strategy. It would seem that the functional models held by the teacher-students and the students during the laboratory sessions were at variance with the designer's models in this sense. However, the designer's model of the learner's model assumes that a mix of direct and indirect manipulations is effective in encouraging a multi-variable approach. It also assumes that graphical, as opposed to tabular, representation of the variation of rate of photosynthesis is preferable. This second assumption is consistent with the finding of Amir & Tamir (1989) that students displayed a greater understanding of limiting factors in photosynthesis when data were presented in a graphical form rather than a tabular form.

8.1.2 Application of the GOMS model

The application of the GOMS model is intended to provide the indicative component of the Jigsaw Model. The documented adaptations of successful extensions of GOMS (Kieras & Polson, 1985; John, 1990; Gray, John & Atwood, 1993) were significant factors in the choice of the GOMS approach as a indicative component. However, as noted by Olson & Olson (1990) there are serious questions about the value of the GOMS approach, which they summarised in the form of a compilation of the shortcomings originally identified by Card et al. (1980b):
1 The model applied to skilled users, not to beginners or intermediates. Such nonskilled users spend considerable time engaged in problem-solving activities, rather than simply retrieving and executing plans, and move smoothly between problem solving and skilled behaviour.

2 The model gave an account of skilled performance as an asymptote but no account of either learning of the system or its recall after a period of disuse, nor how to design an easily used consistent interface.

3 The model focused on errorless performance and, thus, gave no account of the errors that frequently occur even in skilled performance.

4 The model was most explicit about elementary perceptual and motor components of skilled behaviour but tended to treat the cognitive processes in skilled behaviour in a less differentiated fashion.

5 The model was developed exclusively for tasks in which the principal components that were being modelled could reasonably be assumed to be serial in nature. However, tasks, have a substantial number of component processes that, at some level, must occur in parallel.

6 The model does not address mental workload - how much must be held in mind while using the system.

7 The model addresses only the usability of a task on a system and does not address functionality, that is, what tasks should be performed by the computer.

8 The model does not address the amount and kind of fatigue users experience using the system.

9 The model does not account for individual differences between users.

10 The model does not provide guidance in predicting whether users will judge the system to be either useful or satisfying, or whether the system will be globally acceptable.

11 The model stops short of addressing any aspects of how computer-supported work fits or misfits office or organisational life. (Olson & Olson, 1990, p.227)

In addition to these shortcomings there is a common feeling that the GOMS approach is inappropriate for the representation of interaction in display based environments. Howes & Payne (1990) typify these feelings. In support of their criticism of the application of the GOMS model to represent display based interactions they quote the finding of Mayes, Draper, McGregor & Oatley (1988) that experienced users of MacDraw could not recall the names of menu items that they regularly used. They argue that the finding of Mayes et al. demonstrates that users rely on the screen presentation and do not need to remember the menu names. This leads them to claim:

A GOMS model does not need to check the wording of the menu items before enacting a menu selection: the sequence of actions to achieve the current goal is already explicitly determined. Such a model must predict that skill is associated with complete knowledge of the steps in a method, and so cannot cope with the results of Mayes et al. (1988). (Howes & Payne, 1990, p. 638)

Some of these shortcomings have been attended to by the extensions to the basic GOMS model. For example, the number of production rules and level to which they are nested in a CCT model provides an estimate of mental workload (Kieras & Polson, 1985),
thus addressing the sixth shortcoming, and CPM-GOMS (John, 1990) attempts to model parallel processing, thus addressing the fifth shortcoming.

The Jigsaw Model attempts to provide more comprehensive attention to these shortcomings from an educational perspective. The limited treatment of cognitive processes (fourth shortcoming) is a serious omission in an educational context. This is dealt with by the inclusion of an inner psychological theory in the jigsaw framework for cognitive complexity. The restriction to expert performance (first shortcoming) and errorless performance (third shortcoming), the lack of attention to functionality (seventh shortcoming), and the failure to attend to individual differences are also significant omissions in an educational context. As explained in the following sections the representation of a GOMS analysis in terms of an action string makes it possible to cope with these shortcomings, thus enabling an identification of design problems for explanation in terms of the jigsaw framework. In addition this representation assists in a consideration of the effect of the screen display.

8.1.2.1 Non-expert behaviour

In any context, it is likely that different users of a software application will have different levels of expertise and experience. Black et al. (1987) have identified levels of expertise in the context of text editing, which can be used to provide a general scheme for considering the expertise of a user. At the first level, users rely on preconceptions formed from prior experience; a finding reported in the first instance by Sebrecchts, Black, Galambos, Wagner, Deck, & Wikler (1983). In terms of the GOMS approach the function of operators at this level is simply perceived in terms of previous experience. The second level is characterised by initial learning with a simple link assumed between goals and operators. This is illustrated in terms of the GUMS model by the finding of Kay & Black (1984, 1986) that goals and operators are acquired first. Black et al. summarise these findings with respect to text editing as follows:

Novices seem to conceptualise the commands merely by what goals they are relevant for accomplishing. Because at this level of specificity they have not yet acquired the procedures or plans that are associated with text editing, each text editing task becomes a problem solving task in which they must actively search through their representations of the commands and construct the sequence of commands necessary to accomplish the task. (Black, Kay & Soloway, 1987, p. 47)

At the third level, plans are formed which correspond to GOMS methods. The fourth level is characterised by the combination of plans and the use of selection rules.

The use of educational software by learners with the first two levels of expertise must necessarily be non-expert. However, the use of software by learners who can form plans
and apply methods (levels three and four) may also be non-expert; in particular potentially successful methods may be inexpertly applied or inappropriate selections may be made. An indication of the non-expert application of potentially successful methods can be achieved by comparing the action strings for the observed execution of a method with the corresponding action string for an expert application of the method (see Section 7.1.3 for an example of the application of this technique). In order to facilitate this comparison the observed action string should be corrected for errors and reduced to delete operators simply concerned with configuring the appearance of the screen. As expert performance is representative of the designer's model, and non-expert performance is representative of the learner's model, a consideration of the expert and non-expert action strings allows a comparison between learner and designer models.

The action string representation allows the GOMS model to be extended to consider non-expert performance; but this extension is limited to a consideration of relatively experienced users, that is users at expertise levels of three and above. In this sense the use of GOMS is still restricted in an educational context, as users in this context are often novices or initial users. However, task related learning sponsored by software use is unlikely to occur until computer intrinsic skills are acquired. This will typically coincide with level three or above expertise, making comparison of expert and non-expert strings relevant to the evaluation of educational software.

8.1.2.2 Commission of errors

Errors are a common feature of both expert and inexpert use of software. For instance, Card et al. (1983) reported that 26% of the time spent in the expert performance of text editing was spent in correcting errors. Usually, it is possible to imagine errors originating from a number of sources. Wright, Monk & Cary (1991) provide a comprehensive categorisation of error sources as follows: (i) easily rectified slips, which can be attributed to a failure in attention; (ii) misleading cues provided by the software; (iii) attempts to find an action which is not provided by the software, (iv) hidden functionality when the cues provided by the software are insufficient to guide the user, (v) limiting or inappropriate functionality when users have to compromise their actions; and (vi) missing or ambiguous feedback. Slips are of no great significance and so corresponding errors can simply be omitted from the action string without further consideration. Attempts to find non-existent functionality or to use limited functionality are a matter of fundamental design and the errors associated with these sources would manifest themselves as confused method applications, rather than display or dialogue related errors. The remaining three types of sources of error (misleading cues, hidden functionality, and missing or ambiguous
feedback) can be used to categorise the error related actions deleted from the action string, thus providing a basis for further analysis.

The representation of human-computer interaction by an action string enables display and dialogue operations which are committed in error to be easily identified, allowing the error free interaction to be represented by the action string corrected for the observed errors. The corrected action string can then be used as a basis for identifying the application of well defined methods. In this sense the process of correcting the action string for display and dialogue errors makes it possible to apply the GOMS approach. However, the identification of the errors in itself provides valuable information on the character of the human computer interaction represented by the action string, and by categorising the nature of the errors it may be possible to identify weaknesses in the design of the software. For example, most of the display and dialogue errors observed during the use of Bioview were related to the need for action confirmation, and as shown in Section 8.2.2 a consideration of this phenomenon can be used as a basis for suggesting design changes.

Thus the combination of error corrected action strings and the error categorisation suggested by Wright et al. provides the possibility of extending the GOMS approach to deal with interactions which contain errors.

8.1.2.3 Functionality

The functionality of a software application should be appropriate to the task in hand, that is the processes that the software supports should be relevant and meaningful to the nature of a chosen task. Software functionality is evident to the user in terms of the operations that it is possible to execute. In this sense, these operations are not neutral; their style and character may significantly influence the way in which the software is used. This is illustrated by the argument in Section 8.2.4 that if direct manipulation is a preferred style of interaction, the fact that only one variable can be varied by direct manipulation in Methods 2 and 3 may encourage learners to adopt an isolation of variables paradigm. Thus the preferred use of operators can be used to indicate the learner's perception of software functionality.

An indication of a user’s preferred style of use is given by the extent and character of task related method truncation, that is the reduction of a method due to a user’s perception of the task in hand. This is illustrated in Section 7.2 by the task truncation by learners of Methods 2 and 3 due to the omission of the inspect_graph operations in these methods. Thus the GOMS approach can be extended to attend to the functionality shortcoming by inspecting action strings of observed human-computer interaction for evidence of task related truncation.
8.1.2.4 Individual differences

People learn in different ways. Indeed this is a fundamental assumption of constructivism, the "inner" theory adopted in this application of the Jigsaw Model. As such it is important to be able to accommodate individual differences. To some extent the comparison of expert and non-expert applications of successful methods allows for individual differences. However, some methods adopted by learners will be idiosyncratic, without any clear resemblance to an established successful method. This obviously makes a direct comparison of learner and designer models in terms of non-expert and expert application of successful methods impossible. However, an analysis of the action string corresponding to an idiosyncratic method can be used to illuminate the learner's model, and thus enable an indirect comparison of learner and designer models. This is illustrated in Section 7.1.4 in which the analysis of the actions strings corresponding to the long and confused attempt by Ruth and Tom to answer Question 5 yielded convincing confirmation of the existence of the active system sub-register misconception.

8.1.2.5 Significance of the display

It is commonly acknowledged that direct manipulation interfaces should be based on the manipulation of visually presented objects (for example, see Shneiderman, 1987). Given that the style of the operators afforded through a direct manipulation interface may be influential in the formation of the learner's model of a system's functionality, it is likely that the form of the display will be similarly influential in the formation of this model. Thus it is critical that the GOMS model is extended so that it can in some respects attend to the significance of the display.

In fact, the selection element of the basic GOMS model does provide a limited way of considering the effect of the display, as illustrated in Section 7.3.3 in which selection rules for the use of the PSYNTH datacube with Bioview were proposed in terms of the state of the display. However, the notion of display related method truncation allows the effect of the display to be considered in a novel fashion. When display-truncation occurs, the user has decided to adopt a particular method because it is implied by the existing state of the display. For example, if a T-sheet is selected and the learner wishes to explore the effect of changing the temperature, Method 2 is implied. Hence the extent of display-truncation indicates the overall significance of the display in method selection, and the form of the display truncation indicates the specifics of the way the display affects method selection.
Thus the basic GOMS structure can be augmented to represent the influence of the display by inspecting action strings corresponding to observed methods to ascertain the extent and character of display related truncation.

8.2 Results of applying the Jigsaw Model

The analysis in Chapter 7 resulted in the following findings: (i) the state of the display had a marked influence on the selection of methods by the user, (ii) the disruption by the need for action confirmation induced errors and a disruption of smooth activity flow during the interaction cycle, (iii) the existence of a mismatch between the device models employed by the designer and the users, and (iv) preferred uses of direct manipulation. These issues are discussed in this section.

8.2.1 Effect of the display

The extensive display-truncation and existence of display based selection rules indicates that the state of the system was very influential in method selection. This influence is paradoxical in that it can have both good and bad effects. From a positive point of view a well designed display can point the way to the execution of the next appropriate operation or operations. On the other hand, the influence of the display could constrain the selection of methods by the learner, resulting in a limited perception and use of the functionality of the system.

The "display paradox" can be illustrated with reference to Bioview. For example, Methods 1, 2 and 3 can all be used to determine the optimum value of the temperature. Methods 2 and 3 both rely on detecting the optimum temperature by observing a sequence of rate/L or rate/C graphs and identifying the instance of a graph which represents the optimum conditions for photosynthesis. In Methods 3(C) and 3(L) it is only possible to determine the value of the temperature in terms of the discrete values associated with respectively a row or column. Similarly in Method 2(T) the values of the temperature are expressed in terms of the discrete values associated with the T-sheets. Of course, the optimum temperature may correspond to a value between the values associated with two adjacent sheets, rows or columns. Thus there is an inherent limitation in the precision with which the learner can identify the optimum temperature when Method 2 or 3 is used. However, in Method 1 the optimum temperature is determined by inspecting a static rate/T graph which shows the rate of photosynthesis plotted as a continuous variable against the temperature. In this case, it is possible to precisely identify the optimum temperature by inspecting the rate/T graph. If the T-sheet is highlighted at the start of an episode concerned with identifying the optimum temperature, it is likely that Method 2 will be
chosen. When a precise identification of the optimum temperature is not required the influence of the display can be seen as positive; selecting Method 2 with the datasheet chosen by default makes the application of the method straightforward and efficient. However, if the requirement is for a precise identification of the optimum temperature, the influence can be seen as negative in encouraging the use of an imprecise method.

8.2.2 Activity flow

The display of null graphs clearly disrupted activity flow. Both teacher-students and students were confused by the appearance of these graphs, and resorted to arbitrary execution of operations in an attempt to "make" a graph appear. Carroll, Kellogg & Rosson (1991) observed a similar need for action confirmation in their study of the use of the Training Wheels instructional package for the Displaywriter word processing package. The need for action confirmation manifested itself as a "Did that work?" concern cycle which "often led users to redundantly specify option changes" (Carroll et al, 1991, p. 97). The execution of redundant operations in response to the appearance of a null graph distracted attention from achieving the current sub-goal; typically fixing the value of a variable or inspecting changes in a rate/variable graph as the value of a variable was changed. This led to the application of the currently selected successful method being compromised.

Action confirmation is in some senses similar to the idea of a "production paradox" introduced by Carroll & Rosson (1987). Adopting the attack strategy described in Section 2.1 would involve a complete re-design of Bioview along lines which are probably not compatible with the anticipated use of Bioview. However, it is reasonably easy to see how mitigation could be used to soften the effects of action confirmation. For example, rows or columns corresponding to sets of zero rate values could be hidden from the user; they would simply not be shown in the datasheet display. Another approach could be to block the use of a row or column corresponding to a set of zero values. If a user tried to highlight one of these rows or columns, an explanatory message would appear to state that access was denied and why it was denied. Both of these approaches are open to criticism; hiding some of the data from the user destroys the integrity of the database and presents an inaccurate representation of the relationship between the interacting variables, and the explanatory messages associated with the blocking approach would themselves compromise smooth activity flow. A better approach to mitigation would probably be to dim rows and columns in a similar fashion to the way that non-active menu items are dimmed in the Macintosh desktop user interface. This would signal to users that the selection of these rows and columns would be inadvisable.
8.2.3 User and device models

The extensive application of successful models implies a match between learner and designer goals. As it can be assumed that the designer holds an accurate system model, this indicates a match between learner and designer models. However, the existence of an "active system sub-register misconception" implies that there was a mismatch between learner and designer system models, indicating that any match was only in functional terms. This is illustrated by representing both models by "goal trees" as in Figure 8.2.

![Device hierarchy](image)

**Device hierarchy**

- optimum temp?
- Max L-value
  - s_sheet(C)
  - m_sheet(C)
- Max C-value
  - s_col(L)
  - m_col(L)
- Inspect r/T graph

**Learner's goal hierarchy**

- optimum temp?
- Max L-value
  - s_sheet(C)
  - m_sheet(C)
- Max C-value
  - s_sheet(L)
  - m_sheet(L)
- Inspect r/T graph

*Figure 8.2: Learner and device goal trees for a misconceived application of Method 1(C)*
This method was first used by Kieras & Polson (1985) in their study of user complexity in text editing systems, and later used by Sutcliffe & Springett (1992) and Springett & Grant (1993) to consider MacDraw users' models.

In Figure 8.2 an application of Method 1(C) is represented when the learner holds the active system sub-register misconception. The identical pattern of the goal trees for the device and the learner illustrates the match between the designer's and learner's goals. However, the decision by the user to maximise the value of the light intensity by manipulating the position of the L-sheet rather than moving the position of the L-column on the C-sheet, corresponds to the active system sub-register misconception, leading to problems in achieving the final sub-goal of inspecting a rate/T graph.

The active system sub-register misconception indicates that in terms of the YSS model (Payne, 1987) the task and device models are not yoked, ensuring that there is a semantic distance between the learner's perception of the task and the system's representation of the learner's actions. A more effective yoking between these models could be achieved by either modifying the goal structure of the learner or by changing the software. As the goal structure of the user is correct, in that it corresponds to the designer's goal structure, the first approach is obviously inappropriate. Thus a revision of Bioview to cope with the active system sub-register misconception must involve a redesign of the software. This revision could be attempted in two ways; either a surrogate model of the device structure could be explicitly represented to the user in anticipation that this would prevent the active system sub-register from occurring, or the way in which active direct manipulation operations affect the values in the system sub-register could be changed.

The first approach relates to how Bioview makes use of mitigation to cope with the assimilation paradox. The design is based on the assumption that users will find their prior conceptions of the geometrical structure of a cuboid helpful in understanding the relationships between three interacting variables. This approach, however, resulted in the active system sub-register misconception. Perhaps an attack strategy based on presenting a full and accurate model of the system should be adopted. This could simply consist of the inclusion of a display register window in which the variable values of each sub-register are displayed. As the datacube is manipulated these values would change.

The second approach can be understood in terms of the way that variables are scoped in Bioview. The effects of the active datacube operators (m_sheet, m_row/col) on the system state (as defined by the system register) are lexically scoped, that is, the change which results from executing an active operation is limited to the environment in which the operation is executed. This means that the changes are only relevant to the currently selected sheet, and thus the currently active system sub-register. If the active operators
were dynamically scoped, a change resulting from the execution of an operator would be relevant to all three sheets, and result in a change in all three system sub-registers.

diSessa (1985, 1991), in a discussion of the scoping of Boxer, claims that dynamic scoping is more suitable for structural, as opposed to functional, models. The considerable problems that were observed in comprehending the system register structural model support diSessa's proposal. If Bioview was dynamically scoped, the concept of an active system sub-register would not exist, preventing the occurrence of the active system sub-register misconception. There are other implications associated with dynamic scoping. It can be argued that dynamic scoping would be a better representation of interacting variables, that is, the basis for a better functional model. With lexical scoping each orthogonal view represents a different state of the system in an unconnected fashion without stressing the interaction between the variables. With dynamic scoping each view would represent the same state of the system, stressing the interaction between variables.

8.2.4 Preferred style of interaction

Analysis of the data from a task perspective indicates, that the teacher-students and the students were unaware of the interaction between the variables, leading to an adoption of the isolation of variables strategy described by Lucas & Tobin (1987) and Dawson & Rowell (1986). The preference that users had for using direct manipulation techniques to vary a variable indicates that the style and extent of the available direct manipulation techniques may have been influential in the development of learners' goal structures of the task in hand. In this sense the style of direct manipulation afforded by Bioview may have encouraged an isolation of variables approach. As it is only possible to directly manipulate the datacube to change the value of one variable at a time, with changes in a second variable indirectly "manipulated" by inspecting a rate/variable graph (as in Method 2 and Method 3), users may have been encouraged to think of this as the most appropriate way to explore the effect of changing the variables; perhaps reinforcing their inherent hierarchical goal based perception of the task. The representation of the interaction between two variables is left to users; either they have to interpret the interaction in terms of the animated sequence of rate/variable graphs, or they have to compare instances of graphs shown in multiple graph_windows. This analysis suggests two ways in which the design of Bioview could be changed to support a consideration of the interaction between variables. Firstly, the presentation of the results of manipulating the datacube could be improved. Secondly, the direct manipulation operators could be changed so as to encourage the option of simultaneously directly manipulating two or three variables.
Figure 8.3: Using a three dimensional representation of the effects of the direct manipulation of one variable and the indirect manipulation of a second variable.

The three dimensional representation, similar to that shown in Figure 8.3, proposed by Heath (1969) of the variation of rate of photosynthesis with light intensity and carbon dioxide concentration, suggests an improvement in the display features which might encourage a perception of the importance of the interaction between variables. In the current version of Bioview a connected graph window displays a two dimensional rate/variable graph corresponding to the currently selected row or column. As an
m_row/col or m_sheet operation is executed, the instance of this graph is replaced by another instance corresponding to the new row, column or sheet position. If each instance of the rate/variable graph was recorded for the execution of an uninterrupted sequence of m_row, m_col, or m_sheet operations, it would be possible to display a three dimensional graph representing the way the rate had changed with respect to changes in two variables. In fact this idea was suggested during the group discussion of the preliminary heuristic evaluation of Bioview (see Section 6.1.2). Figure 8.3 illustrates this idea with respect to either an uninterrupted sequence of the execution of m_row(C) operations on a T-sheet or an uninterrupted sequence of m_sheet(C) operations with a T-row highlighted. The figure shows line graphs, but a similar representation could be shown using bar graphs.

The direct manipulation of the datacube is very restricted; for example, it is not possible to manipulate the datacube itself to change row and column positions, and this would be an obvious improvement in the "directness" of the datacube design. As indicated above a major improvement in the directness of the datacube would result from the facility to directly manipulate the values of two or three variables at the same time. This would involve the simultaneous use of two operators to change two variables at the same time, that is, the simultaneous execution of (i) m_row and an m_col operations, (ii) m_row and m_sheet operations, or (iii) m-col and m_sheet operations. Changing three variables at the same time would involve the simultaneous execution of m_row, m_col, and m_sheet operations.

Double row-column manipulation could be effected by linked m_row and m_col operations. As the user moved from one cell position to another the associated row and column could be shown on the datasheet (and datacube), emphasising that the variation of two variables was being considered. This is illustrated in Figure 8.4 for a T-sheet.

![Figure 8.4: m_row and m_col double variable direct manipulation of the datasheet](image)
The first position (light lines) corresponds to a low C-value and a low L-value. In the second position (medium lines) the value of light intensity has been increased, but the value of the carbon dioxide level has been further decreased. Both the light intensity and the carbon dioxide level have been increased in the third position (heavy lines). The rate graphs corresponding to these row and column positions are shown in Figure 8.5.

Figure 8.5: Representation of double variable direct manipulation of the datasheet
The design of direct manipulation features that would enable double (m-sheet, m_row/col) manipulation and triple (m_sheet, m_row, m_col) operations would present more problems. These could possibly be solved by the user depressing the shift-key whilst moving the mouse to indicate that the mouse movements should be interpreted in a three dimensional sense. A possible representation of triple variation is shown in Figure 8.6.

Figure 8.6: Representation of triple variable direct manipulation of the datasheet
From this critique of Bioview from a task perspective, it is clear that it is possible to combine aspects of the mitigation and design approaches advocated by Carroll & Roson (1987) to reduce the effect of the assimilation paradox.

8.3 Learner and designer models and direct manipulation educational software

The application of the Jigsaw Model in an evaluation of the use of Bioview, suggests that a comparison of learner and designer models can act as a basis for determining design guidelines for the development of direct manipulation software. Such a comparison leads to four design paradoxes which are discussed in the following sections.

8.3.1 The black box paradox

The black box paradigm for software design is based on the idea that the user does not need to understand how the system works. This is a superficially attractive doctrine - after all computers are complex artifacts requiring specialist knowledge to understand how they work. Surely one of the guiding principles of good design should be to hide this complexity from the user, thus removing any obligation to understand it. As Abowd & Beale (1991) propose, there should be a trade-off between user and system perceived difficulty in favour of the user:

There is a trade-off between user and system perceived difficulty. A certain amount of work needs to be done to translate from the task language to the core language and back via the language of the interface. It is up to the designer of the system to decide whether the user or the system bears the brunt of the workload. We believe that it is a good policy to bias the interface heavily towards the user, thus minimising the user perceived difficulty. (Abowd & Beale, 1991, p. 79-80)

The black box approach is currently fashionable; interfaces are becoming more removed from the the system, indeed the Model World Metaphor for direct manipulation advocated by Hutchins et al. (1985, 1986) actively encourages users not to think about the system but to regard their interaction with the machine entirely in terms of the metaphor. In these terms the most successful metaphors provide a complete environment for the interaction - the metaphor is the system.

However, there is a price to pay for the inherent simplicity afforded to the user by the black box approach. The user is now completely reliant on the accuracy of the representation provided by the designer; there is no recourse to an explicitly described lower level model of the system with which to interpret problematical aspects of the interface performance. Even if the representation is accurate the learners have to assume
that the designer's model of the system is the same, or at least consistent at some level, with the model of the system that they are using. Of course this may not be the case, as illustrated by the difference between the designer's and learners' surrogate models of Bioview; the designers' model assumed a lexically scoped system register while the learner's model implied dynamic scoping of the datacube variables.

Thus, there is some scope for considering an approach to design which flies in the face of current conventional design wisdom - adopt the attack strategy described by Carroll & Rosson (1987) and do not hide a model of the system from the user, but make a representation of the model easily available to the learner. du Boulay et al. (1981) epitomise this approach in their concept of a "glass box" model of the computer as an aid to learning programming. The glass box model presents the user with a relatively simple model of the structure and function of the machine which is entirely adequate to understand the task in question. Providing a system register window in Bioview, as described in Section 8.2.3, provides another example of this approach.

This approach begs the question of at what level the system should be represented to the learner. Obviously a very low level representation close to the core language would in most cases be inappropriate and confusing. Representation at too high a level will result in a superficial model which will not be of genuine use, and may even be misleading. The short answer is that the representation should be at a level which ensures that the model formed by learners will be consistent with the designer's model. This does not necessarily mean that the designer and learner models should be the same; rather it means that there should be no differences between them which will cause misconceptions in the learner's model of the relationship between the interface and the system.

The discussion of consistency in Section 2.2 notes the debate over exactly what constitutes consistency. Grudin (1989) observed that consistency is usually defined in system terms and that this is not a good thing as it does not match users' requirements. The black box paradox supports his argument. If the user is unaware of the system model it is essential that the interface design is entirely consistent with the model of the task that they hold, as any unexpected results can only be reliably interpreted in terms of the knowledge of the task that they possess; they have no knowledge of the system to use as a yardstick.

The discussion of scoping in Bioview highlights the issue of the need for task based consistency in direct manipulation interfaces. Both lexical and dynamic scoping are consistent in a sense. Lexical scoping is consistent with respect to the system, and dynamic scoping is consistent with respect to the task. Conventionally, consistency tends to be interpreted in system terms, for example the use of lexical scoping in Bioview. However, as evidenced by the active system sub-register misconception, the significance of an interface which is consistent in system terms can be lost on the user, and may in fact
induce problems. The disadvantages observed of adopting system based consistency, that is lexical scoping, as opposed to potential advantages of adopting a task based consistency, that is dynamic scoping, illustrate Grudin's point - good interface design utilises task related consistency.

Watson (1991), in her discussion of the development of Scriptwriter (a Windows based direct manipulation educational tool designed to support interactive reading and writing of stories), aptly highlights problems faced by adopting system based consistency rather than task based consistency:

More fundamentally, it was a problem designing an interface which properly reflected the curriculum concerns of the educational designers rather than the functional concerns of the coders. Trials suggested that there is too heavy a dependence by the logic and language of rule making on the logic of the internal structure; this led to frustration by some users as the manipulation of the rules seemed too cumbersome. This supports the development experience which suggests that using powerful tools for implementation, and which carry a design rules of their own, places a burden on the developers not to allow system imperatives to override design considerations which must place educational considerations first. (Watson, 1991, p. 68-69)

Thus it seems that the black box paradox offers two design alternatives - if you make human-computer interaction simpler by representing the application as a black box do not make its use harder by making the interface consistent with the system; if you make human-computer interaction harder by requiring the user to have and possibly use a surrogate model of the system, make its use simpler by providing a clear representation of the system at an appropriate level.

8.3.2 The control paradox

The issue of learner control in the use of educational software is seen by many writers as a critical aspect of educational software design. Papert (1980) was an early advocate of the importance of learner control when he posited it as a fundamental principle to guide the conceptualisation of Logo as a programming language specifically designed for use in education; a theme echoed by Turkle (1983) in her notion of mastery in computer environments. Chandler (1984), Wellington (1985), McDougall & Squires (1986) and Blease (1986) all use the notion of learner control, as an organising theme in their discussion of frameworks for educational software. Underwood & Underwood (1990) claim that learner control is the single most important feature of the design of an educational software package. Thus giving the learner autonomy to choose aspects of application functionality, and the way in which they are used, is commonly regarded as a desirable feature of educational software. As such, learner control is conventionally regarded as a guiding principle in educational software design.
Learner control implies that the learner's model should take priority over the designer's model, which suggests that the designer's model is based on the perception of a malleable software environment which learners can alter to suit their own goals and methods. In this sense, the designer's model consists of a set of cognitive tools from which the user can choose. Necessarily, the designer must make value judgements as to what tools to provide; judgements which will be determined by the designer's model of the learner's model. At a fundamental level this model is based on the premise of the designer specifying the range and character of learning activities that can be supported by the software. However, within this context the model is predicated on the assumption that these cognitive tools are neutral artifacts that will be used by learners to pursue personal goals in their own ways. Therefore, there is an assumption that the designer's model of the learner's model recognises learners as purposeful active individuals who are able to take significant responsibility for their own learning.

Total delegation of control to users makes the learner entirely responsible for the way in which they use the software to support their learning. This assumes motivated, confident and experienced users. By definition, in an educational context, the user is a learner and these criteria are frequently not met in this setting, that is learners are typically not ready to assume full control of the software environment. Hence the notion arises of the designer as the learner's patron, with the designer assuming some control to mitigate the implications of total learner control. Carroll & Rosson (1987) describe this approach in the following terms:

A second class of solutions moves the control up a level, so that the options available are controlled, rather than their consequences. So, for example, one can design or retrofit an interface so that so that advanced functions and/or potentially errorful trouble spots are unavailable to beginners (or more generally to users diagnosed as not ready for them). This is sometimes called a "staged" interface. Staging the presentation of a function can limit the range of errors that inexperienced users can fall into, and therefore make experimenting with the system less risky. (Carroll & Rosson, p. 88, 1987)

Mitigation through the delegation of control is a well established design principle for educational software. In its extreme form, delegation involves hiding aspects of the environment from the learner so that opportunities for the learner to exercise certain aspects of control simply do not arise. This approach is epitomised by the design rationale behind educational simulations. Typically only selected aspects of the functionality of the model underlying the simulation are revealed to the learner by the designer. As such, the designer is making value judgements as to what aspects of the exploratory environment offered by the simulation should be available for control by the learner.

Blocking, rather than hiding, some aspects of control from the learner is a less extreme form of delegation of control to the designer. The staged approach described by Carroll &
Rosson (1987) is based on blocking learner control. This approach is quite common in the design of educational software. For example, educational software often allows the learner to select from a range of difficulty levels, with each difficulty level incorporating learner control to a different extent. Another blocking technique is to make aspects of the environment evident but inaccessible to the learner. A specific example of this is provided by the design of the Star microcomputer interface (Smith, Erby, Kimbal, Verplank, & Harslem, 1982) which refrains from showing parameter options when an appropriate default value is available. Similar approaches are adopted in the design of educational software. For example, in some simulations the values of a set of parameters are displayed as the simulation is run, but it is impossible for the learner to change the values. Another example of blocking is the provision of buried procedures in Logo microworlds - the learner is able to use these procedures but they are unable to change them.

The least extreme form of mitigation is effected by guiding the use of the software by the learner. The rationale behind this approach is to leave learners with maximum control, and to encourage them to exercise this control with caution. The use of default values provides a classic example of this approach. The default values enable learners to use software to produce intelligible and useful results, but they still have the freedom to change these values if they wish.

The issue of the delegation of learner control is critical to the direct manipulation paradigm. The success of a direct manipulation interface depends on the authenticity of the directness of the interface. Directness will only be authentic if the user feels totally in control of the software environment. If the designer patronises the learner by assuming some of this control the directness of the interface will be reduced. Thus, while there are compelling reasons for mitigating the effects of control by using techniques such as hiding and blocking functionality, the associated delegation of control to the designer can seriously compromise the validity of the direct manipulation that the use of the interface is predicated on. This dilemma is illustrated by the need for action confirmation observed during the use of Bioview. Learners had the freedom to produce null graphs, and in this sense they had total control over the system. However, as adduced by the number of consequent errors, this caused problems for the learners. As discussed in Section 8.2.2 mitigation could be achieved through hiding, blocking, or dimming rows and columns corresponding to sets of zero values. The price paid for the positive benefits of mitigation would be a compromise in the authenticity of the model world metaphor presented by the datacube, that is a compromise in directness.

Hence the control paradox: Direct manipulation typically gives learners extensive control but potentially exposes them to the perils of ambiguous and misleading feedback; mitigating the effects of this misleading feedback results in a compromise in the validity of direct manipulation.
8.3.3 The display paradox

It is now conventional wisdom that the display is an integral part of the user interface. This was not always the case, as illustrated by the screen design of early command driven interfaces. However, the widespread adoption of direct manipulation has required a conception of the role of the display in terms of the inter-referential nature of input and output (Draper, 1986). Thus appropriate display design is seen as an essential factor in the development of appropriate functional models of the system. Hence both the designer's and the learner's model will incorporate some consideration of the effect of the screen display, and the designer's model of the learner's model will need to account for any mismatch between the designer's and learner's perception of the display.

Making interaction easy in terms of a direct manipulation display implies efficient and economical manipulation of screen images. In turn, this implies that users should be required to make minimal changes to the display to achieve commonly desired effects. This implication is confirmed by the extensive display related truncation evident during the observations of the use of Bioview, and the fact that it was possible to identify display related selection rules that were used by the learners. The display related truncation observed during the use of Bioview indicates that the state of the display was instrumental in the selection of an appropriate method, that is the execution of operations by learners at the third and fourth levels of expertise identified by Black et al. (1987) were influenced by the state of the display. As discussed in Section 8.2.1 this influence is not always beneficial; it may be the case that the display "points" to the use of a method which is either sub-optimal or inappropriate, and the criterion for economical use has improperly constrained the use of the software.

While it is clear that the form and functionality of the screen display is an influential factor in human-computer interaction, it is not necessarily obvious at what level of expertise this influence is exercised. The learners observed using Bioview were operating at level three and above in terms of the expertise levels suggested by Black et al. (1987). For level two and one it is impossible for the screen to influence the selection of methods, as learners at this level do not employ methods. At the first level, the use of the system is based on preconceptions derived from experience gained prior to the use of the application, emphasising the distributed nature of user's models outlined by diSessa (1986). As such the implications of the display state will be assimilated by novice users in terms of this prior experience (Carroll & Rosson, 1987). In this sense the design features of the display will have a limited effect on the way learners use the software. However, at the second level the influence of the display may be more marked. At this level of initial learning simple functional models are formed in terms of links between operators and goals, making it
probable that the display will be interpreted in terms of the selection of operators. Of course, it may be the case that quite different methods have the same initial operator. In such cases the learner may end up unconsciously making unsatisfactory method selections.

If a direct manipulation interface is going to help easy use of a software application, it should guide the user to form functional models which will enable operations to be efficiently and economically executed to achieve the desired effects. However, the most economical choice of operations may not correspond to the functional models held by experienced users. This is the first form of the display paradox. The second form relates to initial use of an application. Again the display should guide the learner in the choice of appropriate actions to execute, but at this level of expertise this guidance can only be given in simple terms which link operators directly to goals. Hence the second form of the display paradox - indicating the superficially appropriate choice of an operator may lead to the unconscious adoption of an inappropriate method. The designer's functional models will take cognisance of the potentially misleading influence of direct manipulation screen displays, but the learner's functional models will typically not do this. Thus the designer's model of the learner's model must recognise these misleading effects, taking account of the level of expertise of the learner.

8.3.4 The interaction paradox

As Norman (1991) pointed out, the introduction of a cognitive artifact will change the user's perception of the task that they are performing through a distribution of cognition between the user and the artifact. Thus, while the actual task itself may remain the same, the responsibilities of the user will change. Norman used the simple example of a checklist to illustrate this point - without a checklist a person has to remember to execute a set of required operations; armed with a checklist the person no longer has this responsibility, and the requirement to remember the operations has been delegated to the cognitive artifact, that is the checklist. The way in which cognition is distributed between user and artifact will depend upon the nature of the interaction between user and artifact. Hence the design of the interface between artifact and user is critical in determining how the inherent functionality of the artifact affects the user's personal view of the task.

The comprehensive model world metaphor invoked by direct manipulation interfaces implies that the user's personal view of the functionality of a computer-based environment will be formed exclusively in terms of the direct manipulation techniques afforded by the interface. Therefore, the direct manipulation operators provided by the interface need to support effective management and manipulation of the interface and the specific requirements of the task in hand. Hence, the use of direct manipulation has metaphorical
implications for both the computer-intrinsic and the IT-applicational domains identified by Birnbaum (1990).

The observed use of the direct manipulation of the datacube provided by *Bioview* illustrates how the nature of the direct manipulation techniques offered by an interface can affect the learner's view of a task. As discussed in Section 8.2.4, the value of only one variable can be varied at a time by *direct* manipulation, which may explain the use of an isolation of variables strategy by the learners, rather than the more appropriate multivariable approach. Thus, while the datacube direct manipulation operators, (m_sheet and m_row/col operators) provided an intuitive and clear way of manipulating the datacube, they did not relate adequately to the task related requirements. In this sense, direct manipulation of the datacube successfully attended to the computer-intrinsic requirements of the learners, but failed to adequately address IT-applicational needs of the learners.

An interface that is successful in computer-intrinsic terms and relatively unsuccessful in task intrinsic terms indicates that there may be a conflict between designer and learner functional models. As noted earlier the designer's model is often based on a system based perception of consistency, while the learner's model tends to be formed in terms of the task requirements. This implies that the interface has been designed primarily with system related consistency in mind. Thus the persistent dilemma of system as opposed to task based consistency arises again, this time in the form of the interaction paradox: As the demand on the learner of coping with computer-intrinsic features is mitigated through direct manipulation consistent with the system, the direct manipulation techniques afforded by the interface tend to become progressively less task consistent, leading to the possibility of inappropriate application of the techniques.

## 8.4 Summary

The application of the Jigsaw Model to evaluate the cognition that occurred when *Bioview* was used to explore limiting factors in photosynthesis illustrates the comprehensive nature of the evaluation afforded by this model. The explanatory component of the model was able to accommodate an inner psychological theory relevant to the topic being studied, that is, a constructivist interpretation of learning, thus making it possible to utilise research into learning in this area. It was also possible to incorporate research and criticism relevant to the more general field of the use and understanding of interacting variables. In addition, proper regard was played to the influence that the system has in human-computer interaction. The indicative component demonstrated the possibility of expanding the GOMS approach to deal with a number of problematic areas: the consideration of non-expert performance, the commission of errors, software functionality, and individual differences.
The critique of Bioview based on the application of the Jigsaw Model was able to suggest a number of design improvements. These suggestions formed the background to a general consideration of the design of direct manipulation educational software in terms of the models held by the designer and the learner. It appears that learners need to have a surrogate model of the system in addition to workable functional models. However, the simple possession of a surrogate model is not sufficient in itself; it is critical that the surrogate model is consistent with the functional models that the learner holds. As the functional models relate to the features of the task domain, this implies that the surrogate model should be consistent in terms of task related criteria rather than system related criteria. If consistency is viewed primarily in system terms differences between learner and designer models result. The significance of such differences between learner and designer models is illustrated by four design paradoxes - the black box paradox, the control paradox, the display paradox, and the interaction paradox.

These paradoxes indicate design concerns which may need to be attended to in the design of high quality direct manipulation educational software. In addition, they suggest areas for further research. These suggestions need to be seen within the limitations of the research. The study was confined to an in-depth consideration of the use of one direct manipulation application in a well defined area of study, that is the use of Bioview to explore limiting factors in photosynthesis. All data collection in this phase took place within one day. Although the teacher-students had previously been introduced to Bioview, their familiarity with the package was necessarily limited. However, these data were supported by longitudinal data collected on other occasions, for example, questionnaire returns from Masters students and independent small scale empirical studies of the classroom use of Bioview. While extensive data in the form of audio transcripts, video records and interview transcripts, were collected during the major phase of the research, this phase was confined to three case studies. As such, the conclusions drawn are necessarily suggestive, rather than definitive.

The major contribution of the current research is the extension of the GOMS approach to include a comprehensive consideration of the cognitive aspects of the use of educational software, the Jigsaw Model. This model provides a framework for investigating each design paradox in the context of the use of other direct manipulation applications to support learning.
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Appendix 1

A description of Bioview

This appendix provides a full description of Bioview. In Section 1 the windows that can be opened in Bioview are described. The links between these windows are discussed in Section 2. The terminology for Bioview operators introduced in Chapter 4 is used in this appendix.

Bioview windows

A typical screen display for Bioview is shown in Figure A1.1.

![Figure A1.1: A representative Bioview screen display](image-url)
The four types of window that it is possible to open are shown: a datacube window, a datasheet window, a graph window, and an analysis window. As with any Windows application these windows can be moved and resized to overlap with each other, maximised to fill the whole screen, and minimised as an icon. Each type of window is discussed below.

The datacube window

The datacube window (top left hand portion of the screen display) presents an image of the datacube which can be directly manipulated either to select a datasheet or move the position of the currently selected datasheet. The position of a sheet can be changed by either clicking on or dragging one of the three value scroll boxes associated with the datacube edges. Clicking on one of these boxes will result in moving the position of the sheet one step at a time to positions corresponding to each defining sheet value. For example, with the PSYNTH datacube this means moving the sheet to five successive positions corresponding to T-values of 10°C, 20°C, 25°C, 30°C, and 40°C. In Figure A1.1 the sheet has been moved to the position corresponding to 25°C. Dragging the box along the slider will produce a rapid change in sheet positions and corresponding sheet values. A different sheet can be selected by either clicking on a different value scroll box or the appropriate datacube face. For example, to select a sheet defined by a fixed value for the level of carbon dioxide either the value scroll box corresponding to the carbon dioxide level or the top face of the datacube should be clicked on. The currently selected row or column on the datasheet is indicated by a dotted line. In Figure A1.1 a row is selected.

The datacube window menu bar provides access to three program management options and one screen management option. The program management options are Open, Output and Start, and the screen management option is Tidy! Selecting the Open menu item produces a drop down menu from which it is possible to load a datacube, save the currently loaded datacube, name and save the currently loaded datacube, create a new datacube, set the size of the datacube, and label the datacube axes and cells. Output enables a copy of the datacube to be pasted to the Windows clipboard or printed. The Start option allows graph windows to opened. This option also allows the Write and Notepad Windows applications to be loaded. It is possible to have multiple graph windows selected, consistent with the memory constraints of the host machine. Selecting Tidy! results in the datacube, datasheet, initial graph, and analysis windows defaulting to their original positions (as shown in Figure A1.1).
The datasheet window

The datasheet window is shown in the top right hand portion of the screen. If a row is highlighted the position of the row can be moved by clicking on a new position or dragging the row a new position. Clicking will result in the movement from a row corresponding to one variable value directly to a row corresponding to another variable value. For example, clicking on a new row position for a T-sheet will result in a change in carbon dioxide concentration values directly from one C-value to another C-value. Dragging the row position will result in the selection of a succession of C-values. A column position can also be changed by clicking and dragging in the same way. The top menu bar in the datasheet window provides a Display option which allows rows or columns to be selected.

The datasheet window only displays as much of the datasheet as will fit into the window. The extent of the data displayed can be increased in four ways. Firstly, the datasheet window can be maximised to fill the whole screen. This has the advantage of showing the maximum amount of data, but, of course, all the other windows are obscured. Secondly, the Size option in the top menu bar can be selected to change the column width of the display. Thirdly, the datasheet window can be resized. Fourthly, the window scroll boxes (one in each corner of the window) can be used to horizontally or vertically scroll through the data, thus changing the scope of the window. This fourth option results in the execution of scope_win operators.

View provides an alternative to the use of s_sheet operators. Selecting this option from the top menu bar produces a drop down menu from which it is possible to select one of the three datasheets for display in the datasheet window. In this way one aspect of the direct manipulation of the datacube, that is the selection of a datasheet, can be replaced by a menu selection procedure. However, this is the only direct manipulation technique in Bicview which can be avoided in this fashion.

It is possible to copy the datasheet to the Windows clipboard or print the datasheet currently shown on the screen by choosing from the drop down menu produced when the Output option is selected from the top menu bar in the datasheet window. In addition a "Print all" menu item allows all the datasheets corresponding to the currently selected "slice" of the datacube to be printed.

Bicview can be used with existing datacubes or new datacubes can be created by the user. It is also possible to edit existing datacubes. The Mode option in the top menu bar allows the user to choose between data entry and display. If data display is selected the data in the spreadsheet are locked, and it is not possible to edit data. Selection of data entry allows changes to the data to be made, that is new data can be typed in and existing
data can be changed by clicking on the appropriate datasheet cells and typing in new values.

Graph windows

The default initial screen configuration has one graph window open and located in the bottom right hand corner of the screen. As explained earlier further graph windows can be opened by using the Start option in the top menu bar of the datacube window. These graph windows can be located in any part of the screen, but a common arrangement is as shown in Figures A1.2 and A1.3 with two graph windows of roughly equal size displayed side by side. Only one graph can be simultaneously connected to the datacube and datasheet windows at a time, that is the effects of directly manipulating the datasheet and datacube can only be reflected in the instance of a rate/variable graph shown in one graph window. Clicking on the Connect option in the top menu bar of the graph window will connect the currently shown graph to the datacube and datasheet.

Selecting the Type menu item produces a drop down menu with three items: line graph, bar chart, and pie chart. Choosing one of these items will result in the display of the chosen type of graph. It is not necessary for the graph window to be connected to change the type of graph displayed in the graph window. A graph can be scaled by choosing the Scale option from the top bar in the appropriate graph window. It is possible to scale the currently shown graph with respect to the maximum value in the row or column corresponding to the current graph, the maximum value in the currently selected datasheet, or the maximum value in the datacube. If an m_row or an m_col operation is attempted when row or column based scaling has been chosen, the scaling will automatically be changed to datasheet based scaling. Similarly, if an m_sheet operation is attempted when scaling based either on a sheet or a row or column has been selected, the scaling will automatically be changed to datacube based scaling. The Output option allows a copy of a graph window to be pasted into the Windows clipboard or printed.

The version of BioView used in the laboratory sessions showed the values of the currently selected sheet and row or column values at the top of each graph window.

The analysis window

This window provides a simple statistical summary of the currently selected row or column. An example of an analysis window is shown in the bottom left hand corner of the screen display shown in Figure A1.1. The defining values of the datasheet and row or column are displayed. In Figure 1 these are shown as 25°C for the sheet, and a row
value of 0.06. The number of items in the C-row is shown as 11. The total, standard deviation, average value, minimum value, and maximum value are displayed for the currently selected row or column as shown in Figure A1.1. In addition, the percentage of a specific datum value with respect to the total is shown. The specific datum item is selected by clicking on the appropriate cell in the highlighted row or column.

Unlike graph windows it is only possible to display one analysis window. This window is automatically connected to the datacube and datasheet, that is the results of manipulating the datacube and the datasheet are always reflected in changes in the values displayed in this window. The Output option in the top menu bar enables the analysis window to be pasted to the Windows clipboard or printed.

Links between Bioview windows

Figure A1.2 illustrates the execution of an m_sheet operation. The T-sheet has been moved from an intermediate T-value of 25°C to the maximum T-value of 40°C. The row position, corresponding to a C-value of 0.06, has not been changed.

Figure A1.2: The effect of executing an m_sheet operation
The graph window in the bottom right hand corner of the screen shows the rate/L graph corresponding to the original T-sheet position, that is 25°C. Another graph window has been opened and connected as shown. The analysis window has been minimised and is now hidden as an icon at the bottom of the screen behind the left hand graph window. The graph shown in the new graph window corresponds to the new T-value, that is 40°C, and a section of the 40°C datasheet is now shown in the datasheet window.

In Figure A1.3 the result of executing an s_sheet(L) operation and an m_sheet(L) operation to locate the L-sheet at an intermediate position is illustrated. In addition s_col(T) and m_col(T) operations have been executed.

![Figure A1.3: The effects of executing s_sheet(L), m_sheet(L), s_col(T), and m_col(T) operations](image)

The rate/T graph shown in the unconnected left hand graph window corresponds to the effect of executing s_sheet(L) and m_sheet(L) operations. The rate/C graph shown in the connected right hand graph window shows the effect of executing an s_col(T) operation followed by an m_col(T) operation. The Type option has been used to select a
bar graph in both of the displayed graph windows. Note that the C-values are shown in a truncated form due to the restricted size of the window.

Figures A1.2 and A1.3 illustrate how graphs can be compared by inspecting multiple graph windows. However, graphs can be "animated" by effecting rapid m_sheet or m_row/col operations by dragging a sheet slider or a row or column. Instances of a rate/variable graph are produced in rapid succession in this way, producing an animated effect.
Appendix 2

Successful method action strings

The action strings for successful methods are given below. Upper-case letters in brackets (an L, C, or T) designate the active system sub-register. The subscript (r or c) designates whether a row or column is being directly manipulated. Unit-task boundaries are marked by "ll" symbols. Methods 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 consist of two methods executed in sequence chosen from Methods 1, 2, and 3. The action strings for each of the "double" methods are given for one order of this sequence. Action strings for the reverse order consist of the action strings for the component methods in reverse order.

Method 1

1(L)r ÷ s_sheet(L) ÷ m_sheet(L) ÷ s_row(C) ÷ m_row(C) ÷ inspect_graph(r/T)
1(L)c ÷ s_sheet(L) ÷ m_sheet(L) ÷ s_col(T) ÷ m_col(T) ÷ inspect_graph(r/C)
1(C)r ÷ s_sheet(C) ÷ m_sheet(C) ÷ s_row(T) ÷ m_row(T) ÷ inspect_graph(r/L)
1(C)c ÷ s_sheet(C) ÷ m_sheet(C) ÷ s_col(L) ÷ m_col(L) ÷ inspect_graph(r/T)
1(T)r ÷ s_sheet(T) ÷ m_sheet(T) ÷ s_row(C) ÷ m_row(C) ÷ inspect_graph(r/L)
1(T)c ÷ s_sheet(T) ÷ m_sheet(T) ÷ s_col(L) ÷ m_col(L) ÷ inspect_graph(r/C)

Method 2

2(L)r ÷ s_sheet(L) ÷ s_row(C) ÷ m_row(C) ÷ inspect_graph(r/T) ÷ repeat [m_sheet(L) ÷ inspect_graph(r/T)]
2(L)c ÷ s_sheet(L) ÷ s_col(T) ÷ m_col(T) ÷ inspect_graph(r/C) ÷ repeat [m_sheet(L) ÷ inspect_graph(r/C)]
2(C)r ÷ s_sheet(C) ÷ s_row(T) ÷ m_row(T) ÷ inspect_graph(r/L) ÷ repeat [m_sheet(C) ÷ inspect_graph(r/L)]
2(C)c ÷ s_sheet(C) ÷ s_col(L) ÷ m_col(L) ÷ inspect_graph(r/T) ÷ repeat [m_sheet(C) ÷ inspect_graph(r/T)]
2(T)r ÷ s_sheet(T) ÷ s_row(C) ÷ m_row(C) ÷ inspect_graph(r/L) ÷ repeat [m_sheet(T) ÷ inspect_graph(r/L)]
2(T)c ÷ s_sheet(T) ÷ s_col(L) ÷ m_col(L) ÷ inspect_graph(r/C) ÷ repeat [m_sheet(T) ÷ inspect_graph(r/C)]

Method 3

3(L)r ÷ s_sheet(L) ÷ m_sheet(L) ÷ s_row(C) ÷ inspect_graph(r/T) ÷ repeat [m_row(C) ÷ inspect_graph(r/T)]
3(L)c ÷ s_sheet(L) ÷ m_sheet(L) ÷ s_col(T) ÷ inspect_graph(r/C) ÷ repeat [m_col(T) ÷ inspect_graph(r/C)]
3(C)r ÷ s_sheet(C) ÷ m_sheet(C) ÷ s_row(T) ÷ inspect_graph(r/L) ÷ repeat [m_row(T) ÷ inspect_graph(r/L)]
 Method 4

\[
\begin{align*}
4(LL)_{rc} & \quad 1(L)_r \land 1(L)_c \quad \text{II} \quad \text{s_sheet}(L) \mid \text{m_sheet}(L) \mid \text{s_row}(L) \mid \text{m_row}(L) \mid \text{inspect_graph}(r/T) \\
\text{II} & \quad \text{s_col}(L) \mid \text{m_col}(L) \mid \text{inspect_graph}(r/C) \\
4(LC)_{rr} & \quad 1(L)_r \land 1(C)_r \quad \text{II} \quad \text{s_sheet}(L) \mid \text{m_sheet}(L) \mid \text{s_row}(C) \mid \text{m_row}(C) \mid \text{inspect_graph}(r/T) \\
\text{II} & \quad \text{s_sheet}(C) \mid \text{m_sheet}(C) \mid \text{s_row}(T) \mid \text{m_row}(T) \mid \text{inspect_graph}(r/L) \\
4(LC)_{rc} & \quad 1(L)_r \land 1(C)_c \quad \text{II} \quad \text{s_sheet}(L) \mid \text{m_sheet}(L) \mid \text{s_row}(C) \mid \text{m_row}(C) \mid \text{inspect_graph}(r/T) \\
\text{II} & \quad \text{s_sheet}(C) \mid \text{m_sheet}(C) \mid \text{s_col}(L) \mid \text{m_col}(L) \mid \text{inspect_graph}(r/T) \\
4(LT)_{rt} & \quad 1(L)_r \land 1(T)_r \quad \text{II} \quad \text{s_sheet}(L) \mid \text{m_sheet}(L) \mid \text{s_row}(T) \mid \text{m_row}(T) \mid \text{inspect_graph}(r/T) \\
\text{II} & \quad \text{s_sheet}(T) \mid \text{m_sheet}(T) \mid \text{s_row}(C) \mid \text{m_row}(C) \mid \text{inspect_graph}(r/L) \\
4(LT)_{rc} & \quad 1(L)_r \land 1(T)_c \quad \text{II} \quad \text{s_sheet}(L) \mid \text{m_sheet}(L) \mid \text{s_row}(T) \mid \text{m_row}(T) \mid \text{inspect_graph}(r/T) \\
\text{II} & \quad \text{s_sheet}(T) \mid \text{m_sheet}(T) \mid \text{s_row}(C) \mid \text{m_row}(C) \mid \text{inspect_graph}(r/L) \\
4(LC)_{cr} & \quad 1(L)_c \land 1(C)_r \quad \text{II} \quad \text{s_sheet}(L) \mid \text{m_sheet}(L) \mid \text{s_col}(L) \mid \text{m_col}(L) \mid \text{inspect_graph}(r/C) \\
\text{II} & \quad \text{s_sheet}(C) \mid \text{m_sheet}(C) \mid \text{s_row}(T) \mid \text{m_row}(T) \mid \text{inspect_graph}(r/L) \\
4(LC)_{cc} & \quad 1(L)_c \land 1(C)_c \quad \text{II} \quad \text{s_sheet}(L) \mid \text{m_sheet}(L) \mid \text{s_col}(L) \mid \text{m_col}(L) \mid \text{inspect_graph}(r/C) \\
\text{II} & \quad \text{s_sheet}(C) \mid \text{m_sheet}(C) \mid \text{s_col}(C) \mid \text{m_col}(C) \mid \text{inspect_graph}(r/L) \\
4(LT)_{cr} & \quad 1(L)_c \land 1(T)_r \quad \text{II} \quad \text{s_sheet}(L) \mid \text{m_sheet}(L) \mid \text{s_col}(L) \mid \text{m_col}(L) \mid \text{inspect_graph}(r/C) \\
\text{II} & \quad \text{s_sheet}(T) \mid \text{m_sheet}(T) \mid \text{s_col}(T) \mid \text{m_col}(T) \mid \text{inspect_graph}(r/L) \\
4(LT)_{cc} & \quad 1(L)_c \land 1(T)_c \quad \text{II} \quad \text{s_sheet}(L) \mid \text{m_sheet}(L) \mid \text{s_col}(L) \mid \text{m_col}(L) \mid \text{inspect_graph}(r/C) \\
\text{II} & \quad \text{s_sheet}(T) \mid \text{m_sheet}(T) \mid \text{s_col}(T) \mid \text{m_col}(T) \mid \text{inspect_graph}(r/L) \\
4(CC)_{rc} & \quad 1(C)_r \land 1(C)_c \quad \text{II} \quad \text{s_sheet}(C) \mid \text{m_sheet}(C) \mid \text{s_row}(C) \mid \text{m_row}(C) \mid \text{inspect_graph}(r/C) \\
\text{II} & \quad \text{s_col}(L) \mid \text{m_col}(L) \mid \text{inspect_graph}(r/T) \\
4(CT)_{rt} & \quad 1(C)_r \land 1(T)_r \quad \text{II} \quad \text{s_sheet}(C) \mid \text{m_sheet}(C) \mid \text{s_row}(T) \mid \text{m_row}(T) \mid \text{inspect_graph}(r/L) \\
\text{II} & \quad \text{s_sheet}(T) \mid \text{m_sheet}(T) \mid \text{s_row}(C) \mid \text{m_row}(C) \mid \text{inspect_graph}(r/L) \\
4(CT)_{rc} & \quad 1(C)_r \land 1(T)_c \quad \text{II} \quad \text{s_sheet}(C) \mid \text{m_sheet}(C) \mid \text{s_row}(T) \mid \text{m_row}(T) \mid \text{inspect_graph}(r/L) \\
\text{II} & \quad \text{s_sheet}(T) \mid \text{m_sheet}(T) \mid \text{s_col}(L) \mid \text{m_col}(L) \mid \text{inspect_graph}(r/C) \\
4(CT)_{cr} & \quad 1(C)_c \land 1(T)_r \quad \text{II} \quad \text{s_sheet}(C) \mid \text{m_sheet}(C) \mid \text{s_col}(C) \mid \text{m_col}(C) \mid \text{inspect_graph}(r/T) \\
\text{II} & \quad \text{s_sheet}(T) \mid \text{m_sheet}(T) \mid \text{s_row}(C) \mid \text{m_row}(C) \mid \text{inspect_graph}(r/L) \\
4(CT)_{cc} & \quad 1(C)_c \land 1(T)_c \quad \text{II} \quad \text{s_sheet}(C) \mid \text{m_sheet}(C) \mid \text{s_col}(C) \mid \text{m_col}(C) \mid \text{inspect_graph}(r/T) \\
\text{II} & \quad \text{s_sheet}(T) \mid \text{m_sheet}(T) \mid \text{s_col}(C) \mid \text{m_col}(C) \mid \text{inspect_graph}(r/L) \\
4(TT)_{rc} & \quad 1(T)_r \land 1(T)_c \quad \text{II} \quad \text{s_sheet}(T) \mid \text{m_sheet}(T) \mid \text{s_row}(C) \mid \text{m_row}(C) \mid \text{inspect_graph}(r/L) \\
\text{II} & \quad \text{s_col}(L) \mid \text{m_col}(L) \mid \text{inspect_graph}(r/C)
\end{align*}
\]
Method 5
5(LL)p 2(L)r & 2(L)c II s sheet(L) II sjow(C) I m_mw(C) II inspectgraph(r[flJ II repeat [m_sheet(L)
I inspectgraph(r] II s....col(T) I m_col(T) II mspect..graph(r/C)
II repeat [msheet(L) I mspectgraph(r/C)]
5(LC)rr 2(L)r & 2(C)r II s sheet(L) II s row(C) I m_row(C) II mspec ..graph(rTI)] II repeat [m_sheel(L)
I inspect .graph(rfl)] II ssheet(C) II s_row(1) I m_row(1) II inspect.graph(r/L)
II repeal [m_sheet(C) I inspectgraph(r/L)]
5(LC)rc

2(L)r & 2(C)c II s sheet(L) II s_row(C) I m_row(C) II inspectgraph(rfl)J II repeat [m_sheet(L)
I inspect..graph(r[F)] II s_sheet(C) II s_col(L) I m_col(L) II inspect...graph(r/T)
II repeal [m_sheet(C) I inspect...graph(rIl)]

5(Ll)rr 2(L)r & 2(1)r II S sheet(L) II s row(C) I m_mw(C) II inspect.....graph(rTF)J II repeat [m_sheet(L)
I inspect...graph(riT)] II s_sheet(T) II s_mw(C) I m_row(C) II inspectgraph(r/L)
II repeat [m_sheet(T) I inspec..graph(rIL)]
5(LT)rc

2(L)r & 2(1)c II ssheet(L) II s row(C) I m_row(C) II inspectgraph(r] II repeat [m_sheet(L)
I inspect..graph(rfF)] II s_sheet(1) II s_col(L) I m_col(L) II inspect...graph(r,C)
II repeat [m_sheet(1) I inspectgraph(r/C)]

5(LC)c1

2(L)c & 2(C)r II s_sheet(L) II s_col(T) I m_col(1) II inspect .graph(r/C)] II repeat [m_sheet(L)
I inspectgraph(riC)J II s_sheet(C) II s_row(r) I m_row(F) II mspec..graph(r/L)
II repeat [m_sheet(C) I inspectgraph(rL)]

5(LC)

2(L)c & 2(C)c II s_sheet(L) II s_colm I m_col(T) II inspect ..graph(r,)] II repeat [m_sheet(L)
I inspect....graph(r/C)] H s_sheet(C) II s_col(L) I m_col(L) II inspect....graph(r[F)]
II repeat [m_sheet(C) I inspectgraph(r]

5(LTk

2(L)c & 2(flr II s_sheet(L,) II s_col(T) I m_col(T) II inspect...graph(r/C)] II repeat [m_sheet(L)
I inspect...graph(r/C)] II s_sheet(T) II s_row(C) I m_row(C) II inspect..graph(r/L)
II repeat [m_sheet(1) I inspectgraph(r/L)]

5(LT)cc

2(L)c & 2C1)c II s_sheet(L) II s_col(T) I m_col(T) II inspect...graph(riC)J II repeat [m_sheet(L)
I inspect....graph(r/C)J II s_sheet(T) II s_col(L) I m_col(L) II inspect...graph(r,C)
II repeat Em sheetI) I mspectgraph(r/C)]
2(C)r & 2(C)c II s sheet(C) II smw(T) I m_mw(T) II inspectgraph(r/L)] II repeat [m_sheet(C)
I inspect.. graph(r/L)] II scol(L) I m_col(L) II inspect..graph(r)T)
II repeat [m_sheet(C) I mspecraph(rT1)J

5(Cr)ff

2(C)1 & 2(1). II ssheet(C) II s_row(T) I m_mw(T) II inspectgraph(r/L)J II repeat [m_sheet(C)
I inspect..graph(r/L)] II s_sheet(T) II s_row(C) I m_row(C) II inspect...graph(rIL)
II repeat [m_sheetçl') I inspectgraph(r/L)]

5(

2(C)1 & 2('T) II s ....sheet(C) II S row(T) I m_row(1) II mspectgraph(r/L)] II repeat [m_sheet(C)
I inspect .graph(r/L)] II s_sheet(T) II s_col(L) I m_col(L) II inspect.graph(r,)
II repeat [m_sheetL) I pectgraph(ri)]
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Method 6

5(CT)_{cr} 2(C)c & 2(T)c  \[ \begin{align*}
& \text{s\_sheet}(C) \land \text{s\_col}(L) \land \text{m\_col}(L) \land \text{inspect\_graph}(r/T)) \land \text{repeat } [\text{m\_sheet}(C) \\
& \text{s\_sheet}(T) \land \text{s\_row}(C) \land \text{m\_row}(C) \land \text{inspect\_graph}(r/L) \\
& \text{inspect\_graph}(r/T) \\
& \text{repeat } [\text{m\_sheet}(T) \land \text{inspect\_graph}(r/L)]
\end{align*} \]

5(CT)_{cc} 2(C)c & 2(T)c  \[ \begin{align*}
& \text{s\_sheet}(C) \land \text{s\_col}(L) \land \text{m\_col}(L) \land \text{inspect\_graph}(r/T)) \land \text{repeat } [\text{m\_sheet}(C) \\
& \text{s\_sheet}(T) \land \text{s\_col}(L) \land \text{m\_col}(L) \land \text{inspect\_graph}(r/C) \\
& \text{inspect\_graph}(r/T) \\
& \text{repeat } [\text{m\_sheet}(T) \land \text{inspect\_graph}(r/C)]
\end{align*} \]

5(TT)_{rc} 2(T)c & 2(T)c  \[ \begin{align*}
& \text{s\_sheet}(T) \land \text{s\_row}(C) \land \text{m\_row}(C) \land \text{inspect\_graph}(r/L)) \land \text{repeat } [\text{m\_sheet}(T) \\
& \text{s\_sheet}(L) \land \text{s\_col}(L) \land \text{m\_col}(L) \land \text{inspect\_graph}(r/C) \\
& \text{inspect\_graph}(r/L) \\
& \text{repeat } [\text{m\_sheet}(T) \land \text{inspect\_graph}(r/C)]
\end{align*} \]

Method 6

6(LL)_{rc} 3(L)c & 3(L)c  \[ \begin{align*}
& \text{s\_sheet}(L) \land \text{m\_sheet}(L) \land \text{s\_row}(C) \land \text{m\_row}(C) \land \text{inspect\_graph}(r/T)) \land \text{repeat } [\text{m\_row}(C) \\
& \text{s\_sheet}(T) \land \text{m\_sheet}(T) \land \text{s\_col}(C) \land \text{m\_col}(C) \land \text{inspect\_graph}(r/L) \\
& \text{inspect\_graph}(r/T) \\
& \text{repeat } [\text{m\_row}(T) \land \text{inspect\_graph}(r/L)]
\end{align*} \]

6(LC)_{rr} 3(L)c & 3(T)c  \[ \begin{align*}
& \text{s\_sheet}(L) \land \text{m\_sheet}(L) \land \text{s\_row}(C) \land \text{m\_row}(C) \land \text{inspect\_graph}(r/T)) \land \text{repeat } [\text{m\_row}(C) \\
& \text{s\_sheet}(T) \land \text{m\_sheet}(T) \land \text{s\_col}(L) \land \text{m\_col}(L) \land \text{inspect\_graph}(r/C) \\
& \text{inspect\_graph}(r/T) \\
& \text{repeat } [\text{m\_row}(T) \land \text{inspect\_graph}(r/C)]
\end{align*} \]

6(LT)_{rr} 3(L)c & 3(T)c  \[ \begin{align*}
& \text{s\_sheet}(L) \land \text{m\_sheet}(L) \land \text{s\_row}(C) \land \text{m\_row}(C) \land \text{inspect\_graph}(r/T)) \land \text{repeat } [\text{m\_row}(C) \\
& \text{s\_sheet}(T) \land \text{m\_sheet}(T) \land \text{s\_col}(L) \land \text{m\_col}(L) \land \text{inspect\_graph}(r/C) \\
& \text{inspect\_graph}(r/T) \\
& \text{repeat } [\text{m\_row}(T) \land \text{inspect\_graph}(r/L)]
\end{align*} \]

6(LC)_{cr} 3(L)c & 3(C)c  \[ \begin{align*}
& \text{s\_sheet}(L) \land \text{m\_sheet}(L) \land \text{s\_col}(T) \land \text{m\_col}(T) \land \text{inspect\_graph}(r/C)) \land \text{repeat } [\text{m\_col}(T) \\
& \text{s\_sheet}(C) \land \text{m\_sheet}(C) \land \text{s\_row}(T) \land \text{m\_row}(T) \land \text{inspect\_graph}(r/L) \\
& \text{inspect\_graph}(r/C) \\
& \text{repeat } [\text{m\_col}(C) \land \text{inspect\_graph}(r/L)]
\end{align*} \]

6(LC)_{cc} 3(L)c & 3(C)c  \[ \begin{align*}
& \text{s\_sheet}(L) \land \text{m\_sheet}(L) \land \text{s\_col}(C) \land \text{m\_col}(C) \land \text{inspect\_graph}(r/C)) \land \text{repeat } [\text{m\_col}(C) \\
& \text{s\_sheet}(C) \land \text{m\_sheet}(C) \land \text{s\_row}(C) \land \text{m\_row}(C) \land \text{inspect\_graph}(r/T) \\
& \text{inspect\_graph}(r/C) \\
& \text{repeat } [\text{m\_col}(L) \land \text{inspect\_graph}(r/T)]
\end{align*} \]

6(LT)_{cr} 3(L)c & 3(T)c  \[ \begin{align*}
& \text{s\_sheet}(L) \land \text{m\_sheet}(L) \land \text{s\_col}(T) \land \text{m\_col}(T) \land \text{inspect\_graph}(r/C)) \land \text{repeat } [\text{m\_col}(T) \\
& \text{s\_sheet}(C) \land \text{m\_sheet}(C) \land \text{s\_row}(C) \land \text{m\_row}(C) \land \text{inspect\_graph}(r/L) \\
& \text{inspect\_graph}(r/C) \\
& \text{repeat } [\text{m\_col}(C) \land \text{inspect\_graph}(r/L)]
\end{align*} \]
Method 7
7(CT)_{rr} & 1(T)_r & 2(T)_r & \ll s\_sheet(C) \ll m\_sheet(C) \ll s\_row(T) \ll m\_row(T) \ll inspect\_graph(r/L) \\
& \ll s\_sheet(T) \ll s\_row(C) \ll m\_row(C) \ll inspect\_graph(r/L) \ll inspect\_graph(r/L) \\
& \ll s\_sheet(T) \ll s\_row(T) \ll m\_row(T) \ll inspect\_graph(r/L) \ll \text{repeat} [m\_sheet(T)] \\
& \ll s\_sheet(T) \ll s\_row(C) \ll m\_row(C) \ll inspect\_graph(r/L) \ll inspect\_graph(r/L)] \\

7(CT)_{rc} & 1(T)_r & 2(T)_c & \ll s\_sheet(C) \ll m\_sheet(C) \ll s\_row(T) \ll m\_row(T) \ll inspect\_graph(r/L) \\
& \ll s\_sheet(T) \ll s\_col(L) \ll m\_col(L) \ll inspect\_graph(r/C) \ll \text{repeat} [m\_sheet(T)] \\
& \ll s\_sheet(T) \ll s\_row(T) \ll m\_row(T) \ll inspect\_graph(r/C)] \\

7(CL)_{cr} & 1(C)_c & 2(L)_r & \ll s\_sheet(C) \ll m\_sheet(C) \ll s\_row(L) \ll m\_row(L) \ll inspect\_graph(r/T) \\
& \ll s\_sheet(L) \ll s\_row(C) \ll m\_row(C) \ll inspect\_graph(r/T) \ll \text{repeat} [m\_sheet(L)] \\
& \ll s\_sheet(L) \ll s\_row(L) \ll m\_row(L) \ll inspect\_graph(r/T)] \\

7(CL)_{cc} & 1(C)_c & 2(L)_c & \ll s\_sheet(C) \ll m\_sheet(C) \ll s\_col(L) \ll m\_col(L) \ll inspect\_graph(r/T) \\
& \ll s\_sheet(L) \ll s\_row(C) \ll m\_row(C) \ll inspect\_graph(r/T) \ll \text{repeat} [m\_sheet(L)] \\
& \ll s\_sheet(L) \ll s\_col(L) \ll m\_col(L) \ll inspect\_graph(r/T)] \\

7(CC)_{cr} & 1(C)_c & 2(C)_r & \ll s\_sheet(C) \ll m\_sheet(C) \ll s\_row(C) \ll m\_row(C) \ll inspect\_graph(r/T) \\
& \ll s\_row(T) \ll m\_row(T) \ll inspect\_graph(r/T) \ll \text{repeat} [m\_sheet(C)] \\
& \ll s\_sheet(L) \ll s\_col(T) \ll m\_col(T) \ll inspect\_graph(r/T)] \\

7(CC)_{cc} & 1(C)_c & 2(C)_c & \ll s\_sheet(C) \ll m\_sheet(C) \ll s\_col(L) \ll m\_col(L) \ll inspect\_graph(r/T) \\
& \ll s\_col(L) \ll m\_col(L) \ll inspect\_graph(r/T) \ll \text{repeat} [m\_sheet(C)] \\
& \ll s\_sheet(L) \ll s\_col(L) \ll m\_col(L) \ll inspect\_graph(r/T)] \\

7(CT)_{cr} & 1(C)_c & 2(T)_r & \ll s\_sheet(C) \ll m\_sheet(C) \ll s\_row(L) \ll m\_row(L) \ll inspect\_graph(r/T) \\
& \ll s\_sheet(T) \ll s\_row(C) \ll m\_row(C) \ll inspect\_graph(r/T) \ll \text{repeat} [m\_sheet(T)] \\
& \ll s\_sheet(T) \ll s\_row(L) \ll m\_row(L) \ll inspect\_graph(r/T)] \\

7(CT)_{cc} & 1(C)_c & 2(T)_c & \ll s\_sheet(C) \ll m\_sheet(C) \ll s\_col(L) \ll m\_col(L) \ll inspect\_graph(r/T) \\
& \ll s\_sheet(T) \ll s\_col(C) \ll m\_col(C) \ll inspect\_graph(r/C) \ll \text{repeat} [m\_sheet(T)] \\
& \ll s\_sheet(T) \ll s\_col(L) \ll m\_col(L) \ll inspect\_graph(r/C)] \\

7(TL)_{tr} & 1(T)_r & 2(L)_r & \ll s\_sheet(T) \ll m\_sheet(T) \ll s\_row(C) \ll m\_row(C) \ll inspect\_graph(r/L) \\
& \ll s\_sheet(L) \ll s\_row(T) \ll m\_row(T) \ll inspect\_graph(r/L) \ll \text{repeat} [m\_sheet(L)] \\
& \ll s\_sheet(L) \ll s\_row(C) \ll m\_row(C) \ll inspect\_graph(r/L)] \\

7(TL)_{rc} & 1(T)_r & 2(L)_c & \ll s\_sheet(T) \ll m\_sheet(T) \ll s\_row(C) \ll m\_row(C) \ll inspect\_graph(r/L) \\
& \ll s\_sheet(L) \ll s\_col(T) \ll m\_col(T) \ll inspect\_graph(r/T) \ll \text{repeat} [m\_sheet(L)] \\
& \ll s\_sheet(L) \ll s\_col(C) \ll m\_col(C) \ll inspect\_graph(r/T)] \\

7(TC)_{tr} & 1(T)_r & 2(C)_r & \ll s\_sheet(T) \ll m\_sheet(T) \ll s\_row(C) \ll m\_row(C) \ll inspect\_graph(r/L) \\
& \ll s\_sheet(C) \ll s\_row(T) \ll m\_row(T) \ll inspect\_graph(r/L) \ll \text{repeat} [m\_sheet(C)] \\
& \ll s\_sheet(C) \ll s\_row(C) \ll m\_row(C) \ll inspect\_graph(r/L)] \\

7(TC)_{rc} & 1(T)_r & 2(C)_c & \ll s\_sheet(T) \ll m\_sheet(T) \ll s\_row(C) \ll m\_row(C) \ll inspect\_graph(r/L) \\
& \ll s\_sheet(C) \ll s\_col(L) \ll m\_col(L) \ll inspect\_graph(r/T) \ll \text{repeat} [m\_sheet(C)] \\
& \ll s\_sheet(C) \ll s\_col(C) \ll m\_col(C) \ll inspect\_graph(r/T)] \\
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Method 8

8(LL)rr 1(L)r & 3(L)r \ Il s_sheet(L) l m_sheet(L) l s_row(C) l m_row(C) l inspect_graph(r/L)
    \ Il s_row(C) l inspect_graph(r/T) [ l repeat [m_row(C) l inspect_graph(r/L)]

8(LL)rc 1(L)r & 3(L)c \ Il s_sheet(L) l m_sheet(L) l s_row(C) l m_row(C) l inspect_graph(r/T)
    \ Il s_col(T) l inspect_graph(r/C) [ l repeat [m_col(T) l inspect_graph(r/C)]

8(LC)rr 1(L)r & 3(C)r \ Il s_sheet(L) l m_sheet(L) l s_row(C) l m_row(C) l inspect_graph(r/T)
    \ Il s_sheet(C) l m_sheet(C) l s_row(T) l m_row(T) l inspect_graph(r/L) [ l repeat [m_row(T)
    \ l inspect_graph(r/L)]

8(LC)rc 1(L)r & 3(C)c \ Il s_sheet(L) l m_sheet(L) l s_row(C) l m_row(C) l inspect_graph(r/T)
    \ Il s_sheet(C) l m_sheet(C) l s_col(L) l m_col(L) l inspect_graph(r/C) [ l repeat [m_col(L)
    \ l inspect_graph(r/C)]
8(LT)rr 1(L) & 3(T)  s_sheet(L) m_sheet(L) s_row(C) m_row(C) inspect_graph(r/T)
   s_sheet(T) m_sheet(T) s_row(C) m_row(C) inspect_graph(r/L) repeat [m_row(C)
   inspect_graph(r/L)]
8(LT)rc 1(L) & 3(T)c  s_sheet(L) m_sheet(L) s_row(C) m_row(C) inspect_graph(r/T)
   s_sheet(T) m_sheet(T) s_col(L) m_col(L) inspect_graph(r/C) repeat [m_col(L)
   inspect_graph(r/C)]
8(LL)cr 1(L)c & 3(L)  s_sheet(L) m_sheet(L) s_col(T) m_col(T) inspect_graph(r/C)
   s_row(C) m_row(C) inspect_graph(r/L) repeat [m_row(C) inspect_graph(r/T)]
8(LL)cc 1(L)c & 3(L)c  s_sheet(L) m_sheet(L) s_col(T) m_col(T) inspect_graph(r/C)
   s_row(C) m_row(C) inspect_graph(r/L) repeat [m_row(C) inspect_graph(r/T)]
8(LC)cr 1(L)c & 3(C)  s_sheet(L) m_sheet(L) s_col(T) m_col(T) inspect_graph(r/C)
   s_sheet(C) m_sheet(C) s_row(T) m_row(T) inspect_graph(r/T) repeat [m_row(T)
   inspect_graph(r/L)]
8(LC)cc 1(L)c & 3(C)c  s_sheet(L) m_sheet(L) s_col(T) m_col(T) inspect_graph(r/C)
   s_sheet(C) m_sheet(C) s_col(T) m_col(T) inspect_graph(r/C) repeat [m_col(T)
   inspect_graph(r/C)]
8(CL)tr 1(C) & 3(L)  s_sheet(C) m_sheet(C) s_row(T) m_row(T) inspect_graph(r/T)
   s_sheet(T) m_sheet(T) s_col(L) m_col(L) inspect_graph(r/L) repeat [m_col(L)
   inspect_graph(r/L)]
8(CL)tc 1(C) & 3(L)c  s_sheet(C) m_sheet(C) s_row(T) m_row(T) inspect_graph(r/T)
   s_sheet(T) m_sheet(T) s_row(C) m_row(C) inspect_graph(r/L) repeat [m_row(C)
   inspect_graph(r/L)]
8(CC)rr 1(C) & 3(C)  s_sheet(C) m_sheet(C) s_row(T) m_row(T) inspect_graph(r/L)
   s_row(T) m_row(T) inspect_graph(r/L) repeat [m_row(T) inspect_graph(r/L)]
8(CC)rc 1(C) & 3(C)c  s_sheet(C) m_sheet(C) s_row(T) m_row(T) inspect_graph(r/L)
   s_col(L) m_col(L) inspect_graph(r/T) repeat [m_col(L) inspect_graph(r/T)]
8(CT)rr 1(C) & 3(T)  s_sheet(C) m_sheet(C) s_row(T) m_row(T) inspect_graph(r/L)
   s_sheet(T) m_sheet(T) s_row(C) m_row(C) inspect_graph(r/L) repeat [m_row(C)
   inspect_graph(r/L)]
8(CT)rc 1(C) & 3(T)c  s_sheet(C) m_sheet(C) s_row(T) m_row(T) inspect_graph(r/L)
   s_sheet(T) m_sheet(T) s_col(L) m_col(L) inspect_graph(r/C) repeat [m_col(L)
   inspect_graph(r/C)]
8(CL)cr 1(C)c & 3(L)c

8(CL)cc 1(C)c & 3(L)c

8(CCC)cr 1(C)c & 3(C)c

8(CCC)cc 1(C)c & 3(C)c

8(CT)cr 1(C)c & 3(T)c

8(CT)cc 1(C)c & 3(T)c

8(TL)rr 1(T)c & 3(L)c

8(TL)rc 1(T)c & 3(C)c

8(TC)rr 1(T)c & 3(T)c

8(TC)rc 1(T)c & 3(C)c

8(TT)rr 1(T)c & 3(T)c

8(TT)rc 1(T)c & 3(C)c

8(TL)cr 1(T)c & 3(L)c

8(TL)cc 1(T)c & 3(L)c
Method 9

9(LL)_{rr} 2(L)_{r} & 3(L)_{r} \& s_{sheet}(L) \& s_{row}(L) \& m_{row}(L) \& inspect_{graph}(r/L) \& repeat [m_{sheet}(L) \& inspect_{graph}(r/L)]

9(LL)_{rc} 2(L)_{r} & 3(L)_{c} \& s_{sheet}(L) \& s_{row}(L) \& m_{row}(L) \& inspect_{graph}(r/L) \& repeat [m_{sheet}(L) \& inspect_{graph}(r/L)]

9(LC)_{rr} 2(L)_{r} & 3(C)_{r} \& s_{sheet}(L) \& s_{row}(C) \& m_{row}(C) \& inspect_{graph}(r/L) \& repeat [m_{sheet}(L) \& inspect_{graph}(r/L)]

9(LC)_{rc} 2(L)_{r} & 3(C)_{c} \& s_{sheet}(L) \& s_{row}(C) \& m_{row}(C) \& inspect_{graph}(r/L) \& repeat [m_{sheet}(L) \& inspect_{graph}(r/L)]

9(LT)_{rr} 2(L)_{r} & 3(T)_{r} \& s_{sheet}(L) \& s_{row}(T) \& m_{row}(T) \& inspect_{graph}(r/L) \& repeat [m_{sheet}(L) \& inspect_{graph}(r/L)]

9(LT)_{rc} 2(L)_{r} & 3(T)_{c} \& s_{sheet}(L) \& s_{row}(T) \& m_{row}(T) \& inspect_{graph}(r/L) \& repeat [m_{sheet}(L) \& inspect_{graph}(r/L)]

9(LL)_{cr} 2(L)_{c} & 3(L)_{r} \& s_{sheet}(L) \& s_{col}(L) \& m_{col}(L) \& inspect_{graph}(r/C) \& repeat [m_{sheet}(L) \& inspect_{graph}(r/C)]

9(LL)_{cc} 2(L)_{c} & 3(L)_{c} \& s_{sheet}(L) \& s_{col}(L) \& m_{col}(L) \& inspect_{graph}(r/C) \& repeat [m_{sheet}(L) \& inspect_{graph}(r/C)]
9(TT)_{cc} \ 2(T)c & 3(T)c \ \text{ll} \ s_{\text{sheet}}(T) \ \text{ll} \ s_{\text{col}}(L) \ \text{ll} \ m_{\text{col}}(L) \ \text{ll} \ \text{inspect}_{graph}(r/C) \ \text{ll} \ \text{repeat} \ (m_{\text{sheet}}(T)) \\
\text{ll} \ \text{inspect}_{graph}(r/C) \ \text{ll} \ s_{\text{sheet}}(C) \ \text{ll} \ m_{\text{sheet}}(C) \ \text{ll} \ s_{\text{row}}(T) \ \text{ll} \ \text{inspect}_{graph}(r/L) \\
\text{ll} \ \text{repeat} \ [m_{\text{row}}(T) \ \text{ll} \ \text{inspect}_{graph}(r/L)]

9(TT)_{cr} \ 2(T)c & 3(T)c \ \text{ll} \ s_{\text{sheet}}(T) \ \text{ll} \ s_{\text{col}}(L) \ \text{ll} \ m_{\text{col}}(L) \ \text{ll} \ \text{inspect}_{graph}(r/c) \ \text{ll} \ \text{repeat} \ (m_{\text{sheet}}(T)) \\
\text{ll} \ \text{inspect}_{graph}(r/C) \ \text{ll} \ s_{\text{sheet}}(C) \ \text{ll} \ m_{\text{sheet}}(C) \ \text{ll} \ s_{\text{col}}(L) \ \text{ll} \ \text{inspect}_{graph}(r/T) \\
\text{ll} \ \text{repeat} \ [m_{\text{col}}(L) \ \text{ll} \ \text{inspect}_{graph}(r/T)]

9(TT)_{cc} \\
9(TT)_{cr} \\
9(TT)_{cc}
Appendix 3

Action string length look-up tables
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Truncation</th>
<th>Unit-task 1</th>
<th>Unit-task 2</th>
<th>Unit-task 3</th>
<th>Unit-task 4</th>
<th>ne-nt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>s_sheet / m_sheet</td>
<td>s_row / col / m_row / col</td>
<td>inspect_graph</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (s_sheet)</td>
<td>m_sheet</td>
<td>s_row / col / m_row / col</td>
<td>inspect_graph</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (m_sheet)</td>
<td>s_sheet</td>
<td>s_row / col / m_row / col</td>
<td>inspect_graph</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (s_row / col)</td>
<td>s_sheet / m_sheet</td>
<td>m_row / col</td>
<td>inspect_graph</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (m_row / col)</td>
<td>s_sheet / m_sheet</td>
<td>s_row / col</td>
<td>inspect_graph</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Method 1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Truncation</th>
<th>Unit-task 1</th>
<th>Unit-task 2</th>
<th>Unit-task 3</th>
<th>Unit-task 4</th>
<th>ne-nt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>s_sheet</td>
<td>s_row / col / m_row / col</td>
<td>inspect_graph</td>
<td>r[m_sheet / inspect_graph]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (s_sheet)</td>
<td>m_sheet</td>
<td>s_row / col / m_row / col</td>
<td>inspect_graph</td>
<td>r[m_sheet / inspect_graph] 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (s_row / col)</td>
<td>s_sheet</td>
<td>m_row / col</td>
<td>inspect_graph</td>
<td>r[m_sheet / inspect_graph] 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (m_row / col)</td>
<td>s_sheet</td>
<td>s_row / col</td>
<td>inspect_graph</td>
<td>r[m_sheet / inspect_graph] 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task (inspect_graph)</td>
<td>s_sheet</td>
<td>s_row / col / m_row / col</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>r[m_sheet / inspect_graph] 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Method 2------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Truncation</th>
<th>Unit-task 1</th>
<th>Unit-task 2</th>
<th>Unit-task 3</th>
<th>Unit-task 4</th>
<th>ne-nt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>s_sheet</td>
<td>s_row / col / m_row / col</td>
<td>inspect_graph</td>
<td>r[m_row / col / inspect_graph]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (s_sheet)</td>
<td>m_sheet</td>
<td>s_row / col / m_row / col</td>
<td>inspect_graph</td>
<td>r[m_row / col / inspect_graph] 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (s_row / col)</td>
<td>s_sheet</td>
<td>m_row / col</td>
<td>inspect_graph</td>
<td>r[m_row / col / inspect_graph] 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (m_row / col)</td>
<td>s_sheet</td>
<td>s_row / col</td>
<td>inspect_graph</td>
<td>r[m_row / col / inspect_graph] 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task (inspect_graph)</td>
<td>s_sheet</td>
<td>s_row / col / m_row / col</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>r[m_row / col / inspect_graph] 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Method 3------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Truncation</th>
<th>Unit-task 1</th>
<th>Unit-task 2</th>
<th>Unit-task 3</th>
<th>Unit-task 4</th>
<th>n_e-n_t</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>s_sheet</td>
<td></td>
<td>m_sheet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (s_sheet)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>m_sheet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (m_sheet)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>s_sheet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (s-row/col)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>s_sheet</td>
<td></td>
<td>m_sheet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (m_row/col)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>s_sheet</td>
<td></td>
<td>m_sheet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit-task 5</th>
<th>Unit-task 6</th>
<th>Unit-task 7</th>
<th>Unit-task 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>s_row/col</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (s_sheet)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>s_row/col</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (m_sheet)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>s_row/col</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (s-row/col)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>m_row/col</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (m_row/col)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>s_row/col</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truncation</td>
<td>Unit-task 1</td>
<td>Unit-task 2</td>
<td>Unit-task 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>![image]</td>
<td>![image]</td>
<td>![image]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (s_sheet)</td>
<td>![image]</td>
<td>![image]</td>
<td>![image]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (s_row/col)</td>
<td>![image]</td>
<td>![image]</td>
<td>![image]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (m_row/col)</td>
<td>![image]</td>
<td>![image]</td>
<td>![image]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task (inspect_graph)</td>
<td>![image]</td>
<td>![image]</td>
<td>![image]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit-task 5</th>
<th>Unit-task 6</th>
<th>Unit-task 7</th>
<th>Unit-task 8</th>
<th>ne-nt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>![image]</td>
<td>![image]</td>
<td>![image]</td>
<td>![image]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (s_sheet)</td>
<td>![image]</td>
<td>![image]</td>
<td>![image]</td>
<td>![image]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (s_row/col)</td>
<td>![image]</td>
<td>![image]</td>
<td>![image]</td>
<td>![image]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (m_row/col)</td>
<td>![image]</td>
<td>![image]</td>
<td>![image]</td>
<td>![image]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task (inspect_graph)</td>
<td>![image]</td>
<td>![image]</td>
<td>![image]</td>
<td>![image]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| Method 6 |
|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| None          | s_sheet    | m_sheet    | s_row/col    | inspect_graph | r[m_row/col | inspect_graph] |
| Display (s_sheet) | m_sheet       | s_row/col   | inspect_graph | r[m_row/col | inspect_graph]   |
| Display (m_sheet) | s_sheet       | s_row/col   | inspect_graph | r[m_row/col | inspect_graph]   |
| Display (s_row/col) | s_sheet       | m_sheet    | -            | r[m_row/col | inspect_graph]   |
| Task (inspect_graph) | s_sheet       | m_sheet    | -            | r[m_row/col | inspect_graph]   |

<p>| Method 6 |
|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| None          | s_sheet    | m_sheet    | s_row/col    | inspect_graph | r[m_row/col | inspect_graph] |
| Display (s_sheet) | m_sheet       | s_row/col   | inspect_graph | r[m_row/col | inspect_graph]   |
| Display (m_sheet) | s_sheet       | s_row/col   | inspect_graph | r[m_row/col | inspect_graph]   |
| Display (s_row/col) | s_sheet       | m_sheet    | -            | r[m_row/col | inspect_graph]   |
| Task (inspect_graph) | s_sheet       | m_sheet    | -            | r[m_row/col | inspect_graph]   |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Truncation</th>
<th>Unit-task 1</th>
<th>Unit-task 2</th>
<th>Unit-task 3</th>
<th>Unit-task 4</th>
<th>( n_{e-n_t} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{s_sheet} \mid \text{m_sheet} \parallel )</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{s_row/col} \mid \text{m_row/col} \parallel )</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{inspect_graph} \parallel )</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{s_sheet} \parallel )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (s_sheet)</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{m_sheet} \parallel )</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{s_row/col} \mid \text{m_row/col} \parallel )</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{inspect_graph} \parallel )</td>
<td>( - \parallel )</td>
<td>( 2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (m_sheet)</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{s_sheet} \parallel )</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{s_row/col} \mid \text{m_row/col} \parallel )</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{inspect_graph} \parallel )</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{s_sheet} \parallel )</td>
<td>( 1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (s_row/col)</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{s_sheet} \mid \text{m_sheet} \parallel )</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{m_row/col} \parallel )</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{inspect_graph} \parallel )</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{s_sheet} \parallel )</td>
<td>( 1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (m_row/col)</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{s_sheet} \mid \text{m_sheet} \parallel )</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{s_row/col} \parallel )</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{inspect_graph} \parallel )</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{s_sheet} \parallel )</td>
<td>( 1 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \text{Unit-task 5} )</th>
<th>( \text{Unit-task 6} )</th>
<th>( \text{Unit-task 7} )</th>
<th>( \text{Unit-task 8} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{s_row/col} \mid \text{m_row/col} \parallel )</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{inspect_graph} \parallel )</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{r[m_sheet} \mid \text{inspect_graph}] \parallel )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (s_sheet)</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{s_row} \mid \text{m_row/col} \parallel )</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{inspect_graph} \parallel )</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{r[m_sheet} \mid \text{inspect_graph}] \parallel )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (s_row/col)</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{m_row/col} \parallel )</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{inspect_graph} \parallel )</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{r[m_sheet} \mid \text{inspect_graph}] \parallel )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (m_row/col)</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{s_row/col} \parallel )</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{inspect_graph} \parallel )</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{r[m_sheet} \mid \text{inspect_graph}] \parallel )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task (inspect_graph)</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{s_row/col} \mid \text{m_row/col} \parallel )</td>
<td>( - \parallel )</td>
<td>( \parallel \text{r[m_sheet} \mid \text{inspect_graph}] \parallel )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truncation</td>
<td>Unit-task 1</td>
<td>Unit-task 2</td>
<td>Unit-task 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>( s_sheet | m_sheet )</td>
<td>( s_row/col | m_row/col )</td>
<td>( \text{inspect}_graph )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (s_sheet)</td>
<td>( m_sheet )</td>
<td>( s_row/col | m_row/col )</td>
<td>( \text{inspect}_graph )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (m_sheet)</td>
<td>( s_sheet )</td>
<td>( s_row/col | m_row/col )</td>
<td>( \text{inspect}_graph )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (s-row/col)</td>
<td>( s_sheet | m_sheet )</td>
<td>( m_row/col )</td>
<td>( \text{inspect}_graph )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (m_row/col)</td>
<td>( s_sheet | m_sheet )</td>
<td>( s_row/col )</td>
<td>( \text{inspect}_graph )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit-task 5</th>
<th>Unit-task 6</th>
<th>Unit-task 7</th>
<th>Unit-task 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>( s_row/col )</td>
<td>( \text{inspect}_graph )</td>
<td>( r[m_row/col | \text{inspect}_graph] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (s_sheet)</td>
<td>( s_row/col )</td>
<td>( \text{inspect}_graph )</td>
<td>( r[m_row/col | \text{inspect}_graph] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (m_sheet)</td>
<td>( s_row/col )</td>
<td>( \text{inspect}_graph )</td>
<td>( r[m_row/col | \text{inspect}_graph] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (s-row/col)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>( \text{inspect}_graph )</td>
<td>( r[m_row/col | \text{inspect}_graph] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task (inspect_graph)</td>
<td>( s_row/col )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>( r[m_row/col | \text{inspect}_graph] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truncation</td>
<td>Unit-task 1</td>
<td>Unit-task 2</td>
<td>Unit-task 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>(|s_{\text{sheet}}))</td>
<td>(|s_{\text{row/col}} | m_{\text{row/col}})</td>
<td>(|\text{inspect_graph})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (s_sheet)</td>
<td>(-)</td>
<td>(|s_{\text{row/col}}))</td>
<td>(|\text{inspect_graph})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (s_row/col)</td>
<td>(|s_{\text{sheet}}))</td>
<td>(|m_{\text{row/col}}))</td>
<td>(|\text{inspect_graph})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (m_row/col)</td>
<td>(|s_{\text{sheet}}))</td>
<td>(|s_{\text{row/col}}))</td>
<td>(|\text{inspect_graph})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task (inspect_graph)</td>
<td>(|s_{\text{sheet}}))</td>
<td>(|s_{\text{row/col}} | m_{\text{row/col}})</td>
<td>(-)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit-task 5</th>
<th>Unit-task 6</th>
<th>Unit-task 7</th>
<th>Unit-task 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>(|s_{\text{sheet}} | m_{\text{sheet}}))</td>
<td>(|s_{\text{row/col}}))</td>
<td>(|\text{inspect_graph})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (s_sheet)</td>
<td>(|m_{\text{sheet}}))</td>
<td>(|s_{\text{row/col}}))</td>
<td>(|\text{inspect_graph})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (m_sheet)</td>
<td>(|s_{\text{sheet}}))</td>
<td>(|s_{\text{row/col}}))</td>
<td>(|\text{inspect_graph})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display (s_row/col)</td>
<td>(|s_{\text{sheet}} | m_{\text{sheet}}))</td>
<td>(-)</td>
<td>(|\text{inspect_graph})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task (inspect_graph)</td>
<td>(|s_{\text{sheet}} | m_{\text{sheet}}))</td>
<td>(|s_{\text{row/col}}))</td>
<td>(-)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Preliminary data collection questionnaire
**Bioview: initial assessment**

**Part 1: Assessment context**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School address</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone number</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please tick which of the following roles you are assuming in this selection exercise.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prospective user of the software in teaching a subject, e.g. biology.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessor of the software with an open view on its eventual use, e.g. a school IT coordinator.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please describe the context in which you are assuming the software is going to be used.

"Bioview assessment exercise: Design and evaluation of educational software (7.5.91)"
Part 2: Familiarisation

Please describe your reactions to the software as you familiarised yourself with the way the software operated.

Part 3: Assessment of classroom use

What curriculum areas do you think the software could be relevant to? Please explain your comments.

Bioview assessment exercise: Design and evaluation of educational software (7.5.91)
Do you think the software would be accessible to the students you teach or you imagine being taught by other teachers? Please give reasons for your answer.

What do you think the benefits of using this software would be? Please explain your comments.

*Bioview assessment exercise: Design and evaluation of educational software (7.5.91)*
Part 4: User interface design

What do you think the potential benefits and weaknesses of the user interface design would be in the use of the software by pupils?

Part 5: Any other comments

Please make any other comments you feel are appropriate.

Bioview assessment exercise: Design and evaluation of educational software (7.5.91)
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An example of an episode record sheet

Episode R4: Ruth/Tom session, Episode 4

Top-level goal
To use the program to answer Question 3 (Try to find either the optimum value of light intensity or carbon dioxide). Tom used the program with advice from Ruth to find the optimum value of the light intensity.

Method: 1(T)

Action string
1 s_sheet(T) | m_row(C) | m_row(C) | scope_win | m_row(C) | inspect_graph(r/L)  
1{ s_sheet(T) } | m_sheet(T) | inspect_graph(r/L) | s_graph(l) | s_graph(b)  
1 inspect_graph(r/L)

Unit task 1
To explore the effect on the rate of photosynthesis of varying the light intensity

Technique
Execute m_row(C) operations to maximise the carbon dioxide level at the optimum temperature, and inspect the corresponding rate/L graph.

Observed action substring
11 s_sheet(T) | m_row(C) | m_row(C) | scope_win | m_row(C) | inspect_graph(r/L)

Corrected action substring
11 s_sheet(T) | m_row(C) | m_row(C) | scope_win | m_row(C) | inspect_graph(r/L)

Reduced action substring
11 s_sheet(T) | m_row(C) | inspect_graph(r/L)

Expert action substring
11 s_sheet(T) | m_row(C) | inspect_graph(r/L)
System signature
(i) Change in the T-sheet sub-register: intermediate C-value changed to a maximum C-value

Display signature
(i) Change in the datacube display window: T-sheet displayed instead of L-sheet
(ii) Change in the graph_window(2) display: an instance of a rate/L graph displayed instead of rate/T graph

Transcript
T: Try to find optimum level of either light or carbon dioxide.

R: You can do either one or can do both.

T: So to find this we need to have light or carbon dioxide along this side, [referring to the vertical axis of the rate/T graph displayed in graph window(2)] which we've got anyway.

R: No, we'd need light or carbon dioxide along here. [referring to the horizontal axis of the rate/T graph displayed in graph window(2)]

T: Along there? Oh I see, right.

R: Along the bottom, so basically the same as finding same level of temperature. So what we need to do is, need to put temperature. If you click on temperature [s-sheet(T) operation executed] so got light intensity over here. [referring to the horizontal axis of the rate/T graph displayed in graph window(2)]

T: I see, temperature's fixed now at 30. [referring to the T-value display in graph window(2)]

R: Yeah.

T: If I try moving along here, shall I? [m-row(C) operation executed] Alright, go other way. [m-row(C) operation executed]

R: Yeah, need to go back.

T: Over here? [scroll_win operation executed]

R: [m-row(C) operation executed to move the C-row to the maximum position] Yeah. 0.1.

T: Is that the highest point we can go? [referring to the maximum C-value for the displayed row]

R: Yeah, that's maximum there. [pointing to the rate value for the maximum L-value shown on the horizontal axis of the rate/L graph]

T: Would seem to be here.
Unit task 2
To maximise the temperature

Technique
Locate the T-sheet in the maximum T-value position by executing a m_sheet(T) operation

Observed action substring
||{s_sheet(T)} | m_sheet(T) | inspect_graph(r/L) | s_graph(l) | s_graph(b)

Corrected action substring
|| m_sheet(T) | inspect_graph(r/L) | s_graph(l) | s_graph(b)

Reduced action substring
|| m_sheet(T) | inspect_graph(r/L)

Expert action substring
Not applicable

System signature
(i) Change in T-sheet sub-register: change in T-value from an intermediate value to the maximum value

Display signature
(i) Change in the datacube display window: T-sheet corresponding to the maximum T-value displayed
(ii) Change in graph_window(2): bar graph selected temporarily, but a line graph was shown at the end of the unit-task.

Transcript
R: Yes, haven't got maximum temperature so ...
T: If I go back here. [referring to the T-value scroll box]
R: Yeah
T: Click that [redundant s_sheet(T) operation executed] and increase temperature like that. [m_sheet(T) operation executed] Right, I think 40 is the maximum. So this one here ... [referring to the rate value corresponding to the maximum L-value]
R: Yeah so that is the ...
T: Is there any way we can actually. Hold on. [sequence of s_graph(l) and s_graph(b) operations executed] I'm wondering if there is any function on this that allows you to look at maximum and minimum values without having to ... Because I can't see that easily anyway [indicating a difficulty in reading the maximum rate value form the displayed graph]. All these here to me look the same.

R: Difficult to tell, but 50 is max.

Unit task 3
To determine the optimum value of the light intensity

Technique
Inspect the existing rate/L graph

Observed action substring
∥ inspect_graph(r/L)

Corrected action substring
∥ inspect_graph(r/L)

Reduced action substring
∥ inspect_graph(r/L)

Expert action substring
∥ inspect_graph(r/L)

System signature
No change

Display signature
No change

Transcript
R: Yeah so that is the ... [indicating that the optimum value of the light intensity is now shown on the rate/L graph]

Comments
In Unit-task 1 Ruth suggested that finding the optimum value of light or carbon dioxide was "basically the same as finding same level of temperature". This implied that she thought that the same method she used in Episode R2 to determine the optimum
temperature (Method 1) could be used to determine the optimum value of the light intensity or carbon dioxide level. For example, applying Method 1 to determine the optimum value of the light intensity would require both the C-value and the T-value to be maximised (executing an appropriate combination of m-sheet and m_row/col operations) followed by an inspection of the resulting rate/L graph. However, in this case the temperature should not be at the maximum value; it should be at the optimum value.

The goal structure indicated that Ruth was recommending Method 1 to find the optimum temperature. The sub-goal of Unit-task 1 was to maximise the C-value at the optimum temperature by executing an m_row(C) operation on a T-sheet located at the optimum temperature location. In Unit-task 2 the optimum temperature was changed to a maximum value by executing an m_sheet(T) operation. In Unit-task 3 the rate/L was inspected again in order to determine the optimum value of the light intensity with the C-value and the L-value both fixed at a maximum.

Note that that there was some repetition in Unit-task 2 and Unit-task 3 - both involved an interpretation of the displayed rate/L graph to identify the optimum value of the light intensity. If Method 1(L) had been applied without error the graph would only have been interpreted at the end of Unit-task 3. (Error here applies strictly to the implementation of a chosen method; not to any "cognitive error" associated with a misinterpretation of the task).

There was a confusion between the idea of a maximum and an optimum value. Was this caused by the description of the task in Question 1 ("make sure that neither light or carbon dioxide are in limited supplies")? Ruth may have thought that "unlimited" was synonymous with "maximum".

Viewed in isolation (that is, as a complete episode) Unit-task 1 could be interpreted as an example of the use of Method 3 (on the T-sheet corresponding to the optimum temperature execute m_row(C) operations and observe the effect on a rate/L graph to determine the optimum value of the carbon dioxide level). This illustrates the importance of defining episode boundaries from a task perspective, as opposed to a system perspective.

The first part is relevant to Tom's misunderstanding of the relationship between the datacube representation and the graph displays (also evident in Episode R2). Ruth demonstrated that she did not share this misunderstanding.
Appendix 6

Laboratory session descriptions

Delia/Alice session

This session consisted of 14 episodes. The first seven episodes featured demonstrations by Delia of how to use Bioview. All but the first of these episodes were focused on the use of the software to answer one of the worksheet questions; the first episode consisted of a demonstration of the basic features of the software. In the remaining seven sessions Alice was invited by Delia to use the program under her supervision. Each of these episodes was concerned with answering a specific worksheet question.

Episode D1

This episode was a "warm-up" exercise in which Delia introduced Alice to the basic operation of the datacube and adjustment of the visible scope of the datasheet window. She did not demonstrate how to link graphs to the datacube and datasheet windows.

D: On the screen is some data and it shows light intensity, temperature and carbon dioxide, and all compacted onto a cube model. [pointing to the screen] And you can increase temperature, and you can increase or decrease carbon dioxide and light intensity by actually bringing the arrow up to this bit, [T-scroll box] and just clicking [m_sheet(T) operation executed].

A: Now made it smaller.

D: Let's increase the temperature. To increase temperature you move red bit across up there like that. [referring to the datasheet T-value indicator] If you want to decrease temperature you actually go to arrow going towards left. [m_sheet(T) operation executed] Just click on it to wherever you want to go to.

A: Right

D: And same with carbon dioxide. [s_sheet(C) operation executed]

A: So down.

D: Carbon dioxide down is increase, [m_sheet(C) operation executed] up is decrease, [m_sheet(C) operation executed] and for light intensity ... Whichever one you click on the keys in the corner over there. [referring to the datasheet value displayed in the top left hand corner of the datasheet] For light intensity [s_sheet(L) operation executed] left is increase and right is decrease, [attempt to execute m_sheet(L) operations in the wrong directions] no it isn't, left is decrease and right is increase, yeah? [m_sheet(L) operations executed in the
So this is maximum and this is minimum. Yeah, do you get that?

A: Yeah

D: The sheet actually shows all the different possible combinations there, got the temperatures across there, carbon dioxide is up there, and you can have a set, light intensity as well, and you can use the data to actually answer questions on the sheet. If you want to see what's on other ... You want to decrease temperature up here, you'll see. Just press there, and if you want to increase it press there. And the same with this bit really. Yeah? OK. Graph isn't connected to data as yet [...].

**Episode D2**

In this episode Delia successfully used Method 1(C) to demonstrate how to use the program to find the optimum temperature for the rate of photosynthesis. However, the attempt to maximise both the light intensity (Unit-task 1) and the carbon dioxide level (Unit-task 2) by executing m_sheet operations indicates that Delia held the "active system sub-register misconception" as described in Section 7.1.3.1. A graph window was only connected in Unit-task 3, so the effects of the datacube manipulations could not be observed until the final stages of the application of the method. A bar chart was chosen to make it easier to identify the optimum temperature. In Unit-task 3 the s_row(T) operation and the following scope_win operations were executed in error. This can be interpreted as an attempt to change the column position even though a row was highlighted. In this sense the following s_col(L) operation was an undo operation corresponding to the previous s_row(T) operation.

**Unit-task 1**

D: OK. Graph isn't connected to data as yet, and first question is, have to use data, says optimum air temperature at maximum rate of photosynthesis and you have to make sure that light or carbon dioxide are not in limited supply, so basically got to be unlimited. So what you have to do is you go to temperature, and .. No you go to light intensity and put it to maximum. In this sense the following s_col(L) operation was an undo operation corresponding to the previous s_row(T) operation.

**Unit-task 2**

A: And the same with carbon dioxide.

D: Go to carbon dioxide and put that up to maximum as well.
Unit-task 3

D: Graph type, what sort of graph do you think it will be?

A: Line one.

D: OK, right. [s-graph(l) operation executed] Just have a look. Display. [s-row(T) operation executed in error] If we go down [scope_win operation executed in an attempt to undo the execution of the previous s_row(T) operation] to the light intensity there, [s_col(L) operation executed successfully to undo the execution of the s_row(T) operation] there you've got maximum carbon dioxide, got maximum light intensity, yeah, and got temperature and rate of photosynthesis. [referring to the axes shown in the graph_window(1)] [m_col(L) operation executed to maximise the value of the light intensity] Now you just go to connect and connect graph. [con-graph(l) operation executed] Just look at the graph, [interpret the displayed rate/T graph] and where on the graph do you think is photosynthesis the greatest?

A: 30 degrees.

D: Yeah. If you try you can change the type and go to bar graph, [s-graph(b) operation executed] and again you can see its 30 degrees. [inspect_graph(r/T) operation executed]

Episode D3

In Question 2 the learners were invited to look at the way varying the light and carbon dioxide levels affected the rate of photosynthesis. This was perceived by Delia as two separate tasks, that is, one task concerned with the effect of varying the light intensity (Episode D3A), and one task concerned with the effect of varying the carbon dioxide level (Episode D3B).

Episode D3A

This episode featured an execution of Method 3(T). The errors in Unit-task 3 were probably caused by the display of a null rate/C graph as discussed in Section 7.1.2. The technique used in Unit-task 1 to create a second graph window indicates that Delia was not very familiar with Windows.

Unit-task 1

OK, second question - at this optimum temperature look at the way in which varying the light or carbon dioxide levels affects the rate of photosynthesis. For this you could have two graphs so, start by going to graphs [start_graph operation executed] and then pull that one [two resize_win operations executed] across, because the other one is under it.
Unit-task 2

So what you do, you have to get it to optimum temperature, \([s\_\text{sheet}(T)\ \text{operation executed}]\) which is 30 degrees, so that's 30 degrees, \([m\_\text{sheet}(T)\ \text{operation executed}]\) and then ...

A: How do you know that?

D: Because what you do is, when you increase temperature [Delia pointing with her hand to indicate the current T-sheet position] in the corner that's 30 degrees, [Delia pointing with her hand to indicate the current T-sheet value displayed in the datasheet window] isn't it?

A: Yeah

D: You understand? 30 degrees up there.

Unit-task 3

Right, first of all you do light intensity and connect this \([\text{three redundant con_graph}(1)\ \text{operations executed}]\) display; it's not connecting, \([\text{select_col}(L)\ \text{operation executed}]\) Connect. \([\text{redundant con_graph}(1)\ \text{operation executed}]\) OK \([m\_\text{col}(L)\ \text{operation executed}]\). Light intensity is five, yeah? Now if we move along, light intensity 10. Let's see what happens, it's not connecting, to rate of photosynthesis. Do line graph \([s\_\text{graph}(l)\ \text{operation executed}]\). Watch, 10 \([m\_\text{col}(L)\ \text{operation executed}]\) is that much, increase light intensity to 15, \([\text{scope_win \ operation executed}]\) its that much, 20, 25. \([m\_\text{col}(L)\ \text{operation executed}]\]

A: So it increases. \([\text{scope_win and m_col}(L)\ \text{operations executed}]\)

D: What's happening?

A: The rate of photosynthesis is increasing.

D: Hang on a minute. \([\text{scope_win and m_col}(L)\ \text{operations executed}]\)

A: Increase light. \([\text{scope_win and m_col}(L)\ \text{operations executed}]\)

D: Right, 15, 20, 25, 30 \([\text{scope_win and m_col}(L)\ \text{operations executed}]\), 35 it increases, 40 it increases, 45 ... Does it go down then? \([\text{scope_win operation executed}]\)

A: Yeah went down \([m\_\text{col \ operation executed}]\) 45, 50.

D: So overall generally as you increase light intensity, rate of photosynthesis increases as well.

Episode D3B

This episode also featured an application of Method 3(T). In Unit-task 1 Delia thought that the value of the carbon dioxide concentration could be changed by clicking on the C-value scroll box. She was confusing changing the C-value associated with a datasheet and the C-
value associated with a column. She acknowledged her confusion - "Now if we display carbon dioxide. Bear with me." - and reset the display by clicking on the T-value scroll box to show the T-sheet. The $s_{col}(L)$ operation executed in error was probably to confirm that she had reset the state of the display properly. This operation was undone by executing an $s_{row}(C)$ operation. In Unit-task 2 graph_window(2) was connected and $m_{row}(C)$ and scope_win operations were executed to set the C-value at it minimum row position, followed by the execution of $m_{row}(C)$ and scope_win operations to observe the effects of varying the value of the carbon dioxide concentration. It is not clear why Delia connected a second graph as she did not make a comparison between the two graph window displays.

Unit-task 1

D: [ ... ] Now if we display carbon dioxide amount. [$s_{sheet}(C)$ operation executed] Bear with me. Temperature at 30 [$s_{sheet}(T)$ operation executed] and carbon dioxide down here, [indicating an L-column] so display columns, [$s_{col}(L)$ operation executed in error] rows. [$s_{row}(C)$ operation executed to undo the previous $s_{col}(L)$ operation] Sorry.

Unit-task 2

D: Connect. [$con_graph(2)$ operation executed] This is ... get right to the top. [sequence of $m_{row}(C)$ and scope_win operations executed to set the C-value at minimum] Right, at 0.01. [after executing $m_{row}(C)$ and scope_win operations to observe the effect of changing the C-value] Do you want to just talk through the graphs?

A: As increase amount of carbon dioxide the graph seems to, rate of photosynthesis seems to be increasing.

D: Yeah, so that's that question.

Episode D4

Question 3 invited the learners to determine either the optimum value of light intensity or carbon dioxide concentration. In this episode the optimum value for both was determined. Episode D4A featured the determination of the optimum value of the light intensity, and Episode D4B featured the determination of the optimum concentration of carbon dioxide.

Episode D4A

Method 1(T) was successfully applied to identify the optimum value of the light intensity by inspecting the existing rate/L graph shown in the currently connected graph_window(2). This graph corresponded to the optimum temperature (the appropriate sheet was chosen in
the previous episode as part of the answer to Question 2) and the maximum value of carbon
dioxide (due to the current row position).

Unit-task 1

D: Number three, try to find optimum level of either light or carbon dioxide. Which one do you want to do?

A: Light.

D: Right. Basically if you do it type, [referring to the type menu item in graph_window(2)] do bar graph for that one. [s_graph(b) operation executed] Like rate, where rate of photosynthesis is the greatest, so if look at the graph the light intensity is increasing along the bottom, and where is rate of photosynthesis the greatest?

A: About 50 degrees. [inspect-graph(r/L) operation executed]

D: 50?

A: Yeah

D: So that would be the optimum level because its rate of photosynthesis is greatest at that level of light.

Episode D4B

The optimum value of the carbon dioxide concentration was determined by applying Method 3(T) to observe the effect of changing the value of the carbon dioxide concentration on the rate/L graph displayed in graph_window(1). Again a bar chart was preferred to a line graph.

Unit-task 1

D: Do you want to do carbon dioxide as well?

A: Yeah, might as well.

D: Here. Make it into bar graph. [referring to the graph shown in graph window(1) and a s_graph(b) operation executed]. Right. This is at point one, [0.1] on this graph carbon dioxide is up there, [pointing to the value of the carbon dioxide concentration displayed on the top display bar of graph window (1)] yeah, and if I change it what happens? [m_row(C) operation executed] Connect it. [con_graph(1) operation executed] Point 9, [0.09] Decrease carbon dioxide, [m_row operation executed] so optimum amount is actually point one [0.1] because you're getting greatest rate of photosynthesis at that amount. [inspect_graph(r/L) operation executed]
Episode D5

This episode was concerned with the use of the program to answer Question 4, that is to see if there is any difference in the effect of increasing the levels of of light intensity and carbon dioxide concentration on the rate of photosynthesis. In order to do this Delia successfully applied Method 6(TT) in an error free fashion. The effect of varying the carbon dioxide concentration was explored in Unit-task 1, and the effect of changing the light intensity was considered in Unit-task 2. The connection of graph_window(2) in Unit-task 1 was unnecessary as both graph_window(1) and graph_window(2) displayed rate/L graphs at the start of the episode. Delia did not appear to use the concept of limiting factors, that is to identify which of the factors was closest to its non-limiting value.

Unit-task 1

D: Is there any difference in the effect of increasing levels of light or carbon dioxide on the rate of photosynthesis? You could look at the graphs and look at the difference in the effect of increasing light and increasing carbon dioxide, [referring to the two rate/L graphs displayed on the screen] so if you look at this graph again, and go back to this one. [scope_win and m_row(C) operations executed to initialise the C-value at the minimum value, followed by the execution of a con_graph(2) operation] So increase, increase. [m_row(C) and scope_win operations executed; s_graph(l) operation executed to select a line graph] Right, it increases quite quickly. [inspect_graph(rIL) operation executed]

Unit-task 2

D: Now if we look at light intensity, say this one, display columns instead, [s_col(L) operation executed], and go that way [m_col(L) and scope_win operations executed]. Right, this is light intensity one. So we know it increases anyway as increase that. [the value of the light intensity] But does it increase more dramatically than carbon dioxide? [inspect_graph(rIC) operation executed]

A: No, seems a much smaller change.

D: So if you increase carbon dioxide the rate of photosynthesis is more, changes more quickly than with light intensity.

Episode D6

In this episode Question 5 was answered in a very superficial way without using Bioview. Neither Delia or Alice appeared to be aware of the concept of limiting factors.
Unit-task 1

D: OK. Number 5 - at the fastest rate of photosynthesis shown in the data, which factor would you try to increase more to attempt to increase the rate further. How do you think you could do that?

A: You could have a look at both carbon dioxide and light intensity and see where the rate of increase of photosynthesis is at the most, and you see which one effects photosynthesis the most.

D: Yeah. [...]

Episode D7

This episode featured the first attempt by Alice to use Bioview with advice from Delia. (This episode took place before researcher intervention to inform the learners of a display bug). An attempt to answer Question 1 formed the task focus. As in Episode D2 Delia thought that the carbon dioxide concentration and the light intensity could both be maximised by executing m_sheet operations; further evidence of the active system sub-register misconception. However, in this episode Method 3(L) was successfully applied after the two initial m_sheet operations, in contrast to the application of Method 1(C) in Episode D2.

Unit-task 1

D: Do you want to have a go at the questions? Swap over.

A: So first thing I do, first go to the cube.

D: Yeah. Find optimum air temperature for the maximum rate of photosynthesis.

A: Do I press this button? [pointing with the mouse to the C-value scroll box]

D: Well first of all you've got to make sure that neither light nor carbon dioxide are in limited supplies, so go to light and ... Yeah, just increase for maximum [confirming that Alice should execute an s_sheet(C) operation (so as to start to implement a method intended to locate the C-sheet at the maximum C-value position) before attempting to maximise the L-value].

A: Just press it. [C-value scroll box]

D: Yeah. [s_sheet(L) operation executed] So this shows that that's maximum at point 1, [0.1] yeah?

Unit-task 2

A: And I do the same with this one? [referring to the L-value scroll box]
D: Light intensity? Yeah. [s_sheet(L) operation executed] That's maximum as well. Now have to connect data to the graph and press connect. [connect_graph(1) operation executed] OK. If you go to that one, [referring to a T-column] take it to the end. [scope_win)operation executed] Is that as far as it can go?

A: Yeah

D: OK now click on this. [m_col(T) operation executed] Now just go across and see where it increases most. Go right across the temperature range.

Episode D8

A second attempt was made by Alice in this episode to answer Question 1. (This episode involved researcher intervention to inform the participants of a display bug). The episode featured an application of Method 2(T). In Unit-task 1 Delia told Alice to maximise the C-value by executing an m_row(C) operation, which implied that, if she was intending to advise the selection of Method 2(T), she would instruct Alice to inspect instances of a rate/L graph as the T-sheet location was changed. However, in Unit-task 2 she instructed Alice to execute m_col(L) operations to observe the effect of varying light intensity as shown by changes in a rate/C graph. In Unit-task 3 she realised her error and advised Alice to execute m_sheet(T) operations to observe the effect of changing temperature on a rate/C graph. The m_col(L) operations executed in Unit-task 2 left the L-value at an intermediate value for the T-sheet; thus the instances of rate/C graphs observed as the T-sheet was moved corresponded to a non-maximum L-value.

Unit-task 1

Researcher: Can I interrupt for a moment? There's a bug in the program there. Really if you look at that, what you need at the moment is carbon dioxide at the bottom. Need to change that to light intensity, properly.

D: Swap ... ? [s_sheet(C) and s_sheet(T) operations executed]

Researcher: Well, when you swap to columns should swap from carbon dioxide to light intensity. So as you had it before it should have read carbon dioxide down the bottom, should have read for column carbon dioxide and for a row light intensity. Go back to where you were before, change that to a row instead of a column.

D: If you go to display, go to row, click on row. [s_row(C) operation executed]

Researcher: Now that should read light intensity on the bottom. Got confused.

D: OK, so go to point 1 [0.1] cos got to have it in unlimited supplies [of carbon dioxide] and ...

A: Maximum? [m_row(C) operation executed]
Unit-task 2

D: Just go to display and to column, \textit{s\_col(L) operation executed} go back here \textit{scope\_win operation executed to display the column corresponding to the minimum L-value}, right, basically go across \textit{m\_col operation executed} and see how graph increases and decreases. \textit{interpret-graph rate/C graph}

A: Do I press this one for it to go across? \textit{the right hand horizontal window scroll box}

D: Yeah. \textit{scope\_win and m\_col(L) operations executed}

Unit-task 3

D: Oh! no you've got the temperature at 30, its temperature you're supposed to be .... If you click on there \textit{T-value scroll box}

A: So

D: Just change that, \textit{the T-value corresponding to the T-sheet} only goes up to 40, the temperature. So if you decrease again and just look and see where it increases and where it decreases because increasing temperature. \textit{explore the effect of changing temperature values by executing m\_sheet(T) operations}

A: Increasing

D: You can see up here \textit{T-value display in top menu bar} what temperature you've got as increase and decrease it, yeah, you understand that bit?

A: So as I change temperature shows.

D: Just click. If change temperature, if go down to 10 temperature. Right now just increase from there, 20, 25, 30.

A: This is coming down. \textit{m\_sheet(T) and inspect\_graph(r/C) operations executed}

D: Yeah, so its 30, cos jumps down from there, you understand?

A: Yeah.

Episode D9

This episode was concerned with Question 2. The effects of changing the light intensity were explored in Episode D9A, and the effects of changing the level of carbon dioxide were considered in Episode D9B.
Episode D9A

In this episode Delia instructed Alice to carry out Method 3(T) to explore the effect of changing the light intensity. In Unit-task 1 Delia verbally confirmed that the temperature needed to set at the optimum value. The datasheet was already located in this position but Alice incorrectly selected the C-sheet and executed an m_sheet(C) operation. Delia helped Alice to reset the datasheet location to the optimum temperature position. In Unit-task 2 Delia explained to Alice how to vary the value of the light intensity using m_col(L) operations, with the aim of observing changes in a sequence of rate/C graphs. There were four instances of redundant execution of con_graph(1) operations in this unit-task.

Unit-task 1

D: OK, number two. At this optimum temperature look at the way in which varying the light and carbon dioxide levels affects the rate of photosynthesis. So for this one you’ve got to have optimum temperature.

A: Which is 30 degrees.

D: Yeah

A: So do I just leave it like this? [referring to the graph window(1) display]

D: Yes, leave it at 30 degrees, but got to vary light and carbon dioxide.

A: So got to change it here? [s_sheet(C) operation executed by clicking on C-value scroll box and executing an m_sheet(C) operation]

D: So, if you go back to that, [s_sheet(T) operation executed] this is set at 30, yeah

Unit-task 2

D: Now if you go to that arrow here, [left hand window scroll box] take it to the end, [scope_win operation executed to display the minimum L-value column] now this is light intensity, connect graph. [redundant con_graph(1) operation] Go to display, [display menu item not selected - the mouse click is off target and an m_col operation is executed] now connect. [redundant con_graph(1) operation] OK go to that. [m_col((L) operation executed to move to the second column] Connect the graph [redundant con_graph(1) operation] and just carry on. [m_col operations executed] It's connected, it's connected. [in response to Alice trying to execute a redundant con_graph(1) operation] What you have to do is just increase, this is light increasing.

A: So just move it along [rate/C graph inspected as scope_win and m_col(L) operations executed]

D: Yeah, and just see what happens as you increase light intensity.

A: Seems to be increasing. [the rate of photosynthesis]
Episode D9B

In this episode Delia explained how to vary the value of the carbon dioxide concentration using m_row(C) operations, with the aim of observing changes in a sequence of rate/L graphs. Delia clearly understood the goal structure for Method 3(T). When Alice attempted an illegitimate m_col(L) operation Delia immediately corrected her, and informed her that "no this is carbon dioxide".

Unit-task 1

D: Yeah? OK do same for carbon dioxide levels.
A: So I have to change the display first?
D: Yeah.
A: To rows. [s_row(C) operation executed]
D: Yeah, good, now you need to go to the top. [inappropriate scope_win operation executed - left hand horizontal window scroll box clicked on when the top right hand vertical window scroll box should have been clicked on]
Researcher: So that should read light intensity at the bottom.
D: OK
A: Now go across? [illegitimate attempt to execute m_col operation]
D: No, you need to go to the top, this is carbon dioxide [illegitimate attempt to execute m_col(L) operation corrected by Delia] and you have to click up there [minimum C-value row location] to get right to the top. Now take it down and see how the graph changes. [m_row(C) operation executed] OK just bring it down [scope_win and m_row(C) operations executed] - so do you notice? [interpret the changes in the rate/L graph]
A: Seems to be increasing as you increase amount of carbon dioxide

Episode D10

This episode featured an attempt by Alice to identify the optimum light intensity in answer to Question 3. Delia provided "expert" instruction on how to use Method 3(T). The first operation was curious. Alice appeared to correctly execute an s_col(L) operation by selecting the appropriate menu item from the display bar in the datasheet window. However, not only was a column selection effected, but an m_col(L) operation which moved to the column corresponding to the minimum L-value was also effected. Perhaps
Alice double clicked, with the second click occurring just after the fall down menu for display had cleared, making her unconsciously execute an `m_col(L)` operation.

**Unit-task 1**

D: And it says you've got to now find an optimum level of either light or carbon dioxide, so we decided to do light, so...

A: Change display first to columns. [*s_col(L) operation executed*]

D: Yeah, OK, increase the [*light intensity*]. Just see where rate of photosynthesis is the greatest. [*m_col, scope_win operations and inspect_graph(r/C) operations executed*]

A: 50 degrees.

D: Yeah, and 50 light intensity, [*Delia corrects Alice's incorrect use of units*] yeah?

A: Yeah.

D: So that would be optimum, do you know why?

A: Because at point where makes most photosynthesis.

D: Yeah, where rate is greatest.

**Episode D11**

Delia advised the application of Method 6(TT) in this episode to see if there was any difference in the effect of increasing the levels of light or carbon dioxide on the rate of photosynthesis. Unit-task 1 was concerned with the effect of varying light intensity and Unit-task 2 was concerned with the effect of varying the level of carbon dioxide. In Unit-task 3 Delia gave repeat instructions on how to investigate the effect of varying light intensity. This repetition was due to the effects of a display bug which resulted in incorrect labelling of the horizontal graph axes.

**Unit-task 1**

A: Do you see any difference in the effect of increasing levels of light or carbon dioxide. When doing Question 2 and increasing the light and then increase carbon dioxide, did you notice any difference in the rate of photosynthesis?

D: I think it was ...

D: Can do it in two graphs if you want and compare them both together. [*referring to the comparison of a rate/L graph and a rate/C graph displayed side by side*]
A: So take it [the position of the L-column] back first [scope_win operation executed to to display the L-column corresponding to the minimum L-value]

D: Right, OK, if you connect to this one. [referring to graph_window(1)] So if go to row first, [m_col operation executed and minimum L-col - row not selected], and connect. [redundant con_graph(1) operation executed]. Right OK start increasing light intensity. [m-col and scope_win operations executed in sequence]

A: Increases by fair amount each time.

Unit-task 2

D: So if you now change the display.

A: Its columns, no, rows. [an attempt to execute an s_col(L) operation in error before executing an s_row(C) operation]

D: Yeah, connect it while graph still connected. [irrelevant scope-win operation execute (left hand horizontal window scroll box clicked on when columns selected) followed by a con_graph(2) operation] OK, that's at point 1, [0.1] now if you go to minimum [scope_win operation executed to display minimum C-row], yeah that's it, just bring it down from there [m_row(C) and scope_win operations executed to inspect changes in instances of rate/L graphs].

Unit-task 3

A: Wouldn't be better if I used the same graph for both of them?

D: Yeah, you had light intensity one connected. [referring to graph_window(1) which shows a rate?C graph when a rate/L graph should have been shown]

A: They're both carbon dioxide.

D: Yeah, these are both carbon dioxide. If you hold on a minute. [scope_win and m_row(C) operations executed] OK, go back to this one. [referring to graph_window(1) and con_graph(1) operation executed] Press display, connect it with that one, [referring to graph_window(1)] connect with this first one. [redundant con_graph(1) operation executed] Display again, do columns. [s_col(L) operation executed] Now change to line graph.

A: Type? [s_graph(l) operation executed]

D: Yeah, OK start. [m_col(L) operation executed to locate L-column at the minimum L-value position, followed by a series of m_col(L) and scope_win operations executed to inspect the displayed rate/L graph]

A: Light intensity seems to be increasing. Slower than carbon dioxide.

D: Yeah, because this starts increasing from the origin. [referring to the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(2)]. This doesn't start until it's there [referring to the rate/C graph which is displayed in graph window(1), pointing out that the first two C-values are zero]
Episode D12

In this episode previous experience was recalled to try to answer Question 5 and identify at the fastest rate of photosynthesis which factor should be increased to increase the rate further. Both Delia and Alice appear not to be aware of the concept of limiting factors.

Unit-task 1

D: [ ... ] Right, at the fastest rate of photosynthesis shown in data, which factor would you try to increase more to attempt to increase the rate further. So at the fastest rate, which would be 36, [pointing to the appropriate datasheet cell] yeah, which factor would you try to increase more to increase rate?

A: What, between carbon dioxide and light intensity?

D: Yeah, which one do you think? If you use ...

Researcher: That one should read light intensity. [referring to the horizontal graph axis].

D: Yeah that's light intensity.

A: Would increase light intensity.

D: So could you show that on graph, can you show it on graph?

A: Um...

D: Would you be able to read off scale and see which one seems to be more? [pointing with the mouse to graph window(1) - rate/C graph]

A: Yeah.

D: So if you, basically its factor which causes the biggest change in the rate of photosynthesis which was, carbon dioxide? [recall from previous episodes]

A: Yeah.

D: Yeah? So probably going to be that factor, OK

A: Yeah

Sharon/Uri session

This session consisted of 14 episodes. The first seven episodes featured demonstrations by Sharon of how to use Bioview. All but the first of these episodes were focused on the use of the software to answer one of the worksheet questions; the first episode consisted of a demonstration of the basic features of the software. In the remaining seven sessions Uri
was invited by Sharon to use the program under her supervision. Each of these episodes was concerned with answering a specific worksheet question.

**Episode S1**

During this illustration of basic features there was clear evidence that Sharon understood the effect on the sheet-value variable of executing m_sheet operations.

S: This is the constant at the moment [pointing to the C-value shown in the sheet value box displayed in the datasheet window] and you can change what the constant is. [m_sheet(C) operations executed] Do it like this, [s_sheet(L) operation executed] light intensity is near constant, you can change that, [m_sheet(L) operations executed] different rates, different temperatures, and carbon dioxide levels.

**Episode S2**

Sharon's execution of Method 1(L) in this episode indicated that she understood the sub-goal structure of this method. In Unit-task 1 she realised that the carbon dioxide level should be maximised and executed an m_row(C) operation on the currently displayed L-sheet to change the C-value from an intermediate value to a maximum value. In Unit-task 2 she was confused about her role as a teacher and indulged in a peripheral demonstration of how to manipulate the datacube to change the active datasheet. This led to the execution of arbitrary s_sheet(T) and s_sheet(L) operations. However, when she properly engaged in her teaching role she quickly executed an m_sheet(L) operation to maximise the light intensity which was consistent with an application of Method 1(L). She then inspected the displayed rate/T graph to determine the optimum temperature. The C-row had been set in the maximum position for the L-sheet in Unit-task 1, making an m_row(C) operation unnecessary. However, Sharon did not appreciate that the the C-row was already in the maximum position, and she executed a scope_win operation in preparation for executing an m_row(C) to maximise the C-value.

**Unit-task 1**

S: OK, [pointing with the mouse to the L-value scroll box] just - the light intensity in carbon dioxide should be at maximum so if we have temperature changing. [pointing to T-columns on the datasheet] [max_win(datasheet) operation executed] Now with light intensity change it here as well. [redundant s_display and s_view operations executed] So if want carbon dioxide at a maximum going to be carbon dioxide maximum, [m_row(C) operation executed] light intensity changing.
Unit-task 2

S: Temperature going to change. [undo max_win(datasheet) operation] Got graph connected to information right now, so this is what we can change. Also can touch this box [datacube] and will change whichever bit of information you need [pointing to the L-sheet face with the mouse, executing an s_sheet(T) operation (by clicking on the T-sheet face), and executing an s_sheet(L) operation (by clicking on the L-sheet face)] Who's supposed to be answering these questions, both answering? OK. Bad teacher here. Do you want to use that? If we want going to be changing air temperature to find out maximum. Have line with rows. [pointing to the datasheet rows(C-values)]

Unit-task 3

S: OK, light intensity here, [referring to the L-value scroll box] clicked so goes to maximum [m_sheet(L) operation executed] Not in limited supplies and carbon dioxide has to go to bottom line, so do you want to click on this one here? [scope-win operation executed] OK got that line. [realising that the maximum row position is already selected]

Unit task 4

S: OK, so, maximum rate would be the peak in this temperature [referring to currently displayed rate/T graph] 30 degrees. So that's Number 1.

Episode S3

This episode was concerned with Question 2. It featured applications of Method 3(T) to explore the effect of changing the level of carbon dioxide (Episode S3A) and light intensity (Episode S3B).

Episode S3A

Sharon clearly understood the goal structure and the implementation of Method 3(T). The temperature was set to the optimum temperature in Unit-task 1 by executing m_sheet(T) operations; a technique clearly understood by Sharon, as evidenced by the explanation she gave Uri of this technique. m_row(C) operations were executed in Unit-task 2 without problems.

Unit-task 1

S: OK for this temperature can change if click on temperature [s_sheet(T) operation executed, followed by an m_sheet(T) operation] and go to 30 degrees, just gone past one.

U: How can you tell?
S: Here, that's 10 that's 25. \([m\textunderscore sheet(T)}\) operations executed to demonstrate the change in the T-value associated with the T-sheet (returning to a T-value of 30 degrees) and pointing to the T-value display box in the datasheet window\]

U: OK, I've got you.

**Unit-task 2**

S: Light changing. If you, carbon dioxide, go down. If you just click on this. \([m\textunderscore row(C)}\) operation executed; no instance of rate/L graph is displayed as a row (minimum) consisting of zero L-values is highlighted\]

U: Carbon dioxide?

S: Yeah, lets see next line. \([m\textunderscore row(C)}\) operation executed; no instance of rate/L graph is displayed as a row (following minimum position) consisting of zero L-values is highlighted\]

U: Like that one.

S: If you go down one more. Yeah, each time see it will be increasing each time. \([m\textunderscore row(C)}\) operations executed and the resulting instances of rate/L inspected\]

**Episode S3B**

As in Episode S3B Sharon demonstrated an application of Method 3(T) without problems.

**Unit-task 1**

S: Yeah, each time, see it will be increasing each time. Can do same for light you, you know this display thing here, click on that and put columns, \([s\textunderscore col(L)}\) operation executed] change it each time across. \([m\textunderscore col(L)}\) operation executed This button here \([scope\textunderscore win operation executed}\] \([m\textunderscore col(L)}\) operation followed by the execution of a scope\textunderscore win and an \(m\textunderscore col(L)}\) operation\]. Doesn't seem to be changing very much after 40 degrees.

**Episode S4**

This episode featured another "expert" application of Method 3(T). Sharon indicated that she was aware of two display configuration techniques when she commented: "You can form different graphs and compare or we can keep changing it on same graph". The second technique (which was adopted without further discussion) is more orientated to a direct manipulation approach. She also demonstrated an understanding of the concept of an optimum value of light intensity when she described it as "going to be where it stops changing, or starts to decrease".
Unit-task 1

S: OK so find out optimum level of light or carbon dioxide. Which one do you want to do?

U: The optimum level of light.

S: OK, so this is light intensity. You can form different graphs and compare or we can keep changing it on same graph. The optimum level is going to be where it stops changing, or starts to decrease.

U: What’s this?

S: Optimum level. Got to click back on this. [scope_win operation executed] Seems to be increasing quite a bit up to about 40, [referring to the currently displayed rate/C graph] do you want to increase it? [asking Uri if he wants to execute m_col(L) operations to explore the effect of changing the L-value] Click on [scope_win operation executed] Click on 35, [m_col(L) operation executed] then up to 40, seems to be increasing and it’s gone down. Try 40 again. [m_col(L) operation executed] Looks the same doesn’t it?

U: 45 is just higher.

S: This is these two figures [pointing to last two rate values shown in the L-col (intensity value 40)] 40 degrees temperature, no 40 intensity, said the wrong thing.

Episode S5

This episode featured a highly truncated implementation of Method 6(TT) - the T-sheet was already set at the optimum temperature position, and the variation of the rate with L-value was recalled mentally from Episode S4. Note that Sharon talked about executing operations to explore the effect of increasing the level of carbon dioxide, but as the level was initially set at the maximum, she actually advised Uri to explore the effect of decreasing the C-value.

Unit-task 1

S: Next question. Is there a difference in the effect of increasing levels of light and carbon dioxide on rate of photosynthesis?

U: Only slight difference.

S: Just that it goes up to a point doesn’t it? [referring to the variation of the rate of photosynthesis with light intensity]
**Unit-task 2**

S: OK, so if we now increase carbon dioxide levels.

U: Want to increase carbon dioxide?

S: Go to display. \([s \text{ } \text{row}(C) \text{ } \text{operation} \text{ } \text{executed}]\) Rows again. \([m \text{ } \text{row}(C) \text{ } \text{operation} \text{ } \text{executed}]\) Decreases; it just goes on decreasing each time.

U: Yeah

S: So it looks like you can increase carbon dioxide, and the rate will still increase; but with light it comes to a point where it is optimum and stops increasing.

**Episode S6**

This episode featured a fully truncated application of Method 8(LL) in response to Question 5. The way the rate changed with variations in the light intensity was explored in Unit-task 1 by inspecting the existing rate/L graph, and the variation with level of carbon dioxide was recalled in Unit-task 2 from previous experience (a retrospective application of Method 3(T)). Note that Sharon thought that a line graph was the best in "this case", implying that she preferred a line graph for interpreting animated displays.

**Unit-task 1**

S: Next question. At the fastest rate of photosynthesis shown on the data, which factor would you try to increase more to attempt to increase the rate of photosynthesis further?

U: Light, I guess.

S: No, it's stopped doing it. \([\text{referring to how the rate of photosynthesis is changing with light intensity}]\) (mumbles)

**Unit-task 2**

S: Increase wasn't that big of carbon dioxide, keeps increasing doesn't it.

U: What, when I was increasing this? \([\text{pointing to the C-value rows on the displayed T-sheet. (actually in Unit-task S5/2 Uri was changing the C-value by decreasing it)}]\)

S: When increase carbon dioxide levels, the levels, the rate also increasing.

U: What, so the more carbon dioxide the faster ...

S: It slows down also. This is really easy. From the information that you have collected - that line \([\text{the displayed rate/L graph}]\) - you can also look at the data straight off.
U: Oh right, that's all the information. [Uri pointing to the datasheet window]

S: This is all the information [Sharon pointing to the datasheet window]. You can change type of graph, in this case I think line one's best. Can't really tell with a pie chart can you?

**Episode S7**

This episode provided an example of the expert use of Method 2(T). Note that Sharon states that "this is a different way of finding it than we did before". She clearly understood that the C-value needed to be at a maximum and that it was necessary to observe the rate-value corresponding to the maximum L-value for the rate/L graph as m_sheet(T) operations were executed.

**Unit-task 1**

U: Right, um....

S: Its just the temperature changing.

U: So you want to change temperature?

S: Um, starting off, because you've got to make sure that you've got the maximum amount of carbon dioxide and light available.

U: So increase light intensity and ...

S: Carbon dioxide at maximum, so going to be at bottom line carbon dioxide [Sharon pointing to the maximum C-value row position] and last bit of light intensity [referring to maximum L-value shown on the rate/L graph]. OK, can just click on it. [Sharon pointing to the maximum C-value row position]

U: Like that? [m-row(C) operation executed]

S: Yeah, now just have to change the temperature, which you can do on the cube top.

U: Go into that cube there.

S: Yeah, just change temperature. [s_sheet(C) and m_row(T) operations executed in error] Just press temperature again. Just go back to it. Press temperature. [s_sheet(T) operation executed] Start at zero degrees and increase. [m_sheet(T) operation executed]

U: OK, is that zero? [zero T-value for the T-sheet has been selected]

S: [Start menu item selected in error] Click somewhere else. [Undo start menu item operation executed]

U: Just take that to nought [referring to the T-sheet location] Got to increase ...
S: Increase temperature, see how the rate of carbon dioxide will change [m_sheet(T) operation executed].

U: Yes, as you increase temperature, the rate increases.

S: This is light intensity, at maximum carbon dioxide.

U: That's going down. [referring to the move to the T-sheet position corresponding to the maximum T-value]

S: It's coming down. This is different way of finding it than we did before [referring to Episode S2], but if you go back one, that's the peak

U: Oh, that's maximum.

S: That's maximum.

U: Oh right, 30 degrees is maximum.

S: So that's optimum temperature

U: Is 30 degrees.

**Episode S8**

This episode consisted of two applications of Method 3(T) to answer Question 2. In Episode S8A the effect of varying the level of carbon dioxide was explored, and in Episode S8B the effect of varying light intensity was explored.

**Episode S8A**

Uri completed an application of Method 3(T) without any real problems.

**Unit-task 1**

S: You've got to see way in which varying light and carbon dioxide levels affects the rate. [m_row(C) operation executed to locate an intermediate row position]

U: That would be less.

S: Yeah, so if you've got 30 degrees, so if carbon dioxide level, the light intensity levels all varying, how it affects the rate. So if you go back to the top, this button here [scope_win operation executed to display the row corresponding to the minimum position] and sort of carry on down. [m_row(C) operation executed]

U: What, this is the carbon dioxide? [referring to the C-values displayed for each row shown in the datasheet window]
S: Yeah, so you're varying the carbon dioxide levels. Light intensity is just at the bottom, isn't it. [referring to horizontal axis of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(1)] You've got 30 at degrees and the temperature is constant.

U: Yeah

S: Well you're just changing carbon dioxide levels.

U: So go down. [scope_win operation executed]

S: So it's increasing.

U: So as you increase carbon dioxide the rate increases as well. Right. [m_row(C) operation executed] [scope_win operation executed] So this is the peak, yeah? [Uri pointing to the row corresponding to the maximum C-value]

S: This is lost. Looks like its increasing. [ ... ]

Episode S8B

Uri instinctively pointed with the mouse to the L-value scroll box to change the L-value. Sharon suggested changing the L-value by changing the column position, implying that she wanted to continue using Method 3(T). He executed a series of interrupted m_col operations; the interruptions being caused by discussion of the effects of the operations on the rate/L graph and a note of the effect of a display bug. Note that Sharon was aware of data omissions.

Unit-task 1

S: You could do the same for changing light intensity by changing the light. Yeah, columns.

U: What by going across to. [pointing with the mouse to the L-value scroll box in the datacube window]

S: But just, if you also do it up ...

U: Like this. [pointing with the mouse to the L-values on the datasheet display]

S: You know that display, you can just change it to columns. [s_col(L) operation executed]

U: So just go across. [m_col(L) operation executed]

S: You have to go back a bit. [scope_win operation executed to display the column corresponding to minimum L-values]

U: [m_col(L) operation executed] What's that? [Referring to an anomaly in the instance of the rate/C display caused by a null data entry]
S: It's probably a blank maybe. \textit{[m\_col(L) operation executed]} It's also increasing. \textit{[m\_col(L) operation executed]}

U: This is light intensity.

S: Your light intensity is changing. \textit{[scope\_win operation executed]} I think. It is isn't it? \textit{[referring to the horizontal axis of the rate/L graph which is labelled as "light intensity" due to a display bug]}

U: \textit{[m\_col(L) operation executed]} So if you increase light intensity \textit{[m\_col(L) operation executed]}

S: Should be the carbon dioxide level at the bottom. \textit{[Sequence of m\_col(L), scope\_win and inspect\_graph(r/C) operations executed]} It's also increasing, and then sort of stops but really increasing sharply. \textit{[Referring to the shape of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(1)]} \textit{[m\_col(L) operation executed]}

U: Not as sharp.

S: So it's about 35 \textit{[Referring to the L-value at which the gradient of the rate/L graph starts to decrease]}

U: So as you increase light intensity and carbon dioxide level

S: The rate also increasing.

U: Right.

\textbf{Episode S9}

This episode was concerned with Question 3. It consisted of an application of Method 1(T) in Episode S9A to consider the effect of varying the level of carbon dioxide, and an application of Method 3(T) in Episode S9B to explore the effect of varying the light intensity.

\textbf{Episode S9A}

As a rate/C graph corresponding to the optimum temperature was displayed at the start of this episode the application of Method 1(T) was fully truncated, simply consisting of the execution of an \textit{inspect\_graph(r/C) operation}.

\textit{Unit-task 1}

S: And you've got to find optimum levels of both.

U: And they don't change?

S: You've got to find out what the optimum level is. Where it stops changing, where it stops increasing and starts decreasing or just stops increasing and remains the same rate. If you increase ....
U: Well, stops increasing at about 35. [referring to the maximum rate shown on the rate/C graph displayed in graph window 1]

**Episode S9B**

Sharon asked Uri which variable (C or L) he wanted to observe the effects of changing. He replied "Not bothered". Sharon suggested carbon dioxide, but in fact they explored the effect of changing the light intensity. Note the idiosyncratic way in which Sharon advised Uri to undo his act of minimising graph window(1).

**Unit-task 1**

S: If you change these [pointing to the columns corresponding to L-values near the maximum value, and indicating that these L-values need to be increased further to identify the optimum L-value] on the graph where it stops. [minimise_win(graph 1)] That's closed it. I think you are going to have to close this one as well. [referring to the analysis window] Just press, try that one. [Click on graph window(1) icon] put restore [undo minimise_win (graph 1)] Don't worry about other one. [referring to the analysis window] Carbon dioxide level changing as well. Try find optimum level of light carbon dioxide, try and find optimum level carbon dioxide, do you want to do that?

U: Not bothered. How do we start?

S: You know the way you were doing it before, you can also try it that way and just keep increasing each time.

U: So go to display.

S: You know that it's going to be at the other end. So do you. [pointing to the right hand horizontal window scroll box] [scope_win operation executed to display the column corresponding to the maximum L-value].

U: What this? [referring to the (highlighted) column corresponding to the the maximum L-value]

S: It goes from 30 onwards, doesn't it? [m_col(L) and scope_win operations executed ] Keep going, its still 25 [m_col(L) and scope_win operations executed ] Not really changing that much. Changing a fraction.

**Episode S10**

This episode was based on recall of previous experience. There is no indication that either Sharon or Uri realised that the maximum value for the light intensity was very close to the non-limiting L-value, while this was not the case for the maximum value of the carbon dioxide level.
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Unit-task 1

S: Do you want to go on to next question?

U: Yes.

S: OK, is there any difference in the effect of increasing levels of light and carbon dioxide on the rate of photosynthesis?

U: Yeah there is.

S: Just decreases.

U: Yeah, increases

S: Up to a point, optimum point.

U: Try to find optimum level of either light or carbon dioxide.

S: That's the one we just tried.

U: Question 4.

S: As you said, it just increases as well.

U: If you increase carbon dioxide, the rate increases as well, oh, well........

Episode S11

In response to Uri's answer to Question 5 - "Carbon dioxide I guess" - Sharon used Method 2(C) to demonstrate how the level of carbon dioxide affected the rate of photosynthesis. In Unit-task 1 the temperature was set to the optimum value and in Unit-task 2 the effect of varying the level of carbon dioxide was explored.

Unit-task 1

U: Question five.

S: Yeah

U: Carbon dioxide I guess.

S: Let's go to carbon dioxide. [s_sheet(C) operation executed followed by m_col(L) and scope_win operations]

S: Let's suppose the optimum temperature is 30 degrees [s_row(T) operation executed] on there [m_row(T) operation executed].
Unit-task 2

S: [ ... ] Keep increasing carbon dioxide levels. \( m \text{-sheet}(C) \) operation executed That's increasing as well. \( \text{inspect}_{\text{graph}}(r/L) \) operation executed

Ruth/Tom session

In this session all but the first episode featured the use of Bioview by Tom with advice from Ruth. In the first session Ruth demonstrated the use of the software. Episodes 2 to 4 were representative of the application of successful methods. Episode 5 was based on recall of previous experience. Episode 6 was a very long and convoluted attempt to answer Question 5, including unsuccessful attempts to implement Method 4 and idiosyncratic methods.

Episode R1

This episode consists of a long unstructured sequence of operations. The top-level goal was to demonstrate the use of the package. Sub-goals, which did not correspond to well defined unit-tasks, were the demonstration of the execution of datacube operations and the use of the datasheet and graph windows. The number of operations executed in error (and hence the length of the interaction string) could be due to the fact that for most of the episode Ruth was trying to demonstrate the operation of the program with respect to a C-row consisting of zero values, resulting in confusion as to why no instances of graphs were obtained.

R: Clicking on this, got 3 axes, yeah. Just click down, can do the same with all three, bring it up, and to connect data, press connect there. \( \text{pointing to the connect menu item in graph window(1)} \) Basically where you have all information.

T: What does cube represent?

R: Represents, so if you press on here \( \text{pointing to the Z-sheet scroll box and m-sheet(Z) operation executed} \) you can change different amounts of data and you can change axes from putting two over there and moving it about \( \text{s-sheet(X) operation executed followed by s-sheet(Z) operation} \). OK load in file. \( \text{PSYNTH datacube loaded} \). Right \( \text{max_win(datasheet)} \). This is about photosynthesis. You've got light intensity along here, and got temperature which is at zero in corner \( \text{referring to the T-value display box on the datasheet} \), down the side you've got levels of carbon dioxide \( \text{referring to the C-rows on the datasheet} \).

T: Right

R: \( \text{undo max_win(datasheet)} \) And you can connect all this information into graphs here. \( \text{con_graph(1) operation executed} \). Right, can change the type
[s_graph(b) operation executed] and scale. [sequence of scale_graph(sheet),
  scale_graph(row) and [scale_graph(cube]) operations executed]

T: Can you represent data on graph?

R: Yeah, can also change other temperature by using, [referring to T-value
  slider] or you can use this arrow along here. [referring to T-value slider,
  confirming datacube scale, and executing m_sheet(T) operation]

T: That's at 20 degrees.

R: Yeah, that's going down again. [referring to the decreasing T-value as
  m_sheet(T) operations are executed]

T: Right

R: Change. [sequence of arbitrary menu selections: {s_graph(b)},
  scale_graph(sheet), scale_graph(row}] Can also have pie charts like that.
  [s_graph(p) operation executed followed by a {s_graph(p)} operation] Can
  create new graphs like that [con-graph window(2)], if you knew that one had
  been connected. [referring to graph window(1)] you could move it over here.
  [referring to the vacant bottom left region of the screen] You can move things
  around, like that, [resize_window(datasheet) operation executed] so moves
  over, pressing Tidy tidies them up, ["click" operation executed to bring
  the datasheet window to the top of the desk-top] so can see everything [Tidy
  menu item selected]. Right.

T: Can you actually plot this table here [referring to the datacube] on graph
  there. [referring to graph window(2)]?

R: The cube?

T: Yeah

R: Well that's basically, if you [sequence of s_sheet(L), confirm(scale-cube),
  and m_sheet(L) operations executed] can change it around like that, so
  temperature is now along here [referring to the T-columns on the datasheet]
  [con_graph(2) operation executed]

T: Right, so got temperature along the bottom now. [referring to the horizontal
  axis of the rate/T graph displayed in graph window(2)]

R: Yeah can also move it about like this. [m_row(C) operation executed] Click
  light intensity up to make a line graph. [s_sheet(L) and m_sheet(L) operations
  executed]

T: How did you do line graph again?

R: Got type here so just press type. [s_graph(l) operation executed] If light
  intensity is at zero nothing on graph, [m_sheet(L) operation executed] so either
  move this along like that, [m_sheet(L) operation executed - using L-value
  slider] or move arrow. [m_sheet(L) operation executed - using L-value scroll
  box].

T: This is with fixed light intensity? At a particular value.
R: Yeah written up here as well. [referring to the L-value display box in graph window(2)] At the moment, it's 45. Now 50. [m_sheet(L) operation executed] Any questions you'd like to ask?

T: OK, to get maximum point of graph it's not clear to see whether 20, or..

R: If you use bar chart easier to see, [s_graph(b) operation executed] yeah.

Episode R2

This episode provided an example of the application of a truncated version of Method 1(L). The episode started with the L-sheet selected in the position corresponding to the maximum L-value. A row corresponding to an intermediate C-value was highlighted. Ruth correctly and confidently informed Tom that the light intensity was set at a maximum and requested him to select the row corresponding to the maximum C-value. In response to his question as to why this was necessary she explained that the selection of this row gave the maximum value of carbon dioxide. Note that Tom had an incorrect perception of the relationship between the instance of the graph displayed and the datacube representation. He was confusing the C-values represented on the vertical axis of the T-sheet with the rate values represented on the vertical axis of the displayed rate/T graph.

Unit-task 1

R: If we swap seats to answer these questions. Like find the optimum air temperature.

T: Want the maximum.

R: Of carbon dioxide and light, so

T: Want carbon dioxide and light in unlimited supplies.

R: So at the moment ...

T: Here got ...

R: So at the moment got maximum light intensity, which is at 50 and carbon dioxide. We need to, if you go on [scope_win operation executed] ... and pull it down, should go down, if keep on going down. Go to 0.1 and click on it.

T: Why?

R: Because if you do that, it gives you the maximum amount of carbon dioxide. So if you click on here, [m-row(C) operation executed] it gives you unlimited supplies of light intensity and carbon dioxide.

T: Right, so got carbon dioxide values here, [referring to the vertical axis of the rate/T graph] temperature here, [referring to the horizontal axis of the rate/T graph] and that's light intensity [referring to the L-value display in the datasheet window] which is fixed?
R: Yeah, that's fixed.

T: I think it says make sure neither light nor carbon dioxide are in limited supplies. Would that mean unfixed?

R: It means basically at its maximum. It's not at its minimum.

Unit-task 2

R: If you look at the graph now you can see that 30. [inspect_graph(r/T) operation executed]

T: 30, yes, 30 degrees

R: Is the optimum temperature, OK?

Episode R3

This episode was concerned with Question 2. In Episode R3A the effect of varying the level of carbon dioxide was investigated by applying Method 3(T), and in Episode R3B the effect of varying the carbon dioxide was explored by applying Method 3(L). The effect of varying the light intensity was not considered.

Episode R3A

In Unit-task 1 Ruth started to introduce Method 3(L) to explore the effect of changing the level of carbon dioxide on a rate/T graph by executing m_row(C) operations. However, in Unit-task 2 Tom interrupted to ask how the temperature could be fixed at the optimum value of 30 degrees. Ruth responded by advising Tom to use an m_sheet(T) operation to select the T-sheet corresponding to the optimum temperature. This led to an application of Method 3(T). In Unit-task R3A/3 when the T-sheet was selected the row position defaulted to the minimum position. The row cells in this position all contained zero rate values. This seemed to cause Tom some confusion.

Unit-task 1

T: At this optimum temperature look at the way in which varying ... OK so if keep 30 fixed, go back to....

R: If you want to know levels of carbon dioxide what you could do is click on each of these [Pointing to the C-rows] to see what would happen.

Unit-task 2

T: How can I now fix temperature at 50 [meaning 30 degrees] so I can look at carbon dioxide and light intensity.
R: What, at 30 degrees, yeah. Need to go back to cube and click on the square for the cube [referring to the T-value scroll box]. Need to take that up to 30, you can click on this arrow here. [s_sheet(T) operation and m_sheet(T) operation executed in succession]

Unit-task 3

T: I see. So that's on 30.

S: That's on 30, the optimum temperature.

T: Now we can look at graph, can't we?

R: Yeah. [{con_graph(2)} and {con_graph(2)} operations executed in succession]

T: Line graph, or bar graph? [{s_graph(b)} operation executed] Think bar graph would be better.

R: We need to change [{restore(graph window(2)) and {s_graph(b)} operations executed in succession}]

T: Scale?

R: No, level of carbon dioxide.

T: Oh right go back to here. [pointing with the mouse to the C-value scroll box]

R: Or you could do it from here, [pointing to the C-rows shown on the datasheet] just click on again. [m_row(C operation executed] Varying light. If vary carbon dioxide levels. [m_row(C operation executed]

T: Basically intensity increasing, so could say the light intensity is sort of like proportional to carbon dioxide level.

Episode R3B

Ruth advised Tom to select a L-sheet and execute an m_sheet(L) operation to maximise the light intensity. No actual movement of the L-sheet was required as the L-sheet defaulted to the maximum L-value location. Tom now executed an m_row(C) operation to observe the effect of changing the level of carbon dioxide. This was an application of Method 3(L), which was the method that Ruth suggested when this question was first attempted. Note, however, that the effect of changing the light value was not explored.

Unit-task 1

R: For light intensity back to this square again. [s_sheet(C) operation executed].
T: Let's try reducing it. [m_row(C) operation executed] Again that's, as you increase carbon dioxide level here, temperature increases and the rate of photosynthesis increases.

R: OK

Episode R4

In Unit-task R4/1 Ruth suggested to Tom that finding the optimum value of light or carbon dioxide was "basically the same as finding same level of temperature". This implied that she thought that Method 1 could be used to determine the optimum value of the light intensity or carbon dioxide level. In Unit-task 1 the level of carbon dioxide was set to a maximum with the temperature at the optimum value. However, in Unit-task 2 the optimum temperature was changed to a maximum value by executing an m_sheet(T) operation. Note that that there is some repetition in Unit-tasks 2 and 3 - both involved an interpretation of the displayed rate/L graph to identify the optimum value of the light intensity. If Method 1(T) had been applied without error the graph would only have been interpreted at the end of Unit-task 3. (Error here applies strictly to the implementation of a chosen method; not to any "cognitive error" associated with a misinterpretation of the task). There was confusion between the idea of a maximum and an optimum value. Tom again misunderstood the relationship between the datacube representation and the graph displays.

Unit task 1

T: Try to find optimum level of either light or carbon dioxide.

R: You can do either one or can do both.

T: So to find this we need to have light or carbon dioxide along this side, [referring to the vertical axis of the rate/T graph displayed in graph window(2)] which we've got anyway.

R: No, we'd need light or carbon dioxide along here. [referring to the horizontal axis of the rate/T graph displayed in graph window(2)]

T: Along there? Oh I see, right.

R: Along the bottom, so basically the same as finding same level of temperature. So what we need to do is, need to put temperature. If you click on temperature [s-sheet(T) operation executed] so got light intensity over here. [referring to the horizontal axis of the rate/T graph displayed in graph window(2)]

T: I see, temperature's fixed now at 30. [referring to the T-value display in graph window(2)]

R: Yeah.
T: If I try moving along here, shall I? [m-row(C) operation executed] Alright, go other way. [m-row(C) operation executed]

R: Yeah, need to go back.

T: Over here? [scroll_win operation executed]

R: [m-row(C) operation executed to move the C-row to the maximum position] Yeah. 0.1.

T: Is that the highest point we can go? [referring to the maximum C-value for the displayed row]

R: Yeah, that's maximum there. [pointing to the rate value for the maximum L-value shown on the horizontal axis of the rate/L graph]

T: Would seem to be here.

Unit-task 2

R: Yes, haven't got maximum temperature so ...

T: If I go back here. [referring to the T-value scroll box]

R: Yeah.

T: Click that [redundant s_sheet(T) operation executed] and increase temperature like that. [m_sheet(T) operation executed] Right, I think 40 is the maximum. So this one here ... [referring to the rate value corresponding to the maximum L-value]

R: Yeah so that is the ...

T: Is there any way we can actually. Hold on. [sequence of s_graph(l) and s_graph(b) operations executed] I'm wondering if there is any function on this that allows you to look at maximum and minimum values without having to ... Because I can't see that easily anyway. [indicating a difficulty in reading the maximum rate value form the displayed graph] All these here to me look the same.

R: Difficult to tell, but 50 is max.

Unit-task 3

R: Yeah so that is the ... [indicating that the optimum value of the light intensity is now shown on the rate/L graph]

Episode R5

This episode did not involve any manipulation of the program. The discussion of Question 4 was limited to brief recall of previous experience.
Unit-task 1

T: OK. Is there any difference in the effect of increasing levels of light or carbon dioxide to rate of photosynthesis, well there is, we already answered that question from here.

R: Yes, so if you increase levels of both

T: Increases rate of photosynthesis. [ ... ]

Episode R6

Episodes 6A to 6G are all concerned with attempts to answer Question 5. Ruth and Tom experienced considerable confusion, mostly due to a lack of appreciation of the fact that executing an s_sheet operation results in a change the active system register. These episodes provide ample evidence of the significance of the relationship between functional and surrogate models held by the user.

Episode R6A

In this episode the first of three abortive attempts was made to use Method 4. This attempt got no further than an unsuccessful attempt to display two graphs side by side at the same time in order to compare a rate/L graph with a rate/C graph.

At the start of the episode two graphs were open, with graph window (1) completely obscured by graph window (2). It appeared that Ruth thought that only one graph was open as she advised Tom in Unit-task 1 to start a third graph window. This was opened and placed on top of graph window(2). Ruth advised Tom to iconise graph window(3) in order to reveal graph window(2). She then advised Tom to move the location of graph window(2) so as to reveal graph window(1) next to the new position of graph window(2). Note that Ruth used the same idiosyncratic method to do this as Delia in Episode D3.

In Unit-task 2 an appropriate strategy for configuring the screen was discussed. As in Episodes R2 and R4 Tom was confused about the graph axes, thinking that the vertical axes of the graphs represented carbon dioxide and light intensity. Ruth covertly corrected him, suggesting that carbon dioxide should be placed on one horizontal axis and light intensity on the other horizontal axis.

With Ruth’s agreement Tom suggested that the temperature should be made the same for each graph. A redundant m_sheet(T) operation was executed in Unit-task 3 in an attempt to achieve this sub-goal. (An attempt was made to maximise the T-sheet when the sheet was already located at the maximum temperature position). This decision indicated a
lack of understanding of the relationship between the graphs displayed in graph windows and datacube sheets - providing a graph had at some stage within a unit-task been connected to the active sheet, the graph would correspond to the current sheet value in the sheet sub-register; exercising an m_sheet operation will have no effect in this respect. In Unit-task 3 graph_window(1) had not been connected to the T-sheet during the course of the unit-task, and the graphs displayed in this window (pie chart followed by a bar graph) corresponded to the T-value current in Episode R1.

In Unit-task 4 an attempt was made to change the horizontal axis displayed in graph window(1) to "carbon dioxide". This could have been done by executing an s_col(L) operation. However, Ruth advised executing an s_sheet(C) operation followed by an s_sheet(L) operation. The result of the first operation was to produce a rate/L graph and she commented: "Now that's the same, but we need to change it"  Strictly speaking this display was not the same - the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(1) corresponded to row in a T-sheet, and the graph displayed in graph window(2) corresponded to a row in a C-sheet.

Unit task 1

T: Right, at the fastest rate of photosynthesis in data, which factor would you try to increase more, well, can look at that again.

R: You can compare the two.

T: Can we have them on the same sort of, can we split this up into....

R: Yes, if you go up to start, click on graphs, [start_graph(3) operation executed] no hang on, go over to down arrow [minimise_graph_window(£) operation executed], click on it.

T: This gives us the rate of photosynthesis [pointing to the horizontal axis of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(2)] for varying carbon dioxide levels. [pointing to the vertical axis of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(2)]

R: Right if you move that across click on this side here. Move it all the way, [resize_graph_window(2)] go to the other side and move it all the way across. [resize_graph_window(2)] Bit fiddly trying to get it.

T: OK shall I put it back there?

R: Yeah, oh, can't see the icons now. Got two graphs here, that's fine. [graph window(1) is now visible; graph window(2) and graph window(1) are now displayed side by side at the bottom of the screen.]

T: You can change this one to a bar graph [s-graph(b) operation executed] and we can have...
Unit task 2

R: If you want to organise this first, [referring to graph window(2)] because that's going to stay frozen. [referring to the (unconnected) graph window(1)]

T: We put increasing carbon dioxide here [referring to the vertical axis of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(2)] and light here, so why don't we have it the other way round here? [referring to graph window(1)]

R: Yeah, OK.

T: Why don't we put.....

R: What we need is carbon dioxide [referring to the horizontal axis of the rate/L graph shown in graph window(2)] along here [referring to the horizontal axis of the rate/T graph displayed in graph window(1)]

T: Along the bottom.

R: And then have light intensity along here. [referring to the horizontal axis of graph window(1)] No we have light intensity along here [referring to the horizontal axis of graph window(2)] and so we need carbon dioxide along here. [referring to the horizontal axis of graph window(1)]

Unit task 3

T: Shall we fix temperature to be the same first?

R: Yeah.

T: On both. If I go there. [redundant m_sheet(T) operation executed]

Unit task 4

R: No that's not it. [[start_graph] operation executed] Press on connect. [con_graph(1) operation executed] Now that's the same, [indicating that the type of graph (rate/L) graph was now the same in both graph windows] but we need to change it, referring to graph window(1)] so if we go over to I think carbon dioxide over here, we click on, [s_sheet(C) operation executed] go to light intensity. [s_sheet(L) operation executed] right that's temperature [referring to the rate/T graph now displayed in graph window(1)], I mean we could.....

Episode R6B

This episode featured the second abortive attempt to apply Method 4. The episode was dominated by Tom’s continued misconception of the relationship between the representation provided by the displayed graphs and the datacube. In Unit-task 1 he was concerned with making the horizontal axes of both of the graphs the same. This was attempted in preparation for making one vertical axis carbon dioxide and the other light
intensity. In Unit-task 2 Ruth corrected his misconception (after first agreeing with his interpretation). She then advised Tom to execute a sequence of operations which left both windows displaying a rate/L graph. This did not match her goal of putting carbon dioxide on one horizontal axis and light intensity on the other horizontal axis. The repetition of redundant con_graph operations indicated the need for action confirmation.

Unit task 1

T: Right, in order for us to compare them I would have thought that this axis here [referring to the horizontal axis of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(1)] would have to be the same to make any sort of...

R: Yeah, I can see what you are getting at.

T: This is a thing that has to vary. [referring to the vertical axis of both of the displayed graphs]

R: You mean you can't vary this. [pointing to the vertical axis of the rate/T graph in graph window(1)] The only way you can vary this is by changing the ...

T: If we ... Shall we just fix this first? [referring to the horizontal axis of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(2)] Let's either make them both temperature or light intensity, so if you make it, lets connect this one first. [con_graph operation executed]

R: They're the same, temperature, everything the same.

Unit task 2

T: Except now we've got ... OK. Now we can vary this one [referring to the vertical axis of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(2)] because these are both ...

R: That's light intensity [referring to the vertical axis of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(2)]

T: Right, see if we can change this one [referring to the vertical axis of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(1)] to carbon dioxide and that ones light intensity [referring to the vertical axis of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(2)] then we can have a look.

R: Yes, I think this is actually the rate of photosynthesis [referring to the vertical axis of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(2)] rather than ... So what you need to do is put light intensity along here, [referring to the horizontal axis of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(2)] carbon dioxide along the bottom there, [referring to the horizontal axis of the rate/T graph displayed in graph window(1)] so be able to compare them in rate of photosynthesis. So if we connect this one. [sequence of three redundant con_graph operations executed] Right, it's connected. If we put light intensity along here, [referring to the horizontal axis of the rate/T graph displayed in graph window(1)] [two redundant s_sheet(L) operations executed] we need to go to temperature, go up to temperature. [s_sheet(T) operation executed] So that's light intensity.
[referring to the horizontal axis of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(2)] Yeah, if go up to temperature along here and click on arrow up there so we can increase, that's at 40 anyway, that's alright, [no operation executed] if you increase level of carbon dioxide, 0.1 anyway [no operation executed] if we connect back to this one. [con_graph(1) operation executed followed by the execution of a redundant con_graph(1) operation] Right, that's the same now.

T: I thought that this Y axis here, [referring to the vertical axis of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(2)] I thought this [the datacube] represented carbon dioxide levels, I thought the whole idea of this was to represent some sort of three-dimensional table, so you could have a look at what happened when you vary three different parameters, so I thought that this here was the carbon dioxide, [referring to the vertical axis of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(2)] that was light intensity and this was your temperature varying. [referring to the value display bar in window(2)] So I thought this was just a title. [the vertical axis title]

R: Yes, you see you've got a fixed temperature and fixed carbon dioxide level so only thing, that's just showing the rate. [referring to the vertical axis of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(2)]

Episode R6C

A third abortive attempt was made in this episode to apply Method 4. Unit-task 1 was concerned with trying to make the horizontal axis of the graph in graph_window(1) "carbon dioxide". In Unit-task 2 another attempt was made to make the temperatures associated with each graph the same. This diverted the attention of both Ruth and Tom from the use of the sought after screen configuration with two different horizontal graph axes displayed. In Unit-task 1 the rate/C graph displayed in graph window(1) corresponded to a graph of values in the L-sheet sub-register, in which the L-value was a maximum. The rate/C graph displayed in Unit-task 2 corresponded to a graph of values in the T-sheet sub-register, in which the L-value was a minimum. So apparently equivalent graphs were shown, but they corresponded to different sets of variables. Unit-task 2 provided a further example of the need for action confirmation. When the rate/C graph corresponding to the T-sheet was displayed a null graph was produced and Tom instinctively attempted to produce one by executing a redundant s_graph(b) operation. In Unit-task 3 Tom persisted in his misconception about the relationship between the graph display and the datacube display.

Unit-task 1

R: If we connect this graph.

T: Right, if we connect this graph. [referring to graph window(1)]

R: Yes.
R: And we change to carbon dioxide on the horizontal axis.

T: OK, can do that by going back here. [s_sheet(C) operation executed]

R: Yes, no, try temperature [s_sheet(T) operation executed]. I can never remember which way round this goes. No maybe it's light intensity [s_sheet(L) operation executed]. No that's temperature. [referring to the horizontal axis of the rate/T graph displayed in graph window(1)]

T: Right, want to have carbon dioxide across the bottom?

R: Yes. If we go to display and change it to columns, [s_col(T) operation executed] yeah, that's it, so got carbon dioxide along here, [referring to the horizontal axis of the rate/C graph shown in graph window(1)] that's basically 0 missed out. [referring to the initial two zero C-values]

Unit-task 2

T: I think the temperature is a bit different.

R: That's actually light intensity. [referring to the value display in graph window(1)] Need to go to temperature on the arrow. [referring to the T-value scroll box]

T: Reduce it?

R: No, increase it to 40.

T: On this one? [referring to graph window(1)]

R: Yeah, on that one.

T: Its 50.

R: That's the light intensity.

T: Oh, right.

R: 50 light intensity and 10 is temperature, so if we go back to temperature on arrow up here, [Tom makes to use the T-value scroll box to decrease the temperature] on the other arrow [s_sheet(T) operation executed] Need to ... yeah that's it, that's at 40.

T: And now we have to ... Shall I do graph, go back to bar graph? [redundant s_graph(b) operation executed]

R: And we need to increase light intensity, so if go to light on arrow on bottom, [s_sheet(L) operation executed] and take it up to 50 [m_sheet(L) operation executed; the L-value was initially at 50, Tom decreased the L-value and had to increase it again] So ...

T: What we've ...

R: So what we've done; go to temperature again on arrow, [s_sheet(T) operation executed] and increase that to 40. [m_sheet(T) operation attempted; T-value already at 40 degrees] Don't understand why can't have ...
Unit-task 3

T: Shall we go back to what we did with columns?

R: Yes, that's display, go to that.

T: Go back to rows? [s_row(C) operation executed]

R: Yes. That's right, got the same up here, [referring to the C-value and T-value shown in the graph window value displays] just got two different factors. [on the horizontal axes]

T: And this is still ... I mean that is temperature, [referring to the T-values shown in the graph window value displays] yeah. So this is carbon dioxide, levels [referring to the vertical axes of the displayed graphs], both of these is carbon dioxide.

R: Yeah those two there are rate of photosynthesis, [referring to the vertical axes of the displayed graphs] that's carbon dioxide on the bottom, [referring to the horizontal axis of graph in graph window(1); - this should have been displayed a a rate/L graph, but a display bug showed it as a rate/C graph] got light intensity along here. [referring to the horizontal axis of rate/L graph in graph window(2)]

Researcher: Can I just stop you there, there's a bug in the programme, that really should now read light intensity on the right as well.

Episode R6D

In Unit-task 1 Ruth agreed to Tom's suggestion that the level of carbon dioxide should be fixed and that the temperature should be varied. Estimates were made in Unit-task 2 of the change in the rate (as represented by the magnitude of a chosen bar in the bar graph) as m_sheet(T) operations were executed. This amounted to a decision to adopt Method 7(TT), that is a change in strategy. The original intention in Episode 6A was to compare rate/L and rate/C graphs for the same temperature, but now it was proposed to observe the effect of changing the temperature on a rate/L graph. The problems with manipulating the display had forced a strategy which was not based on an analysis of the task, but simply on the desire to achieve some interpretable results; even if they were not relevant to the current task. In Unit-task 2 Tom suggested that attention should be focussed on the bar in each of the two displayed bar graphs which corresponded to the same L-value. In Unit-task 3 the application of Method 7 was varied, with attention now focussed on one graph only. This was initially graph(1), but was switched to graph(2) so as not to have to cope with the incorrect labelling of the horizontal axis of graph(1) caused by a display bug.
Unit task 1

R: OK. Right. That reads light intensity. [referring to the horizontal axis displayed in graph window(1)]

T: Shall we have a look at varying ... Why don't we keep carbon dioxide fixed then, [pointing to the C-value displayed in the datasheet values display] and we can vary temperature, that might work?

R: OK

Unit task 2

T: So how can I do that?

R: If you want to vary temperature go to arrow on left that will take it down, [m_sheet(T) operation executed to decrease the temperature] that's increasing temperature [in fact the temperature is decreased] and light intensity is ...

T: We could just have look at one section of this [pointing to the datacube] and say, OK, for something like light intensity 20, [referring to a specific value of the light intensity on the horizontal axis of the rIL graph displayed in graph window(2)] so rate of photosynthesis is, what, 20 whatever units you use, [referring to the corresponding value of the rate on the vertical axis of the rIL graph displayed in graph window(2)] and now when you the vary light intensity for the same section of the graph, [that is, the bar in each of the two displayed bar graphs corresponding to the same L-value (in this case 20 units)] which would be what, it would be this one there wouldn't it, 1,2,3,4; 1, 2, 3, 4. [identifying the equivalent bar position on each of the two graphs] It would be this one here, that section there, so if we look at what that section looks like. If you reduce temperature [m_sheet(T) operation executed to reduce the temperature] it's getting a lot less, rate of photosynthesis, but by what factor?

Unit task 3

R: By what factor? Um, we are only altering temperature, nothing else, so by decreasing temperature [m_sheet(T) operation executed to increase temperature] you are decreasing the rate of photosynthesis. [m_sheet(T) operation executed to decrease temperature].

T: The temperature here [m_sheet(T) operation executed to increase temperature followed by an m_sheet(T) operation to decrease the temperature] too is increasing by - is that 5 degrees? [m_sheet(T) operation executed to increase the temperature]

R: Yeah, 5.

T: So by decreasing it, [referring to the temperature] by 5 degrees [m_sheet(T) operation executed to decrease the temperature by 5 degrees] it doesn't have that much of an effect.

R: No not that dramatic.

Researcher: Remember you're looking at light intensity there.
R: Yeah. So temperature ...

T: For a fixed light intensity at 20, and just varying temperature; right it's 25, you increase that to 30, [m_sheet(T) operation executed to change the temperature to 30 degrees] then if you connect this one it might be easier to look at that. [con-graph(2) operation executed and attention now focussed on graph window(2)]

R: So ...

T: [m_sheet(T) operation executed to decrease the temperature] It makes ... [m_sheet(T) operation executed to increase the temperature]

R: So it just ...

T: By an increase of 10 degrees, [m_sheet(T) operation executed to change the T-value from 30 degrees to 20 degrees, followed by the execution of m_sheet operations to change the temperature to 10 degrees and back to 20 degrees] its only varied by well not that much.

R: So I wouldn't say that you would increase temperature.

Episode R6E

At the end of Unit-task 1 a rate/C graph was produced, but the confused nature of the unit-task indicated that Ruth did not appreciate that this graph corresponded to an L-sheet as opposed to a T-sheet. There were a number of arbitrary m_sheet operations executed by Tom, almost random exploratory actions, which were not noticed by Ruth. One m_sheet(C) operation could have been in response to the appearance of a null graph. Unit-task 2 was concerned with a clarification of how "long" numbers were represented on a horizontal axis. Unit-task 3 was a very confused attempt to explore the effect of varying the level of carbon dioxide. As in Unit-task 1 Ruth was confused about the significance of making another sub-register active, and Tom again demonstrated a lack of understanding of the relationship between the datacube representation and the displayed graphs. The display of a null graph again caused problems in Unit-task 3. In Unit-task 4 Ruth advised Tom to maximise the temperature by selecting the T-sheet (change of active sub-register) and executing a m-sheet(T) operation to maximise the T-value. When a L-sheet was selected again (to display a rate/C graph) Ruth was confused because the temperature was "still" at 10 degrees (the value corresponding to the L-sheet - not the T-sheet).

Unit task 1

T: If you wanted to increase rate of photosynthesis ... Shall we have a look to see what happens if you increase carbon dioxide levels. If you put carbon dioxide across the bottom, [referring to the horizontal axis of the rate/L graph}
displayed in graph window(2)) so if you go to, is it this one here? [referring to the C-value scroll box]

R: I think so, yeah. If you click.

T: We need to put this carbon dioxide here, [referring to the left hand C-value edge of the datacube] don't we. [referring to the bottom L-value edge of the datacube] So. [s_sheet(C) operation executed]

R: That's light intensity, [referring to the rate/L graph (for a row in a C-sheet) displayed in graph window(2)] That's what's confusing. [s_sheet(L) and m_sheet(L) operations executed] Go up to temperature. [s_sheet(T) and m_sheet(T) operations executed] This always confuses me. What I think ... [s_sheet(C) operation executed] What I think, if you go over to the edge of this side here, [referring to the right hand C-value edge of the datacube] and go in the middle and click, just click on it, [s_sheet(T) operation executed] I can never remember how to do this. It's um ... [s_sheet(C) operation executed]. Go to display again and change it, [m_sheet(C) operation executed] which is up there, [pointing to the display menu item in the datasheet window] back to columns. [s_col(T) operation executed] That's temperature. [referring to the rate/T graph displayed (the currently selected column corresponds to a a set of zero rate values - no graph displayed) [m_sheet(C) operation executed] No, go to light intensity, [s_sheet(L) operation executed] that's it.

Unit task 2

T: So we've got a fixed temperature now.

R: Temperature is on 10 degrees at the moment and light intensity is 40.

T: I was just wondering why, how can we get figures along there, they're all zeros aren't they? [referring to the numbers displayed on the horizontal axis of the rate/C graph in graph window(2); these numbers are shown in a truncated form because of the limited size of graph window(2) in the current screen configuration]

R: Yeah, should actually be 0.05.

T: If I click this one here, perhaps, how can we click all this. [referring to the currently highlighted column on the datasheet display]

R: Can't actually do that. Figures don't come up here. So ... 

T: OK, so they should be 0.5 [meaning 0.05]

R: Yeah, this should be 0.05 going up to 0.1 which is down here. [referring to the C-values shown in the datasheet display]

Unit task 3

T: OK if we increase carbon dioxide, how can we do that. We can increase it from here, can't we? [referring to the C-value scroll box and s-sheet(C) operation executed]
R: Yes. See that's by, um ... [redundant s_graph(b) operation executed: null graph displayed corresponding to a set of zero rate values] If you increase carbon dioxide again, [referring to C-value scroll box] [m-sheet(C) operation executed] keep on increasing. [m_sheet(C) operation executed to decrease the level of carbon dioxide] It ...

T: It's not plotting. [m_sheet(C) operation executed]

R: No [s_graph(l) operation executed]. No, I don't understand that [series of redundant operations executed: m_win(graph_window(2) / resize_window(graph_window(2) / output(copy) / con_graph(2) / con_graph(2))] It's connected. [redundant s_scale(cube) operation executed] Go up to display and change it to rows. [s_row(T) operation executed] That's it, but we haven't got carbon dioxide at the bottom. [m_sheet(C) operation executed] This is one of the problems I found, trying to get the carbon dioxide.

T: If you click ... [s-sheet(L) operation executed]

R: If you increase carbon dioxide. If you go over to carbon dioxide and increase that [referring to the C-value scroll box]

T: OK, now carbon dioxide is over here, isn't it? [referring to the vertical axis of the rate/T graph shown in graph window(2)]

R: No, carbon dioxide is fixed at 0.09. [referring to the C-value shown in the datasheet value display in graph window(2)]

I: Right.

R: And this is the rate of photosynthesis up here. [referring to the rate axis of the rate/C graph shown in graph window(2)]

T: OK, lets have a look at it this way. If we reduce it. [referring to the C-value] [s_sheet(C) operation executed followed by an m_sheet(C) operation]

R: Right, at the moment it is at 0.8.

Researcher: If you choose a column now, if it does not change to carbon dioxide it should do. Maybe this is confusing you. [incorrect advice - a rate/T graph would have been produced by executing an s_col(L) operation; not referred to in Chapter 7]

T: Right, its decreasing now, [m_sheet(C) operation executed to decrease the C-value] decreasing carbon dioxide from 0.07. Go to display choose columns [s_col(L) operation executed].

R: Right that's temperature. [referring to the rate/T graph shown in graph window(2)]

T: [s_sheet(L) operation executed] Carbon dioxide there, [referring to horizontal axis of the rate/C graph shown in graph window(2)] Shall we try varying it again? [referring to the C-value scroll box]
Unit task 4

R: Basically this is ... If we look at this along here. [referring to the horizontal axis of the rate/C graph displayed in graph window(2)] If we increase temperature to its maximum. So go to temperature and increase it. [s_sheet(T) and m_sheet(T) operations executed] Right go to light intensity and increase that [s_sheet(L) operation executed] on the arrow, yes. I don't understand why the temperature is decreasing. [m_sheet(L) operation executed to maximise the L-value]

Episode R6F

In Episode R6F Ruth and Tom unsuccessfully applied an idiosyncratic method based on the comparison of a rate/C graph (corresponding to a column selected in a L-sheet) and a rate/T graph (corresponding to a column selected in a C-sheet). The method aimed to make this comparison with the same C- and L-values considered for each graph. An attempt to focus on the same C-value in each graph was made by maximising the C-value (0.1) in graph window(1) by executing an m_sheet(C) command, and focusing attention on the rate value corresponding to the maximum C-value shown on the horizontal axis of the rate/C graph displayed in graph_window(2). The L-value associated with graph window(2) was the L-value in the L-sheet sub-register which was currently at the maximum value. An attempt to focus on the same L-value in each graph was made by maximising the L-value (50) in graph window(1) by executing an m_col(L) operation until the L-column corresponding to the maximum L-value(50) was highlighted. In Unit-task 2, in response to a request from Ruth to increase the level of carbon dioxide, Tom initially executed an m_sheet(C) operation in the direction which decreases the C-value. This provides further evidence of his confusion between the graph and datacube representation.

Unit-task 1

T: Right, that's increasing temperature. Here, 45, 50, maximum ... Just for comparison, can we have, OK, temperature across here and this one here [referring to the horizontal axis of the rate/L graph displayed in graph window(1)]

R: Yes, if you connect that graph. [con_graph(l) operation executed] Go up to there [referring to the T-value scroll box]

T: Right, that's temperature, isn't it?

R: [s-sheet(T) operation executed] No that's carbon dioxide. [s-sheet(L) operation executed] Press on carbon dioxide. [s-sheet(C) operation executed]

T: So now I can display this.

R: Yeah, line graph. [s_graph(l) operation executed] [ ... ]
Unit-task 2

R: We need to increase the light intensity, \([s\text{-}sheet(L)\text{ operation executed}]\) so go on arrow again. Right that's the same.

T: But it's gone back to carbon dioxide levels. Go back to \([s\text{-}sheet(T)\text{ operation executed}]\)

R: \([s\text{-}sheet(L)\text{ operation executed}]\) Go to carbon dioxide, \([s\text{-}sheet(C)\text{ operation executed}]\) That's temperature there \([\text{referring to the horizontal axis of the rate}/T\text{ graph}]\)

T: Right, so let's try and increase it. \([\text{suggesting that the C-value should be increased}]\)

R: OK if we move these along, \([\text{referring to the L-columns displayed in the datasheet window}]\) click on that column \([m\text{-}col(L)\text{ operation executed}]\), so

T: Hold on, need to fix this as well. \([\text{referring to the C-value shown in the graph window(1) values display}]\) This is the carbon dioxide level. Let's have a look at it for 0.1.

R: OK, so go to carbon dioxide and increase it. \([m\text{-}sheet(C)\text{ operation executed}]\) which first decreases the C-value to the minimum value and then increases it to the maximum value] Right.

T: 0.1 is this value here, isn't it? \([\text{referring to the maximum C-value shown on the horizontal axis of the rate}/C\text{ graph displayed in graph window(2)}] \) Last one. So the last one corresponds to about 10 \([\text{referring to the rate value corresponding to the maximum C-value on the horizontal axis of the rate}/C\text{ graph shown graph window(2)}] \). Is this value here the temp? \([\text{pointing to the L-value shown in the datasheet values display in graph window(1)}] \)

R: No that's light intensity. You could increase light intensity. If you go all the way along here, you click on that. \([m\text{-}col(L)\text{ operation executed}]\)

T: So light intensity here is 10? \([\text{referring to T-value shown in the values display for graph window(2)}]\)

R: No that's the temperature.

T: Yeah.

R: If you go to the arrow there at bottom in the corner \([\text{referring to the right hand horizontal window scroll box}]\), click on it \([\text{scroll_win operation executed}]\), keep on clicking, \([\text{scroll_win operation executed}]\) now click on this column here. \([\text{referring to the L-column corresponding to the maximum L-value}]\) \([m\text{-}col(L)\text{ operation executed}]\) If that's going to be 0.1, \([\text{referring to the maximum L-value shown on the horizontal axis of the rate}/L\text{ graph displayed in graph window(2)}] \) light intensity is at 50 \([\text{pointing to both graphs}]\), and got temperature and carbon dioxide, \([\text{referring to the horizontal axis variable for both graph window(1) and graph window(2) respectively}]\)

T: This is for 50 as well? \([\text{referring to the L-value shown in the values display for graph window(2)}]\)
R: Yeah, that's 50. Everything is same. Looking at this, [referring the portion of the rate/C graph corresponding to the maximum L-value in graph window(2)] is 0.1. [referring to the C-value shown in the values display for graph window(2)] So ...

T: Um ...

3.6.7 Episode R6G

In this episode all the factors (including temperature) were considered. Unit-task 4 featured a discussion of what factor to increase so as to increase the rate the most. This discussion did not involve an evident use of the concept of limiting factors; a numerical estimation method was used instead.

Unit task 1

T: Can I try varying carbon dioxide levels just to get some kind of picture here.

R: Yeah. [m_sheet(C) operation executed]

T: I mean, I would ... Because the carbon dioxide levels are increasing by 0.01 each time, which is very small, but even that is having some effect on rate of photosynthesis. [m_sheet(C) operation executed]

R: Yes, carbon dioxide seems to ...

Unit task 2

R: If you then connect this graph, [con_graph(2) operation executed] that's the same now. [noting that the same instance of rate/T graph is now shown in both windows] Oh. [con_graph(1) operation executed] Re-connect this graph again, [con_graph(2) operation executed] go to light intensity, [s_sheet(L) operation executed] right, got carbon dioxide along here, [referring to the horizontal axis of the rate/C graph displayed in graph window(2)] um ...

T: So we've got varying temperature now?

R: Yes, so if you vary the temperature. [s_sheet(T) operation and an m_sheet(T) operation executed in sequence; the T-value is changed to an intermediate value and back to a maximum value] That's at zero. [referring to the minimum L-column on the T-sheet, which is currently highlighted] If you increase it; [m_sheet(T) operation attempted to increase the temperature] why is nothing? Oh, its at its maximum, 40. [m_sheet(T) operation executed to minimise the temperature]

Unit task 3

R: [ ... ] OK try increasing light intensity. [s_sheet(L) operation executed] yeah, or decreasing it [m_sheet(L) operation executed] I mean by decreasing light intensity ...

308
T: When you decrease the light intensity ... I expected that because temperature and this [referring to the L-value scroll box] are somewhat related aren't they? Light lets off a certain amount of heat, so if you increase light intensity, it has similar effect to increasing temperatures, [...]

Unit task 4

T: [...] but I don't think either of those two [that is, light intensity and temperature] are as good as carbon dioxide.

R: Yeah, carbon dioxide

T: Just look at the factors, [con_graph(1) operation executed] increasing carbon dioxide by what, 0.01 each time and yet that is having effect on...

R: So by increasing carbon dioxide rate [s_sheet(C) operation executed] that would be the factor to increase.

T: Yes, as it goes up like that, [m_sheet(C) operation executed to increase the level of carbon dioxide] still having an effect. [m_sheet(C) operation executed to decrease the level of carbon dioxide] So yeah, [m_sheet(C) operation executed to increase the level of carbon dioxide] carbon dioxide.

Episode R7

In this episode the design of Bioview is discussed by Ruth and Tom.

R: So, that's the programme. Have you got any questions or...?

T: Yeah, this thing here, the cube. It seems like a good idea to use it to represent this sort of model, [pointing to the datasheet] but like you said its so difficult.

R: Yes, its confusing.

T: To me it looks like some sort of volumes programme or something, [pointing to the datacube], they could have just had three axes or something [pointing to the datacube edges] that would have been a lot easier rather than have cube. Could have normal Y and X, and another axis in third dimension [pointing to the datacube edges] rather than using this [that is, the datacube]. That's just the one thing, apart from that it seems good that you can do all this, can have a look at how two things vary while keeping one thing controlled and so on. I think once you get the hang of it, can be really good.
Appendix 7

Session interaction history records
### Delia/Alice session interaction history record

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit-task</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>System register</th>
<th>Display register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L-sheet</td>
<td>C-sheet</td>
<td>T-sheet</td>
<td>L-sheet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>demo.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2/1</td>
<td>max L</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2/2</td>
<td>max C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2/3</td>
<td>opt T</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3A/1</td>
<td>open g-win</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3A/2</td>
<td>opt T</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3A/3</td>
<td>vary L</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3B/1</td>
<td>set T</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3B/2</td>
<td>vary C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4A/1</td>
<td>opt L</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4B/1</td>
<td>opt C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5/1</td>
<td>vary C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5/2</td>
<td>vary L</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D6</td>
<td>L/C effect</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7/1</td>
<td>max C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7/2</td>
<td>max L</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7/3</td>
<td>vary T</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D8/1</td>
<td>Max C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D8/2</td>
<td>vary L</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D8/3</td>
<td>vary T</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D9A/1</td>
<td>locate T</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D9A/2</td>
<td>vary L</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D9B/1</td>
<td>vary C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D10/1</td>
<td>opt L</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D11/1</td>
<td>vary L</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D11/2</td>
<td>vary C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D11/3</td>
<td>vary L</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D12/1</td>
<td>effect L/C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Sharon/Uri session interaction history record

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit-task</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>L-sheet L</th>
<th>C-sheet C</th>
<th>T-sheet T</th>
<th>L-sheet row</th>
<th>C-sheet col</th>
<th>T-sheet row</th>
<th>Graph window (1) r/L</th>
<th>r/C</th>
<th>r/T</th>
<th>l</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>con</th>
<th>r/L</th>
<th>r/C</th>
<th>r/T</th>
<th>l</th>
<th>b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>demo.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2/1</td>
<td>max C</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2/2</td>
<td>illustration</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2/3</td>
<td>max L</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2/4</td>
<td>opt T</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3A/1</td>
<td>opt T</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3A/2</td>
<td>vary C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3B/1</td>
<td>vary L</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4/1</td>
<td>opt L</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5/1</td>
<td>vary L</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5/2</td>
<td>vary C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6/1</td>
<td>L effect</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6/2</td>
<td>C effect</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7/1</td>
<td>opt T</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8A/1</td>
<td>vary C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8B/1</td>
<td>vary L</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9A/1</td>
<td>opt C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9B/1</td>
<td>opt L</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S10/1</td>
<td>L/C effect</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S11/1</td>
<td>opt T</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S11/2</td>
<td>vary C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Ruth/Tom session interaction history record

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit-task</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>&lt;--- System register ---</th>
<th>&lt;--- Display register ---</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L-sheet</td>
<td>C-sheet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>demo</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2/1</td>
<td>max C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2/2</td>
<td>opt T</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3A/1</td>
<td>vary C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3A/2</td>
<td>opt T</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3A/3</td>
<td>vary C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3B/1</td>
<td>vary C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4/1</td>
<td>opt L</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4/2</td>
<td>max T</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4/3</td>
<td>Opt L</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>L/C effect</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6A/1</td>
<td>two graphs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6A/2</td>
<td>spec axes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6A/3</td>
<td>equalise T</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6A/4</td>
<td>spec axes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6B/1</td>
<td>spec axes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6B/2</td>
<td>spec v-axes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6C/1</td>
<td>spec axes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6C/2</td>
<td>equalise T</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6C/3</td>
<td>spec axes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6D/1</td>
<td>fix C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6D/2</td>
<td>com graphs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6D/3</td>
<td>est change</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6E/1</td>
<td>rate/C graph</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6E/2</td>
<td>clarify axes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6E/3</td>
<td>vary C</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6E/4</td>
<td>insp. graph</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit-task</td>
<td>Goal</td>
<td>L-sheet</td>
<td>C-sheet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6F/1</td>
<td>rate/T graph</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6F/2</td>
<td>com graphs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6G/1</td>
<td>vary C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6G/2</td>
<td>vary T</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6G/3</td>
<td>vary L</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6G/4</td>
<td>L/C/T effect</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7/1</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ruth/Tom session interaction history record (continued)
Appendix 8

Task-episode tables
Task-episode table for Question 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Episode/Unit-task</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Observed</th>
<th>Corrected</th>
<th>Reduced</th>
<th>Expert</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D2/1</td>
<td>max L</td>
<td>(II \text{s-sheet(T)} \mid \text{s-sheet(L)} \mid \text{m-sheet(L)})</td>
<td>(II \text{s-sheet(T)} \mid \text{s-sheet(L)} \mid \text{m-sheet(L)})</td>
<td>(II \text{s-sheet(T)} \mid \text{s-sheet(L)} \mid \text{m-sheet(L)})</td>
<td>1(C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2/2</td>
<td>max C</td>
<td>(II \text{s-sheet(C)} \mid \text{m-sheet(C)})</td>
<td>(II \text{s-sheet(C)} \mid \text{m-sheet(C)})</td>
<td>(II \text{s-sheet(C)} \mid \text{m-sheet(C)})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2/3</td>
<td>optimum T</td>
<td>(II \text{s-sheet(T)} \mid \text{s-sheet(L)} \mid \text{m-sheet(L)})</td>
<td>(II \text{s-sheet(T)} \mid \text{s-sheet(L)} \mid \text{m-sheet(L)})</td>
<td>(II \text{s-sheet(T)} \mid \text{s-sheet(L)} \mid \text{m-sheet(L)})</td>
<td>1(C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7/1</td>
<td>max C</td>
<td>(II \text{s-sheet(C)})</td>
<td>(II \text{s-sheet(C)})</td>
<td>(II \text{s-sheet(C)})</td>
<td>3(L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7/2</td>
<td>max L</td>
<td>(II \text{s-sheet(L)})</td>
<td>(II \text{s-sheet(L)})</td>
<td>(II \text{s-sheet(L)})</td>
<td>3(L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7/3</td>
<td>vary T</td>
<td>(II \text{con_graph(1)} \mid \text{scope_win} \mid \text{m-col(L)})</td>
<td>(II \text{con_graph(1)} \mid \text{scope_win} \mid \text{m-col(T)})</td>
<td>(II \text{con_graph(1)} \mid \text{scope_win} \mid \text{m-col(T)})</td>
<td>3(L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D8/1</td>
<td>max C</td>
<td>(II \text{s-sheet(C)} \mid \text{s-sheet(T)} \mid \text{m-row(C)})</td>
<td>(II \text{s-sheet(C)} \mid \text{s-sheet(T)} \mid \text{m-row(C)})</td>
<td>(II \text{s-sheet(C)} \mid \text{s-sheet(T)} \mid \text{m-row(C)})</td>
<td>2(T)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D8/2</td>
<td>vary L</td>
<td>(II \text{s-col(L)} \mid \text{scope_win} \mid \text{m-col(L)})</td>
<td>(II \text{s-col(L)} \mid \text{scope_win} \mid \text{m-col(L)})</td>
<td>(II \text{s-col(L)} \mid \text{scope_win} \mid \text{m-col(L)})</td>
<td>2(T)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D8/3</td>
<td>optimum T</td>
<td>(II \text{m-sheet(T)})</td>
<td>(II \text{m-sheet(T)})</td>
<td>(II \text{m-sheet(T)})</td>
<td>2(T)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Task-episode table for Question 1 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Episode/Unit-task</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Action string</th>
<th>Corrected</th>
<th>Reduced</th>
<th>Expert</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S2/1</td>
<td>max C</td>
<td>• [max-win(datasheet)</td>
<td>• [max-win(datasheet)</td>
<td>• [m_row(C)</td>
<td>• [m_row(C)</td>
<td>1(L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>s_display] l [s_view]</td>
<td>m_row(C))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>illustration</td>
<td>• [undo max-win(datasheet)</td>
<td>• undo max-win(datasheet)</td>
<td>• [s_sheet(T)</td>
<td>[s_sheet(T)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>max L</td>
<td>• [s_sheet(L) l m_sheet(L)</td>
<td>• s_sheet(L) l m_sheet(L)</td>
<td>• s_sheet(L) l m_sheet(L)</td>
<td>• s_sheet(L) l m_sheet(L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>optimum T</td>
<td>• inspect-graph(r/T)</td>
<td>• inspect-graph(r/T)</td>
<td>• inspect-graph(r/T)</td>
<td>• inspect-graph(r/T)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7/1</td>
<td>optimum T</td>
<td>• [inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>2(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>m_row(C) l s_sheet(C)</td>
<td>m_row(C) l s_sheet(C)</td>
<td>m_row(C) l s_sheet(C)</td>
<td>m_row(C) l s_sheet(C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>m_row(T) l s_sheet(T)</td>
<td>m_row(T) l s_sheet(T)</td>
<td>m_row(T) l s_sheet(T)</td>
<td>m_row(T) l s_sheet(T)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>m_sheet(T) l s_start</td>
<td>m_sheet(T) l s_start</td>
<td>m_sheet(T) l s_start</td>
<td>m_sheet(T) l s_start</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>undo s_start l m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>undo s_start l m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>undo s_start l m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>undo s_start l m_sheet(T)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2/1</td>
<td>max C</td>
<td>• scope_win l m_row(C)</td>
<td>• scope_win l m_row(C)</td>
<td>• m_row(C)</td>
<td>• m_row(C)</td>
<td>1(L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2/2</td>
<td>optimum T</td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/T)</td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/T)</td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/T)</td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/T)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Task-episode table for Question 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Episode/Unit-task</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Observed</th>
<th>Corrected</th>
<th>Reduced</th>
<th>Expert</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D3A/1</td>
<td>open graph</td>
<td>l resize_win</td>
<td>l resize_win</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>window</td>
<td>l s_sheet(T) l m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>l s_sheet(T) l m_sheet(T)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3A/2</td>
<td>optimum T</td>
<td>l {con_graph (l)}</td>
<td>l {con_graph (l)}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vary L</td>
<td>l {s_col(L)}</td>
<td>l {s_col(L)}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph (r/C)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l s_graph (l)</td>
<td>l s_graph (l)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l m_col(L)</td>
<td>l m_col(L)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Task-episode table for Question 2 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Episode/Unit-task</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Observed</th>
<th>Corrected</th>
<th>Reduced</th>
<th>Expert</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D3B/1</td>
<td>optimum T</td>
<td>• l_s_sheet(C) l_s_sheet(T)</td>
<td>• l_s_sheet(C) l_s_sheet(T)</td>
<td>• l_s_sheet(C) l_s_sheet(T)</td>
<td>• l_s_sheet(T)</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vary C</td>
<td>• l_s_col(L) l_s_row(C) l_con_graph(2) l_m_row(C) l_scope_win l_m_row(C) l_m_row(C) l_scope_win l_inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• l_s_col(L) l_s_row(C) l_con_graph(2) l_m_row(C) l_scope_win l_m_row(C) l_m_row(C) l_scope_win l_inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• l_s_col(L) l_s_row(C) l_m_row(C) l_inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• l_s_row(C) l_m_row(C) l_inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3B/2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D9A/1</td>
<td>optimum T</td>
<td>• l_s_sheet(C) l_m_sheet(C) l_s_sheet(T)</td>
<td>• l_s_sheet(C) l_m_sheet(C) l_s_sheet(T)</td>
<td>• l_s_sheet(C) l_m_sheet(C) l_s_sheet(T)</td>
<td>• l_s_sheet(T)</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vary L</td>
<td>• l_scope_win l_con_graph(1) l_m_col(L) l_inspect_graph(r/C) l_con_graph(1) l_m_col(L) l_inspect_graph(r/C) l_con_graph(1) l_m_col(L) l_inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>• l_scope_win l_m_col(L) l_inspect_graph(r/C) l_m_col(L) l_inspect_graph(r/C) l_m_col(L) l_inspect_graph(r/C) l_m_col(L) l_inspect_graph(r/C) l_m_col(L) l_inspect_graph(r/C) l_m_col(L) l_inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>• l_m_col(L)</td>
<td>• l_m_col(L) l_inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D9A/2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D9B/1</td>
<td>vary C</td>
<td>• l_s_row(C) l_scope_win l_m_col(L) l_m_row(C) l_scope_win l_m_row(C) l_inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• l_s_row(C) l_scope_win l_m_col(L) l_m_row(C) l_scope_win l_m_row(C) l_inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• l_s_row(C) l_m_col(L) l_m_row(C) l_scope_win l_m_row(C) l_inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• l_s_row(C) l_m_row(C) l_inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Task-episode table for Question 2 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Episode/Unit-task</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Observed Action string</th>
<th>Corrected Action string</th>
<th>Reduced Action string</th>
<th>Expert Action string</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S3A1</td>
<td>optimum T</td>
<td>Il s_sheet(T)</td>
<td>Il s_sheet(T)</td>
<td>Il s_sheet(T)</td>
<td>Il s_sheet(T)</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vary C</td>
<td>Il m_row(C)</td>
<td>Il m_row(C)</td>
<td>Il m_row(C)</td>
<td>Il m_row(C)</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3A2</td>
<td>vary C</td>
<td>Il m_row(C)</td>
<td>Il m_row(C)</td>
<td>Il m_row(C)</td>
<td>Il m_row(C)</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3B1</td>
<td>vary L</td>
<td>Il s_col(L)</td>
<td>Il s_col(L)</td>
<td>Il s_col(L)</td>
<td>Il s_col(L)</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vary C</td>
<td>Il m_row(C)</td>
<td>Il m_row(C)</td>
<td>Il m_row(C)</td>
<td>Il m_row(C)</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8A1</td>
<td>vary C</td>
<td>Il m_row(C)</td>
<td>Il m_row(C)</td>
<td>Il m_row(C)</td>
<td>Il m_row(C)</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Episode/Unit-task</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Action string</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S8B/1 vary L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3A/1 vary C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3A/2 optimum T</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3A/3 vary C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3B/1 vary C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Task-episode table for Question 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Episode/Unit-task</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Observed</th>
<th>Corrected</th>
<th>Reduced</th>
<th>Expert</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D4A/1 optimum L</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ll s_graph(b)</td>
<td>ll s_graph(b)</td>
<td>ll inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>1(T)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l con_graph(l) l m_row(C)</td>
<td>l con_graph (l) l m_row(C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4B/1 optimum C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ll s_graph(b) l m_row(C)</td>
<td>ll s_graph(b) l m_row(C)</td>
<td>ll m_row(C)</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l con_graph(l) l m_row(C)</td>
<td>l con_graph (l) l m_row(C)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D10/1 optimum L</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ll s_col(L) l m_col(L)</td>
<td>ll s_col(L) l m_col(L)</td>
<td>ll s_col(L) l m_col(L)</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l interpret_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>l interpret_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>l interpret_graph(r/C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l m_col(L)</td>
<td>l m_col(L)</td>
<td>l m_col(L)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l scope_win l m_col(L)</td>
<td>l scope_win l m_col(L)</td>
<td>l scope_win l m_col(L)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4/1 optimum L</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ll scope_win</td>
<td>ll scope_win</td>
<td>ll m_col(L)</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l scope_win l m_col(L)</td>
<td>l scope_win l m_col(L)</td>
<td>l scope_win l m_col(L)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l m_col(L)</td>
<td>l m_col(L)</td>
<td>l m_col(L)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Task-episode table for Question 3 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Episode/Unit-task</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Observed</th>
<th>Corrected</th>
<th>Reduced</th>
<th>Expert</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S9A/1</td>
<td>optimum C</td>
<td>ıll inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>ıll inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>ıll inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>ıll inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>1(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9B/1</td>
<td>optimum L</td>
<td>ıll minimise_win(graph 1)</td>
<td>ıll minimise_win(stats)</td>
<td>ıll minimise_win(graph 1)</td>
<td>ıll minimise_win(graph 1)</td>
<td>3(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l undo minimise_win(graph)</td>
<td>ıll inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>ıll inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>ıll inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l scope_win</td>
<td>ıll inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>ıll inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>ıll inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>ıll inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>ıll inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>ıll inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l m_col(L)</td>
<td>ıll m_col(L)</td>
<td>ıll m_col(L)</td>
<td>ıll m_col(L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>ıll inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>ıll inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>ıll inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4/1</td>
<td>optimum L</td>
<td>ıll s_sheet(T) l m_row(C)</td>
<td>ıll s_sheet(T) l m_row(C)</td>
<td>ıll s_sheet(T) l m_row(C)</td>
<td>ıll s_sheet(T) l m_row(C)</td>
<td>1(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l m_row(C)</td>
<td>ıll m_row(C)</td>
<td>ıll m_row(C)</td>
<td>ıll m_row(C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>ıll inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>ıll inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>ıll inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4/2</td>
<td>max T</td>
<td>ıll s_sheet(T)</td>
<td>ıll s_sheet(T)</td>
<td>ıll s_sheet(T)</td>
<td>ıll s_sheet(T)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>ıll m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>ıll m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>ıll m_sheet(T)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>ıll inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>ıll inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>ıll inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4/3</td>
<td>optimum L</td>
<td>ıll inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>ıll inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>ıll inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>ıll inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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### Task-episode table for Question 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Episode/Unit-task</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Action string</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D5/1 vary C</td>
<td>• (I) scope_win (l) m_row(C) (l) con_graph (2) (l) m_row(C) (l) m_row(C) (l) inspect_graph(r/L) (l) scope_win (l) m_row(C) (l) inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• (I) scope_win (l) m_row(C) (l) con_graph (2) (l) m_row(C) (l) m_row(C) (l) inspect_graph(r/L) (l) scope_win (l) m_row(C) (l) inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>6(TT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5/2 vary L</td>
<td>• (I) s_col(L) (l) m_col(L) (l) scope_win (l) m_col(L) (l) scope_win (l) m_col(L) (l) inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>• (I) s_col(L) (l) m_col(L) (l) scope_win (l) m_col(L) (l) scope_win (l) m_col(L) (l) inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>6(TT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D11/1 vary L</td>
<td>• (I) scope_win (l) m_col(L) (l) [con_graph(1)] (l) m_col(L) (l) inspect_graph(r/C) (l) scope_win (l) m_col(L) (l) inspect_graph(r/C) (l) scope_win (l) m_col(L) (l) inspect_graph(r/C) (l) scope_win (l) m_col(L) (l) inspect_graph(r/C) (l) scope_win (l) m_col(L) (l) inspect_graph(r/C) (l) scope_win (l) m_col(L) (l) inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>• (I) m_col(L) (l) inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>6(TT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D11/2 vary C</td>
<td>• (I) {s_col(L)} (l) s_row(C) (l) scope_win (l) con_graph(2) (l) scope_win (l) m_row(C) (l) inspect_graph(r/L) (l) scope_win (l) m_row(C) (l) inspect_graph(r/L) (l) scope_win (l) m_row(C) (l) inspect_graph(r/L) (l) scope_win (l) m_row(C) (l) inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• (I) {s_col(L)} (l) s_row(C) (l) scope_win (l) con_graph(2) (l) scope_win (l) m_row(C) (l) inspect_graph(r/L) (l) scope_win (l) m_row(C) (l) inspect_graph(r/L) (l) scope_win (l) m_row(C) (l) inspect_graph(r/L) (l) scope_win (l) m_row(C) (l) inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Task-episode table for Question 4 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Episode/Unit-task</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Observed</th>
<th>Corrected</th>
<th>Reduced</th>
<th>Expert</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D11/3 vary L</td>
<td>• ll m_row(C) l scope_win l con_graph(1) l (con_graph(1)) l s_col(L) m_col(L) l s_graph(l) m_col(L) l inspect_graph(r/C) l scope_win m_col(L) l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>• ll m_row(C) l scope_win l con_graph(1) l s_col(L) m_col(L) l s_graph(l) m_col(L) l inspect_graph(r/C) l scope_win m_col(L) l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>• ll m_row(C) l s_col(L) m_col(L) l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>• ll s_col(L) l m_col(L) l inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td>6(TT) contd.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5/1 vary L</td>
<td>• recall</td>
<td>• ll s_row(C) l m_row(C) l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• ll s_row(C) l m_row(C) l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• ll s_row(C) l m_row(C) l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• ll s_row(C) l m_row(C) l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>6(TT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5/2 vary C</td>
<td>• recall</td>
<td>• ll s_row(C) l m_row(C) l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• ll s_row(C) l m_row(C) l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• ll s_row(C) l m_row(C) l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• ll s_row(C) l m_row(C) l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>6(TT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S10/1</td>
<td>• recall</td>
<td>• ll s_row(C) l m_row(C) l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• ll s_row(C) l m_row(C) l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• ll s_row(C) l m_row(C) l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• ll s_row(C) l m_row(C) l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>6(TT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5/1</td>
<td>• recall</td>
<td>• ll s_row(C) l m_row(C) l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• ll s_row(C) l m_row(C) l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• ll s_row(C) l m_row(C) l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• ll s_row(C) l m_row(C) l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>6(TT)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Task-episode table for Question 5**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Episode/Unit-task</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Observed</th>
<th>Corrected</th>
<th>Reduced</th>
<th>Expert</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D6/1</td>
<td>* recall</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D12/1</td>
<td>* recall</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6/1</td>
<td>vary L</td>
<td>* recall</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6/2</td>
<td>vary C</td>
<td>* inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>* inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>* inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>* inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S11/1</td>
<td>optimum T</td>
<td>* s_sheet(C)</td>
<td>* s_sheet(C)</td>
<td>* s_sheet(C)</td>
<td>* s_sheet(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S11/2</td>
<td>vary C</td>
<td>* m_sheet(C)</td>
<td>* m_sheet(C)</td>
<td>* m_sheet(C)</td>
<td>* m_sheet(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6A/1</td>
<td>two graphs</td>
<td>* start graph(3)</td>
<td>* start graph(3)</td>
<td>* start graph(3)</td>
<td>* start graph(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6A/2</td>
<td>specify axes</td>
<td>* m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>* m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>* m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>* m_sheet(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6A/3</td>
<td>equalise T</td>
<td>* m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>* m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>* m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>* m_sheet(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6A/4</td>
<td>specify axes</td>
<td>* m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>* m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>* m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>* m_sheet(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6B/1</td>
<td>specify axes</td>
<td>* m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>* m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>* m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>* m_sheet(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6B/2</td>
<td>specify vertical axes</td>
<td>* m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>* m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>* m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>* m_sheet(T)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Task-episode table for Question 5 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Episode/Unit-task</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Action string</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R6C/1</td>
<td>specify axis</td>
<td>ll_s_sheet(C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ls_sheet(T)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>inspect_graph(r/T)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ls_sheet(L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ls_col(T)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ll_s_sheet(T)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6C/2</td>
<td>equalise T</td>
<td>ll_s_sheet(T)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[s_graph(b)]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ls_sheet(L) l m_sheet(L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ls_sheet(T)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>inspect_graph(r/C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6C/3</td>
<td>specify axis</td>
<td>ll_s_row(C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ll_s_row(C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Episode/ Unit-task</td>
<td>Goal</td>
<td>Observed</td>
<td>Corrected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6D/1 3</td>
<td>fix C</td>
<td>• ll inspect_datasheet</td>
<td>• ll inspect_datasheet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>compare graphs</td>
<td>• ll m_sheet(T) l m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>• ll m_sheet(T) l m_sheet(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>estimate rate change</td>
<td>• ll m_sheet(T) l m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>• ll m_sheet(T) l m_sheet(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• m_sheet(T) l m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>• m_sheet(T) l m_sheet(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>• m_sheet(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>• m_sheet(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>• m_sheet(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>• m_sheet(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6E/1 3</td>
<td>Establish rate/C graph</td>
<td>• ll s_sheet(C)</td>
<td>• ll s_sheet(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• s_sheet(L)</td>
<td>• s_sheet(L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/T)</td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• m_sheet(L) l s_sheet(T)</td>
<td>• m_sheet(L) l s_sheet(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• m_sheet(L)</td>
<td>• m_sheet(L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• m_sheet(L)</td>
<td>• m_sheet(L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• m_sheet(L)</td>
<td>• m_sheet(L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• m_sheet(C) l s_sheet(C)</td>
<td>• m_sheet(C) l s_sheet(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• s_sheet(T)</td>
<td>• s_sheet(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• m_sheet(C) l m_sheet(C)</td>
<td>• m_sheet(C) l m_sheet(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• s_sheet(C)</td>
<td>• s_sheet(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• m_sheet(C) l s_sheet(L)</td>
<td>• m_sheet(C) l s_sheet(L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• s_sheet(C)</td>
<td>• s_sheet(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• m_sheet(C) l s_col(T)</td>
<td>• m_sheet(C) l s_col(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• s_sheet(L)</td>
<td>• s_sheet(L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• m_sheet(C) l s_sheet(L)</td>
<td>• m_sheet(C) l s_sheet(L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• s_sheet(L)</td>
<td>• s_sheet(L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>• inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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## Task-episode table for Question 5 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Episode/Unit-task</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Observed</th>
<th>Corrected</th>
<th>Reduced</th>
<th>Expert</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R6E/2</td>
<td>Clarify axes</td>
<td>l inspect_graph window(2)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph window(2)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph window(2)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph window(2)</td>
<td>Idio. contd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_datasheet</td>
<td>l inspect_datasheet</td>
<td>l inspect_datasheet</td>
<td>l inspect_datasheet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6E/3</td>
<td>Vary C</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/T)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/T)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/T)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/T)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l s_sheet(C)</td>
<td>l s_sheet(C)</td>
<td>l s_sheet(C)</td>
<td>l s_sheet(C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l {s_graph(b)} l m_sheet(C)</td>
<td>l m_sheet(C) l m_sheet(C)</td>
<td>l m_sheet(C) l m_sheet(C)</td>
<td>l m_sheet(C) l m_sheet(C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/T)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/T)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/T)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/T)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l s_graph(l)</td>
<td>l s_graph(l)</td>
<td>l s_graph(l)</td>
<td>l s_graph(l)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l m_win(graph window(2))</td>
<td>l m_win(graph window(2))</td>
<td>l m_win(graph window(2))</td>
<td>l m_win(graph window(2))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l resize_win(graphwindow(2))</td>
<td>l resize_win(graphwindow(2))</td>
<td>l resize_win(graphwindow(2))</td>
<td>l resize_win(graphwindow(2))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l {output(copy)}</td>
<td>l {output(copy)}</td>
<td>l {output(copy)}</td>
<td>l {output(copy)}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l {con_graph(2)}</td>
<td>l {con_graph(2)}</td>
<td>l {con_graph(2)}</td>
<td>l {con_graph(2)}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l {scale(cube)} l s_row(T)</td>
<td>l s_row(T) l s_row(T)</td>
<td>l s_row(T) l s_row(T)</td>
<td>l s_row(T) l s_row(T)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l m_sheet(C)</td>
<td>l m_sheet(C)</td>
<td>l m_sheet(C)</td>
<td>l m_sheet(C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l s_sheet(L) l s_sheet(C)</td>
<td>l s_sheet(L) l s_sheet(C)</td>
<td>l s_sheet(L) l s_sheet(C)</td>
<td>l s_sheet(L) l s_sheet(C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l m_sheet(C) l m_sheet(C)</td>
<td>l m_sheet(C) l m_sheet(C)</td>
<td>l m_sheet(C) l m_sheet(C)</td>
<td>l m_sheet(C) l m_sheet(C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l s_col(L)</td>
<td>l s_col(L)</td>
<td>l s_col(L)</td>
<td>l s_col(L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l m_sheet(L)</td>
<td>l m_sheet(L)</td>
<td>l m_sheet(L)</td>
<td>l m_sheet(L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l s_sheet(L)</td>
<td>l s_sheet(L)</td>
<td>l s_sheet(L)</td>
<td>l s_sheet(L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l s_sheet(L)</td>
<td>l s_sheet(L)</td>
<td>l s_sheet(L)</td>
<td>l s_sheet(L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l m_sheet(L)</td>
<td>l m_sheet(L)</td>
<td>l m_sheet(L)</td>
<td>l m_sheet(L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6E/4</td>
<td>Interpret rate/C</td>
<td>l s_sheet(T) l m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>l s_sheet(T) l m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>l s_sheet(T) l m_sheet(T)</td>
<td>l s_sheet(T) l m_sheet(T)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>graph at max T</td>
<td>l s_sheet(L)</td>
<td>l s_sheet(L)</td>
<td>l s_sheet(L)</td>
<td>l s_sheet(L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/T)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/T)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/T)</td>
<td>l inspect_graph(r/T)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l m_sheet(L)</td>
<td>l m_sheet(L)</td>
<td>l m_sheet(L)</td>
<td>l m_sheet(L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Task-episode table for Question 5 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Episode/Unit-task</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Observed</th>
<th>Corrected</th>
<th>Reduced</th>
<th>Expert</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R6F/1 Display rate/T graph</td>
<td></td>
<td>( \text{l con_graph(1)} \mid \text{l s_sheet(T)} ) ( \text{l s_sheet(L)} \mid \text{l s_sheet(C)} ) ( \text{l s_graph(I)} )</td>
<td>( \text{l con_graph(1)} \mid \text{l s_sheet(T)} ) ( \text{l s_sheet(L)} \mid \text{l s_sheet(C)} )</td>
<td>( \text{l con_graph(1)} \mid \text{l s_sheet(T)} ) ( \text{l s_sheet(L)} \mid \text{l s_sheet(C)} )</td>
<td>(Idio)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6F/2 Compare graphs</td>
<td></td>
<td>( \text{l s_sheet(L)} \mid \text{l inspect_graph(r/C)} ) ( \text{l s_sheet(T)} \mid \text{l s_sheet(C)} ) ( \text{l inspect_graph(r/C)} )</td>
<td>( \text{l s_sheet(L)} \mid \text{l inspect_graph(r/C)} ) ( \text{l s_sheet(T)} \mid \text{l s_sheet(C)} )</td>
<td>( \text{l s_sheet(L)} \mid \text{l inspect_graph(r/C)} )</td>
<td>(Idio)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6G/1 vary C</td>
<td></td>
<td>( \text{l m_sheet(C)} \mid \text{l m_sheet(C)} ) ( \text{l con_graph(2)} \mid \text{l con_graph(L)} ) ( \text{l con_graph(2)} \mid \text{l s_sheet(L)} )</td>
<td>( \text{l m_sheet(C)} \mid \text{l m_sheet(C)} ) ( \text{l con_graph(2)} \mid \text{l con_graph(L)} )</td>
<td>( \text{l m_sheet(C)} \mid \text{l m_sheet(C)} )</td>
<td>(Idio)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6G/2 vary T</td>
<td></td>
<td>( \text{l s_sheet(T)} \mid \text{l m_sheet(T)} ) ( \text{l m_sheet(T)} \mid \text{l m_sheet(T)} )</td>
<td>( \text{l s_sheet(T)} \mid \text{l m_sheet(T)} )</td>
<td>( \text{l s_sheet(T)} \mid \text{l m_sheet(T)} )</td>
<td>(Idio)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6G/3 vary L Identify factor</td>
<td></td>
<td>( \text{l m_sheet(L)} \mid \text{l m_sheet(L)} ) ( \text{l m_sheet(C)} \mid \text{l m_sheet(C)} )</td>
<td>( \text{l m_sheet(L)} \mid \text{l m_sheet(L)} )</td>
<td>( \text{l m_sheet(L)} \mid \text{l m_sheet(L)} )</td>
<td>(Idio)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6G/4 Identify factor</td>
<td></td>
<td>( \text{l m_sheet(C)} \mid \text{l m_sheet(C)} ) ( \text{l m_sheet(C)} \mid \text{l m_sheet(C)} )</td>
<td>( \text{l m_sheet(C)} \mid \text{l m_sheet(C)} )</td>
<td>( \text{l m_sheet(C)} \mid \text{l m_sheet(C)} )</td>
<td>(Idio)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>